
   
  

 

       
    

       
     

 
        
 

                                                                                                             
             

                                                                
                                              

                                            
                         
                           
                                                                    

 

          

 
      

     
     

     
     

     
     

  

   
     

   
   

Agenda 
Board of Trustees Meeting 
May 24, 2019, 9:00 a.m. 

Moore Hall, Center for 
Learning and Development 

I. Call to Order Page No. 
II. Pledge of Allegiance 
III. Roll Call
IV. Approval  of  Meeting  Minutes

Minutes, August  17, 2019, Board  of  Trustees  Workshop 1 - 5 
Minutes, April  12, 2019, Board  of  Trustees  Meeting 6 - 11 

V. President's Report Jeanne G. Prickett, EdD 12 - 13 
Human Resources - Carrie Arnold 14 
Communications and Public Relations - Nancy Bloch 15 - 18 
Legislative Update - Patsy Eccles 19

   Outreach Department -Liz Wilcox 20 - 22 
VI. Public Comments Limited to three (3) minutes per person

25 

VII. Action Items
1. Surplus Property,
2. Continuation of Business Prior to Approval of the FY 2019-2020 Operating Budget
3. Operating Legislative Budget Request (LBR) 2020-2021 26 

23 - 24 

Attachment #1 available as PDF 27 - 82 
Attachment #2 available as PDF 83 - 99 

100 
Attachment #3 available as PDF 101 - 133 
Attachment #4 available as PDF 134 - 157 
Attachment #5 available as PDF 158 - 193 
Attachment #6 available as PDF 194 - 206 

4. Educational Plant Five Year Survey Report
5. PECO Legislative Budget Request (LBR) FY 2020-2021
6. Board Member Contact - Summer Change Orders
7. NEFEC ESOL Add-on Endorsement Program 2019-2025
8. NEFEC Athletic Coaching Add-on Endorsement Program 2019-2025
9. NEFEC Pre K Disabilities Add-on Endorsement Program 2019-2025

10. NEFEC Reading Endorsement Program
11. Approval of the NEFEC Membership Contract for 2019 - 2020 207 

IX. Unfinished Business

X. New  Business
Special  Recognition of Christopher D. Wagner's Service to the Board of Trustees

XI. Department Updates
Allied Health Services - Stan Gustetic 208 - 209 
Boarding Program - Kathleen Grunder 210 - 217 
Business Services - Julia Mintzer 218 - 233 
Blind Department - Carol Bogue 234 - 240 
Deaf Department - Angela Saunders 241 - 245 
Instructional Services - Tracie Snow 246 - 267 
Technology Services - Shelley Ardis 268 - 271 

XII. Board Comments
XIII. Adjournment  207 N. San Marco Ave., St. Augustine, FL 32084 

https://www.fsdb.k12.fl.us 
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Board of Trustees Workshop 
Moore Hall – Center for Learning and Development 

August 17, 2018, 9:00 a.m. 

Attendance 
Present: Mrs. Christine Chapman, Mrs. Linda DiGonzalez, Mr. Terry Hadley, Mr. Owen McCaul, Mr. 
Christopher Wagner, Dr. Thomas Zavelson. 

Welcome 
Mr. Wagner called the workshop to order at 9:00 a.m.  He welcomed everyone to the workshop and 
to the new school year.   

Mr. Wagner explained that the workshop presentation would focus on School Safety, and he 
reminded everyone that there would be time after the presentation for questions. He asked Mrs. 
Julia Mintzer, Administrator of Business Services; Mr. Jerry Chandlee, Chief of FSDB Police; and Ms. 
Tracy Sampson, School Safety Specialist, to begin the presentation.  

FSDB Safe Schools Initiative  
Mrs. Mintzer welcomed the Board back to a new school year.  She explained that the focus of today’s 
workshop would be on the Safe Schools Act, also known as Senate Bill 7026.   

Mrs. Mintzer introduced Ms. Tracy Sampson, FSDB’s new School Safety Specialist.  Mrs. Mintzer 
explained that Ms. Sampson had previously worked in FSDB’s Training and Quality Assurance 
department. She left FSDB for a short time and is now back. Ms. Sampson is familiar with the School 
and in working with the staff in different departments.  

2017-2018 School Safety Chat Synopsis 

Mrs. Mintzer and Chief Chandlee explained the School Safety chats they had with every department 
on campus. During these chats, they had asked each group the following questions: 

• “What are we doing well?”

• “What makes you feel safe on the campus?”

• “What are the areas of opportunity where you think we could do better?”

The following are answers and comments given by individuals during the safety chats. 

What we are doing well, and what makes people feel safe:  

• Police presence

• Student trainings

• Police patrolling campus and schools

• Visitor background checks

• Gated/fenced campus

• Honeywell Instant Alerts

• Situation reports

• Cameras on campus
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• Employee Card IDs and the E-Keys 

• Emergency Preparedness training 

• Low staff-to-student ratios 

• “Skyward” [student information database] 

• Emergency drills and plans 

• Message Boards 
 
Areas of Opportunity: 

• Team approach to monitoring visitors 

• Door locks for interior locking  

• Integrated messaging for social media 

• Updates and expansion of message board services 

• Enhanced information sharing for visitors, volunteers and vendors 

• More mental health services for students in the evening hours 

• Increased access to WiFi  

• Knowledge of all areas of the campus 
 
The following initiatives were done over the summer, and Mrs. Mintzer explained how each 
initiative will help to keep the students and staff safer on campus.  
 

Summer Initiatives: 

• Outdoor lighting upgrades 

• Updated mental health plan 

• Campus walk-through with local public safety agencies [first responders] 

• Door schedules reassessed 

• Two evening mental health counselors hired 

• Doors lock from the inside  

• Causeway and Palm Row entrances are “employees only”  

• Emergency / safety preparedness posters 

• Employee ID door access audit 

• Lexan plastic coverings for all doors with windows in every building 

• Updated crisis communication plan 

• Classroom survival kits delivered to every classroom 

• Student accountability – purple folders, red & blue flags 
 

The following categories were explained in detail by Ms. Sampson, Chief Chandlee, or Mrs. Mintzer.  

Changes for FSDB from SB 7026: 
 

• “Fortify Florida” – anonymous reporting tool 

• Youth mental health first aid training for all staff members 

• Emergency drills – expand and enhance 

• Care assessment team 
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• Student crime watch 

• Enhanced mental health reporting and referrals  

New and established safety Initiatives at FSDB: 

• Full-time Police Services 

• Campus perimeter is fenced with a single point of entry  

• Campus-wide camera coverage 

• Visitor management system – badges are now bright yellow 

• Emergency plans 

• NIMS (National Incident Management System) team 

• All-hazard drills conducted regularly 

• Message boards and audio systems for emergency communications campus-wide 

• Strong relationships with local public safety agencies and first responders 

• Employee assistance program 

• Health care center  

• Mental health counselors 

• Youth mental health first aid training 

• Comprehensive mental health plan 

• PBS program 

• Care Assessment team 

• Reunification plan / drill 

• “Skyward”  

• Crisis communication plan 

• Safety stations / AED’s / “Stop the Bleed” kits and training 

• Wraparound programs for mental health services 

The “3 C’s” of a Safe School culture:   

• Caring  

• Connection  

• Communication 

Relationships: 

• Relationships between schools and parents 

• Relationships between students and staff members 

• Relationships between FSDB departments across campus 

• Relationships between FSDB and community partners 

Important Research: 

• Survey of over 90,000 youths in the Journal of the American Medical Association (2012) 
findings:  

• Two key indicators for lowering the risk of a child's involvement in negative behavior and 
improving academic achievement: 
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❖ Connection to a parent 
❖ Connection to a school-based person 

A culture of communication: 

• “See something; say something” 

• Enhance information sharing among all stakeholders 

• Student crime watch program 

• Care assessment team 

All Hazards Safety Drills – Best Practices: 

• Drills will be announced  
o Tabletop discussion   
o Guided small group  
o Guided campus-wide 
o Free-standing campus-wide 
o After-action plans – “Grow and Glow” 

2018-2019 Campus-wide goal – A safe, caring culture to support FSDB students and staff: 

• Objectives: 
o Real-time reporting 
o Care assessments 
o Deliver needed services 

Mrs. Mintzer said FSDB is a model school and campus and “It is our goal to continue to share best 
practices with our outside partners, our stakeholders, and the education community statewide.”  

After the presentation, the trustees had questions regarding transportation, especially with the 
SHOW (Students Home on Weekend) buses; how contraband will be handled; and the new Youth 
Mental Health First Aid training that all staff will receive this year.  All the Board’s questions and 
concerns were addressed by the presenters.  Mrs. Mintzer added that she would include updates in 
the Business Services report each month. 

Mr. Wagner suspended the workshop at 10:45 a.m. for a tour of newly renovated Gore Hall.  Mrs. 
Mintzer asked the Board to save all questions for when the workshop resumed, in order to stay 
compliant with Florida’s “Sunshine Laws.”  

The workshop reconvened in Moore Hall at 12:05 p.m., and Mr. Wagner asked if there were any 
questions or concerns. Hearing none, he adjourned the workshop.   
 
 

Adjournment 

Workshop adjourned at 12:10 p.m. 
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I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge; the foregoing minutes are accurate and complete.  

 
       
Jeanne Glidden Prickett, EdD, President 
 
 
       
Christopher D. Wagner, Chair 
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Board of Trustees – Meeting Minutes 

Moore Hall, Center for Learning and Development 
April 12, 2019, 9:00 a.m. 

 
Attendance 

Present: Mrs. Christine Chapman, Mrs. Linda DiGonzalez, Mr. Terry Hadley, Mr. Owen McCaul, 
Mr. Christopher Wagner. 
Absent: Dr. Thomas Zavelson.  
 
Call to Order 

Mr. Christopher Wagner, Chair, convened the meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Florida 
School for the Deaf and the Blind at 9:00 a.m. in the Moore Hall Center for Learning and 
Development.  

 
Pledge of Allegiance 

Blind Elementary School student Khayree Loften and Deaf Elementary School student Logan 
Bridges led the Board and the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance.  
 
Staff Recognition 

Ms. Christy Slater, Director of Training and Quality Assurance, and Ms. Carrie Arnold, Director of 
Human Resources, introduced the 2018-2019 Teachers of the Year and the School-Related 
Employee of the Year to the Board of Trustees: 
 

• Deaf Elementary School – Ms. Yvonne Samuels, who is also the overall Teacher of the Year 

• Deaf Middle School – Ms. Carolyn Cervantes  

• Deaf High School – Mr. Adam Greenleaf   

• Blind Elementary – Ms. Marcella Cavallaro 

• Blind Middle School – Ms. Jennifer Enache  

• Blind High School – Ms. Sidney Keith  

• Physical Education – Ms. Anna Tutak 

• School-Related Employee of the Year – Mr. Shane Michael, Administrative Assistant, in 
Deaf High School 

 
 
Approval of Meeting Minutes, March 1, 2019 

Mrs. Chapman moved to approve the Board minutes of March 1, 2019. The motion was seconded 
by Mrs. DiGonzalez and was approved unanimously by the Board.  
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President’s Reports 

Dr. Prickett spoke of how much she had enjoyed the FSDB Dance Troupe performance of “Annie, 
Jr.,” on Thursday, April 11, 2019.  Dr. Prickett had also attended the St. Johns County “Character 
Counts” banquet on Thursday, April 11. Dr. Prickett said the St. Johns County School District is 
“always very gracious in including FSDB students.” This year, four FSDB students were recognized 
for awards. One student,  Blind Department senior Zoe Wilson, was awarded the David Macauley 
Mathis Award “Pursuing Victory with Honor.” Dr. Prickett gave some background on the David 
Macauley Mathis award and explained why this was such an honor for Miss Wilson and FSDB.  
 
 Public Comment  

There were no public comments during this meeting.  

 
Action Items 

Action Item #1 
Surplus Property 

Board approval was requested for disposal of surplus property.  All items had an original purchase 
value in excess of $1,000. 
 
Mr. Hadley moved to accept Action Item #1 as presented. The motion was seconded by Mrs. 
Chapman and carried unanimously by the Board. 

 
Action Item #2 
FY 2019-2020 Out-of-State Tuition Rate 

Board approval was requested to establish the Out-of-State Tuition rate for the 2019-2020 
School Year at an annual cost of $16,690.  The Out-of-State Tuition charge offsets the added 
cost of providing services.  This rate represents an increase of $470 from this year’s annual 
tuition rate.  The School does not currently have any out-of-state students. 
 
Mrs. Chapman moved to accept Action Item #2 as presented. The motion was seconded by Mrs. 
DiGonzalez and carried unanimously by the Board. 

 
Action Item #3 
Annual Contract for Attorney Services 

Board approval was requested to enter into contracts for the 2019-2020 fiscal year for attorney 
services.  Currently, the school contracts with the following firms: 
 
Constangy, Brooks, Smith and Prophete, LLC – General Counsel and Human Resources Matters 
RISE, Inc. – Special Education Matters  
Foley and Lardner, LLP – Contracts and Negotiations 
 
NOTES: 
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Included within the Constangy, Brooks, Smith, and Prophete contract are the sub-specialty 
services of the Upchurch, Bailey and Upchurch firm, specifically Mr. Sidney Ansbacher, on an 
“as needed” basis. 
 
The Constangy, Brooks, Smith, and Prophete contract will reflect a $10 per hour increase in 
rates from 2018-2019 (Partner at $200 and Associate at $180). 
 
The RISE, Inc., contract will reflect the same rates per hour as in 2018-2019 (Attorney, $200, 
and Paralegal, $60). 
 
The Foley and Lardner contract has no change in rates per hour from 2018-2019.  Expenditures 
are limited to $35,000 annually, unless otherwise approved by the Board of Trustees (Partner at 
a range of $465 to $675 and Associate at a range of $260 to $440). 
 

Mr. Hadley moved to accept Action Item #3 as presented. The motion was seconded by Mrs. 
Chapman and carried unanimously by the Board. 

 

Unfinished Business 

FSDB Campus Police Rule Development Workshop – Rule 6D-12.003, F.A.C.:  Mr. Sid Ansbacher, 
Board Counsel, explained that Rule 6D-12.003, and the statute under which FSDB operates,  
1002.36(8)(F), require that the School have a police policy manual as part of the rule. Chief Jerry 
Chandlee has been updating the manual, and over the summer he will work to complete it.  Mr. 
Ansbacher said he plans to have this “back before the Board” at the August meeting.  
 

New Business 

Endowment Investment Committee Action Item #1  
Approval of the UBS Client Services Agreement 
Board approval was requested to continue the UBS Client Services Agreement for the 2019-2020 
fiscal year, as recommended by the Endowment Investment Committee.  
 
Mr. Hadley moved to accept Action Item #1 as presented. The motion was carried unanimously 
by the Board. 
 
Endowment Investment Committee Action Item #2 
Approval of the BB&T Banking Services Agreement 
Board approval was requested to continue the BB&T Banking Services Agreement for the 2019-
2020 fiscal year, as recommended by the Endowment Investment Committee.  
 
Mr. Hadley moved to accept Action Item #2 as presented. The motion was carried unanimously 
by the Board. 
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Endowment Investment Committee Action Item #3 
Approval of the Endowment Project Budget 
Board approval was requested for the proposed Endowment Project Budget for 2019-2020 fiscal 
year, as recommended by the Endowment Investment Committee. All projects are within the 
budgetary guidelines established by the Board of Trustees. 
 
Mr. Hadley moved to accept Action Item #3 as presented. The motion was carried unanimously 
by the Board. 

 
Department Updates 
 
Business Services 

Mrs. DiGonzalez asked about the climate surveys mentioned in the Business Services report.  Ms. 

Julia Mintzer asked Ms. Slater to answer.  Ms. Slater explained that the Employee Engagement 

surveys have been distributed, and parent and student surveys will be going out shortly. Mrs. 

DiGonzalez requested that upon completion the results be sent to her. Ms. Slater confirmed that 

she would send the results when she had everything completed.  

Mrs. DiGonzalez asked whether teachers are meeting their certification standards, and whether 

they all have their professional certifications. Ms. Tracie Snow, Administrator of Instructional 

Services, said that not all of the School’s teachers have their professional certificates. However, 

they have stipulations in their contracts that allow them three years to gain their teaching and 

professional certifications. Mrs. DiGonzalez asked what happens if they cannot meet their 

stipulations and gain their specific teacher certifications. Ms. Snow answered that according to 

State of Florida statutes, “we must let them go.”  

Instructional Services 

Ms. Snow introduced Ms. Andrea Armstrong, Director of Career Development. Ms. Armstrong 

said that some of the students in the CTE programs recently attended Skills USA. Each year, there 

is a competition for high school and college level students. This year, there were over two 

thousand contestants, and FSDB students competed against the general population of students 

in photography, construction, prepared speech, extemporaneous speaking, quiz bowl, and 

mobo-robotics. This was the first year that the School’s students had competed in mobo-robotics, 

and the team of two FSDB students, Chris Weber and Jacob Ellis, won second place and brought 

home the silver medal.  Mellie Hatcher from the Blind Department won the silver in 

extemporaneous speaking.  Ms. Armstrong explained how the process works, how difficult the 

competition was for the students, and how hard FSDB students worked in each category. Some 

of the Board members had questions, which Ms. Armstrong answered in detail.  
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Closing Comments 

Mr. Christopher Wagner announced, “with a heavy heart,” that he is resigning from the Board  

of Trustees effective May 31, 2019, and has sent his resignation to the Governor.  Mr. Wagner 

explained that it has been a very difficult personal and professional decision, and that being on 

this Board has been “the most rewarding experience” of his professional career. Mr. Wagner 

has served on FSDB’s Board of Trustees for nearly 13 years.  

 

Mrs. Chapman thanked Mr. Wagner, telling him that he has “served this Board with honor and 

integrity,” and that it will be difficult to replace him.  Mrs. Chapman wished Mr. Wagner well in 

his personal and professional career, and said that “it has been an honor to serve with you.”  

Mrs. Chapman also expressed how “extremely proud” she is of Miss Zoe Wilson for receiving 

the Mathis award.  Mrs. Chapman explained that she is a very good friend of David Macauley 

Mathis’ mother, Mrs. Jane Mathis, and that this award is “quite an honor” for Miss Wilson.  

Mrs. Chapman congratulated all the teachers named as Teacher of the Year and School-Related 

Employee of the Year.  

 

Mr. McCaul said that Mr. Wagner had been “an amazing chairman,” and that it was a privilege 

to serve with him.  “I will personally miss his leadership, and I will miss his skill set,” Mr. McCaul 

said.  He wished Mr. Wagner “all the best, as he moves forward personally and professionally.”  

Mr. McCaul also encouraged Board members to take the opportunity to participate in the Blind 

Senior Dinner the Thursday before graduation in May.  This dinner is “a very moving 

experience, and yet another reason why we are here,” Mr. McCaul said.  

 

Mrs. DiGonzalez agreed that the Blind Senior Dinner is a “real opportunity to listen and absorb 

how gifted and talented our students are.” She congratulated all the teachers named as 

Teacher of the Year and School-Related Employee of the Year. Mrs. DiGonzalez congratulated 

Miss Wilson on the honor of receiving the Mathis award. Lastly, she said to Mr. Wagner that he 

will be missed, and she thanked him for his dedication and service to the Board and to FSDB.  

“It has been an honor to serve with you, and our school is better off today because of you,” 

Mrs. DiGonzalez said.  

 

Mr. Hadley congratulated all the teachers named as Teacher of the Year and School-Related 

Employee of the Year. He also praised all the students who participated in the Skills USA 

competition for their success. Mr. Hadley said that he echoed all the comments made about 

Mr. Wagner.  “Chris, it has been an honor to serve with you. Your dignity and your dedication to 

this school have been a shining light. You are truly a special man, and you have been a 
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wonderful chairman. It has been a privilege to serve with you, and to call you ‘friend.’  I wish 

you all the very best as you go forward,” Mr. Hadley said.  

 

 

Adjournment 

Meeting adjourned at 10:15 a.m. 
 

I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge, the foregoing minutes are accurate and 
complete.  

 
 
       
Jeanne Glidden Prickett, EdD, President 
 
 
 
       
Christopher Wagner, Chair 
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Report to the Board of Trustees 
May 24, 2019 

9:00 A.M. 
St. Augustine, FL 

President’s Report 

Conference of Educational Administrators of Schools and Programs for the Deaf (CEASD) 

During the weekend of April 26-28, a small team of FSDB leaders attended the annual CEASD 
conference, held in Denver (we hosted last year’s conference, which was highly successful).  We 
participated in many fine sessions that were relevant to current practice in the field. A number 
of the sessions focused on language development and literacy, which are key developmental 
areas that contribute heavily to overall academic and adult living success for all children and can 
be a special challenge for children who are deaf or hard of hearing.  

One presentation specifically addressed the shortage of trained teachers who are themselves 
deaf or hard of hearing. This shortage has resulted from a number of factors, including the ever-
increasing career options for deaf or hard of hearing individuals that divert them from 
considering teaching. The net effect for children who are our students is having fewer teachers 
with the most language fluency in American Sign Language to help the children learn language 
and become fully literate. Combined with the historic general shortage over many decades of 
trained teachers of the deaf, this trend is challenging for schools and programs that are trying to 
recruit educators who are strong language models for students. 

Early intervention resources as well as STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics) resources also were presented. CEASD Executive Director Barbara Raimondo, Esq., 
introduced the new Deaf Education Guidelines book that was a collaborative effort among 
CEASD, NASDSE (The National Association of State Directors of Special Education), and additional 
stakeholders, published by NASDSE. These guidelines updated an older document and expanded 
information regarding Bilingual Education for children who are deaf or hard of hearing (American 
Sign Language and English).  The document is available from NASDSE online in a PDF format. 

LRP’s National Institute on Legal Issues of Educating Individuals with Disabilities 

The LRP National Institute is the premier conference in legal issues of special education, with 
educators and school attorneys sharing the most current information from legislation and 
litigation annually. This year’s 40th anniversary Institute was held in Orlando, and the LRP 
organization had excellent presentations and general sessions scheduled. FSDB sent a small team 
of participants including Tracie Snow, Michael Nease (Coordinator of Admissions in the 
Instructional Services Department), Angela Saunders and me. In addition to the general sessions 
with several thousand people in attendance, each of us chose specific smaller group sessions on 
topics relevant to our work at FSDB. Materials were available through an online application for 
following the presentation and for downloading. 
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President’s Report 
May 24, 2019 
Page 2 

Several of the very informative sessions I attended included: 

• Tips for the 40th Institute – Summary points of recent litigation and legislation that 
appear to be emerging challenges/issues and trends in provision of services under Section 
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, or under the Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act. These reviews, given annually, have proven very useful in staying updated to be 
aware of issues and coming directions of special education law. Litigation especially has 
changed interpretation of the laws over the past decades since the enactment of each of 
those laws. 

• Mental Health Services as a Component of FAPE: Liability Exposure Under the IDEA and 
Section 504 – Review of historic and current litigation regarding mental health services in 
elementary and secondary education. I listened and read the materials with FSDB 
services in mind as a comparison. Clearly, FSDB services are above and beyond what most 
systems are offering, though we are aware that we must constantly review and modify 
what we offer and how we offer it to ensure that our students’ emotional and social well-
being is promoted. 

• Emergency Preparedness for Students with Disabilities: Reducing Liability – Review of 
litigation and legislation in the past several years, with a comparison of states and a 
national picture of how states and schools are addressing the increasing need for more 
extensive emergency preparedness in the schools beyond routine fire and tornado drills. 
Tips were presented for addressing the needs of individuals with disabilities in drills and 
actual events to prevent tragedies and avoid liability. 

• English Learners in Special Education – Review of historic and current litigation and 
legislation as the landscape for ELL programs that have evolved because of the increases 
in immigrant populations throughout the country. Trends and possible emerging 
directions of ELL services for students with disabilities were discussed. 

Coming Rotary Presentation 

In July, I will return to my home town of Bloomington-Normal, Illinois. Although I will be on 
vacation leave, a childhood-through-high school classmate has asked me to present to the local 
Rotary Club on specialized education of infants, toddlers, children and youths who are deaf or 
blind, including information about FSDB. The Club Board extended an invitation, and I am 
scheduled to be the speaker at the July 25 meeting. 

Jeanne Glidden Prickett, EdD 
President 
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Board Report 
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Class Code Count 

Board of Trustees Administrator Positions    67 

Teacher Positions      113 

Specialist Positions          57 

Select Exempt Service Positions       55 

Career Service Positions     390 

 

General Revenue Positions     650 

Grant Funded Positions         32 
 
Add/Delete 

08263  Staff Interpreter/Translator – SES to Career Service   
  

Service Awards 
 

35 Years 

Clayton Weedman 
 

20 Years 

Melanie Delaney 

Ted Lombardo 
 
 

15 Years 

Elizabeth Abenchuchan 
Mary Bilancio 
Susan Bright 

Cindy Brueckner 
Lauren Fox 

Jessica Kaspar 
Alesia Milczarski 

Sarah Tait 
Judith Wilkins 
Bryan Wolfe 

 

 

 10 Years 

David Snow 
 

5 Years 

Daniel Geores 
Victor Gonzalez 

Melissa Yousif Johnson 
Christy Slater 

Jimmie Wheeler  
Elizabeth Wilcox 
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Communications and Public Relations Department 

Report to the FSDB Board of Trustees 

May 24, 2019 
 

This report summarizes department activities and accomplishments in fulfillment of FSDB Strategic 
Plan 2017-2022 goals for the month of March and April 2019.  

Advertisements 

▪ Ongoing: American Society for Deaf Children (ASDC) – Endeavor national magazine, full page 
digital/print ads; City of St. Augustine Fire Department annual magazine, half page print/digital 
ad; Council of Schools for the Blind (COSB)—Howe’s Now monthly digital newsletter, digital ad; 
First Coast Relocation Guide—2019 Guidebook, half page print/digital ad and directory listing 
(Baker, Clay, Duval, Nassau, and St. Johns Counties); St. Augustine Orchestra (SAO) program 
book for 2018-2019 season, half page print ad. 

▪ Completed (thru May)- FSDB Expanded Core Curriculum Academies: FLDOE Bureau of 
Exceptional Education and Student Services (BEESS) Weekly News, American Society for Deaf 
Children Summer Camps (digital listing); Council of Schools for the Blind (digital newsletter); 
First Coast Register and Ponte Vedra Recorder - Kids Summer Fun Guide inserts (half page ads); 
Fun4Auggie Kids (digital listing); Fun4First Coast Kids (digital listing); JAX4Kids (print ad and 
digital listings); Laurent Clerc National Deaf Education Center National Summer Camps (digital 
listing); Miami Kids Magazine and My Central Florida Family (digital listings); RMTC Just In Time 
News; Tampa Bay Parenting (half page print/digital ad and listing); and Volusia County Moms 
(digital listing); also via FSDB social media channels. 

▪ Forthcoming: First Coast Register Living Here on the First Coast 2019 Annual Guide; and more 
to be reserved for late summer and early fall. 

Brand Identity/Standards 

▪ In Progress: Elements for campus-wide brand identity/standards are under development. 
These include templates for stationery, newsletters, flyers, reports, and presentations, 
business cards, email signatures, and related digital and print materials. We are also working 
with Instructional Services on tour scripts. 

▪ Completed:  Graphics design/layout support and marketing collateral to campus departments 
on request— Academics (Blind/Deaf Departments), Allied Health (Outreach Evaluations), 
Athletics, Business Services (Transportation), Instructional Services (Admissions, Print Shop), 
Outreach, President’s Office (Legislative Liaison). 

Exhibits/Outreach 

▪ Completed: South Florida Regional Braille Challenge; Southwest Florida Council of the Blind–
Living the Good Life with Vision Loss Expo; Early Steps Southernmost Coast Community Fair; 
Visions XXVI Conference; Vilano Beach Run; Visual Aid Volunteers of Florida Annual 
Conference; Earth Day at Northup Grumman; and DeafNation Expo. 

▪ Ongoing Outreach: Supported dissemination of targeted informational packets to 
superintendents, Exceptional Student Education directors, staffing specialists, and 
educators/professional service providers across the state, as well as at targeted events, 
meetings, and conferences.  
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▪ Forthcoming: Florida Council of Administrators of Special Education Summer Leadership 
Institute, Institute for Small and Rural Districts (June); Central Florida Kids and Families Expo 
(August); Florida Association for the Education and Rehabilitation of the Blind and Visually 
Impaired Conference (September); Florida Council for Exceptional Children Conference 
(October); FSDB Fall Expo (October); State Joint Contact Meeting (October) and more to be 
scheduled. 

News Stories 

▪ Posted 27 stories on the school website and social media, including 13 original stories – three 
of which were featured in the St. Augustine Record. Cross-posts included stories by News4Jax 
(featuring FSDB students at the 15th Annual Golf Clinic), Apple Insider (spotlighting Swift coding 
education at FSDB), Jacksonville Times Union (famed jazz musician and FSDB alumnus Marcus 
Roberts about his FSDB experiences, and mention of FSDB students at the Jacksonville Science 
Festival), Jaguars.com (featuring FSDB Girls Flag Football Head Coach Russ Koenig as Coach of 
the Week), and the St. Augustine Record (story about Building a Tradesman program at FSDB; 
and Lincolnville “Living Legend” spotlight on Henry “Hank” White who worked at FSDB for 
many years). Additional social media posts were generated by various school departments.  

Bus Wraps 

▪ The school now has a second Annett bus wrapped with the FSDB logo with photos; this and an 
older Annett-wrapped bus transports homegoing students across the state, including students 
who go on field trips and athletic events. This is a wonderful form of mobile advertising with 
significant reach. 

Radio 

▪ Public service announcements about FSDB (by Trent Ferguson) continue to be aired via the Cox 
radio network across the state. Sponsored spots continue to be aired by the Blind and Beyond 
Radio Show throughout central to south Florida, including monthly interviews with FSDB 
personnel (Outreach and Parent Infant Program interviews slated for May and June). We have 
significantly greater radio reach compared to prior years. 

Photo/Video 

▪ Both: Campus and livestreamed performance of Annie, Jr. presented by the Dance Troupe, and 
the Prom for Blind and Deaf High School students. Additional photos were taken for various 
campus events and activities including Kids Town Comes Alive (Blind Department), Safety 
Summit (Transportation). 

▪ Videos: Early Learning Center clips of students in action, Deaf High School bullying prevention 
videos, Deaf High School science class (field trips) learning videos, and Athletic games. 

Social Media – Website 

▪ In March, the website garnered 5,434 visitors, of which 75% were new. A total of 21,639 pages 
were viewed, each for an average of two minutes and 30 seconds. 47.46% of visitors were 
mobile users, with 45.51% desktop and 7.03% tablet users. In April, visitors rose to 5,639, of 
which 72% were new. A total of 28,939 pages were viewed, each for an average of two 
minutes and 28 seconds. 44.55% of visitors were mobile users, with 48.84% desktop and 6.61% 
tablet users. 
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▪ 60 users in March and 63 users communicated with FSDB personnel via web contact forms,  
separate from phone calls made. Most frequent topics: Tours, admissions, outreach, athletics, 
internships, and human resources. 

▪ We will be creating a new website and mobile app on the School Messenger platform for 
launch in the fall. The platform will allow us to send both emergency and non-emergency 
notifications via voice, text, email, website, social media using one simple interface, unifying 
our communications across linked devices and platforms. Their social media management tool 
will allow us to manage all activity from one central site; that is, our team and designated 
persons will be able to easily publish across social networks, engage in conversations, and 
analyze performance. 

Social Media – Facebook 

▪ In March, total likes for the school’s main page climbed to 11,655, with 24 posts, reach of 
70,438 and 149,288 impressions. The top post was an FSDB Alert about an unconfirmed bomb 
threat, which is being investigated by emergency personnel; the post reached 25,195 people, 
with 456 reactions, 102 likes, 103 comments, and 93 shares. 

▪ In April, total likes for the school’s main page rose to 11,772, with 33 posts, reach of 85,833 
and 208,052 impresseions. The top post was FSDB Blind High School Co-Valedictorian Gage 
Vanderwerf; the post reached 5,606 people, with 864 reactions, 451 likes, 192 comments, and 
25 shares. 

Social Media – Twitter 
▪ In March, new followers increased to 1,463, with 23 posts, 22,800 tweet impressions, 373 

profile visits, and 31 mentions. The top tweet was an alert about campus operations returning 
to normal after a bomb threat, which garnered 5,394 impressions. 

▪ In April, new followers increased to 1,467, with 27 posts, 17,500 tweet impressions, 196 profile 
visits, and 23 mentions. The top tweet was FSDB Deaf High School Salutatorian Jenny Cicio, 
which garnered 852 impressions. 

Social Media – Instagram 

▪ In March, total followers rose to 1,250 with 5 posts that garnered 388 likes. The top post was 
Deaf Middle School Students at The Players Championship, which was liked by 89 people. 

▪ In April, total followers rose to 1,301 with 14 posts that garned 1,414 likes. The top post was 
Zoe Wilson receiving the Pursuing Victor with Honor Award, which was liked by 154 people. 

Social Media – Vimeo/Facebook Livestreaming 

▪ For the month of March, two new videos were uploaded; our channel had 1,122 views for 
28,740 minutes. Streamed two events (Black History Program and Girls Flag Football) for a 
total of 909 views on both Vimeo and Facebook. The top viewed event with 725 views was the 
Girls Flag Football game. 

▪ For the month of April, four new videos were uploaded; our channel had 1,538 views for 
16,834 minutes. Streamed two events (FSDB Ambassador Pageant and Annie Jr. Dance Troupe 
Performance) for a total of 1,929 views on both Vimeo and Facebook. The top viewed event 
with 1,328 views was the FSDB Ambassador Pageant. 
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Social Media – YouTube 

▪ In March, three new videos were uploaded; our channel had a total of 213,000 impressions, 62 
new subscribers, and over 32,500 views for 86,800 minutes. The top video was The Wizard of 
Oz in American Sign Language with over 7,200 views. 

▪ In April, one new video was uploaded; our channel had a total of 202,900 impressions, 60 new 
subscribers, and over 22,800 views for 86,900 minutes. The top video was The Wizard of Oz in 
American Sign Language with over 7,600 views. 

Social Media - Zenfolio 

▪ In March, two new galleries, Kids Town Comes Alive! and FSDB Safety Summit, were created 
and 114 photos were uploaded. No new galleries were created for the month of April. 

School Museum 

▪ Hosted 63 visitors and provided campus tours for five people during March and April. 

Campus Tours 

▪ Hosted campus tours for five visitors and one prospective family during March and April. 

 

Submitted by:  
Nancy Bloch  
Executive Direct  
Communications and Public Relations 
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 President’s Office 
Legislative Services Report 

May 24, 2019 

 
The 2019 Legislative Session ended May 4 after a one-day extension. With 3,494 bills filed this 
session, less than 200 passed. Major initiatives besides a $91.1 billion budget, included laws to 
allow teachers to carry guns in classrooms, a new school program increasing the number of state-
funded vouchers to allow more low-income students to attend private schools, increased 
prohibition and penalties for texting and driving and using phones in construction and education 
zones, a bill to add antisemitism to the list of discrimination actions requiring public schools and 
colleges to treat as racism, the creation of three new toll highways, a program to initiate the 
importation of prescription drugs from Canada, the lifting of the current ban on smokable medical 
marijuana sales through state dispensaries, the creation of a state hemp program for industrial 
hemp,  a partial removal of regulation on hospitals by lifting the requirement for a certificate of 
need to expand medical facilities, and the enactment of measures defining the recent state 
constitutional amendment to restore voting rights to felons. 
 
For the Florida School for the Deaf and Blind, the major impact is from the passage of the state 
budget. As requested and predicted, FSDB was funded mostly at a continuation level for operations 
with a small increase appropriated to provide funding for the state Best and Brightest teacher 
incentive program. For capital outlay funding, the amount of funds to maintain the school’s routine 
maintenance and repairs was provided with PECO funds. 
 
Coming activities: 
 
The 2020 Legislative Session starts on January 14, 2020.  Interim Legislative committee meetings 
leading into the session are expected to begin as early as August with meetings scheduled for 
September through December 2020. All agencies will be developing their first budgets for the new 
Governor, Ron DeSantis’ administration and are expected to begin this process in the next few 
months while they are writing contracts and implementing this session’s budget for 2019-2020. 
These dual fiscal years requirements indicate a busy time for all state agencies.   
 
During this time, I will be contacting legislators asking that they visit FSDB’s campus, or if they can 
add a trip to the school on their late summer/early fall schedules.  Additionally, if requested, I will 
assist Dr. Prickett, Ms. Mintzer, and staff in any meetings with the Department of Education or the 
Education Legislative staff to prepare for FSDB’s future budget requests especially for the funding 
of Gregg Hall for next year. 
 
Submitted by: 
Patsy Eccles 
Legislative Specialist 
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Outreach Department  
Board Report  
May 24, 2019 

 
The most recent and coming events are summarized in the following sections, continuous 
support of the strategic plan, focusing on Priority Goal 2: Professional Development, Priority Goal 
3: Enrollment and Retention and Priority Goal 5: Stakeholder Relationships and Communication. 
 
FSDB Expo Statewide Campus Event- Specifically designed for Florida school district personnel 
serving students who are deaf/hard of hearing and blind/visually impaired – it will showcase 
school resources offered to current students, including outreach services.  
  

• Fall Expo is scheduled on October 24-25, 2019. FSDB will host, in collaboration with 
FIMC and RMTC, the D/HH and B/VI Joint State Contact Meeting on campus. The Expo 
will enhance the meeting participants’ knowledge of FSDB by offering campus tours, 
expo booths, observing students at work, and watching student performances. 

• A Spring Expo date is being determined based on potential collaboration with State 
projects and on-campus departments. 
 

Outreach Packets- Outreach packets are available during conferences, FSDB vendor booths, 
FSDB Expo and when Director of Outreach is traveling and networking.  
 

• Fifty packets were disseminated directly to Florida State University Visual Disabilities 
students (teacher trainees) and staff members. 

• One Hundred packets were disseminated directly to Staffing Specialists, Teachers and 
District personnel. 

• Outreach Packets can be requested through the Communication Department by FSDB 
programs to disseminate during conferences, workshop and to families. 

 
FSDB Outreach Department Technical Support - providing information and resources across the 
State in the form of phone, virtual meeting, website e-mail inquiries, face-to-face meetings. 
 

Districts: Bay, Brevard, Broward, Clay, Dade, Duval, Lake, Monroe, Manatee, Pasco. 
Other Agencies/States: DBS, RMTC, Florida State University, Community inquiries about 
Braille, ASL and Independent living services.   

  

FSDB Outreach Technical 
Support Requests 

Total (1/2019-4/2019) New (4/2019-5/2019) 

86 17 

 
Florida School District Outreach Evaluations Requests Facilitated – Director acts as a liaison for 
FSDB and school districts in the outreach evaluation process. 
 

• Monroe County - D/HH student 
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FSDB Outreach Department Representation – Director participated and/or presented at the 
following conference or meetings, 
 

• FL DCDT’s VISIONS XXVI Conference, FSDB Outreach Table, Saint Augustine, FL. 

• National Outreach Conference, virtual. 

• Florida Instructional Materials Center for the Visually Impaired (FIMC) - FSDB Outreach 
Table Braille Challenge South Florida Event, Fort Lauderdale, FL. 

• Division of Blind Services campus tour and outreach meeting, Jacksonville, FL 

• Florida Instructional Materials Center for the Visually Impaired (FIMC), “What the 
Tech?” webinar. 

 
Campus Tours  
 

• Facilitated 10 campus tour requests via website/e-mail for visitors and prospective 
students’ parents. 

• Hosted 2 campus tour requests for visitors and prospective students’ parents. 
 
On-Campus Outreach- Director facilitated collaboration on mutually agreed projects with the 
following departments on FSDB Campus to support FSDB Strategic goals. 
 

• Parent Infant Program, Campus Tours, Blind Academics, Deaf Academics, Allied Health & 
Related services, Public Relations and Communication, Instructional Services, 
Technology, Resource Material Technology Center-D/HH, Admissions, Career 
Development Department, Technology, Boarding and Transportation. 

 
Summer Outreach Department Representation- Director participated and/or presented at the 
following conference or meetings: 
 

• ECC Summer Academies for deaf and blind department, FSDB Campus 

• FSDB DeafTEC STEM Summer Camp, FSDB Campus 

• Presentation of FSDB Programs at a Glance, Virtual 

• Florida CASE Conference- Outreach table, Bonita Springs, FL 

• ISRD Summer Institute, Bonita Springs, Fl. 

• Blind Department Alumni Weekend, FSDB Campus 

• Braille Repair Workshop, FSDB Campus 

• Blind and Beyond Radio Announcement, Orlando, FL. 
 

 
Fall 2019 FSDB Outreach Distance Learning Opportunities-   Director updates and changes 
topics by request. 
 

• Brailler Repair  

• Assistive Technology Tips and Tricks for the Blind 
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• FSDB Programs at a Glace 
 
FSDB Outreach Social Media Accounts    
                                                                                                                                                

 LinkedIn Instagram Twitter 

Total Followers 73 105 132 

New Followers 10 12 10 

 
 
Respectfully Submitted by: 
Elizabeth Wilcox 
Director of Outreach 
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 1  

 
 

FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

 
 
 

SUBJECT:  Surplus Property 
 

 
 

PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 
 
Board approval is requested for the disposal of surplus property.  All items had an original 
purchase value in excess of $1,000.00. 
 

 

Attachment:  Surplus Property List 
 
Presenter/Department:  John Wester/Comptroller           
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May 24, 2019 
 
Mrs. Julia Mintzer       
Administrator of Business Services  

 
Re:  Surplus Review 
Board Report 

 
Mrs. Mintzer: 
 
In accordance with FSDB guidelines, the following list of surplus items exceeding $1000.00 have been 
reviewed by the surplus review board and have been deemed outdated, obsolete, and of no further 
use to this school.  
 

FSDB # FSDB# D e s c r i p t i o n  

 

 

 

Age Acq. Cost 

 51595 FG REFRIGERATOR  BLAST CHILLER 13 YRS $14,845.00 

55735 EMC VNXE 3100 SAN SYSTEM 7 YRS $27,600.00 

56033 EMC VNXE 3150 SAN SYSTEM 5 YRS $27,087.00 

55734 IBOSS EXERMA 3900 REPORTER 7 YRS $  1,538.00 

53802 LSCAN GAURDIAN POLICE 9 YRS $  5,901.59 

54391 PEOPLE TRACK SNAPSHELL SCANNER 9 YRS $  2,470.00 

55080 TIME MACHINE PACK 9 YRS $  1,355.00 

52688 SAFARI MONTAGE RM-360 6 BAY SERVER 11 YRS $  5,495.00 

55777 MACBOOK PRO COMP 6 YRS $  1,012.62 

55906 MACBOOK  PRO COM 6 YRS $  1,012.62 

55824 MACBOOK  PRO COMP 6 YRS $  1,012.62 

55801 MACBOOK PRO COMP 6 YRS $  1,012.62 

55892 MACBOOK  PRO COMP 6 YRS $  1,012.62 

55903 MACBOOK  PRO COMP 6 YRS $  1,012.62 

55866 MACBOOK  PRO COMP 6 YRS $  1,012.62 

50062 FG STEAMER  ACUTEMP CTR. 6 YRS $  4,957.95 

47870 RANGE, HOBART MOD HCR42 19 YRS $  4,687.00 

47872 FRYMATE, MOC HCK01 19 YRS $  2,335.00 

52284 COPY MACHINE/PRINTER, WORKCENTER 12 YRS $  1,225.00 

55263 ELLIPTICAL LC-500 LIFE CORE CDRIVE 8 YRS $  1,695.00 
                   
  Review board: 

___________________ __________________ 
Susan Bright, Purchasing Director Shelley Ardis, Executive Director, Technical Services 
  

 _____________________ 
Corbett Owens, Technology Resource Coordinator 
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 2  

 
 

FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

 
 
 

SUBJECT:  Continuation of Business Prior to Approval of the FY 2019-2020 Operating Budget 
 

 
 

PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 
 
Board approval is requested to continue the financial operations of the School from July 1, 2019 
to the date of Board approval of the FY 2019-2020 FSDB Operating Budget.  All expenditures 
shall be subject to retroactive ratification by the Board.   
 

 
Presenter/Department:  Alison Crozier, Director of Budgets & Grants       
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 3  

 
 

FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

 
 
 

SUBJECT:  Operating Legislative Budget Request FY 2020-2021 
 

 
PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 

 
Board approval is requested to submit Cost to Continue issues for General Revenue and the 
Trust Funds in the FY 2020-2021 Operating LBR.  The agency will also submit an increase of 
$799,564 in recurring General Revenue funds to provide salary increases for 171 teachers and 
specialists in alignment with the salary schedule included in the negotiated labor agreement 
and 456 support staff members who provide services and support to student programs.  
Funding for all staff members will provide consistency in the implementation of salary increases 
and increase staff morale.   
 

 
Presenter/Department:  Alison Crozier, Director of Budgets & Grants       
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 4 

 
 

 FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

 
Subject:    Educational Plant Five Year Survey Report 
 

 
PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 

 
Board approval is requested to approve the Educational Plant Five Year Survey Report, as 
published by the Florida Department of Education.  
 

 
Attachment:   Educational Plant Five Year Survey Report 
 
Presenter/Department:  Joe Bruce/Executive Director of Safety and Facilities Operations 
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EDUCATIONAL PLANT FIVE YEAR SURVEY 
REPORT 

District: FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
(FSDB) 

Survey: Number 5 - Version 1 

Survey Status: Active Pending 

PAGE:1 of 55 Report Date: 5/9/2019 2:52:13 PM 

Attachment #1
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EDUCATIONAL PLANT FIVE YEAR SURVEY REPORT 

District: Survey: Status: 

68-FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE Survey: 5 - Version: 1 Active Pending 
BLIND (FSDB) 

Section 1: Survey 
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EDUCATIONAL PLANT FIVE YEAR SURVEY REPORT 

District: Survey: Status: 

68-FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE Survey: 5 - Version: 1 Active Pending 
BLIND (FSDB) 

District: FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

Survey: Number 5 - Version 1 

Description: 2019/20-2023/24 Educational Plant Survey 

Survey Open Date: 5/6/2019 11:41:32 AM 

Board Approval Date: 

Survey Expiration Date: 

DVE768 Approval Date: 

Contact Name: Joe Bruce 

Contact Phone Number: (904)827-2369 

Contact Email: brucem@fsdbk12.org 

Survey Notes: 

Survey Status Status Time User 

Active Pending 5/6/2019 11:41:32 AM Mark Jeter 
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EDUCATIONAL PLANT FIVE YEAR SURVEY REPORT 

District: Survey: Status: 

68-FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE 
BLIND (FSDB) 

Survey: 5 - Version: 1 Active Pending 

PREFACE

     Report of an educational plant survey, hereinafter also referenced as “survey,” conducted in accordance with the 
requirements of, and pursuant to specifications in, Article IX and Article XII of the Florida Constitution; Chapters 1001, 1011, and 
1013, Florida Statutes (F.S.); State Requirements for Educational Facilities (SREF); and the Florida Building Code (FBC). This 
survey report describes the current educational plants and the estimated capital outlay needs resulting from a systematic study 
of present educational and ancillary plants. This study also addresses the future needs, including long range planning, to provide 
an appropriate educational program and services for each student based on projected capital outlay FTE’s (COFTE) approved or 
authorized for use by the Department of Education. 

NOTE: All educational plant surveys are valid for five full years and expire on June 30 of the fifth full 
year from the beginning date of the survey. For example, a survey approved in October will be valid 
through the remaining fiscal year and for five full years beginning on the following July 1; effectively, 
this makes the survey approved in October valid for five years and eight months. By the same 
scenario, a survey approved in May will be valid through the remaining fiscal year and for five full 
years beginning on the following July 1; effectively, this makes the survey approved in May valid for 
five years and one month. 
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EDUCATIONAL PLANT FIVE YEAR SURVEY REPORT 

District: Survey: Status: 

68-FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE Survey: 5 - Version: 1 Active Pending 
BLIND (FSDB)

INTRODUCTION TO THE EDUCATIONAL PLANT SURVEY 

Definition of an Educational Plant Survey
     The educational plant survey is a systematic study of present educational and ancillary plants and the determination of 
future needs. The survey is not directly concerned with the instructional program but the relationship of educational plants to 
the instructional program is such that judgments regarding the instructional program are necessarily a part of an educational 
plant survey. 
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EDUCATIONAL PLANT FIVE YEAR SURVEY REPORT 

District: Survey: Status: 

68-FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE 
BLIND (FSDB) 

Survey: 5 - Version: 1 Active Pending 

Purpose of an Educational Plant Survey
     The construction of new educational facilities is a major undertaking even in school systems where such construction is a 
continuous process. If a 50-year capital investment is to be protected, the location, size, type of materials, arrangement of 
spaces, and other considerations, regarding each new facility or addition to an existing facility must be determined on the basis 
of reliable, factual data. To do otherwise would violate the trust of present and future generations of children and of taxpayers.

     The purpose of an educational plant survey is to aid in formulating plans for housing the educational activities of students 
and staff of the school district for the next several years and the survey must consider the local comprehensive plan in its 
forecast strategies. The development of this plan must be based on a careful study of all available data regarding the current 
status of educational and ancillary facilities in relation to capital outlay full-time equivalency (COFTE) student membership and 
the projected changes in COFTE student membership. The intent of a regular, formal educational plant survey is to encourage 
the thoughtful, orderly development of a program for providing educational and ancillary plants to adequately house the 
educational and academic support activities of the district.

    A formal educational plant survey is required by §1013.31, F.S., to be conducted every five years, but may be conducted as 
often as necessary. It is sometimes necessary to make changes to the survey recommendations in the interim. Local school 
administrators are responsible for a regular auditing of survey recommendations and for the initiation of the request for any 
necessary changes. 
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EDUCATIONAL PLANT FIVE YEAR SURVEY REPORT 

District: Survey: Status: 

68-FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE 
BLIND (FSDB) 

Survey: 5 - Version: 1 Active Pending 

Legal Basis for Educational Plant Surveys 

When the Florida School Code of 1939 was developed, the importance of having a valid basis for a school building program was 
recognized by inclusion of the requirement that district school boards have periodic school plant surveys of building needs in 
the districts. The 1939 Code directed the district school superintendent to "recommend plans and procedures for having a 
survey made" and instructed the district boards to "approve and adopt a district-wide school building program...based on the 
recommendations of the survey." 

The provisions in the 1939 Code for periodic school plant surveys were, for the most part, ineffective. No state financing 
program for school plants was in effect at that time. Further, the coming of World War II, and the resulting cessation of school 
plant construction, made any statutory provision relating to school plants meaningless. 
When the Minimum Foundation Program law was enacted in 1947, the requirement for periodic school plant surveys was 
included. The law established that a Capital Outlay and Debt Service (CO&DS) annual allotment of $400 per instruction unit had 
to be expended in accordance with a planned building program based on a school plant survey. It was at this point that Florida’s 
school plant survey program became a meaningful and established operation. 

In 1952, the Florida Constitution §9(d), Article XII, was amended to authorize the issuance of State Board of Education (SBE) 
bonds guaranteed by the Minimum Foundation Program CO&DS allocation. The SBE bond program led to major school 
construction activities and further strengthened the school plant survey program by requiring that bond proceeds be expended 
in accordance with survey recommendations. 

In 1957, the Florida Legislature established the School Construction Fund which annually authorized an increase of $200 per 
student in average daily attendance, subject to matching by local funds. School Construction Fund monies also had to be 
expended in accordance with the recommendations of a school plant survey. The program was continued with modifications by 
subsequent legislatures until 1972. 

The 1972 Legislature enacted the School District Supplemental Capital Outlay Act as an interim measure pending the outcome 
of the proposed amendment to §9, Article XII of the Constitution. The amendment, which was ratified in the November 1972 
general election, increased the CO&DS annual allotment from $400 to $600 per instruction unit in the school districts for the 
school fiscal year 1967-1968 plus $800 for each “growth unit” since 1967-1968. 

The 1973 Legislature established the Florida Educational Finance Act which provided funds for comprehensive school 
construction and debt service. The amount allocated to each school district was determined by formulas prescribed by the 
Legislature. 
In 1974, the Florida Constitution, §9(a) (2), Article XII, was amended to authorize the issuance of state bonds guaranteed by 
revenues derived from gross receipts utility taxes for the state system of public education, including, but not limited to, 
institutions of higher learning, junior colleges, vocational-technical schools, and public schools, as defined by law. 
Since 1974, regular changes have been made to statutory provisions and the Florida Constitution in regards to educational 
facilities, including the establishment of a state lottery where funding is specifically earmarked for education as a supplement to 
other state funding, and the capping of class sizes. The continual changes to educational laws and funding mechanisms are due, 
in part, to Florida’s unrelenting effort to maintain and provide state-of-the art facilities to meet the demands of change for our 
schools programs and the expectations of our citizenry. 
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EDUCATIONAL PLANT FIVE YEAR SURVEY REPORT 

District: Survey: Status: 

68-FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE 
BLIND (FSDB) 

Survey: 5 - Version: 1 Active Pending 

Method For Making Educational Plant Surveys
The board must arrange for an educational plant survey to be conducted either by district staff, through contractual agreement, 
or a combination of district staff and private vendors. A survey conducted by the Office of Educational Facilities is a cooperative 
process with staff from the Office of Educational Facilities and staff from school districts outside of the district being surveyed. 
Typically, the survey process will include, as a minimum: 

* Spot or grid maps showing the residence of all elementary, middle or junior high, and senior high school students, the 
school attended by each student, and the location of each school. 

* COFTE student membership trends of each school center for the past five years. 
* A floor plan for each building at each educational plant identifying each building and each room (space) by number as they 

appear in the Florida Inventory of School Houses (FISH). 

* A list of the construction projects under contract. 
* A statement of the policies of the board with respect to grade organization and the types and sizes of facilities to be 

provided for new elementary, middle or junior high, and senior high schools (facilities lists). 

*  Other information that may affect building costs, population trends, and other related matters that may influence the 
district educational facilities building needs program. 

* The survey team members visit and evaluate each educational plant; student capacities are carefully evaluated at each 
school center. 

* The districtwide projection of students is distributed among the various existing school centers and any new school centers 
are recommended on the basis of past trends and the best judgment of both the District and the County Growth 
Management Office as to where growth is most likely to occur. 

*  The survey team should make logical recommendations based on all relevant information available.
    The survey is limited to the study of educational and ancillary plants owned or under long-term lease agreement by the 
school board. No comprehensive study is made of the instructional program and recommendations made for the improvement 
of the educational and ancillary plants of the district are not an evaluation of the instructional program. Recommendations, 
however, must be clearly associated with the relationship between educational facilities and instructional programs. 

State-level Requirements
     The survey report must include a recommended pattern for housing the student projection for a five-year period, including 
changes in utilization of existing school centers, phasing out of unsatisfactory facilities and/or school centers, additions at 
existing school centers, and construction of new school centers. Ancillary facilities should also be considered in the 
recommendations.

    The broad, general state-level conditions that give directions to a survey are established as guidelines only insofar as feasible 
for application within a given district. 
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* School Size: Any school that is not large enough to justify a full-time principal, a media specialist, food service 
staff, and special instructional and clerical staff are economically inefficient and restrictive in 
program offering; simply stated, minimally sized schools are too expensive to operate if a district 
lacks sufficient financial resources to make such facilities a viable option. Generally, new school 
centers are not recommended for fewer than 400 students in elementary schools or 100 students 
per grade level in secondary schools. Where practical, existing schools that are below these sizes 
should be consolidated. 

* Wooden Buildings: Generally, all wooden exterior buildings (other than relocatables) are considered unsatisfactory and 
are not assigned student capacity. 

* Unsatisfactory Space: Generally, all wooden exterior buildings (other than relocatables) are considered unsatisfactory and 
are not assigned student capacity. 

NOTE: Unsatisfactory space is typically designated as such due to compromising effects on the 
structural integrity, safety, or excessive physical deterioration of a building. Space condition should be 
the same, either satisfactory or unsatisfactory, for all rooms in a building with the exception of rooms 
reported in relocatable buildings that represent individual units. A space may be structurally unsound 
(unsatisfactory) and still be adequate in size. 

* Inadequate Space: Generally means that the size of space is not appropriate, sufficient, suitable, or lacks ability to 
meet the fitting requirements for instruction or instructional support, such as small classrooms or 
insufficient acreage for a school site. Inadequacy may be a condition brought on by changing 
standards, or increased enrollment causing overuse thereby resulting in undersized or unsuitable 
circumstances. 

NOTE: Inadequate space is typically designated as such by the capital outlay classifications (COC) C-3 
and C-7. Inadequate is a designation for an entire facility, not just a building or room. A space or 
building may be structurally sound (satisfactory) and still be inadequate. 

* Relocatable Building: Facilities designed and built to be moved from one school to another are recognized as providing 
valuable flexibility. 

* Student Station: A student station is the area necessary for a student to engage with a teacher in appropriate subject 
matter educational (learning) activities. The size of this area will vary with the particular type of 
activity and by grade level. A laboratory or shop in which the student must move about requires 
more area per student than a regular classroom where the student remains seated at a desk. The 
total student stations at a school center are used to determine the capacity of the school. 

* Student Capacity: The maximum number of students that should be housed in a facility. In an elementary school, 
students are typically assigned to one classroom throughout the day and student capacity for 
elementary schools equals the student stations. However, in middle and secondary schools, 
students usually move from classroom to classroom to participate in different instructional subject 
matter, which interjects scheduling as a factor in calculating capacity. Experience has shown that 
the number of students in a secondary school is a major factor for determining the efficiency of 
space utilization that may be expected at a school. 
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* Utilization Factor: Used to determine “capacity” which is the number of students that may be housed in a facility at 
any given time based on a utilization percentage of the total number of existing satisfactory student 
stations: 

Utilization Satisfactory 
Factor Student 

Type School Percentage x Stations 

Elementary 100% all 
Middle & Junior High 90% all 
Senior High 70% 300 or less 

75% 301-600 
80% 601-900 
85% 901-1200 
90% 1201-1500 
95% 1501 - and above 

Combination Schools 90% all 
Exceptional Student Centers 100% all 
Alternative Education Centers 100% all 
Designated Area Vocational Centers 120% all 
Designated Adult Centers 150% all 

* Initial and Ultimate In the recommendations for building a new school center, the initial capacity assigned is the 
Student Capacity: capacity necessary to house the students anticipated to enroll at the school by the end of the 

survey projection period. The ultimate capacity is usually the maximum capacity school of that type 
based on applicable district policies (facilities lists). The establishment of an ultimate desirable 
capacity makes it possible to plan the initial construction within the framework of the ultimate size 
school–meaning, building core facilities such as media, cafeteria, administration, circulation, and 
other auxiliary spaces to the full school size and then adding classrooms as the student population 
projections increase to a level that warrants additional classroom space. 

NOTE: Educational plant survey COFTE student projections are determined by the Office of Economic 
and Demographic Research (EDR). Each five-year survey is based on COFTE projections that are five 
(5) full years from the official beginning of the survey period, which is July 1 of the first full year of the 
survey. 

* Use of State and Local The recommendations made in the survey report are intended, in total, to provide adequate 
Funds for facilities for all of the students projected to be enrolled within the 5-year survey period. The priority 
Recommended systems established in statutes and rules define the eligibility for the expenditure of funds. 
Facilities: 
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NOTE: Educational plant survey costs for student stations are determined by the Office of Economic 
and Demographic Research (EDR). Each five-year survey is based on cost factors that are 31 months 
(January, the midway point of the five-year survey period) from the official beginning of the survey 
period, which is July 1 of the first full year of the survey. All new capacity construction uses the 
appropriate grade level student station cost factors; the cost per square foot for new construction, 
remodeling, and renovation is based on actual statewide average construction cost data with the EDR 
cost index increase applied to use the same 31 months mid-point of the survey costs for planning 
purposes. This cost estimate process is applied uniformly to all surveys in all districts so that consistent 
estimates can be made. Actual costs are reported yearly in the 5-year district facilities work program 
annual budget. 

District School Board Policies and Prerogatives
    State funds alone usually are not enough to complete the recommended school plant construction program that will be 
identified in an educational plant survey. To ensure that all capital outlay funds are used for the best and most efficient 
purposes, the educational plant survey team should collaborate with the professional and instructional staff of the district on a 
plan for meeting the projected school plant needs for the next several years. 

Some of the specific local board policies and prerogatives that generally apply to the survey report are: 

* Actual assignment of students to school centers in the county as authorized and directed by §1003.02, F.S.; 
* Facilities comprising a standard school plant for each grade grouping; 
* Square footage and special features of each instructional component (state minimums must be met); 
* Special facilities at a school center; 
* Level of custodial service; 
* Level of maintenance service; 
* Level of service indicators for local comprehensive planning; 
* Type of climatic control. 

Guide to Capital Outlay Classification (COC) 
    Educational plants are identified by recommended type of facility for capital outlay expenditures. The COC of educational 
plants determines the extent to which certain funds may be used for capital improvements, subject to applicable Florida 
Statutes and SREF standards dealing with budgeting and in some cases priority ratings. The COC of an educational plant can only 
be assigned or changed by an educational plant survey recommendation made in compliance with all applicable laws, rules, and 
policies.

    The COC is grouped into categories with applicable standards to guide the assignment of the appropriate classification: 

C-1: An educational plant that is recommended for continued use. Generally, this includes: 

* Adequate site, 
* Satisfactory building(s), 
* Projected membership within desired size range for the type of school, 
* Recommended new educational plant. 
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C-2: An educational plant that is in a period of transition with evidence insufficient to recommend replacement or 
consolidation, and typically new construction is not recommended for this COC. Generally, this includes: 

* Inadequate site and/or inadequate building(s), 
* Declining or static enrollment, 
* An educational plant that probably would be recommended for consolidation if not for excessive distance 

required for student transportation. 

C-3: An educational plant that is substandard in one or more major aspects. Generally, this includes: 

* Inadequate site and/or unsatisfactory building(s), 
* Declining or static enrollment to a level indicating that the needs of students can better and more economically 

be served at other educational plants, 

* Abandoned educational plants not currently housing students. 

NOTE: Educational plants assigned a C-3 COC and used to house students should be closed when 
adequate facilities are available elsewhere. Facilities assigned a C-3 COC do not generate PECO 
maintenance funds even when the facility contains satisfactory space. 

C-6: Ancillary facility recommended for continued use. Generally, this includes: 

* Adequate site, 
* Satisfactory building(s), 
* Recommended new site and/or facilities. 

C-7: Ancillary facility is substandard. Generally, this includes: 

* Inadequate site and/or unsatisfactory building(s), 
* Abandoned facilities not currently being used. 

NOTE: Facilities assigned a C-7 COC that are in current use should be closed when adequate facilities 
are available elsewhere. Facilities assigned a C-7 COC do not generate PECO maintenance funds even 
when the facility contains satisfactory space. 

C-9: Any district owned facility leased to an entity for use by the lessee for any purpose, including educational, but is not 
used by the district during the normal school hours of operation. 

NOTE 1: Facilities assigned a C-9 COC do not generate PECO maintenance funds. 

NOTE 2: Facilities assigned a C-9 COC are to be counted in the district’s inventory of available space 
and may be considered in the determination of new construction needs. 
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    School centers are usually classified by standard grade groupings (K-5, 6-8, and 9-12), even though a school may have only 
one or two of the grades present. A school center may be classified as a combination school and recommended to house more 
than one grade grouping, e.g. grade group K-8, grade group 6-12, or grade group K-12.
    Whenever it is feasible, the survey should contain recommendations to upgrade and/or remodel/renovate existing 
educational plants that are classified as C-1 to meet the district’s educational facilities standards for spaces and school size 
based on the districts adopted facilities lists for each grade grouping. 

GUIDELINES FOR SCHOOL PLANT DEVELOPMENT 

School Plant Planning 
Planning a school plant, either a complete new school or an addition to an existing school, is a long and complex process when 
properly done. Remodeling and renovation of existing space can also be very time consuming to plan when all potential options 
for upgrading or replacement considerations are made. Suggestions made in this section are intended to provide useful, basic 
information and are not an exhaustive description of all available options for planning or meeting the facilities needs of a 
district school board. 

School Size
    Generally, new school centers are not recommended for fewer than 400 students in elementary schools or 100 students per 
grade level in secondary schools. Any school that is not large enough to justify a full-time principal, a media specialist, food 
service staff, and special instructional and clerical staff are economically inefficient and restrictive in program offerings. Schools 
that are minimally sized are very expensive to operate.

    The number of students in a school is a major factor in determining the efficiency of space utilization; schools that are too 
small do not offer optimal instructional standards or provide economically advantageous structures. Just like small schools are 
not economical, very large schools are not frugal to build, maintain, or staff. The logistics of managing and maintaining an overly 
large school can outweigh the reasons for building mega structures (such as more extensive program offerings in science or 
performing arts–these functions may be offered through magnet schools, thereby meeting a districtwide or area need without 
the burden of managing an overly large school reconfigured to offer such services). 

    Optimally, elementary schools should be planned for about 800 students, middle schools should be planned for about 1,200 
students, and senior high schools should be planned for about 2,000 students. Flexibility and program offerings that allow 
schools to offer a more educationally diverse program or structural configurations that can provide significant economic 
rewards should always be considered when planning new schools. However, experience has shown that by modifying 
elementary schools sizes by more than 25% above or below the 800 student mark is not usually cost effective nor educationally 
practical. Secondary schools can sometimes be subjected to 25% to 50% modifications from the recommended median point 
and still be practical and efficient for both educational offerings and cost savings. Neither small or large schools provide cost 
saving benefits for construction nor for day-to-day operations; therefore, limiting the size of schools to near average size is 
usually preferable and more practical. 
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Educational Facilities Planning
    The basic concept behind educational facilities planning is a simple one. A school building is primarily a school and 
secondarily a building. If the “school” is not planned in terms of its purposes, its scope, and its programs, the resulting structure 
will almost certainly just be a “building.” No architect, regardless of talent or experience in school plant design, can plan a 
school without guidance from the educators who will use it.

    The educational facilities planning process is slow and difficult; planning that does not consider school needs beyond the 
immediate future places an undue burden on the present and future generations of students and taxpayers.  Equally as 
important as long-range planning, no board should commit local and state revenues for a new educational plant that has not 
been planned by educators. Although the detailed procedures for educational facilities planning will vary considerably from 
school to school, the ultimate responsibility for the future rests with those professionals who plan today. 

School Plant Design
   An architect is responsible for designing the building to house the school program developed through the educational facilities 
planning process. Usually, the architect participates in that process so that educational planning and design do not constitute 
separate and distinct steps.
    The architect uses other specialists in designing the building and the system(s) it will contain; for example, structural 
engineers, heating and cooling specialists, electrical engineers, and environmental specialists should be involved in the total 
process. Some broad guidelines appropriate to school building design are: 

* A site (plot) plan should be developed to show the most effective use of the site for present needs and to guide future 
expansion. The site design and orientation should show awareness of the principles of “Crime Prevention Through 
Environmental Design” (CPTED) including natural access control, natural surveillance, and territorial reinforcement; 

* A building should be functional in design; it should meet the needs of and facilitate the attainment of the designed or 
planned program of the school; 

* The building must be made safe and healthful for all students and school staff personnel by observing all safety and sanitary 
regulations appropriate to school plants; 

* A balance should be achieved between quality and economy in construction and the anticipated maintenance and 
operation of the plant; 

* A building should be designed to permit economical expansion both in terms of additional classrooms and special facilities 
which will eventually serve the ultimate capacity of the school; e.g., media centers, cafeterias, circulation, sanitation, 
utilities, and administration should be built to their ultimate maximum sizes if additional classrooms are going to be needed 
for future expansion; 

* Adequate lighting, natural and artificial, should be provided for all instructional spaces; 
* A building should be designed to control the transient noise level; the objective in sonic design of instructional spaces is to 

secure the best hearing and speaking conditions without adversely affecting the surrounding or adjacent instructional 
programs; 

* Thermal conditioning of school spaces should be provided by economically designed systems that also render long-term 
cost savings in maintenance and operations. 
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Florida Inventory of School Houses (FISH)
    The district’s educational plant survey extracts facilities data from FISH; therefore, if FISH is not current and accurate, the 
educational plant survey cannot be a valid assessment of needs. The district’s facilities inventory may be corrected at any time 
when new additions or remodeling occurs, during a validation study conducted by the district or OEF, or as the result of an 
educational plant survey. FISH is the official inventory of the district’s educational facilities. It is the responsibility of the district 
to maintain an updated inventory. Changes to FISH are subject to review by OEF for compliance with statutory and rule 
provisions as well as compliance with educational plant survey recommendations. 

NOTE: FISH data is imported into the educational plant survey as it exists the moment the survey is 
created. When a complete new survey is started, the FISH data is imported and does not change even 
if FISH changes are subsequently made. When a supplemental/spot survey is created, FISH data is 
imported into the spot survey as it exists for only the selected facilities as of the moment the spot 
survey is created; this process allows districts to update FISH and then do an updated survey using 
current FISH data. 

School Sites
    Before a site is purchased or funds are encumbered for a site, it must meet the criteria established by §1013.36, F.S. Notably, 
the law requires a school board to coordinate site planning and selection with affected county and city governments to ensure 
consistency with local land-use plans. This coordination process is detailed in the interlocal agreement between the school 
board and the general-purpose local governments pursuant to §1013.33(2), F.S.

    The choice of sites for new schools is critical to the overall development of a school plant program. In general, new sites 
should: 

* Provide adequate space for school buildings; 
* Provide adequate off-street parking and off-street loading/unloading; 
* Provide adequate playground area. 

In addition, new sites should generally be located to: 

* Minimize transportation costs and provide safe access from neighborhoods to the school; 
* Avoid sites where adjacent land uses may allow the location of undesirable commercial enterprises or industrial activities 

near the school; 

* Prevent the location of a site adjacent to, or near, high voltage power transmission lines or in an airport approach flight 
path; 

* Maximize proximity to residential areas and seek to collocate district educational facilities with other public facilities, such 
as parks, libraries, and community centers. 
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Section 2: Facility Lists 
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FACILITIES LISTS 

Minimum Space Requirements
    The Facility Lists component identifies the standard schools programs by grouping and listing the classrooms and support 
spaces that districts normally consider the most ideal for meeting the districts needs. These lists usually are a combination of 
elementary, middle, senior high, ancillary, and other special school centers such as exceptional students, alternative, and 
various types of combination schools, e.g. K-8, K-12, 6-12, etc.

    All board approved and adopted facilities lists must conform to standards established in SREF. The facilities lists in EFIS are 
based on net square footage per space; the gross square footage in a facilities list for new construction is determined by adding 
a standardized percentage of the net square footage for all auxiliary and support spaces. Elementary schools have 27 percent 
added for net-to-gross conversions; middle schools have 32 percent added for net-to-gross conversions; and high schools have 
34 percent added for net-to-gross conversions. An additional 6 percent is added to each type school for mechanical spaces.

    Educational plant survey costs for student stations are determined by the Office of Economic and Demographic Research 
(EDR). Each five-year survey is based on cost factors that are 31 months (January, the midway point of the five-year survey 
period) from the official beginning of the survey period, which is July 1 of the first full year of the survey. All new capacity 
construction uses the appropriate grade level student station cost factors; the cost per square foot for new construction, 
remodeling, and renovation is based on actual statewide average construction cost data with the EDR cost index increase 
applied to use the same 31 months mid-point of the survey costs for planning purposes. This cost estimate process is applied 
uniformly to all surveys in all districts so that consistent estimates can be made. Actual costs are reported yearly in the 5-year 
district facilities work program annual budget.

    Costs for remodeling recommendations are typically based on one-half the cost of new construction, but may vary 
significantly based on the type of remodeling. Costs for renovation recommendations are typically based on one-third the cost 
of new construction, and like remodeling costs, may vary significantly based on the renovation project. All cost estimates are 
best judgment approximations and may vary significantly between projects. Before entering into the planning phase on 
projects, the district should have a professional review of the estimated cost and assure that the current Uniform Building Code 
standards are applied when the cost estimates are made.

    Cost estimates and recommendations for maintenance and operations of educational plants safety and sanitation deficiencies 
are not included in this survey. Boards should follow the requirements of §1013.12, F.S., to meet the needs in these areas.

    Facilities recommended in accordance with the approved facilities lists at existing or recommended new schools may need to 
be changed as programs change. 
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Building New Schools Or Additions To Existing Schools Relative To Approved Facility Lists 

    All facility lists are developed and approved by a district school board to establish the district’s standard schools by type and 
for the ideal size of schools. These lists, once approved by the board and by the Department, are used in the educational plant 
survey process to identify the space needs of existing schools (comparing FISH and COFTE to the facility lists) and for building 
new schools. Any new schools constructed or the expansion of existing schools must be relative to the approved facility list and 
the classroom capacity must not exceed the projected COFTE for that/those schools. When building a new school center or 
adding classroom capacity to an existing school, the capacity of the instructional spaces (classrooms) for the school may not 
exceed the projected COFTE planned for the school in the out-year of the survey even though the facility list may be for a larger 
number of students. The school’s core facilities should be built to the full size of the facility list if it is reasonably anticipated that 
the school will eventually serve the number of students in the facility list; however, the classrooms must initially only be built to 
serve the projected COFTE; to do otherwise would violate the public trust and abuse tax-payer money. 
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Level: STATE SCHOOL  (PK - 12) Gross Sq. Feet: 514,237 

Target Number of Stations: 1,399 Utilization: 1.000 

Total Stations: 1,399 Acres Required: 15 

Total Capacity: 699 

Spaces Design Grades Description NSF / 
Space 

Total 
NSF 

Cap. / 
Space 

Total 
Stns. 

Total 
GSF 

1 50 PK - 05 ART - ELEMENTARY 1,000 1,000 22 0 1,340 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 100 0 0 134 

812 PROJECT STORAGE 150 150 0 0 201 

1 55 PK - 05 MUSIC - ELEMENTARY 1,000 1,000 22 0 1,340 

806 REFERENCE 100 100 0 0 134 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 100 0 0 134 

831 MUSIC PRACTICE ROOM 70 70 0 0 93 

3 60 PK - PK E S E PRE-K 475 1,425 5 15 1,909 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 300 0 0 402 

813 STUDENT STORAGE 40 120 0 0 160 

817 STUDENT RESTROOM & BATH 110 330 0 0 442 

28 61 PK - 12 E S E PART-TIME 975 27,300 15 420 36,582 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 2,800 0 0 3,752 

813 STUDENT STORAGE 40 1,120 0 0 1,500 

815 STUDENT RESTROOM (MALE) 35 980 0 0 1,313 

816 STUDENT RESTROOM (FEMALE) 35 980 0 0 1,313 

68 62 PK - 12 E S E FULL-TIME 950 64,600 10 680 86,564 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 6,800 0 0 9,112 

813 STUDENT STORAGE 40 2,720 0 0 3,644 

815 STUDENT RESTROOM (MALE) 35 2,380 0 0 3,189 

816 STUDENT RESTROOM (FEMALE) 35 2,380 0 0 3,189 

817 STUDENT RESTROOM & BATH 110 7,480 0 0 10,023 
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Spaces Design Grades Description NSF / 
Space 

Total 
NSF 

Cap. / 
Space 

Total 
Stns. 

Total 
GSF 

12 63 PK - 12 E S E VOCATIONAL 1,140 13,680 12 144 18,331 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 1,200 0 0 1,608 

815 STUDENT RESTROOM (MALE) 35 420 0 0 562 

816 STUDENT RESTROOM (FEMALE) 35 420 0 0 562 

2 64 PK - 12 E S E PT/OT LAB 475 950 5 0 1,273 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 200 0 0 268 

813 STUDENT STORAGE 40 80 0 0 107 

817 STUDENT RESTROOM & BATH 110 220 0 0 294 

43 65 PK - 12 E S E RESOURCE 380 16,340 4 0 21,895 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 4,300 0 0 5,762 

813 STUDENT STORAGE 40 1,720 0 0 2,304 

9 66 PK - 12 E S E SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTION 100 900 2 0 1,206 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 900 0 0 1,206 

10 67 PK - 12 E S E OBSERVATION BOOTH 150 1,500 0 0 2,010 

8 68 PK - 12 E S E TIME-OUT ROOM 40 320 0 0 428 

2 69 PK - 12 E S E AUDIOLOGY LAB 250 500 0 0 670 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 200 0 0 268 

1 71  - E S E THERAPY POOL 0 0 0 0 0 

808 MATERIAL STORAGE 100 100 0 0 134 

818 LOCKERS/RESTROOM/SHOWER (ESE/VOC ED) 225 225 0 0 301 

8 83  - MUSIC RELATED SPACE 0 0 0 0 0 

1 90 06 - 12 P E DRESSING ROOM (MALE) 408 408 34 0 546 

3 92 06 - 12 P E LOCKER ROOM (MALE) 68 204 34 0 273 

3 93 06 - 12 P E LOCKER ROOM (FEMALE) 68 204 34 0 273 

2 94 06 - 12 P E SHOWER (MALE) 68 136 34 0 182 

1 95 06 - 12 P E SHOWER (FEMALE) 68 68 34 0 91 
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Spaces Design Grades Description NSF / 
Space 

Total 
NSF 

Cap. / 
Space 

Total 
Stns. 

Total 
GSF 

14 98 06 - 12 P E STORAGE (MIDDLE-SR HIGH) 306 4,284 34 0 5,740 

1 110 06 - 12 P E MULTIPURPOSE ROOM (MIDDLE-SR HIGH) 1,050 1,050 1 0 1,407 

3 112 09 - 12 SR HIGH GYMNASIUM 6,500 19,500 60 60 26,130 

3 114 06 - 12 P E LAUNDRY 68 204 34 0 273 

2 117 06 - 12 P E WEIGHT ROOM 1,000 2,000 1 0 2,680 

8 120 06 - 12 GYMNASIUM STORAGE 102 816 34 0 1,093 

7 121  - OTHER P E SPACE 0 0 0 0 0 

9 300 PK - VE PRINCIPAL/DIRECTOR OFFICE 250 2,250 0 0 3,015 

66 301 PK - VE ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL/OTHER OFFICE 175 11,550 0 0 15,477 

2 302 PK - VE BOOKKEEPING OFFICE 125 250 0 0 335 

10 303 PK - VE SECRETARIAL SPACE 158 1,580 0 0 2,117 

13 304 PK - VE RECEPTION AREA 578 7,514 34 0 10,068 

9 305 PK - VE PRODUCTION WORKROOM 272 2,448 34 0 3,280 

15 306 PK - VE CONFERENCE ROOM 476 7,140 34 0 9,567 

19 307 PK - VE CLINIC 204 3,876 34 0 5,193 

56 308 PK - VE GENERAL SCHOOL STORAGE 340 19,040 34 0 25,513 

5 309 PK - VE VAULT/STUDENT RECORDS 204 1,020 34 0 1,366 

2 310 PK - VE SCHOOL STORE 68 136 34 0 182 

3 311 PK - VE STUDENT ACTIVITIES 340 1,020 34 0 1,366 

4 312 PK - VE COMPUTER AREA 102 408 34 0 546 

2 313 PK - VE CAREERS ROOM 204 408 34 0 546 

2 314 PK - VE ITINERANT OFFICE 125 250 0 0 335 

22 315 PK - VE TEACHER PLANNING OFFICE 1,380 30,360 69 0 40,682 

13 316 PK - VE TEACHER LOUNGE/DINING 276 3,588 69 0 4,807 

21 317  - GENERAL SCHOOL SPACE 0 0 0 0 0 

2 330 PK - VE CUSTODIAL RECEIVING 1,035 2,070 69 0 2,773 
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Total 
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Cap. / 
Space 

Total 
Stns. 
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GSF 

70 331  - CUSTODIAL SERVICE CLOSET 0 0 0 0 0 

1 332  - CUSTODIAL WORK AREA 0 0 0 0 0 

1 333 PK - VE FLAMMABLE STORAGE 155 155 0 0 207 

10 334 PK - VE CUSTODIAL EQUIPMENT STORAGE 500 5,000 0 0 6,700 

2 340 PK - VE DINING AREA 2,760 5,520 69 0 7,396 

4 341 PK - VE KITCHEN & SERVING AREA 3,036 12,144 69 0 16,272 

3 342  - KITCHEN DRY STORAGE 0 0 0 0 0 

5 343  - KITCHEN OFFICE 0 0 0 0 0 

1 345  - KITCHEN NONFOOD STORAGE 0 0 0 0 0 

3 346  - KITCHEN FOOD PREPARATION 0 0 0 0 0 

4 347  - KITCHEN DISH WASHING 0 0 0 0 0 

6 348  - SATELLITE KITCHEN 0 0 0 0 0 

2 349 PK - VE KITCHEN CHAIR STORAGE 136 272 34 0 364 

13 350  - OTHER FOOD SERVICE 0 0 0 0 0 

1 351 06 - 12 MIDDLE/SR HIGH COVERED PATIO 2,484 2,484 69 0 3,328 

3 360 06 - VE AUDITORIUM 2,070 6,210 69 0 8,321 

1 361 PK - VE MULTIPURPOSE ROOM (DINING) 2,139 2,139 69 0 2,866 

4 362 PK - VE MULTIPURPOSE ROOM CHAIR STORAGE 138 552 69 0 739 

2 363 PK - VE STAGE 990 1,980 1 0 2,653 

5 364 PK - VE STAGE STORAGE 345 1,725 69 0 2,311 

3 365 PK - VE STAGE DRESSING ROOM (MALE) 170 510 34 0 683 

3 366 PK - VE STAGE DRESSING ROOM (FEMALE) 170 510 34 0 683 

3 367 PK - VE CONTROL BOOTH/PROJECTION ROOM 100 300 1 0 402 

18 368 PK - VE TEXTBOOK STORAGE 238 4,284 34 0 5,740 

1 369 06 - VE STUDENT PERSONAL STORAGE 345 345 69 0 462 

6 370 06 - VE LOBBY 340 2,040 34 0 2,733 
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Cap. / 
Space 
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Stns. 
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3 371 06 - VE CONCESSIONS 200 600 1 0 804 

1 372 06 - VE TICKET BOOTH 30 30 1 0 40 

3 380 PK - VE LIBRARY (READING ROOM/STACKS) 2,553 7,659 69 0 10,263 

1 381 PK - VE MEDIA TECHNICAL PROCESSING 276 276 69 0 369 

2 382 PK - VE PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY 276 552 69 0 739 

8 383 PK - VE AUDIO VISUAL STORAGE 414 3,312 69 0 4,438 

2 384 PK - VE PERIODICAL STORAGE 138 276 69 0 369 

2 385 PK - VE CLOSED CIRCUIT TV LAB 483 966 69 0 1,294 

2 386 PK - VE CLOSED CIRCUIT STORAGE 345 690 69 0 924 

3 387 PK - VE MEDIA PRODUCTION LAB 345 1,035 69 0 1,386 

2 388 PK - VE MEDIA COPYING ROOM 138 276 69 0 369 

1 389 PK - VE MEDIA SMALL GROUP ROOM 68 68 34 0 91 

2 390 PK - VE MEDIA GROUP PROJECTS/INSTRUCTION 345 690 69 0 924 

2 391 PK - VE MEDIA MAINTENANCE/REPAIR 68 136 34 0 182 

7 401 CA - DS ANCILLARY CONFERENCE ROOM 0 0 0 0 0 

1 402 CA - DS SUPERINTENDENTS SECRETARY 0 0 0 0 0 

5 403 CA - DS ANCILLARY SECRETARIAL/CLERICAL OFFICE 0 0 0 0 0 

2 404 CA - DS ANCILLARY RECEPTION AREA 0 0 0 0 0 

2 405 CA - DS VAULT 0 0 0 0 0 

1 406 CA - DS ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS OFFICE 0 0 0 0 0 

76 407 CA - DS ANCILLARY ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE 0 0 0 0 0 

4 409 CA - DS BUSINESS OPERATIONS STORAGE 0 0 0 0 0 

1 413 CA - DS CENTRAL REPRODUCTION & COPY 0 0 0 0 0 

1 416 CA - DS ANCILLARY CUSTODIAL SERVICES 0 0 0 0 0 

1 417 CA - DS CENTRAL SECURITY OFFICE 0 0 0 0 0 

15 418 CA - DS ANCILLARY ADMINISTRATIVE STORAGE 0 0 0 0 0 
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9 421 CA - DS ANCILLARY STAFF LOUNGE 0 0 0 0 0 

7 424 CA - DS DIRECTORS OFFICE 0 0 0 0 0 

2 425 CA - DS ASSISTANT DIRECTORS OFFICE 0 0 0 0 0 

29 426 CA - DS GENERAL ANCILLARY OFFICE 0 0 0 0 0 

6 427 CA - DS STAFF DEVELOPMENT/INSTRUCTION 0 0 0 0 0 

16 428 CA - DS OTHER ANCILLARY ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT 0 0 0 0 0 

1 502 CA - DS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 0 0 0 0 0 

4 503 CA - DS COMPUTER ROOM (RAISED FLOOR) 0 0 0 0 0 

7 505 CA - DS ANCILLARY COMPUTER STORAGE 0 0 0 0 0 

3 506 CA - DS OTHER CENTRAL EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 0 0 0 0 0 

9 510 CA - DS WAREHOUSE STORAGE 0 0 0 0 0 

3 515 CA - DS CENTRAL KITCHEN 0 0 0 0 0 

1 520 CA - DS CARPENTRY SHOP 0 0 0 0 0 

1 555 CA - DS PLUMBING SHOP 0 0 0 0 0 

3 560 CA - DS PAINT SHOP 0 0 0 0 0 

3 565 CA - DS WELDING SHOP 0 0 0 0 0 

1 580 CA - DS LOCKSMITH SHOP 0 0 0 0 0 

1 585 CA - DS SCHOOL BUS PARTS ROOM 0 0 0 0 0 

1 592 CA - DS SCHOOL BUS WORK BAY 0 0 0 0 0 

1 602 CA - DS ANCILLARY PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY 0 0 0 0 0 

104 700 CA - DS INSIDE CIRCULATION 0 0 0 0 0 

33 701 CA - DS COVERED WALKWAY 0 0 0 0 0 

157 702 CA - DS MECHANICAL ROOM 0 0 0 0 0 

52 703 CA - DS ELECTRICAL ROOM 0 0 0 0 0 

31 707 CA - DS TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT/COMMUNICATION CLOSET 0 0 0 0 0 

4 802  - INSTRUCTIONAL CONFERENCE ROOM 225 900 0 0 1,206 
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2 805  - KILN 60 120 0 0 160 

7 810  - MATERIAL STORAGE (LARGE) 395 2,765 0 0 3,705 

3 811  - OUTSIDE STORAGE 50 150 0 0 201 

39 814  - STUDENT RESTROOM (BOTH SEXES) 60 2,340 0 0 3,135 

27 819  - STAFF RESTROOM (MALE) 136 3,672 34 0 4,920 

24 820  - STAFF RESTROOM (FEMALE) 136 3,264 34 0 4,373 

55 821  - STAFF RESTROOM (BOTH SEXES) 0 0 0 0 0 

15 822  - PUBLIC USE RESTROOM (MALE) 68 1,020 34 0 1,366 

19 823  - PUBLIC USE RESTROOM (FEMALE) 68 1,292 34 0 1,731 

18 824 CA - DS ANCILLARY RESTROOM (MALE) 68 1,224 34 0 1,640 

15 825 CA - DS ANCILLARY RESTROOM (FEMALE) 68 1,020 34 0 1,366 

2 826  - ELEVATOR (FREIGHT) 0 0 0 0 0 

25 827  - ELEVATOR (PASSENGER/HANDICAPPED) 0 0 0 0 0 

4 840  - VOCATIONAL RELATED CLASSROOM 680 2,720 20 80 3,644 

1 841  - GREENHOUSE 800 800 0 0 1,072 

1 843  - LAUNDRY (HOME ECONOMICS) 50 50 0 0 67 

1 844  - MULTIPURPOSE LAB (HOME ECONOMICS) 1,200 1,200 0 0 1,608 

1 846  - RECEPTION (VOC ED INSTRUCTION) 90 90 0 0 120 

1 848  - VOCATIONAL MACHINERY STORAGE 1,100 1,100 0 0 1,474 

1 849  - VOCATIONAL PROJECT STORAGE 310 310 0 0 415 

1 853  - VOCATIONAL TESTING 250 250 0 0 335 

411 909  - DORMITORY 0 0 0 0 0 

56 910  - HOUSE PARENT 0 0 0 0 0 

162 911  - DORMITORY BATH 0 0 0 0 0 

33 912  - DORMITORY RECREATION 0 0 0 0 0 

69 913  - DORMITORY LOUNGE 0 0 0 0 0 
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425 914  - DORMITORY CLOSET 0 0 0 0 0 

40 915  - DORMITORY LAUNDRY 0 0 0 0 0 

1 916  - CHAPEL 0 0 0 0 0 

5 917  - RESIDENCE BEDROOM 0 0 0 0 0 

18 918  - RESIDENCE KITCHEN 0 0 0 0 0 

2 919  - RESIDENCE LIVING ROOM 0 0 0 0 0 

1 920  - RESIDENCE GARAGE 0 0 0 0 0 

2 921  - RESIDENCE SUN DECK 0 0 0 0 0 

1 922  - RESIDENCE DINING 0 0 0 0 0 

1 923  - RESIDENCE BASEMENT 0 0 0 0 0 

1 924  - RESIDENCE CARPORT 0 0 0 0 0 

1 808  - MATERIAL STORAGE 100 100 0 0 134 

1 812  - PROJECT STORAGE 150 150 0 0 201 

3 813  - STUDENT STORAGE 40 120 0 0 160 

28 815 06 - 12 STUDENT RESTROOM (MALE) 68 1,904 34 0 2,551 

28 816 06 - 12 STUDENT RESTROOM (FEMALE) 68 1,904 34 0 2,551 

3 817  - STUDENT RESTROOM & BATH 110 330 0 0 442 

1 831  - MUSIC PRACTICE ROOM 70 70 0 0 93 
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District Name: FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

Survey: Number 5 - Version 1 

Facility Name: FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

Address: 207 N SAN MARCO AVENUE, SAINT AUGUSTINE 

Existing Recommended 

Capital Outlay 
Classification 

1 - SCHOOL RECOMMENDED FOR 
CONTINUED USE 

1 - SCHOOL RECOMMENDED FOR 
CONTINUED USE 

Facility Use STATE SCHOOL STATE SCHOOL 

Low Grade PRE-K E S E PRE-K E S E 

High Grade GRADE 12 GRADE 12 

Comments 

Existing 
Student Stations 

Added/Reduced(+ or -) Recommended 

Perm. Stations 1,382 0 1382 

Reloc. Stations 0 0 0 

Mod. Stations 0 0 0 

Total Stations 1,382 0 1382 

Utilization Factor 50% 50% 

School Capacity 691 691 

COFTE Student 
Membership 538 538 

Survey Annotation 

"Other" - Roof Repair/Replacement for Buildings 21 Household/Laundry and 25 Gore. 

Districtwide and Maintenance Recommendations include:  Campus Infrastructure, ADA 
Accessibility Issues, Safety to Life Issues. 

Renovation to entire facility (except Building 67 Pope) for Retrofit for Technology is for 
Message Boards, Strobe Lights, and security indicators. 

New Site Cost Site 
Expansion 

Site 
Development 

Site 
Improvement 

Remodeling 
Cost 

Renovation 
Cost 

New 
Construction 

Cost 

$0 $0 $0 $0 $4,379,030 $107,126,034 $8,842,815 

Estimated Total Project Cost $120,347,879 
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FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR 
THE DEAF AND THE 
BLIND (FSDB) 

Parcel Building Description Total NSF Change In 
Station Count 

Calculated 
Cost 

Cost Per 
NSF 

Cost Per 
Station 

New Construction 2021 New Construction: Adding 1 unit of 
CUSTODIAL SERVICE CLOSET (19 
NSF), 1 unit of INSIDE 
CIRCULATION (515 NSF), 1 unit of 
INSIDE CIRCULATION (1040 NSF), 
1 unit of COVERED WALKWAY (316 
NSF), 3 units of MECHANICAL 
ROOM (42 NSF), 1 unit of 
MECHANICAL ROOM (68 NSF), 1 
unit of ELECTRICAL ROOM (110 
NSF), 1 unit of TELEPHONE 
EQUIPMENT/COMMUNICATION 
CLOSET (132 NSF), 2 units of 
STAFF RESTROOM (BOTH 
SEXES) (50 NSF), 24 units of 
DORMITORY (280 NSF), 1 unit of 
HOUSE PARENT (65 NSF), 1 unit of 
HOUSE PARENT (80 NSF), 8 units 
of DORMITORY BATH (130 NSF), 4 
units of DORMITORY BATH (50 
NSF), 4 units of DORMITORY 
RECREATION (892 NSF), 24 units 
of DORMITORY CLOSET (24 NSF), 
4 units of DORMITORY LAUNDRY 
(50 NSF) 

14,875 0 $5,042,625 $339 $0 

New Construction 2020 New Construction: Adding 1 unit of 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL/OTHER 
OFFICE (132 NSF), 1 unit of 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL/OTHER 
OFFICE (124 NSF), 1 unit of 
SECRETARIAL SPACE (218 NSF), 
1 unit of SECRETARIAL SPACE 
(132 NSF), 1 unit of RECEPTION 
AREA (380 NSF), 1 unit of 
GENERAL SCHOOL STORAGE (97 
NSF), 1 unit of GENERAL SCHOOL 
STORAGE (144 NSF), 1 unit of 
GENERAL SCHOOL STORAGE (51 
NSF), 1 unit of TEACHER 
PLANNING OFFICE (109 NSF), 1 
unit of TEACHER PLANNING 
OFFICE (109 NSF), 1 unit of 
CUSTODIAL SERVICE CLOSET (24 
NSF), 1 unit of CUSTODIAL 
SERVICE CLOSET (10 NSF), 1 unit 
of AUDIO VISUAL STORAGE (242 
NSF), 1 unit of AUDIO VISUAL 
STORAGE (345 NSF), 1 unit of 
MEDIA PRODUCTION LAB (528 
NSF), 1 unit of MEDIA 
MAINTENANCE/REPAIR (257 NSF), 
1 unit of MEDIA 
MAINTENANCE/REPAIR (260 NSF), 
1 unit of ANCILLARY 
SECRETARIAL/CLERICAL OFFICE 
(112 NSF), 1 unit of ANCILLARY 
SECRETARIAL/CLERICAL OFFICE 
(62 NSF), 1 unit of ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE (117 
NSF), 1 unit of ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE (124 
NSF), 1 unit of ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE (118 
NSF), 1 unit of ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE (116 
NSF), 1 unit of ANCILLARY 

11,210 0 $3,800,190 $339 $0 
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE (190 
NSF), 1 unit of ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE (127 
NSF), 1 unit of ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE STORAGE (40 
NSF), 1 unit of ANCILLARY STAFF 
LOUNGE (160 NSF), 1 unit of 
ANCILLARY STAFF LOUNGE (316 
NSF), 1 unit of DIRECTORS 
OFFICE (208 NSF), 1 unit of 
GENERAL ANCILLARY OFFICE 
(309 NSF), 1 unit of STAFF 
DEVELOPMENT/INSTRUCTION 
(124 NSF), 1 unit of STAFF 
DEVELOPMENT/INSTRUCTION 
(185 NSF), 1 unit of STAFF 
DEVELOPMENT/INSTRUCTION 
(265 NSF), 1 unit of OTHER 
ANCILLARY ADMINISTRATIVE 
SUPPORT (545 NSF), 1 unit of 
OTHER ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT (115 
NSF), 1 unit of OTHER ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT (93 
NSF), 1 unit of OTHER ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT (162 
NSF), 1 unit of OTHER ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT (107 
NSF), 1 unit of OTHER ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT (137 
NSF), 1 unit of OTHER ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT (102 
NSF), 1 unit of OTHER ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT (104 
NSF), 1 unit of COMPUTER ROOM 
(RAISED FLOOR) (178 NSF), 1 unit 
of OTHER CENTRAL EQUIPMENT 
SUPPORT (78 NSF), 1 unit of 
OTHER CENTRAL EQUIPMENT 
SUPPORT (267 NSF), 1 unit of 
ANCILLARY PROFESSIONAL 
LIBRARY (300 NSF), 1 unit of 
INSIDE CIRCULATION (946 NSF), 1 
unit of INSIDE CIRCULATION (817 
NSF), 1 unit of INSIDE 
CIRCULATION (118 NSF), 1 unit of 
MECHANICAL ROOM (79 NSF), 1 
unit of MECHANICAL ROOM (48 
NSF), 1 unit of MECHANICAL 
ROOM (31 NSF), 1 unit of 
MECHANICAL ROOM (45 NSF), 1 
unit of MECHANICAL ROOM (29 
NSF), 1 unit of ELECTRICAL ROOM 
(5 NSF), 1 unit of ELECTRICAL 
ROOM (79 NSF), 1 unit of 
ELECTRICAL ROOM (8 NSF), 1 unit 
of ELECTRICAL ROOM (7 NSF), 1 
unit of INSTRUCTIONAL 
CONFERENCE ROOM (467 NSF), 
1 unit of MATERIAL STORAGE (47 
NSF), 1 unit of MATERIAL 
STORAGE (15 NSF), 1 unit of 
STAFF RESTROOM (MALE) (103 
NSF), 1 unit of STAFF RESTROOM 
(FEMALE) (103 NSF), 1 unit of 
ANCILLARY RESTROOM (MALE) 
(31 NSF), 1 unit of ANCILLARY 
RESTROOM (MALE) (130 NSF), 1 
unit of ANCILLARY RESTROOM 
(FEMALE) (24 NSF), 1 unit of 
ANCILLARY RESTROOM 
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(FEMALE) (120 NSF), 1 unit of 
ELEVATOR 
(PASSENGER/HANDICAPPED) (35 
NSF) 

Remodeling 2021 2 9 Removed NSF (14467), Added NSF -14,467 0 $2,459,390 $170 $0 
(0), Difference NSF (14467), Percent 
(100%), Removed Stations (0), 
Added Stations (0) Remodeling: 
Removing Room 100 (2312 NSF), 
Room 101 (312 NSF), Room 102 
(279 NSF), Room 103 (310 NSF), 
Room 104 (300 NSF), Room 105 
(308 NSF), Room 106 (263 NSF), 
Room 106A (34 NSF), Room 106B 
(43 NSF), Room 107 (311 NSF), 
Room 108 (216 NSF), Room 109 
(37 NSF), Room 110 (100 NSF), 
Room 111 (250 NSF), Room 111A (6 
NSF), Room 111B (34 NSF), Room 
111C (9 NSF), Room 112 (239 NSF), 
Room 112A (16 NSF), Room 112B 
(37 NSF), Room 112C (35 NSF), 
Room 113 (313 NSF), Room 114 
(315 NSF), Room 115 (311 NSF), 
Room 116 (35 NSF), Room 117 (311 
NSF), Room 118 (47 NSF), Room 
118A (124 NSF), Room 118B (91 
NSF), Room 118C (59 NSF), Room 
119 (316 NSF), Room 120 (29 NSF), 
Room 121 (32 NSF), Room 122 (96 
NSF), Room 200 (1956 NSF), Room 
201 (15 NSF), Room 202 (311 NSF), 
Room 203 (278 NSF), Room 204 
(309 NSF), Room 205 (310 NSF), 
Room 206 (310 NSF), Room 207 
(261 NSF), Room 208 (311 NSF), 
Room 209 (34 NSF), Room 210 (43 
NSF), Room 211 (222 NSF), Room 
211A (8 NSF), Room 211B (38 
NSF), Room 211C (32 NSF), Room 
212 (69 NSF), Room 212A (8 NSF), 
Room 213 (240 NSF), Room 213A 
(7 NSF), Room 214 (311 NSF), 
Room 215 (237 NSF), Room 216 
(310 NSF), Room 217 (318 NSF), 
Room 218 (311 NSF), Room 219 (35 
NSF), Room 220 (310 NSF), Room 
221 (47 NSF), Room 221A (131 
NSF), Room 221B (150 NSF), Room 
222 (15 NSF) 
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FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR 
THE DEAF AND THE 
BLIND (FSDB) 

Parcel Building Description Total NSF Change In 
Station Count 

Calculated 
Cost 

Cost Per 
NSF 

Cost Per 
Station 

Remodeling 2022 2 22 Removed NSF (11292), Added NSF 
(0), Difference NSF (11292), Percent 
(100%), Removed Stations (0), 
Added Stations (0) Remodeling: 
Removing Room 100 (946 NSF), 
Room 101 (24 NSF), Room 102 (31 
NSF), Room 103 (109 NSF), Room 
104 (309 NSF), Room 104A (144 
NSF), Room 104B (48 NSF), Room 
105 (109 NSF), Room 106 (467 
NSF), Room 106A (5 NSF), Room 
106B (117 NSF), Room 106C (124 
NSF), Room 107 (380 NSF), Room 
107A (190 NSF), Room 107B (10 
NSF), Room 107C (124 NSF), Room 
107D (132 NSF), Room 107E (62 
NSF), Room 108 (132 NSF), Room 
109 (103 NSF), Room 110 (103 
NSF), Room 111 (316 NSF), Room 
111A (29 NSF), Room 112 (124 
NSF), Room 113 (127 NSF), Room 
114 (118 NSF), Room 115 (300 
NSF), Room 116 (116 NSF), Room 
117 (35 NSF), Room 118 (265 NSF), 
Room 119 (218 NSF), Room 119A 
(40 NSF), Room 120 (45 NSF), 
Room 121 (79 NSF), Room 121A 
(79 NSF), Room 122 (118 NSF), 
Room 200 (899 NSF), Room 201 
(208 NSF), Room 202 (115 NSF), 
Room 203 (107 NSF), Room 204 
(160 NSF), Room 205 (137 NSF), 
Room 206 (104 NSF), Room 207 
(345 NSF), Room 207A (267 NSF), 
Room 207B (78 NSF), Room 208 
(97 NSF), Room 209 (178 NSF), 
Room 209A (8 NSF), Room 210 
(162 NSF), Room 211 (528 NSF), 
Room 212 (545 NSF), Room 212A 
(15 NSF), Room 212B (102 NSF), 
Room 213 (93 NSF), Room 214 
(257 NSF), Room 215 (47 NSF), 
Room 216 (31 NSF), Room 217 
(260 NSF), Room 218 (185 NSF), 
Room 219 (242 NSF), Room 220 
(120 NSF), Room 221 (7 NSF), 
Room 222 (130 NSF), Room 223 
(112 NSF), Room 223A (51 NSF), 
Room 224 (24 NSF) 

-11,292 0 $1,919,640 $170 $0 

Renovation 2022 Renovating: Apply Retrofit for 
Technology to the entire facility 
FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF 
AND THE BLIND (FSDB). 

748,069 0 $84,531,797 $113 $0 

Renovation 2022 1 1 Renovating: Apply Floor Cover to 
Room 136 (258 NSF), Room 136A 
(46 NSF), Room 137 (200 NSF), 
Room 137A (117 NSF) 

621 0 $70,173 $113 $0 
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Parcel Building Description Total NSF Change In 
Station Count 

Calculated 
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Cost Per 
NSF 

Cost Per 
Station 

Renovation 2023 2 7 Renovating: Apply Painting, Floor 17,672 0 $1,996,936 $113 $0 
Cover, Windows to Room 100 (635 
NSF), Room 100A (643 NSF), Room 
101 (2971 NSF), Room 101A (180 
NSF), Room 101B (1478 NSF), 
Room 101C (428 NSF), Room 101D 
(13 NSF), Room 101E (48 NSF), 
Room 101F (49 NSF), Room 102 
(212 NSF), Room 102A (270 NSF), 
Room 103 (407 NSF), Room 104 
(168 NSF), Room 105 (85 NSF), 
Room 106 (191 NSF), Room 106A 
(144 NSF), Room 106B (166 NSF), 
Room 107 (44 NSF), Room 108 
(167 NSF), Room 108A (6 NSF), 
Room 109 (208 NSF), Room 109A 
(112 NSF), Room 110 (336 NSF), 
Room 111 (26 NSF), Room 112 (38 
NSF), Room 113 (867 NSF), Room 
11B (144 NSF), Room 200 (1481 
NSF), Room 201 (257 NSF), Room 
201A (193 NSF), Room 202 (187 
NSF), Room 202A (12 NSF), Room 
203 (282 NSF), Room 204 (239 
NSF), Room 205 (434 NSF), Room 
205A (119 NSF), Room 206 (459 
NSF), Room 206A (294 NSF), Room 
206B (75 NSF), Room 207 (32 
NSF), Room 208 (570 NSF), Room 
209 (18 NSF), Room 210 (176 NSF), 
Room 210A (227 NSF), Room 211 
(419 NSF), Room 211A (271 NSF), 
Room 212 (112 NSF), Room 213 
(523 NSF), Room 213A (144 NSF), 
Room 213B (51 NSF), Room 214 
(161 NSF), Room 214A (6 NSF), 
Room 215 (309 NSF), Room 216 
(40 NSF), Room 217 (470 NSF), 
Room 217A (75 NSF) 

Renovation 2023 2 10 Renovating: Apply Painting, Floor 
Cover, Electrical, Plumbing, 
Windows, Lighting, Restrooms to 
Room 100 (1046 NSF), Room 101 
(33 NSF), Room 102 (780 NSF), 
Room 102A (1560 NSF), Room 103 
(43 NSF), Room 103A (115 NSF), 
Room 104 (5067 NSF), Room 104A 
(71 NSF), Room 104B (63 NSF), 
Room 104C (63 NSF), Room 104D 
(57 NSF), Room 105 (36 NSF), 
Room 105A (115 NSF), Room 106 
(25 NSF), Room 107 (60 NSF), 
Room 200 (862 NSF), Room 201 
(276 NSF), Room 201A (407 NSF), 
Room 202 (315 NSF), Room 202A 
(47 NSF), Room 203 (177 NSF), 
Room 204 (177 NSF), Room 205 
(243 NSF), Room 205A (44 NSF), 
Room 206 (388 NSF), Room 207 
(381 NSF), Room 208 (154 NSF), 
Room 209 (144 NSF), Room 210 
(136 NSF), Room 211 (143 NSF) 

13,028 0 $1,472,164 $113 $0 
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Renovation 2024 2 12 Renovating: Apply HVAC Systems to 6,412 0 $724,556 $113 $0 
Room 100 (2027 NSF), Room 101 
(263 NSF), Room 101A (166 NSF), 
Room 102 (38 NSF), Room 103 (38 
NSF), Room 104 (316 NSF), Room 
104A (17 NSF), Room 104B (34 
NSF), Room 105 (110 NSF), Room 
106 (560 NSF), Room 106A (46 
NSF), Room 106B (73 NSF), Room 
106C (35 NSF), Room 107 (130 
NSF), Room 107A (25 NSF), Room 
107C (19 NSF), Room 107D (34 
NSF), Room 200 (277 NSF), Room 
201 (293 NSF), Room 202 (431 
NSF), Room 203 (147 NSF), Room 
203A (10 NSF), Room 203B (10 
NSF), Room 204 (151 NSF), Room 
204A (10 NSF), Room 204B (10 
NSF), Room 205 (155 NSF), Room 
205A (10 NSF), Room 205B (10 
NSF), Room 206 (149 NSF), Room 
206A (10 NSF), Room 206B (10 
NSF), Room 207 (154 NSF), Room 
207A (10 NSF), Room 207B (10 
NSF), Room 208 (149 NSF), Room 
208A (10 NSF), Room 208B (10 
NSF), Room 209 (110 NSF), Room 
209A (10 NSF), Room 210 (149 
NSF), Room 210A (10 NSF), Room 
210B (10 NSF), Room 211 (154 
NSF), Room 212 (12 NSF) 

Renovation 2024 2 16 Renovating: Apply Painting, 
Electrical, Plumbing, Windows, 
Lighting, Bell/Fire Alarm Systems, 
Retrofit for Technology to Room 100 
(930 NSF), Room 100A (161 NSF), 
Room 100B (190 NSF), Room 101 
(491 NSF), Room 101A (118 NSF), 
Room 101B (118 NSF), Room 101C 
(6 NSF), Room 101D (120 NSF), 
Room 101F (118 NSF), Room 101G 
(125 NSF), Room 101H (125 NSF), 
Room 101J (125 NSF), Room 101K 
(6 NSF), Room 101L (120 NSF), 
Room 101N (118 NSF), Room 101P 
(118 NSF), Room 102 (843 NSF), 
Room 102A (42 NSF), Room 102B 
(122 NSF), Room 102C (15 NSF), 
Room 102D (107 NSF), Room 102E 
(117 NSF), Room 103 (127 NSF), 
Room 103A (6 NSF), Room 104 
(308 NSF), Room 105 (132 NSF), 
Room 105A (6 NSF), Room 106 (47 
NSF), Room 107 (50 NSF), Room 
108 (24 NSF), Room 109 (53 NSF), 
Room 110 (210 NSF), Room 110A 
(12 NSF), Room 111 (98 NSF), 
Room 112 (28 NSF), Room 113 (40 
NSF), Room 114 (40 NSF), Room 
115 (117 NSF), Room 116 (846 
NSF), Room 116A (107 NSF), Room 
116B (14 NSF), Room 116C (142 
NSF), Room 116D (43 NSF), Room 
117 (490 NSF), Room 117A (118 
NSF), Room 117B (118 NSF), Room 
117C (6 NSF), Room 117D (112 

21,923 0 $2,477,299 $113 $0 
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NSF), Room 117E (118 NSF), Room 
117F (125 NSF), Room 117G (125 
NSF), Room 117H (118 NSF), Room 
117J (6 NSF), Room 117K (70 NSF), 
Room 117L (118 NSF), Room 117M 
(118 NSF), Room 118 (56 NSF), 
Room 119 (197 NSF), Room 119A 
(15 NSF), Room 120 (360 NSF), 
Room 120A (29 NSF), Room 120B 
(60 NSF), Room 121 (296 NSF), 
Room 121A (132 NSF), Room 121B 
(129 NSF), Room 121C (165 NSF), 
Room 121D (132 NSF), Room 121E 
(125 NSF), Room 121F (123 NSF), 
Room 121G (123 NSF), Room 121H 
(123 NSF), Room 121J (125 NSF), 
Room 122 (63 NSF), Room 123 (52 
NSF), Room 124 (47 NSF), Room 
125 (76 NSF), Room 126 (291 NSF), 
Room 127 (110 NSF), Room 128 (76 
NSF), Room 129 (47 NSF), Room 
130 (175 NSF), Room 131 (84 NSF), 
Room 200 (615 NSF), Room 200A 
(139 NSF), Room 201 (403 NSF), 
Room 201A (120 NSF), Room 201B 
(120 NSF), Room 201C (6 NSF), 
Room 201D (210 NSF), Room 201E 
(120 NSF), Room 201F (120 NSF), 
Room 201G (48 NSF), Room 201H 
(120 NSF), Room 201J (120 NSF), 
Room 201K (6 NSF), Room 201L 
(110 NSF), Room 201M (120 NSF), 
Room 201N (120 NSF), Room 202 
(701 NSF), Room 202A (22 NSF), 
Room 202B (170 NSF), Room 202C 
(30 NSF), Room 202D (88 NSF), 
Room 202E (44 NSF), Room 202F 
(137 NSF), Room 202G (15 NSF), 
Room 202H (177 NSF), Room 202J 
(126 NSF), Room 203 (120 NSF), 
Room 204 (16 NSF), Room 205 (55 
NSF), Room 206 (58 NSF), Room 
207 (30 NSF), Room 208 (548 NSF), 
Room 208A (106 NSF), Room 208B 
(8 NSF), Room 208C (70 NSF), 
Room 209 (226 NSF), Room 209A 
(41 NSF), Room 210 (64 NSF), 
Room 211 (150 NSF), Room 212 
(117 NSF), Room 213 (642 NSF), 
Room 213A (15 NSF), Room 214 
(137 NSF), Room 215 (276 NSF), 
Room 215A (30 NSF), Room 215B 
(30 NSF), Room 216 (88 NSF), 
Room 216A (45 NSF), Room 217 
(393 NSF), Room 217A (120 NSF), 
Room 217B (120 NSF), Room 217C 
(70 NSF), Room 217D (6 NSF), 
Room 217E (120 NSF), Room 217F 
(120 NSF), Room 217G (120 NSF), 
Room 217H (120 NSF), Room 217K 
(6 NSF), Room 217L (70 NSF), 
Room 217M (120 NSF), Room 217N 
(69 NSF), Room 218 (580 NSF), 
Room 218A (125 NSF), Room 218B 
(125 NSF), Room 218C (125 NSF), 
Room 218D (6 NSF), Room 218E 
(104 NSF), Room 218F (108 NSF), 
Room 218G (108 NSF), Room 218H 
(104 NSF), Room 218J (6 NSF), 
Room 218K (125 NSF), Room 218L 
(122 NSF), Room 218M (122 NSF), 
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Room 219 (253 NSF), Room 220 
(39 NSF) 

Renovation 2024 2 31 Renovating: Apply Painting, Floor 
Cover, Electrical, Plumbing, Lighting, 
Restrooms, Bell/Fire Alarm Systems 
to Room 100 (1676 NSF), Room 
101 (303 NSF), Room 101A (67 
NSF), Room 102 (269 NSF), Room 
103 (268 NSF), Room 104 (303 
NSF), Room 104A (68 NSF), Room 
105 (306 NSF), Room 105A (68 
NSF), Room 106 (222 NSF), Room 
107 (275 NSF), Room 108 (11 NSF), 
Room 109 (14 NSF), Room 110 (33 
NSF), Room 111 (260 NSF), Room 
111A (44 NSF), Room 111B (20 
NSF), Room 112 (581 NSF), Room 
113 (332 NSF), Room 113A (28 
NSF), Room 114 (2935 NSF), Room 
114A (664 NSF), Room 114B (60 
NSF), Room 114C (48 NSF), Room 
115 (835 NSF), Room 115A (105 
NSF), Room 115B (330 NSF), Room 
115C (204 NSF), Room 115D (56 
NSF), Room 115E (47 NSF), Room 
115F (51 NSF), Room 115G (138 
NSF), Room 115H (166 NSF), Room 
116 (630 NSF), Room 116A (200 
NSF), Room 116B (63 NSF), Room 
116C (67 NSF), Room 116D (24 
NSF), Room 117 (272 NSF), Room 
117A (22 NSF), Room 118 (25 NSF), 
Room 119 (265 NSF), Room 119A 
(38 NSF), Room 119B (68 NSF), 
Room 120 (25 NSF), Room 121 
(225 NSF), Room 121A (46 NSF), 
Room 121B (12 NSF), Room 122 
(222 NSF), Room 122A (57 NSF), 
Room 123 (267 NSF), Room 124 
(25 NSF), Room 125 (267 NSF), 
Room 125A (44 NSF), Room 125B 
(62 NSF), Room 126 (13 NSF), 
Room 127 (267 NSF), Room 128 
(271 NSF), Room 128A (44 NSF), 
Room 128B (62 NSF), Room 129 
(267 NSF), Room 130 (50 NSF), 
Room 131 (560 NSF), Room 200 
(1678 NSF), Room 201 (276 NSF), 
Room 201A (55 NSF), Room 201B 
(58 NSF), Room 202 (274 NSF), 
Room 202A (45 NSF), Room 203 
(273 NSF), Room 203A (46 NSF), 
Room 204 (274 NSF), Room 204A 
(55 NSF), Room 205 (267 NSF), 
Room 205A (56 NSF), Room 206 
(231 NSF), Room 206A (36 NSF), 
Room 207 (268 NSF), Room 207A 
(44 NSF), Room 208 (18 NSF), 
Room 209 (34 NSF), Room 210 
(242 NSF), Room 210A (45 NSF), 
Room 210B (10 NSF), Room 211 
(256 NSF), Room 211A (10 NSF), 
Room 212 (433 NSF), Room 213 
(262 NSF), Room 214 (48 NSF), 
Room 215 (270 NSF), Room 215A 
(45 NSF), Room 216 (10 NSF), 
Room 217 (262 NSF), Room 217A 
(43 NSF), Room 218 (267 NSF), 
Room 218A (46 NSF), Room 219 
(46 NSF), Room 220 (220 NSF), 

26,092 0 $2,948,396 $113 $0 
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Room 220A (10 NSF), Room 221 
(259 NSF), Room 221A (55 NSF), 
Room 222 (33 NSF), Room 223 (15 
NSF), Room 224 (265 NSF), Room 
224A (45 NSF), Room 225 (503 
NSF), Room 226 (247 NSF), Room 
226A (50 NSF), Room 227 (267 
NSF), Room 228 (255 NSF), Room 
228A (50 NSF), Room 229 (271 
NSF), Room 229A (46 NSF), Room 
230 (235 NSF), Room 230A (33 
NSF), Room 231 (272 NSF), Room 
231A (48 NSF), Room 232 (23 
NSF), Room 233 (13 NSF), Room 
234 (270 NSF), Room 234A (50 
NSF), Room 235 (273 NSF), Room 
235A (46 NSF), Room 236 (274 
NSF), Room 236A (50 NSF), Room 
237 (276 NSF), Room 237A (48 
NSF), Room 237B (60 NSF) 

Renovation 2023 2 34 Renovating: Apply Painting, Floor 
Cover, Lighting to Room 100 (3186 
NSF), Room 100A (45 NSF), Room 
100B (45 NSF), Room 100C (45 
NSF), Room 100D (45 NSF), Room 
101 (24 NSF), Room 102 (227 NSF), 
Room 102A (37 NSF), Room 102B 
(116 NSF), Room 102C (163 NSF), 
Room 102D (185 NSF), Room 102E 
(147 NSF), Room 102F (210 NSF), 
Room 102G (69 NSF), Room 102H 
(144 NSF), Room 102J (17 NSF), 
Room 103 (55 NSF), Room 104 
(625 NSF), Room 105 (202 NSF), 
Room 106 (37 NSF), Room 107 
(180 NSF), Room 107A (42 NSF), 
Room 108 (610 NSF), Room 109 
(234 NSF), Room 109A (208 NSF), 
Room 109B (160 NSF), Room 109C 
(150 NSF), Room 109D (165 NSF), 
Room 109E (145 NSF), Room 109F 
(144 NSF), Room 109G (55 NSF), 
Room 110 (120 NSF), Room 111 
(850 NSF), Room 111A (51 NSF), 
Room 111B (30 NSF), Room 111C 
(60 NSF), Room 111D (25 NSF), 
Room 112 (126 NSF), Room 112A 
(60 NSF), Room 112B (70 NSF), 
Room 113 (714 NSF), Room 113A 
(56 NSF), Room 114 (136 NSF), 
Room 115 (224 NSF), Room 115A 
(208 NSF), Room 115B (154 NSF), 
Room 115C (147 NSF), Room 115D 
(161 NSF), Room 115E (154 NSF), 
Room 115F (160 NSF), Room 115G 
(55 NSF), Room 116 (611 NSF), 
Room 117 (204 NSF), Room 117A 
(48 NSF), Room 117B (36 NSF), 
Room 118 (220 NSF), Room 119 
(622 NSF), Room 120 (48 NSF), 
Room 121 (243 NSF), Room 121A 
(167 NSF), Room 121B (167 NSF), 
Room 121C (186 NSF), Room 121D 
(139 NSF), Room 121E (205 NSF), 
Room 121F (143 NSF), Room 121G 
(16 NSF), Room 121H (68 NSF), 
Room 122 (324 NSF), Room 122A 
(28 NSF), Room 123 (151 NSF), 
Room 123A (21 NSF), Room 124 
(463 NSF), Room 124A (61 NSF), 

26,964 0 $3,046,932 $113 $0 
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Room 125 (456 NSF), Room 125A 
(70 NSF), Room 200 (2172 NSF), 
Room 201 (166 NSF), Room 202 
(29 NSF), Room 203 (775 NSF), 
Room 203A (16 NSF), Room 204 
(50 NSF), Room 205 (850 NSF), 
Room 205A (12 NSF), Room 206 
(139 NSF), Room 207 (837 NSF), 
Room 207A (16 NSF), Room 208 
(568 NSF), Room 208A (19 NSF), 
Room 209 (342 NSF), Room 209A 
(155 NSF), Room 209B (419 NSF), 
Room 209C (231 NSF), Room 209E 
(187 NSF), Room 209F (42 NSF), 
Room 209G (42 NSF), Room 209H 
(24 NSF), Room 210 (70 NSF), 
Room 211 (149 NSF), Room 212 
(327 NSF), Room 213 (835 NSF), 
Room 214 (196 NSF), Room 215 
(859 NSF), Room 216 (1066 NSF), 
Room 216A (396 NSF) 

Renovation 2024 2 50 Renovating: Apply Floor Cover, 8,698 0 $982,874 $113 $0 
Lighting to Room 100 (923 NSF), 
Room 101 (632 NSF), Room 102 
(523 NSF), Room 102A (83 NSF), 
Room 102B (63 NSF), Room 102C 
(71 NSF), Room 103 (97 NSF), 
Room 104 (80 NSF), Room 105 
(107 NSF), Room 106 (46 NSF), 
Room 107 (138 NSF), Room 108 
(80 NSF), Room 109 (523 NSF), 
Room 110 (243 NSF), Room 111 
(115 NSF), Room 112 (48 NSF), 
Room 113 (32 NSF), Room 114 (48 
NSF), Room 118 (102 NSF), Room 
119 (3638 NSF), Room 119A (103 
NSF), Room 119B (125 NSF), Room 
119C (101 NSF), Room 119D (205 
NSF), Room 119E (52 NSF), Room 
119F (160 NSF), Room 119G (20 
NSF), Room 120 (169 NSF), Room 
121 (171 NSF) 

Renovation 2024 2 51 Renovating: Apply Painting, Lighting 
to Room 100 (5000 NSF), Room 
101 (150 NSF), Room 101A (192 
NSF), Room 101B (6 NSF), Room 
102 (733 NSF), Room 102A (30 
NSF), Room 102B (45 NSF), Room 
102C (30 NSF), Room 103 (746 
NSF), Room 103A (30 NSF), Room 
103B (46 NSF), Room 103C (30 
NSF), Room 104 (725 NSF), Room 
104A (30 NSF), Room 104B (45 
NSF), Room 104C (30 NSF), Room 
105 (746 NSF), Room 105A (30 
NSF), Room 105B (46 NSF), Room 
105C (26 NSF), Room 106 (725 
NSF), Room 106A (26 NSF), Room 
106B (45 NSF), Room 106C (30 
NSF), Room 107 (427 NSF), Room 
109 (70 NSF), Room 110 (725 NSF), 
Room 110A (30 NSF), Room 110B 
(45 NSF), Room 110C (30 NSF), 
Room 111 (68 NSF), Room 111B 
(160 NSF), Room 112 (725 NSF), 
Room 112A (30 NSF), Room 112B 
(45 NSF), Room 112C (30 NSF), 
Room 113 (22 NSF), Room 114 (725 
NSF), Room 114A (30 NSF), Room 
114B (45 NSF), Room 114C (30 

78,539 0 $8,874,907 $113 $0 
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NSF), Room 115 (276 NSF), Room 
115A (191 NSF), Room 115B (129 
NSF), Room 115C (156 NSF), Room 
115D (142 NSF), Room 115E (78 
NSF), Room 115G (78 NSF), Room 
115J (152 NSF), Room 115K (123 
NSF), Room 115L (312 NSF), Room 
115M (107 NSF), Room 115N (100 
NSF), Room 115P (187 NSF), Room 
115Q (107 NSF), Room 115R (100 
NSF), Room 115S (186 NSF), Room 
116 (755 NSF), Room 116A (42 
NSF), Room 116B (100 NSF), Room 
117 (771 NSF), Room 117A (45 
NSF), Room 117B (100 NSF), Room 
118 (750 NSF), Room 118A (50 
NSF), Room 118B (105 NSF), Room 
119 (1040 NSF), Room 120 (142 
NSF), Room 121 (1500 NSF), Room 
121A (328 NSF), Room 121B (360 
NSF), Room 122 (30 NSF), Room 
123 (30 NSF), Room 124 (185 NSF), 
Room 125 (160 NSF), Room 126 
(93 NSF), Room 127 (156 NSF), 
Room 128 (1105 NSF), Room 128A 
(74 NSF), Room 128B (61 NSF), 
Room 128C (64 NSF), Room 128D 
(65 NSF), Room 128E (97 NSF), 
Room 128F (265 NSF), Room 128G 
(42 NSF), Room 128J (35 NSF), 
Room 128K (42 NSF), Room 129 
(108 NSF), Room 130 (152 NSF), 
Room 131 (47 NSF), Room 132 (60 
NSF), Room 133 (184 NSF), Room 
133A (71 NSF), Room 133B (150 
NSF), Room 133C (10 NSF), Room 
133D (88 NSF), Room 133E (28 
NSF), Room 134 (1030 NSF), Room 
134A (37 NSF), Room 134B (37 
NSF), Room 134C (36 NSF), Room 
134D (196 NSF), Room 135 (771 
NSF), Room 135A (168 NSF), Room 
135B (36 NSF), Room 135C (268 
NSF), Room 135D (268 NSF), Room 
135E (268 NSF), Room 135F (290 
NSF), Room 135G (556 NSF), 
Room 135H (16 NSF), Room 135J 
(8 NSF), Room 135K (37 NSF), 
Room 135L (14 NSF), Room 135M 
(97 NSF), Room 135N (25 NSF), 
Room 135P (7 NSF), Room 136 
(771 NSF), Room 136A (132 NSF), 
Room 136B (45 NSF), Room 136C 
(268 NSF), Room 136D (268 NSF), 
Room 136E (268 NSF), Room 136F 
(290 NSF), Room 136G (506 NSF), 
Room 136H (16 NSF), Room 136J 
(8 NSF), Room 136K (37 NSF), 
Room 136L (14 NSF), Room 136M 
(97 NSF), Room 136N (30 NSF), 
Room 136P (7 NSF), Room 137 (40 
NSF), Room 138 (50 NSF), Room 
139 (1086 NSF), Room 139A (37 
NSF), Room 139B (31 NSF), Room 
139C (36 NSF), Room 139D (198 
NSF), Room 140 (771 NSF), Room 
140A (127 NSF), Room 140B (46 
NSF), Room 140C (268 NSF), Room 
140D (268 NSF), Room 140E (268 
NSF), Room 140F (290 NSF), Room 
140G (506 NSF), Room 140H (16 
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NSF), Room 140J (8 NSF), Room 
140K (37 NSF), Room 140L (14 
NSF), Room 140M (97 NSF), Room 
140N (38 NSF), Room 140P (7 
NSF), Room 141 (791 NSF), Room 
141A (132 NSF), Room 141B (38 
NSF), Room 141C (274 NSF), Room 
141D (268 NSF), Room 141E (268 
NSF), Room 141F (301 NSF), Room 
141G (509 NSF), Room 141H (16 
NSF), Room 141J (8 NSF), Room 
141K (37 NSF), Room 141L (14 
NSF), Room 141M (97 NSF), Room 
141N (32 NSF), Room 141P (7 
NSF), Room 154 (2253 NSF), Room 
200 (6065 NSF), Room 201 (373 
NSF), Room 201A (62 NSF), Room 
202 (725 NSF), Room 202A (31 
NSF), Room 202B (41 NSF), Room 
202C (32 NSF), Room 203 (725 
NSF), Room 203A (32 NSF), Room 
203B (40 NSF), Room 203C (30 
NSF), Room 204 (725 NSF), Room 
204A (31 NSF), Room 204B (40 
NSF), Room 204C (31 NSF), Room 
205 (725 NSF), Room 205A (32 
NSF), Room 205B (40 NSF), Room 
205C (32 NSF), Room 206 (725 
NSF), Room 206A (30 NSF), Room 
206B (45 NSF), Room 206C (28 
NSF), Room 207 (353 NSF), Room 
207A (17 NSF), Room 207B (40 
NSF), Room 208 (730 NSF), Room 
208A (30 NSF), Room 208B (46 
NSF), Room 208C (30 NSF), Room 
209 (30 NSF), Room 210 (725 NSF), 
Room 210A (29 NSF), Room 210B 
(45 NSF), Room 210C (29 NSF), 
Room 211 (30 NSF), Room 212 (725 
NSF), Room 212A (27 NSF), Room 
212B (42 NSF), Room 212C (40 
NSF), Room 213 (23 NSF), Room 
213A (50 NSF), Room 213B (15 
NSF), Room 213C (48 NSF), Room 
213D (45 NSF), Room 213E (98 
NSF), Room 214 (725 NSF), Room 
214A (34 NSF), Room 214B (46 
NSF), Room 214C (30 NSF), Room 
215 (725 NSF), Room 215A (29 
NSF), Room 215B (46 NSF), Room 
215C (30 NSF), Room 216 (730 
NSF), Room 216A (30 NSF), Room 
216B (45 NSF), Room 216C (38 
NSF), Room 217 (782 NSF), Room 
217A (56 NSF), Room 217B (85 
NSF), Room 218 (946 NSF), Room 
219 (60 NSF), Room 220 (64 NSF), 
Room 221 (75 NSF), Room 222 
(296 NSF), Room 223 (314 NSF), 
Room 224 (37 NSF), Room 225 (111 
NSF), Room 225A (60 NSF), Room 
225B (1594 NSF), Room 225C (381 
NSF), Room 226 (544 NSF), Room 
226A (168 NSF), Room 226B (145 
NSF), Room 226C (38 NSF), Room 
226D (37 NSF), Room 226E (166 
NSF), Room 227 (1050 NSF), Room 
227A (37 NSF), Room 227B (24 
NSF), Room 227C (36 NSF), Room 
227D (82 NSF), Room 228 (798 
NSF), Room 228A (97 NSF), Room 
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228B (36 NSF), Room 228C (14 
NSF), Room 228D (524 NSF), Room 
228E (32 NSF), Room 228F (8 
NSF), Room 228G (16 NSF), Room 
228H (292 NSF), Room 228J (268 
NSF), Room 228K (268 NSF), Room 
228L (268 NSF), Room 228M (38 
NSF), Room 228N (176 NSF), Room 
228P (7 NSF), Room 229 (790 
NSF), Room 229A (97 NSF), Room 
229B (36 NSF), Room 229C (14 
NSF), Room 229D (507 NSF), Room 
229E (32 NSF), Room 229F (8 
NSF), Room 229G (16 NSF), Room 
229H (290 NSF), Room 229J (268 
NSF), Room 229K (268 NSF), Room 
229L (268 NSF), Room 229M (46 
NSF), Room 229N (176 NSF), Room 
229P (7 NSF), Room 230 (1084 
NSF), Room 230A (36 NSF), Room 
230B (23 NSF), Room 230C (37 
NSF), Room 230D (50 NSF), Room 
231 (580 NSF), Room 231A (83 
NSF), Room 231B (24 NSF), Room 
231C (176 NSF), Room 231D (179 
NSF), Room 231E (176 NSF), Room 
231F (33 NSF), Room 231G (6 
NSF), Room 231H (204 NSF), Room 
231J (6 NSF), Room 231K (109 
NSF), Room 231L (9 NSF), Room 
232 (791 NSF), Room 232A (97 
NSF), Room 232B (27 NSF), Room 
232C (14 NSF), Room 232D (533 
NSF), Room 232E (31 NSF), Room 
232F (8 NSF), Room 232G (16 
NSF), Room 232H (290 NSF), Room 
232J (268 NSF), Room 232K (268 
NSF), Room 232L (268 NSF), Room 
232M (45 NSF), Room 232N (131 
NSF), Room 232P (7 NSF), Room 
233 (795 NSF), Room 233A (97 
NSF), Room 233B (36 NSF), Room 
233C (14 NSF), Room 233D (509 
NSF), Room 233E (30 NSF), Room 
233F (8 NSF), Room 233G (16 
NSF), Room 233H (290 NSF), Room 
233J (268 NSF), Room 233K (268 
NSF), Room 233L (268 NSF), Room 
233M (38 NSF), Room 233N (139 
NSF), Room 233P (7 NSF) 
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DISTRICTWIDE RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations are made on a districtwide basis and include each school or facility where applicable. 

1. Correct deficiencies relating to safety to life, health, and sanitation as identified in the comprehensive Safety
Inspection Report pursuant to §4.4(1), §5(1), and §5(13), SREF 2014.

2. Necessary modifications for the physically disabled in existing buildings recommended for continued use as
provided for in §255.21, F.S.

3. Additional, or replacement of, equipment for existing school buildings recommended for continued use as provided
in §2.1(9)(e), SREF 2014.

4. Replacement of roofs at existing facilities as provided in §1.2(55) and §4.1(1)(c), SREF 2014.

5. Provide storage, custodial spaces, and sanitation facilities to serve students, staff, and the general public as provided 
in §6.1, SREF 2014, and §423.20, FBC.

6. Provide paved auto parking areas pursuant to §5.2(f)10, SREF 2014, and §423.10.2.7, FBC.

7. Purchase sites for educational and ancillary facilities for future use beyond the projection period of this survey
pursuant to §1.4, SREF 2014.

8. Retrofit existing schools for technology, which may include the creation, or improvement of, cable distribution
points (closets in telephone parlance). Provide “clean power” and convenient access to video, data, and voice signal
wiring, the built-in equipment involved in distributing video, data, and voice signals pursuant to §5, SREF 2014. This
recommendation does not include new construction, remodeling, or terminal equipment (workstations, terminals,
receiving equipment, and similar items).

The cost estimates for these districtwide recommendations are not included in the section on Financing the Proposed 
Program. 
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Section 4: COFTE 
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ANALYSIS OF STUDENT POPULATIONS 

Technique for Predicting COFTE Student Membership Trends
    The projection of future student population change is based on empirical evidence of historical trends in the student 
population; annually, the Office of Economic and Demographic Research (EDR) prepares COFTE enrollment projections. The 
projections do not include summer school, regular pre-kindergarten, hospital/homebound, or area vocational school adults 
attending basic and high school classes. The projections are most accurate in counties where growth and migration occur at a 
reasonably constant and predictable rate and, conversely, are least accurate if major changes in the economy and development 
of the county occur during the projection period.

    Even though the out-year COFTE projections used for a 5-year survey period may be less (or more) than the district 
anticipates, the annual recalculation of COFTE projections assures that current, accurate data can be inserted into a new survey 
to guarantee that the most reliable projections are used for facilities planning purposes. 
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ORGANIZATION: 68-FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB)

SURVEY: Number 5 - Version 1 

HISTORY 

Year PK-3 4-8 9-12 PK-12 

2019 - 2020 76 184 278 538 

PROJECTED 

Year PK-3 4-8 9-12 PK-12 

2023 - 2024 76 184 278 538 

ANALYSIS OF CHANGE PROJECTED 

PK-3 4-8 9-12 PK-12 

0 0 0 0 
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Section 5: Student Membership 
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FACILITY NAME PK-3 
Memb. 
Proj. 

4-8 
Memb. 
Proj. 

9-12 
Memb. 
Proj. 

PK-3 
Memb.  
In 

4-8 
Memb.
In 

9-12 
Memb.
In 

PK-3 
Memb.  
Out 

4-8 
Memb.
Out 

9-12 
Memb.
Out 

PK-3 
Memb.  
Reco. 

4-8 
Memb.
Reco. 

9-12 
Memb.
Reco. 

Total  
COFTE 

Exist.  
Satis.  
Stud.  
Stat. 

Pos.  
Remo.  
 Sta. 

Neg.  
Remo.  
Sta. 

New  
Const.  
Sta. 

Total  
Sta. 

Util.  
Fact 
or 

Reco.  
Capac. 

Year- 
Round  
Capac. 

FLORIDA 
SCHOOL FOR 

76 184 278 0 0 0 0 0 0 76 184 278 538 1,382 0 0 0 1,382 0.50 691 829 

Other 

THE DEAF AND T 

76 184 278 0 0 0 0 0 0 76 184 278 538 1,382 0 0 0 1,382 691 829 

out of out of out of 

76 184 278 
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Section 6: Financial Summary 
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Facility Site 
Expansion 
Cost 

Total Site 
Development 
Cost 

Total Site 
Improvement 
Cost 

Total 
Remodeling 
Cost 

Total 
Renovation 
Cost 

Total New 
Construction 
Cost 

Overall 
Totals 

Estimated  
Cost If Year 
Round 
School 

Other 

FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR 
THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 

$0 $0 $0 $4,379,030 $107,126,034 $8,842,815 $120,347,879 

Total $0 $0 $0 $4,379,030 $107,126,034 $8,842,815 $120,347,879 
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Section 7: Long Range 
Planning Summary 
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Five Year Survey - Ten Year Capacity 
FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

5/9/2019 

Schedule of capital outlay projects projected to ensure the availability of satisfactory student stations for the projected 
student enrollment in K - 12 programs for the future 5 years beyond the 5-year district facilities work program. 

No items meet the criteria. 

Five Year Survey - Ten Year Infrastructure 
FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

5/9/2019 

Proposed Location of Planned New, Remodeled, or New Additions to Facilities in 6 thru 10 out years (Section 28). 

Not Specified 

Plans for closure of any school, including plans for disposition of the facility or usage of facility space, and anticipated 
revenues in the 6 thru 10 out years (Section 29). 

Not Specified 
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Five Year Survey - Ten Year Maintenance 
FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

5/9/2019 

District projects and locations regarding the projected need for major renovation, repair, and maintenance projects 
within the district in years 6 - 10 beyond the projects plans detailed in the five years covered by the work plan. 

No items match the criteria. 

Five Year Survey - Ten Year Utilization 
FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

5/9/2019 

Schedule of planned capital outlay projects identifying the standard grade groupings, capacities, and planned 
utilization rates of future educational facilities of the district for both permanent and relocatable facilities. 

Grade Level 
Projections

 FISH Student 
Stations 

Actual FISH 
Capacity 

Actual 
COFTE 

Actual 
Utilization 

Actual new 
Student 

Capacity to be 
added/removed 

Projected 
COFTE 

Projected 
Utilization 

Elementary - 
District Totals 

0 0 0.00 #Error 0 0 #Error 

Middle - District 
Totals 

0 0 0.00 #Error 0 0 #Error 

High - District 
Totals 

0 0 0.00 #Error 0 0 #Error 

Other - ESE, etc 1,621 810 538.00 66.42 % 0 0 0.00 % 

1,621 810 538.00 66.42 % 0 0 0.00 % 

Combination schools are included with the middle schools for student stations, capacity, COFTE and utilization 
purposes because these facilities all have a 90% utilization factor. Use this space to explain or define the grade 
groupings for combination schools. 

No comments to report. 
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Five Year Survey - Twenty Year Capacity 
FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

5/9/2019 

Schedule of capital outlay projects projected to ensure the availability of satisfactory student stations for the projected 
student enrollment in K - 12 programs for the future 11 - 20 years beyond the 5-year district facilities work program. 

No items match the criteria. 

Five Year Survey - Twenty Year Infrastructure 
FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

5/9/2019 

Proposed Location of Planned New, Remodeled, or New Additions to Facilities in the 11 through 20 out years (Section 
28). 

Not Specified 

Plans for closure of any school, including plans for disposition of the facility or usage of facility space, and anticipated 
revenues in the 11 through 20 out years (Section 29). 

Not Specified 
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Five Year Survey - Twenty Year Maintenance 
FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

5/9/2019 

District projects and locations regarding the projected need for major renovation, repair, and maintenance projects 
within the district in years 11 - 20 beyond the projects plans detailed in the five years covered by the work plan. 

No items match the criteria. 

Five Year Survey - Twenty Year Utilization 
FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND (FSDB) 

5/9/2019 

Schedule of planned capital outlay projects identifying the standard grade groupings, capacities, and planned 
utilization rates of future educational facilities of the district for both permanent and relocatable facilities. 

Grade Level 
Projections

 FISH Student 
Stations 

Actual FISH 
Capacity 

Actual 
COFTE 

Actual 
Utilization 

Actual new 
Student 

Capacity to be 
added/removed 

Projected 
COFTE 

Projected 
Utilization 

Elementary - 
District Totals 

0 0 0.00 #Error 0 0 #Error 

Middle - District 
Totals 

0 0 0.00 #Error 0 0 #Error 

High - District 
Totals 

0 0 0.00 #Error 0 0 #Error 

Other - ESE, etc 1,621 810 538.00 66.42 % 0 0 0.00 % 

1,621 810 538.00 66.42 % 0 0 0.00 % 

Combination schools are included with the middle schools for student stations, capacity, COFTE and utilization 
purposes because these facilities all have a 90% utilization factor. Use this space to explain or define the grade 
groupings for combination schools. 
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 5 

 FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

Subject:    PECO Legislative Budget Request FY 2020-2021 

PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 

Board approval is requested for the proposed PECO (Capital Outlay) Legislative Budget Request 
for the 2020-2021 fiscal year.  The total Legislative Budget Request is $10,990,881 including: 
Maintenance and Repairs $5,329,256 and Capital Projects $5,661,625.   

Attachment:  PECO Legislative Budget Request 2020-2021. 

Presenter/Department:  Joe Bruce/Executive Director of Safety and Facilities Operations 
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Pending Board of Trustees Approval 

May 24, 2019 

Attachment #2
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Public Education Capital Outlay (PECO) 

Per Florida Statute 1002.36, the Florida School for the Deaf and the Blind (FSDB) shall prepare 

and submit Legislative Budget Requests (LBR) for operations and fixed capital outlay, in 

accordance with Chapter 216 and Florida Statutes 1011.56 and 1013.60, to the Department of 

Education (DOE) for review and approval. The DOE must analyze the amount requested for 

fixed capital outlay to determine if the request is consistent with the school’s Campus/Facilities 

Master Plan, and Educational Plant Survey. Projections of facility space needs may exceed the 

normal space and occupant design criteria established in the State Requirements for Educational 

Facilities (SREF). 

Safety and Facilities Operations Departmental Mission 

The mission of FSDB Safety and Facilities Operations is to develop, maintain, clean, repair, and 

remodel campus facilities collaboratively with all internal and external stakeholders in collective 

pursuit of heightened student achievement. 

School Safety and Security Initiatives 

On February 14, 2018, a nineteen-year-old former student entered Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

High School (MSD) and opened fire, killing seventeen students and staff and wounding 

seventeen more in less than 4 minutes. MSD was tragically underprepared for such an event even 

though there have been over 40 such events in the last 20 years.  This tragedy has ushered school 

safety to the forefront of immediate concerns that school administrators must confront 

vigorously.  

Senate Bill 7026 created s.943.687 to establish the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School 

Public Safety Commission. In addition to outlining several school violence prevention measures, 

the Commission Report also states, “equally important are harm mitigation aspects of school 

safety, which can be divided into a few key components: identifying the threat at the earliest 

possible moment; notifying others of the threat; implementing an effective response by those 

vulnerable to the threat; and stopping the threat as soon as possible. These harm mitigation 

concepts should be immediately implemented across all Florida K-12 schools.” 

The MSD Commission Final Report dated 1-1-2019, includes Appendix B Target Hardening 

which outlines three levels of physical security to be implemented by all schools.  The 

Commission also cited a lack of oversight and a need to verify compliance within school 

districts.  Subsequently, Governor DeSantis issued SB 7030 which mandates that School 

Hardening and Harm Mitigation steps be taken with immediacy and urgency and outlines steps 

towards establishing a system to check for compliance with regards to school safety measures. 

Immediate notification and lockdown capability is crucial to student and staff safety.   

Seconds save lives!   
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Given our special population of children, and the challenges inherent in sensory impairment, we 

have resolved to aggressively pursue projects that address the above-mentioned concerns. In the 

words of the Commission Chair, Sheriff Bob Gualtieri, we aim to enhance our capability to 

“identify, communicate, and react” to any potential threat. Specifically, we seek to increase our 

ability to communicate information to our campus quickly, accurately, and in a manner that is 

accessible by blind/visually impaired and deaf/hard of hearing individuals alike by way of a 

campus-wide mass notification system. This project is indicative of our determination to keep 

our students safe and comply with the Legislature’s and the Commission’s expectations with 

urgency. 

Florida School for the Deaf and the Blind Mission 

The mission of the Florida School for the Deaf and the Blind is to utilize all available talent, 

energy, and resources to provide free appropriate public education for eligible sensory-impaired 

students of Florida. As a school of academic excellence, the school shall strive to provide 

students an opportunity to access education services in a caring, safe, unique learning 

environment to prepare them to be literate, employable, and independent lifelong learners. The 

school shall provide outreach services that include collaboration with district school boards and 

shall encourage input from students, staff, parents, and the community. As a diverse 

organization, the school shall foster respect and understanding for each individual. 

Bordered by Florida’s Intracoastal Waterway, FSDB is located in the nation’s oldest city of St. 

Augustine. White stucco buildings with Spanish tiled roofs, graceful palm trees, and majestic 

live oaks create a serene setting for students who are deaf/hard of hearing or blind/visually 

impaired to learn, live and play. 

Established in 1885, FSDB is a fully accredited state public school and outreach center available, 

tuition-free, to eligible Pre-K through 12th grade deaf/hard of hearing or blind/visually impaired 

students.  Comprehensive educational services at FSDB are individualized, specific to the unique 

communication and accessibility needs of each student to develop independence and lifelong 

success. In addition to a rigorous child-centered instructional program, FSDB offers students 

unique services including but not limited to:  transportation, boarding, meals, a health care 

center, community involvement, and opportunities for athletic and artistic achievement.  

Currently, FSDB serves approximately 535 students on campus in Pre-K through 12th grade 

academic programs, as well as about 475 infants and toddlers and their families across the state 

of Florida through Parent Service programs. 

Families choose FSDB for the unique resources and opportunities that cannot be found 

elsewhere which include innovative K-12 academic, career development, and independent living 

opportunities that extend well beyond the traditional classroom. Students choose FSDB for ease 

of direct learning, the variety of academic programs, campus life activities, and the effortless 
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communication they have within the campus and with community partners. Students at FSDB 

meet Florida high school graduation requirements; the majority of FSDB graduates continue 

their education at postsecondary or technical training programs while others go directly to 

competitive work. From the moment you set foot onto the FSDB campus, you will sense the 

passion and commitment that defines the school, the teachers, and the students. Our expectations 

are high and our enthusiasm for our students to “Do More, Be More, and Achieve More” has no 

limits. 

All buildings on the FSDB campus are owned by the State of Florida.  Data for each building is 

available in FSDB’s Educational Plant Survey dated May 2019.  Additionally, as required by 

Florida Statute, all FSDB facility information is contained within the Florida Department of 

Education’s electronic Education Facilities Information System (EFIS) database which houses 

FSDB’s Educational Plant Survey and Florida Inventory of School Houses (F.I.S.H.) 

information. 

Facilities are inspected on a regular basis. Any deficiencies are noted and entered into a work 

order system where they are prioritized and assigned to Safety and Facilities Operations staff 

members for correction. All high priority and safety deficiencies are addressed immediately.  

Additionally, an ADA assessment of FSDB facilities has been completed, and buildings are 

brought into compliance as they are renovated.  

Legislative Budget Request:  2020-2021 

The following is the 2020-2021 request anticipated for Fixed Capital Outlay needs as a result of 

the Campus/Facilities Master Plan and Educational Plant Survey.  The following pages define 

the capital requests by category, project scope, estimated cost, and request methodology, 

including necessary maintenance and repairs pursuant to Chapter 1013 Florida Statutes, FDOE’s 

State Requirements for Educational Facilities, and life safety codes. 

Safety and Facilities Operations is fervent about protecting and maintaining to the highest degree 

possible, the historical, cultural, and educational integrity of the FSDB campus. We aim to use 

any funds received resourcefully, and effectually to do so.  

2020-2021 

Maintenance and Repair $5,329,256 

Capital Projects $5,661,625 

$10,990,881 
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS 

(Per Florida Statutes Chapter 1013 and State Requirements for Educational Facilities) 

FSDB Maintenance and Repairs have been identified based on four critical categories:  Safety 

and Security, Essential Equipment Maintenance, Technology, and Facility/Infrastructure Repairs.  

Project scope, estimated cost, and request methodology have been carefully evaluated and 

documented as FSDB respectfully requests Maintenance and Repair dollars in the amount of 

$5,329,256.   

1 SAFETY AND SECURITY 

Project Scope 

Estimated Cost 

Request Methodology Recurring 

Non-

Recurring 

1.0 Fire Extinguisher Inspections 

– Annual inspection and

maintenance of 850 fire

extinguishers, campus-wide.

Required per National Fire 

Protection Association (NFPA) 

Code 10. 

$10,000 Based on three Category 2 

quotes (acquired 

competitively according 

to FS & Rule 60 A-1.002 

(4)(m), FAC) for 

comparable maintenance 

services. This is the not-

to-exceed contract price 

for 2020-2021. 

1.1 Fire Alarm & Mass 

Notification System 

Maintenance – Labor and 

materials to inspect, maintain 

and certify all campus fire alarm 

systems, “lockdown” buttons, 

and outdoor strobes, as well as 

the Enterprise Building 

Integrated System (EBI) through 

which all fire alarms, card 

access, security gates, mass 

notification devices, outdoor 

audible speakers, and security 

cameras are configured.  

This project is in alignment with 

Safe Schools initiatives, the 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

Commission findings, Senate 

Bill 7026, and National Fire 

Protection Association (NFPA) 

Code 101. 

$246,003 This is a sole source 

contract due to proprietary 

software that integrates 

fire alarms, gate security, 

and security cameras into 

one, central monitoring 

system. This is the 

budgetary estimate for the 

2020-2021 contract. 
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1.2 Electronic Campus Security 

Gates – Preventative 

maintenance and inspections of 

access systems for card and 

security gates. 

To supplement compliance with 

the Jessica Lunsford Act (H.R. 

1505) and maintain alignment 

with Safe Schools initiatives, the 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

Commission findings, and 

Senate Bill 7026. 

$5,350 This is a sole source 

contract due to proprietary 

software that integrates 

fire alarms, gate security, 

and security cameras into 

one, central monitoring 

system. This is the 

budgetary estimate for the 

2020-2021 contract. 

1.3 Campus Security Fencing – 

Installation, repair, and 

maintenance of campus 

perimeter and containment 

fencing for over 82 acres. 

Fencing must be maintained to 

ensure perimeter safety as well 

as security from various 

hazardous areas. This is of 

heightened importance given our 

special student population. 

To supplement compliance with 

the Jessica Lunsford Act (H.R. 

1505) and maintain alignment 

with Safe Schools initiatives, the 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

Commission findings, and 

Senate Bill 7026. 

$85,000 At the time of this request, 

we are in the process of 

procuring a contract not-

to-exceed $200,000 for 

2019-2020.  

Understanding that this 

document is being 

prepared in advance of the 

major security fencing 

upgrades scheduled for 

2019-2020, we feel that 

this reduced not-to-exceed 

amount should be 

sufficient to procure this 

service for maintenance, 

minor repair, and any 

remaining installation 

needs in 2020-2021.  
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1.4 Campus Fire Alarm 

Replacements/Mass 

Notification System: Phase 3 -

Labor and materials to replace 

the existing smoke detection and 

notification system with the most 

current speaker strobe 

technology and integrate it into 

the campus-wide monitoring 

system. Many of these devices 

are over 20 years old. In 

conjunction with fire system and 

panel upgrades, install campus-

wide “lockdown” buttons, and 

outdoor strobe lights to alert the 

entire campus in the event of a 

lockdown, or any other 

emergency. By the time of this 

request, Phases 1 and 2 should 

be complete. Phase 3 shall 

encompass 20 buildings. 

This project is in alignment with 

Safe Schools initiatives, the 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

Commission findings, Senate 

Bill 7026, and National Fire 

Protection Association (NFPA) 

Code 101. 

$3,065,398 This will be a sole source 

contract due to proprietary 

software that integrates 

fire alarms, gate security, 

“lockdown” initiating 

devices, blue strobes, and 

the exterior notification 

system into one, central 

monitoring system. Over 

the 2019-2020 fiscal year, 

FSDB performed Phases 1 

and 2 of this campus-wide 

safety improvement. This 

is the price for Phase 3 as 

proposed by the 

contractor.   

1.5 Fire Sprinkler Semi-Annual 

Inspections and Repairs –  

Inspection, maintenance, 

recertification, and repairs of 

building fire sprinkler systems, 

backflow preventers, and fire 

hydrants. This is a Life Safety 

system. 

Required per National Fire 

Protection Association (NFPA) 

Codes 13 & 15. 

$25,000 Based on four Category 2 

quotes (acquired 

competitively according 

to FS & Rule 60A-1.002 

(4)(m), FAC) for 

comparable maintenance 

services. This is the not-

to-exceed contract price 

for 2020-2021. 
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1.6 Kitchen Fire Suppression 

Systems – Inspection, 

maintenance and recertification 

of the kitchen fire suppression 

system in commercial and dorm 

kitchens tied to the fire alarm 

system.  

Required per National Fire 

Protection Association (NFPA) 

Codes 13 & 15. 

$10,000 Based on two Category 2 

quotes (acquired 

competitively according 

to FS & Rule 60A-1.002 

(4)(m), FAC) for 

comparable maintenance 

services. This is the not-

to-exceed contract price 

for 2020-2021. 

1.7 Digital Video Monitoring – 

Labor and materials to maintain 

and repair the campus security 

cameras and integrated 

monitoring system.    

To supplement compliance with 

the Jessica Lunsford Act (H.R. 

1505) and maintain alignment 

with Safe Schools initiatives, the 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

Commission findings, and 

Senate Bill 7026. 

$54,866 This is a sole source 

contract due to proprietary 

software that integrates 

fire alarms, gate security, 

and security cameras into 

one, central monitoring 

system. This is the base 

contract price for 2020-

2021. 

1.8 Warning Systems – Inspection, 

maintenance, and replacement of 

the tornado warning system, the 

severe storm warning system, 

and flashing strobes. 

$20,000 Based on two Category 2 

quotes (acquired 

competitively according 

to FS & Rule 60A-1.002 

(4)(m), FAC) for 

comparable maintenance 

services. This is the not-

to-exceed contract price 

for 2020-2021. 
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1.9 Honeywell Repairs – Labor and 

materials to perform repairs to 

all campus fire alarm systems, 

“lockdown” buttons, and outdoor 

strobes, as well as the Enterprise 

Building Integrated System 

(EBI) through which all fire 

alarms, card access, security 

gates, mass notification devices, 

outdoor audible speakers, and 

security cameras are configured. 

This project is in alignment with 

Safe Schools initiatives, the 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

Commission findings, Senate 

Bill 7026, and National Fire 

Protection Association (NFPA) 

Code 101. 

$20,000 This is a sole source 

contract due to proprietary 

software that integrates 

fire alarms, gate security, 

and security cameras into 

one, central monitoring 

system. This is the base 

contract price for 2020-

2021. 

SAFETY AND SECURITY $476,219 $3,065,398 TOTAL - $3,541,617 
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2 ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 

Project Scope 

Estimated Cost 

Request Methodology Recurring 

Non-

Recurring 

2.0 Exhaust Cleaning and 

Inspection – Cleaning of kitchen 

hoods, fans, filters, and ducts. 

Required per (NFPA) Code 101. 

$2,499 Based on one Category 1 

quote (acquired according 

to FS & Rule 60A-1.002 

(2), FAC). This is the not-

to-exceed contract price 

for 2020-2021. 

2.1 Grease Trap Cleaning –  

Quarterly pumping at 

MacWilliams Hall and Memorial 

Hall cafeterias. 

$6,800 Based on two Category 1 

quotes (acquired 

according to FS & Rule 

60A-1.002 (4)(m), FAC). 

This is the not-to-exceed 

contract price for 2020-

2021. 

2.2 Water Treatment – Chemical 

treatment of the hot water/chilled 

water loop to prevent corrosion 

and increase longevity and 

maintain proper function of the 

system. 

$19,080 Based on two Category 1 

quotes (acquired 

according to FS & Rule 

60A-1.002 (4)(m), FAC). 

This is the not-to-exceed 

contract price for 2020-

2021. 

2.3 Generator – Scheduled 

preventative maintenance and 

annual load bank tests of two 

emergency generators for the 

main campus and Police 

Services building. Emergency 

repairs for essential electrical 

switchgear. 

$10,000 At the time of this request, 

current contracted 

services are not-to-exceed 

$10,000 annually. The 

current contract will 

expire June 30, 2020. 

Given the maintenance 

and repair history, this 

not-to-exceed amount 

should remain sufficient 

to procure this service for 

a new contract in 2020-

2021. 
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2.4 Laundry Equipment –  

Preventative maintenance and 

repairs on commercial laundry 

equipment serving the campus. 

$10,000 At the time of this request, 

current contracted 

services are not-to-exceed 

$10,000 annually. The 

current contract will 

expire June 30, 2019.  

Given the maintenance 

and repair history, this 

not-to-exceed amount 

should remain sufficient 

to procure this service for 

a new contract in 2020-

2021. 

2.5 Kitchen Equipment – 

Maintenance of campus-wide, 

commercial kitchen equipment. 

$10,000 At the time of this request, 

current contracted 

services are not-to-exceed 

$10,000 annually. The 

current contract will 

expire June 30, 2019. 

Given the maintenance 

and repair history, this 

not-to-exceed amount 

should remain sufficient 

to procure this service for 

a new contract in 2020-

2021. 

2.6 500-Ton Chillers – Quarterly

service and inspection on the

two 500-ton chillers in the

central plant.

$6,500 The current contract will 

expire June 30, 2020. This 

price is based on a 

budgetary estimate from 

the current vendor for 

2020-2021. 

2.7 1000-Ton Chiller – Quarterly 

service and inspection on the 

1000-ton chiller and the variable 

speed frequency drive in the 

central plant. 

$46,708 Category 5 procurement 

acquired according to 

s.287.042 (16)(a). This is

the not-to-exceed contract

price for 2020-2021.

2.8 Air Cooled Chiller – Quarterly 

service and inspection on the air-

cooled chiller at Moore Hall. 

$6,000 Based on three Category 1 

quotes acquired according 

to FS & Rule 60A-1.002 

(4)(m), FAC. This is the 

not-to-exceed contract 

price for 2020-2021. 
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2.9 Elevators – Inspections, 

preventative maintenance, and 

lubrication of campus-wide 

elevators. 

Required per Occupational 

Health and Safety 

Administration (OSHA) 

Standard 1917.116. 

$25,160 Category 5 procurement 

acquired according to 

s.287.042 (16)(a). This is

the not-to-exceed contract

price for 2020-2021.

2.10 Electrical – Licensed annual 

inspections, repairs, or 

replacement of transformers, 

switchgears, lights, and other 

essential high voltage 

equipment. 

$200,000 At the time of this request, 

current contracted 

services are not-to-exceed 

$200,000 annually. The 

current contract will 

expire June 30, 2020. 

Given the maintenance 

and repair history, this 

not-to-exceed amount 

should remain sufficient 

to procure this service for 

a new contract in 2020-

2021. 

2.11 Plumbing/Mechanical – 

Licensed labor and materials to 

perform minor and major 

plumbing, mechanical, 

heating/ventilation/air- 

conditioning (HVAC), and 

repairs and installations campus-

wide. 

$500,000 Category 5 procurement 

acquired according to 

s.287.042 (16)(a). This is

the not-to-exceed contract

price for 2020-2021.

2.12 CEP/EBI HVAC Controls – 

Maintain enterprise building 

integrator (EBI) system for 

entire campus HVAC controls. 

This is the central monitoring 

system for all diagnostics and 

controls of the system. 

$233,932 This is a sole source 

contract due to proprietary 

software that integrates 

fire alarms, gate security, 

and security cameras into 

one, central monitoring 

system. This is the base 

contract price for 2020-

2021. 
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2.13 Roofing Preventative 

Maintenance and Repairs – 

Perform preventative 

maintenance on all campus roofs 

totaling approximately 654,000 

square feet.  

$34,447 This cost is based upon a 

quote acquired in 2018. 

Adding a possible 

increase of 5% per year, 

this not-to-exceed amount 

should be sufficient to 

procure this service for a 

new contract in 2020-

2021. 

2.14 Equipment/System Failure – 

Unforeseen repair and 

replacement of aging and failed 

mechanical equipment and 

systems essential to the welfare 

of school operations.  

$111,113 10% of recurring Essential 

Equipment Maintenance 

funds.   

ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT 

MAINTENANCE 

$1,222,239 $0 TOTAL - $1,222,239 
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3 TECHNOLOGY 

Project Scope 

Estimated Cost 

Request Methodology Recurring 

Non-

Recurring 

3.1 LED/Audio and Digital 

Display Messaging and Alerts 

– Maintenance and license fees

for the electronic message

boards, door bells, digital

displays and administrative

software providing visual and

auditory access for accessible

communications and emergency

announcements/alerts for deaf

and blind students and staff.

$15,400 Category 2 procurement 

acquired according to 

s.287.017 (2). This is the

not-to-exceed contract

price for 2020-2021.

3.2 Low-Voltage Cabling and AV 

Consultation – Labor and 

materials for the repair, 

installation and upgrade to 

campus infrastructure including 

installation and termination of 

low-voltage cabling, within 

buildings, subterranean, and all 

associated locations. Labor and 

materials for the repair, 

installation and upgrade to 

campus audio-visual and display 

equipment, cabling, and 

associated hardware, 

components, and parts. 

$150,000 This cost is based on 

repair and project history 

of the past four years and 

forecast repair and project 

needs. This not-to-exceed 

amount should be 

sufficient to execute these 

projects in 2020-2021.  

TECHNOLOGY $165,400 $0 TOTAL - $165,400 
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4 FACILITY/INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIRS 

Project Scope 

Estimated Cost 

Request Methodology Recurring 

Non-

Recurring 

4.0 Site and Infrastructure 

Maintenance – Licensed labor 

and materials to perform minor 

and major interior and exterior, 

general and civil construction 

repairs, and projects to aspects of 

the entire campus infrastructure 

associated with buildings and 

outside structures not including 

plumbing or electrical repairs. 

Examples may include but are 

not limited to: drywall, ceilings, 

causeway bridge, ramps, 

handrails, sidewalks, covered 

walkways, bleachers, physical 

education fields, courts, dock, 

fences, wells, and erosion 

control, etc. 

$400,000 At the time of this request, 

we held three applicable 

contracts for 2018-2019 

and a specific project for 

structural improvement 

and painting of one 

building. This not-to-

exceed amount should 

remain sufficient to 

procure three new 

contracts for similar 

services in 2020-2021, as 

well as eliminating the 

need to address similar 

specific projects separate 

from these contracts.  

*Three contracts are

necessary due to

differences in contractor

specialties, the frequent

need to address multiple

projects simultaneously,

and the high number of

campus buildings.

FACILITY/INFRASTRUCTURE 

REPAIRS 

$400,000 $0 TOTAL - $400,000 

CAPITAL PROJECT 

The FSDB Capital Projects recommended for 2020-2021 include the demolition, design, and 

construction of Gregg Hall. Capital project needs have been carefully evaluated and documented 

as FSDB respectfully requests Capital Projects dollars in the amount of $5,661,625. 

Gregg Hall – Demolition/Design/New Construction $5,661,625 

Gregg Hall (FSDB Building #9) serves as dormitory for female students in our Deaf Middle 

School.  This building no longer meets the adequacy as a dormitory and the remodeling/ 

renovation cost exceeds the practical replacement cost.  The current configuration houses 36 

students.  Existing bedrooms were designed in 1975 to accommodate four students per room and 

the dormitory has inadequate toilet/shower group facilities.  The building has numerous life 
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safety and ADA issues for which renovation will not be practical or cost effective to perform. 

For example, the building does not have a building fire sprinkler system. 

Deteriorating mechanical roof top units are causing roof leaks and poor indoor air quality.  There 

are numerous roof patches which have caused failure of the tapered insulation system.  Doors, 

hardware, and accessibility do not meet ADA requirements.  Sanitary sewer lines have 

deteriorated to the extent that drain machines will no longer travel down the pipes to remove 

clogs. The condition of the interior of the pipes is also conducive to paper products catching on 

jagged edges, collecting, and causing pipe obstructions.  The sanitary sewer line runs down the 

hallway in the center of the building from the south end to the north end.  In order to repair or 

replace these lines, the entire floor down the hallway would have to be cut open, the pipe 

excavated, replaced, and the floor re-poured.  These repairs could not be accomplished while the 

building is occupied. 

Staff recommendation is to raze the existing dormitory and replace the structure with a design 

that will allow an individual pod design to accommodate up to twelve students per pod.  Each 

pod will contain a common living space, residential kitchen, six bedrooms and two shared 

toilet/shower rooms.  The new two-story dormitory will house four pods for a total capacity of 

forty-eight students. 

Funds for Gregg Hall were requested in the FSDB PECO LBR in 2017-2018, 2018-2019, as well 

as 2019-2020.  This project was not included in the Department of Education budget submitted 

for approval by the State Board of Education.  The building continues to deteriorate and FSDB 

respectfully requests funding for Gregg Hall in 2020-2021. 
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 6 

 FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

SUBJECT:  Board Member Contact – Summer Change Orders 

PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 

Designation of a Board Member is requested for communication of change orders associated 
with the Roadway project that would exceed the signature authority of the President.  Change 
orders in this category shall be subject to retroactive approval by the Board in August 2019. 

Presenter/Department:  Julia Mintzer/Administrator of Business Services 
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 7 

 FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

Subject:    NEFEC ESOL Add – On Endorsement Program 2019 - 2025 

PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 

Board approval is requested for the NEFEC ESOL Add-On Endorsement Program 2019 - 2025 

Attachment:   ESOL Add-On Endorsement Program 2019 - 2025 

Department/Presenter:     Instructional Services – Tracie Snow 
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NEFEC 

ESOL
English for Speakers of Other Languages 

Add-On Endorsement Program 
2019-2025

A Cooperative Effort to Provide Professional Learning Options to 

Participating Districts Offering Prekindergarten Programs: 

Baker, Bradford, Columbia, Dixie, Flagler, Florida School for the Deaf 

and the Blind, FSU-Lab School, Gilchrist, Hamilton, Hernando, 

Lafayette, Levy, Madison, Monroe, P.K. Yonge Developmental 

Research School, Putnam, Suwannee, and Union

Attachment #3
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North East Florida Educational Consortium’s English for Speakers of 
Other Languages (ESOL)  

Add-On Endorsement Program  

Program Rationale and Purpose  

The North East Florida Educational Consortium (NEFEC) is composed of fifteen small and rural 

school districts in the northeast part of the state. Additionally, two other small and rural 

districts, Monroe and the FSU Lab School subscribe to the NEFEC Instructional Program and are 

covered under this endorsement program. The NEFEC districts traditionally have few students 

who speak other languages, but that student population is growing each year. The traditional 

face-to- face training in which teachers needing ESOL credit meet and view videos and dialogue 

about them is problematic due to the distances teachers from these rural areas must travel for 

these activities. Therefore, the NEFEC districts have been under duress to train teachers in an 

exemplary fashion as they work with ESOL learners, and they have been pressed to provide 

travel time in order to receive training. By utilizing the NEFEC eLearning program and creating 

online courses that are of exemplary quality and are available to teachers no matter how 

distant or rural their location, no district will find it difficult to access the required professional 

learning. 

Many add-on programs utilize a menu approach for meeting ESOL needs. Teachers can take a 

course for another purpose that also meets the needs for ESOL endorsements. NEFEC has 

determined that this approach, while convenient, dilutes the content and diminishes the intent 

of the Consent Decree. Therefore, NEFEC has determined that developing online training is 

specifically designed to meet the ESOL standards and specifically designed to cover the content 

necessary to become a highly qualified ESOL instructor will result in teachers who can ensure 

student success. 

To this end, NEFEC courses are designed so that each participant dialogues with the course 

facilitator. Through the eLearning program management tool and email, facilitators and 

participants discuss implementation, and the facilitator becomes the gatekeeper for quality 

control. If a participant’s response is faulty, not detailed enough, or lacks the superior quality 

required, the facilitator responds and requires more from the participant. It is through this 

meaningful dialogue that learning is demonstrated and quality is maintained for all learners, no 

matter where they are located. 

The NEFEC ESOL Endorsement Plan includes the following five (5) components: 

• Culture (Cross-Cultural Communication)

• Language and Literacy (Applied Linguistics)

• Methods of Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)

• ESOL Curriculum and Materials Development

• Assessment (ESOL Testing and Evaluation)
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A. District Needs

DISTRICT ESOL PERSONNEL NEEDS DATA 

Currently, NEFEC districts report that many of their teachers have received ESOL endorsement 

through the district inservice plans. According to NEFEC eLearning records, 282 NEFEC teachers 

completed one or more of the ESOL Endorsement Courses during 2009-2014. Districts further 

identify a continuing need to serve out-of-field and other educators, either as an FLDOE or 

district requirement: 

District 
Educators Endorsed 

2014-2019 

Educators Currently Out-

of- Field in ESOL 

Educators in Need of 

ESOL Endorsement 
Baker 10 17 35

Bradford 79 0 15

Columbia 40 31 40

Dixie 38** 1 20

Flagler 43 89 68

FSDB 8 1 7

FSU-Lab 2 4 4

Gilchrist 3 41 7

Hamilton 14 9 17

Hernando 108 206 500

Lafayette 23 1 5

Levy 28 20 25

Madison*

Monroe 185 460 207

P. K. Yonge 0 0 7

Putnam 11 34 24 
Suwannee 17 22 25

Union

0 0 100

*Information not available  **number of teachers currently endorsed

Benefits to Districts 

The purposes of NEFEC’s ESOL Add-On Endorsement Program are:  to ensure that limited 

English proficient students have appropriately qualified teachers; to develop competencies of 

such teachers assigned out-of-field in ESOL to enable them to perform effectively in such 

assignments; to assist teachers in obtaining or renewing certification; and to provide quality 

professional learning that is flexible and respectful of instructional time. 

The primary target groups for this program are teachers who are identified as out-of-field in 

ESOL or those new to Florida’s education system. Current teaching credentials of each teacher 

participating in this program will be evaluated on an individual basis by the district certification 

contact to determine which portions of the program must be completed (see Section VII for 

more details). The inservice components are appropriate for any teacher seeking renewal of a 

professional teaching certificate and, as such, they may be considered for the program as a third 
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priority. Other certified teachers who express an interest in the program may participate on a 

space available basis. 

Program Content/Curriculum 

A. Competencies

Participants in the NEFEC ESOL Add-On Program must demonstrate that they have acquired the 

entire Florida teacher ESOL performance standards revised in 2010. These performance 

standards were developed by a Florida committee of ESOL professionals and have been used to 

direct the development of teaching training. 

FLORIDA TEACHER STANDARDS FOR ESOL ENDORSEMENT 2010 

Domain 1: Culture (Cross-Cultural Communications)   

Standard 1: Culture as a Factor in ELLs’ Learning 

Teachers will know and apply understanding of theories related to the effect of culture in 

language learning and school achievement for ELLs from diverse backgrounds. Teachers will 

identify and understand the nature and role of culture, cultural groups, and individual cultural 

identities. 

Performance Indicators 

1.1.a. Understand and apply knowledge about cultural values and beliefs in the context of 

teaching and learning of ELLs, from diverse backgrounds and at varying English 

proficiency levels. 

1.1.b. Understand and apply knowledge of concepts of cultural competence, particularly 

knowledge about how cultural identities affect learning and academic progress for 

students from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

1.1.c. Use a range of resources in learning about the cultural experiences of ELLs and their 

families to guide curriculum development and instruction. 

1.1.d. Understand and apply knowledge about the effects of racism, stereotyping, and 

discrimination in teaching and learning of ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at varying 

English proficiency levels. 

1.1.e. Understand and apply knowledge about home/school connections to build partnerships 

with ELLs’ families (e.g., Parent Leadership Councils (PLC). 

1.1.f. Understand and apply knowledge about concepts related to the interrelationship 

between language and culture for students from diverse backgrounds and at varying 

English proficiency levels. 
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Domain 2: Language and Literacy (Applied Linguistics) 

Standard 1: Language as a System 

Teachers will demonstrate understanding of language as a system, including phonology, 

morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics; support ELLs’ acquisition of English in order to 

learn and to read, write, and communicate orally in English. 

Performance Indicators 

2.1.a. Demonstrate knowledge of the components of language and understanding of language 

as an integrative and communicative system. 

2.1.b. Apply knowledge of phonology (the sound system), morphology (the structure of 

words), syntax (phrase and sentence structure), semantics (word/sentence meaning), 

and pragmatics (the effect of context on language) to support ELLs’ development of 

listening, speaking, reading, and writing (including spelling) skills in English. 

2.1.c. Demonstrate knowledge of rhetorical and discourse structures as applied to second 

language and literacy learning. 

2.1.d. Demonstrate proficiency in English and model for ELLs the use of appropriate forms of 

English for different purposes. 

2.1.e. Identify similarities and differences between English and other languages reflected in 

the ELL student population. 

Standard 2: Language Acquisition and Development 

Teachers will understand and apply theories and research on second language acquisition and 

development to support ELLs’ learning. 

Performance Indicators 

2.2.a. Demonstrate understanding of current and past theories and research in second 

language acquisition and bilingualism as applied to ELLs from diverse backgrounds and 

at varying English proficiency levels. 

2.2.b. Recognize the importance of ELLs’ home languages and language varieties, and build on 

these skills as a foundation for learning English. 

2.2.c. Understand and apply knowledge of sociocultural, sociopolitical, and psychological 

variables to facilitate ELLs’ learning of English. 

2.2.d. Understand and apply knowledge of the role of individual learner variables in the 

process of learning English as a second language.  

2.2.e. Develop and implement strategies for using school, neighborhood, and home resources 

in the ESOL curriculum. 
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Standard 3: Second Language Literacy Development 

Teachers will demonstrate an understanding of the components of literacy, and will understand 

and apply theories of second language literacy development to support ELLs’ learning. 

Performance Indicators 

2.3.a. Understand and apply current theories of second language reading and writing 

development for ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency 

levels. 

2.3.b. Demonstrate understanding of similarities and differences between L1 (home language) 

and L2 (second language) literacy development. 

2.3.c. Demonstrate understanding of how L1 literacy influences L2 literacy development and 

apply this to support ELLs’ learning. 

2.3.d. Understand and apply knowledge of sociocultural, sociopolitical, and psychological 

variables to facilitate ELLs’ L2 literacy development in English. 

2.3.e. Understand and apply knowledge of how principles of phonology, morphology, syntax, 

semantics, and discourse affect L2 reading and writing development. 

Domain 3: Methods of Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) 

Standard 1: ESL/ESOL Research and History  

Teachers will demonstrate knowledge of history, public policy, research, and current practices 

in the field of ESL/ESOL teaching and apply this knowledge to improve teaching and learning for 

ELLs. 

Performance Indicators 

3.1.a. Demonstrate knowledge of L2 teaching methods in their historical context. 

3.1.b. Demonstrate awareness of current research relevant to best practices in second 

language and literacy instruction. 

3.1.c. Demonstrate knowledge of the evolution of laws and policy in the ESL profession, 

including program models for ELL instruction. 

Standard 2: Standards-Based ESL and Content Instruction 

Teachers will know, manage, and implement a variety of teaching strategies and techniques for 

developing and integrating ELLs’ English listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. The 

teacher will support ELLs’ access to the core curriculum by teaching language through academic 

content. 

Performance Indicators 

3.2.a. Organize learning around standards-based content and language learning objectives for 

students from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

3.2.b. Develop ELLs’ L2 listening skills for a variety of academic and social purposes. 
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3.2.c. Develop ELLs’ L2 speaking skills for a variety of academic and social purposes. 

3.2.d. Provide standards-based instruction that builds upon ELLs’ oral English to support 

learning to read and write in English. 

3.2.e. Provide standards-based reading instruction appropriate for ELLs from diverse 

backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

3.2.f. Provide standards-based writing instruction appropriate for ELLs from diverse 

backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

3.2.g. Develop ELLs’ writing through a range of activities, from sentence formation to 

expository writing. 

3.2.h. Collaborate with stakeholders to advocate for ELLs’ equitable access to academic 

instruction (through traditional resources and instructional technology). 

3.2.i. Use appropriate listening, speaking, reading, and writing activities in teaching ELLs from 

diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

3.2.j. Incorporate activities, tasks, and assignments that develop authentic uses of the second 

language and literacy to assist ELLs in learning academic vocabulary and content-area 

material. 

3.2.k. Provide instruction that integrates listening, speaking, reading, and writing for ELLs of 

diverse backgrounds and varying English proficiency levels. 

Standard 3: Effective Use of Resources and Technologies 

Teachers will be familiar with and be able to select, adapt, and use a wide range of standards-

based materials, resources, and technologies. 

Performance Indicators 

3.3.a. Use culturally responsive/sensitive, age-appropriate and linguistically accessible 

materials for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and varying English proficiency levels. 

3.3.b. Use a variety of materials and other resources, including L1 resources, for ELLs to 

develop language and content-area skills. 

3.3.c. Use technological resources (e.g., Web, software, computers, and related media) to 

enhance language and content-area instruction for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and 

varying English proficiency levels. 

Domain 4: ESOL Curriculum and Materials Development 

Standard 1: Planning for Standards-Based Instruction of ELLs 

Teachers will know, understand, and apply concepts, research, best practices, and evidenced-

based strategies to plan classroom instruction in a supportive learning environment for ELLs. 

The teacher will plan for multilevel classrooms with learners from diverse backgrounds using a 

standards-based ESOL curriculum. 
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Performance Indicators 

4.1.a. Plan for integrated standards-based ESOL and language sensitive content instruction. 

4.1.b. Create supportive, accepting, student-centered classroom environments. 

4.1.c. Plan differentiated learning experiences based on assessment of students’ English and 

L1 proficiency and integrating ELLs’ cultural background knowledge, learning styles, and 

prior formal educational experiences. 

4.1.d. Plan learning tasks for particular needs of students with limited formal schooling (LFS). 

4.1.e. Plan for instruction that embeds assessment, includes scaffolding, and provides re-

teaching when necessary for individuals and small groups to successfully meet English 

language and literacy learning objectives. 

Standard 2: Instructional Resources and Technology 

Teachers will know, select, and adapt a wide range of standards-based materials, resources, 

and technologies. 

Performance Indicators 

4.2.a. Select and adapt culturally responsive/sensitive, age-appropriate, and linguistically 

accessible materials. 

4.2.b. Select and adapt a variety of materials and other resources including L1 resources, 

appropriate to ELLs developing English language and literacy. 

4.2.c. Select technological resources (e.g., Web, software, computers, and related media) to 

enhance instruction for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency 

levels. 

Domain 5: Assessment (ESOL Testing and Evaluation) 

Standard 1: Assessment Issues for ELLs  

Teachers will understand and apply knowledge of assessment issues as they affect the learning 

of ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. Examples include 

cultural and linguistic bias; testing in two languages; sociopolitical and psychological factors; 

special education testing and assessing giftedness; the importance of standards; the difference 

between formative and summative assessment; and the difference between language 

proficiency and other types of assessment (e.g., standardized achievement tests). Teachers will 

also understand issues around accountability. This includes the implications of standardized 

assessment as opposed to performance-based assessments and issues of accommodations in 

formal testing situations. 
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Performance Indicators 

5.1.a. Demonstrate an understanding of the purposes of assessment as they relate to ELLs of 

diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

5.1.b. Identify a variety of assessment procedures appropriate for ELLs of diverse backgrounds 

and at varying English proficiency levels. 

5.1.c. Demonstrate an understanding of appropriate and valid language and literacy 

assessments for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

5.1.d. Demonstrate understanding of the advantages and limitations of assessments, including 

the array of accommodations allowed for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and at varying 

English proficiency levels. 

5.1.e. Distinguish among ELLs’ language differences, giftedness, and special education needs. 

Standard 2: Language Proficiency Assessment 

Teachers will appropriately use and interpret a variety of language proficiency assessment 

instruments to meet district, state, and federal guidelines, and to inform their instruction. 

Teachers will understand their uses for identification, placement, and demonstration of 

language growth of ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

Teachers will articulate the appropriateness of ELL assessments to stakeholders. 

Performance Indicators 

5.2.a. Understand and implement district, state, and federal requirements for identification, 

reclassification, and exit of ELLs from language support programs, including 

requirements of the LULAC Consent Decree. 

5.2.b. Identify and use a variety of assessment procedures for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and 

varying English proficiency levels. 

5.2.c. Use multiple sources of information to assess ELLs’ language and literacy skills and 

communicative competence. 

Standard 3: Classroom-Based Assessment for ELLs 

Teachers will identify, develop, and use a variety of standards- and performance- based, 

formative and summative assessment tools and techniques to inform instruction and assess 

student learning. Teachers will understand their uses for identification, placement, and 

demonstration of language growth of ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at varying English 

proficiency levels. Teachers will articulate the appropriateness of ELL assessments to 

stakeholders. 

Performance Indicators 

5.3.a. Use performance-based assessment tools and tasks that measure ELLs’ progress in 

English language and literacy development. 
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5.3.b. Understand and use criterion-referenced assessments appropriately with ELLs from 

diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

5.3.c. Use various tools and techniques to assess content-area learning (e.g., math, science, 

social studies) for ELLs at varying levels of English language and literacy development. 

5.3.d. Prepare ELLs to use self- and peer-assessment techniques, when appropriate. 

5.3.e. Assist Ells in developing necessary test-taking skills. 

5.3.f. Assess ELLs’ language and literacy development in classroom settings using a variety of 

authentic assessments, e.g., portfolios, checklists, and rubrics. 

B. Specialization /Professional Studies

Specialization Studies 

Competencies specific to the specialized field of ESOL, as referenced on several websites (e.g., 

http://www.tesol.org/docs/books/bk_prek-12elpstandards_framework_318.pdf?sfvrsn=2 ) 

were used as an additional framework for the curriculum courses and materials designed for 

inclusion in the ESOL Endorsement Plan. 

Florida requires that all curricula taught in the public schools in this state are aligned to the 

Florida Standards (http://www.fldoe.org/bii/curriculum/sss/). The standards include access 

points for students with cognitive disabilities; these access points are useful for some ESOL 

students and were referenced when designing course materials for the program.  

Professional Studies 

The two systems cited below were used to guide the development of all professional studies 

designed for and implemented with educators. All standards in these two systems must be 

checked for alignment before courses are approved for inclusion in the ESOL Endorsement Plan 

and subsequently in the NEFEC Master Inservice Plan. 

• learningforward, the professional learning association, Standards for Professional

Learning (http://learningforward.org/standards-for-professional-learning )

• Florida’s Professional Development System Evaluation Protocol Standards

(http://www.teachinflorida.com/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=mvY2iafRNlc%3D&tabid=66 )

C. Nationally Recognized Guidelines

The TESOL Standards for P-12 ESL Teacher Education Programs were reviewed and considered 

in the development of this add-on program. These standards were available on the TESOL 

website (www.tesol.org) as well as on the website for the National Council for the Accreditation 

of Teacher Education (NCATE) programs. These standards are utilized in the accreditation of 

initial programs in P-12 teacher education. 

The Florida Professional Learning Standards for Endorsement of teachers providing basic ESOL 

instruction to English Language Learners (henceforth, the Florida ESOL Endorsement Standards) 

are a set of 25 ESOL Performance Standards that were developed using the 75 Florida Adopted 
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Subject Area Competencies for ESOL K-12. The 75 competencies now serve as indicators of 

adequate coverage for the 25 Performance Standards with the expectation that, by meeting the 

requirements of the 25 Performance Standards, the program will have sufficiently addressed 

the content of the five areas mandated in the Florida ESOL Consent Decree. 

Instructional Design and Delivery 

The NEFEC ESOL Endorsement Program is an integrative approach which incorporates the 25 

ESOL standards in each of the following five content areas: 

• Culture (Cross-Cultural Communication) 

• Language and Literacy (Applied Linguistics) 

• Methods of Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) 

• ESOL Curriculum and Materials Development 

• Assessment (ESOL Testing and Evaluation) 

A. Instructional Strand 

1. Culture (Cross-Cultural Communication) 

a. Introduction to Culture 

b. Positive School Environment 

c. Parents, Schools, and Classrooms 

2. Language and Literacy (Applied Linguistics) 

a. Language Acquisition 

b. Language Components-Phonology 

c. Language Components-Morphology  

d. Language Components Semantics 

e. Linguistics Instruction for the ESOL Student 

3. Methods of Teaching ESOL 

a. Approaches, Methods, and Techniques 

b. A Closer Look at Several Approaches/Methods/Techniques 

c. Practical Applications 

4. ESOL Curriculum and Materials Development 

a. ESOL Delivery Program Models and Standards-Based ESOL Curriculum 

b. Standards-Based Materials, Resources, and Technologies for ELL      

c. Instruction 

5. Assessment (Testing and Evaluation of ESOL 

a. Basic Terminology and Issues  

b. Introduction to Rating Scales, Rubrics, and Profiles 

c. Florida Specific Information for ESOL Students 

B. Training Components (beginning on next page) 
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ESOL: CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 1-705-007

Inservice Points: 60

DOMAIN 1: CULTURE (CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS) 

GENERAL OBJECTIVE 

Teachers know, understand, and use the major theories and research related to the structure 

and acquisition of language to support ESOL students’ language and literacy development and 

content area achievement. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

STANDARD 1: Culture as a Factor in ELLs’ Learning 

Teachers will know and apply understanding of theories related to the effect of culture in 

language learning and school achievement for ELLs from diverse backgrounds. Teachers will 

identify and understand the nature and role of culture, cultural groups, and individual cultural 

identities. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

1.1.a. Understand and apply knowledge about cultural values and beliefs in the context of 

teaching and learning of ELLs, from diverse backgrounds and at varying English 

proficiency levels. 

1.1.b. Understand and apply knowledge of concepts of cultural competence, particularly 

knowledge about how cultural identities affect learning and academic progress for 

students from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

1.1.c. Use a range of resources in learning about the cultural experiences of 

1.1.d. ELLs and their families to guide curriculum development and instruction. 

1.1.e. Understand and apply knowledge about the effects of racism, stereotyping, and 

discrimination in teaching and learning of ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at 

varying English proficiency levels. 

1.1.f. Understand and apply knowledge about home/school connections to build 

partnerships with ELLs’ families (e.g., Parent Leadership Councils). 

1.1.g. Understand and apply knowledge about concepts related to the interrelationship 

between language and culture for students from diverse backgrounds and at varying 

English proficiency levels. 
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ACTIVITIES: (GENERAL) 

• Group discussions/discussion forums

• Case Study

• Lesson Plans

• Assessment development

Sample activities or examples may include: (Specific) 

a. Participate in group discussions/discussion forums.

b. Present an oral or written report about some facet of culture specific communication or

behavior.

c. Identify the cultural groups in a school and research to find out how that information has

changed over the past few years.

d. Review curriculum materials for ESOL-friendly features and/or evidence of cultural bias.

e. Design instructional activities to demonstrate the use of cross cultural awareness.

f. Design criterion-referenced tests to demonstrate the use of cross cultural awareness.

g. Other activities designed by the instructor to provide an opportunity to demonstrate the

teacher competencies.

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION 

To earn credit, participants must complete a minimum of one initial professional learning 

activity and one implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the 

topic/content of their learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leader. To the 

satisfaction of the professional developer, each individual will also complete one or more of the 

evaluation methods following implementation of professional learning strategies. 

LEARNING (DELIVERY) METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G,H,I,J,K 

IMPLEMENTATION METHODS: M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T 

EVALUATION METHODS: STAFF - A,B,C,D,E,F,G   STUDENT - A,B,C,D,F,G,Z 

 FEAP: A2 
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ESOL: APPLIED LINGUISTICS 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 1-702-006

Inservice Points: 60

DOMAIN 2: LANGUAGE AND LITERACY (APPLIED LINGUISTICS) 

GENERAL OBJECTIVES 

Teachers know, understand, and use the major theories and research related to the 

structure and acquisition of language to support ESOL students’ language/literacy development 

and content area achievement. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

STANDARD 1: Language as a System 

Teachers will demonstrate understanding of language as a system, including phonology, 

morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics; support ELLs’ acquisition of English in order to 

learn and to read, write, and communicate orally in English. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

2.1.a. Demonstrate knowledge of the components of language and understanding of 

language as an integrative and communicative system. 

2.1.b. Apply knowledge of phonology (the sound system), morphology (the structure of 

words), syntax (phrase and sentence structure), semantics (word/sentence meaning), 

and pragmatics (the effect of context on language) to support ELLs’ development of 

listening, speaking, reading, and writing (including spelling) skills in English. 

2.1.c. Demonstrate knowledge of rhetorical and discourse structures as applied to second 

language and literacy learning. 

2.1.d. Demonstrate proficiency in English and model for ELLs the use of appropriate forms 

of English for different purposes. 

2.1.e. Identify similarities and differences between English and other languages reflected in 

the ELL student population. 

STANDARD 2: Language Acquisition and Development 

Teachers will understand and apply theories and research on second language acquisition and 

development to support ELLs’ learning. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 
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2.2.a. Demonstrate understanding of current and past theories and research in second 

language acquisition and bilingualism as applied to ELLs from diverse backgrounds 

and at varying English proficiency levels. 

2.2.b. Recognize the importance of ELLs’ home languages and language varieties, and build 

on these skills as a foundation for learning English. 

2.2.c. Understand and apply knowledge of sociocultural, sociopolitical, and psychological 

variables to facilitate ELLs’ learning of English. 

2.2.d. Understand and apply knowledge of the role of individual learner variables in the 

process of learning English as a second language. 

STANDARD 3: Second Language Literacy Development 

Teachers will demonstrate an understanding of the components of literacy and will understand 

and apply theories of second language literacy development to support ELLs’ learning. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

2.3.a. Understand and apply current theories of second language reading and writing 

development for ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency 

levels. 

2.3.b. Demonstrate understanding of similarities and differences between L1 (home 

language) and L2 (second language) literacy development. 

2.3.c. Demonstrate understanding of how L1 literacy influences L2 literacy development 

and apply this to support ELLs’ learning. 

2.3.d. Understand and apply knowledge of sociocultural, sociopolitical, and psychological 

variables to facilitate ELLs’ L2 literacy development in English. 

2.3.e. Understand and apply knowledge of how principles of phonology, morphology, 

syntax, semantics, and discourse affect L2 reading and writing development. 

Activities: (General) 

• Group discussions/discussion forums

• Individual/group projects

• Research/review of professional publications

Sample activities or examples may include: (Specific) 

1. Participate in group discussions/discussion forums

2. Prepare a report on activities to help students produce language

3. Report on the aspects of language as communication, culture, and an abstract System

4. Discuss the teacher’s role in first and second language acquisition

5. Compare Krashen’s Theory of Second Language Acquisition to other views on the subject
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PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION: 

To earn credit, participants must complete a minimum of one initial professional learning activity 

and one implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the topic/content of 

their learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leader. To the satisfaction of the 

professional developer, each individual will demonstrate competency on at least 80% of the 

objectives by completing one or more of the evaluation methods following implementation of 

professional learning strategies. 

LEARNING (DELIVERY) METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G,H,I,J,K 

IMPLEMENTATION METHODS: M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T 

EVALUATION METHODS: STAFF - A,B,C,D,E,F,G   STUDENT - A,B,C,D,F,G,Z 

FEAP: A1,A2 
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ESOL: METHODS OF TEACHING 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 1-700-003

Inservice Points: 60

DOMAIN 3: METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL) 

GENERAL OBJECTIVES 

Teachers know, manage, and implement a variety of standards-based teaching strategies and 

techniques for developing and integrating English listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 

Teachers support ESOL students’ access to the core curriculum by teaching language through 

academic content. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

STANDARD 1: ESL/ESOL Research and History 

Teachers will demonstrate knowledge of history, public policy, research, and current practices in 

the field of ESL/ESOL teaching and apply this knowledge to improve teaching and learning for 

ELLs. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

3.1.a. Demonstrate knowledge of L2 teaching methods in their historical context. 

3.1.b. Demonstrate the evolution of laws and policy in the ESL profession, including 

program models for ELL instruction. 

3.1.c. Demonstrate knowledge of the evolution of laws and policy in the ESL profession, 

including program models for ELL instruction. 

STANDARD 2: Standards-Based ESL and Content Instruction 

Teachers will know, manage, and implement a variety of teaching strategies and techniques for 

developing and integrating ELLs’ English listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. The 

teacher will support ELLs’ access to the core curriculum by teaching language through academic 

content. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

3.2.a. Organize learning around standards-based content and language learning objectives 

for students from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

3.2.b. Develop ELLs’ L2 listening skills for a variety of academic and social purposes. 

3.2.c. Develop ELLs’ L2 speaking skills for a variety of academic and social purposes. 

3.2.d. Provide standards-based instruction that builds upon ELLs’ oral 
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3.2.e. English to support learning to read and write in English. 

3.2.f. Provide standards-based reading instruction appropriate for ELLs from diverse 

backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

3.2.g. Provide standards-based writing instruction appropriate for ELLs from diverse 

backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

3.2.h. Develop ELLs’ writing through a range of activities, from sentence formation to 

expository writing. 

3.2.i. Collaborate with stakeholders to advocate for ELLs’ equitable access to academic 

instruction (through traditional resources and instructional technology). 

3.2.j. Use appropriate listening, speaking, reading, and writing activities in teaching ELLs 

from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

3.2.k. Incorporate activities, tasks, and assignments that develop authentic uses of the 

second language and literacy to assist ELLs in learning academic vocabulary and 

content-area material. 

3.2.l. Provide instruction that integrates listening, speaking, reading, and writing for ELLs of 

diverse backgrounds and varying English proficiency levels. 

STANDARD 3: Effective Use of Resources and Technologies 

Teachers will be familiar with and be able to select, adapt, and use a wide range of standards-

based materials, resources, and technologies. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

3.3.a. Use culturally responsive/sensitive, age-appropriate, and linguistically accessible 

materials for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and varying English proficiency levels. 

3.3.b. Use a variety of materials and other resources, including L1 resources, for ELLs to 

develop language and content-area skills. 

3.3.c. Use technological resources (e.g., Web, software, computers, and related media) to 

enhance language and content-area instruction for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and 

varying English proficiency levels. 

ACTIVITIES: (GENERAL) 

• Group discussions/discussion forums

• ESOL resource file

• Classroom observations

• Lesson plans
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Sample activities or examples may include: (Specific) 

1. Participate in group discussions/discussion forums

2. Create an ESOL resource file describing methods and strategies

3. Observe an experienced ESOL teacher’s classroom containing one or more ESOL students

4. Create and deliver an ESOL lesson plan using selected methods and strategies

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION: 

To earn credit, participants must complete a minimum of one initial professional learning activity 

and one implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the topic/content of 

their learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leader. To the satisfaction of the 

professional developer, each individual will demonstrate competency on at least 80% of the 

objectives by completing one or more of the evaluation methods following implementation of 

professional learning strategies. 

LEARNING (DELIVERY) METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G,H,I,J,K 

IMPLEMENTATION METHODS: M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T 

EVALUATION METHODS: STAFF - A,B,C,D,E,FG   STUDENT - A,B,C,D,F,G,Z 

FEAP: A1,A3,A4 
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ESOL: CURRICULUM AND MATERIALS 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 1-703-005

Inservice Points: 60

DOMAIN 4: ESOL CURRICULUM AND MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT 

GENERAL OBJECTIVES 

Teachers know, understand, and use evidence-based practices and strategies related to 

planning, implementing, and managing standards-based ESL and content instruction. Teachers 

are skilled in using a variety of classroom organization techniques, program models, and 

teaching strategies for developing and integrating language skills. They can integrate technology 

and choose and adapt classroom resources. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

STANDARD 1: Planning for Standards-Based Instruction of ELLs 

Teachers will know, understand, and apply concepts, research, best practices, and evidenced-

based strategies to plan classroom instruction in a supportive learning environment for ELLs. The 

teacher will plan for multilevel classrooms with learners from diverse backgrounds using a 

standards-based ESOL curriculum. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

4.1.a. Plan for integrated standards-based ESOL and language sensitive content instruction. 

4.1.b. Create supportive, accepting, student-centered classroom environments. 

4.1.c. Plan differentiated learning experiences based on assessment of students’ English 

and L1 proficiency and integrating ELLs’ cultural background knowledge, learning 

styles, and prior formal educational experiences. 

4.1.d. Plan learning tasks for particular needs of students with limited formal schooling 

(LFS). 

4.1.e. Plan for instruction that embeds assessment, includes scaffolding, and provides re-

teaching when necessary for individuals and small groups to successfully meet 

English language and literacy learning objectives. 

STANDARD 2: Instructional Resources and Technology 

Teachers will know, select, and adapt a wide range of standards-based materials, resources, and 

technologies. 
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

4.2.a. Select and adapt culturally responsive/sensitive, age-appropriate, and linguistically 

accessible materials. 

4.2.b. Select and adapt a variety of materials and other resources including L1 resources, 

appropriate to ELLs’ developing English language and literacy. 

4.2.c. Select technological resources (e.g., Web, software, computers, and related media) 

to enhance instruction for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and at varying English 

proficiency levels. 

ACTIVITIES: (GENERAL) 

• Group discussions/discussion forums

• School ESOL profile

• Case Study

• Curriculum exploration

Sample activities or examples may include: (Specific) 

1. Participate in group discussions/discussion forums

2. Create an ESOL profile of your school including information on the LEP committee

3. Read/discuss a case study on reading acquisition problems

4. Prepare a matrix on the implications of curriculum types

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION 

To earn credit, participants must complete a minimum of one initial professional learning 

activity and one implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the 

topic/content of their learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leader. To the 

satisfaction of the professional developer, each individual will also complete one or more of the 

evaluation methods following implementation of professional learning strategies. 

LEARNING (DELIVERY) METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G,H,I,J,K 

IMPLEMENTATION METHODS: M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T 

EVALUATION METHODS: STAFF - A,B,C,D,E,FG   STUDENT - A,B,C,D,F,G,Z 

FEAP: A1,A2,A3,A4 
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ESOL: TESTING AND EVALUATION 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 1-701-004

Inservice Points: 60

DOMAIN 5: ASSESSMENT (ESOL TESTING AND EVALUATION) 

GENERAL OBJECTIVES 

Teachers understand issues and concepts of formative/summative assessment and use 

standards-based procedures with ESOL students. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

STANDARD 1: Assessment Issues for ELLs 

Teachers will understand and apply knowledge of assessment issues as they affect the learning 

of ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. Examples include 

cultural and linguistic bias; testing in two languages; sociopolitical and psychological factors; 

special education testing and assessing giftedness; the importance of standards; the difference 

between formative and summative assessment; and the difference between language 

proficiency and other types of assessment (e.g., standardized achievement tests). Teachers will 

also understand issues around accountability. This includes the implications of standardized 

assessment as opposed to performance-based assessments, and issues of accommodations in 

formal testing situations. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

5.1.a. Demonstrate an understanding of the purposes of assessment as they relate to ELLs 

of diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

5.1.b. Identify a variety of assessment procedures appropriate for ELLs of diverse 

backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

5.1.c. Demonstrate an understanding of appropriate and valid language and literacy 

assessments for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

5.1.d. Demonstrate understanding of the advantages and limitations of assessments, 

including the array of accommodations allowed for ELLs of diverse backgrounds and 

at varying English proficiency levels. 

5.1.e. Distinguish among ELLs’ language differences, giftedness, and special education 

needs. 

STANDARD 2: Language Proficiency Assessment 

Teachers will appropriately use and interpret a variety of language proficiency assessment 

instruments to meet district/ state/ federal guidelines and to inform their instruction. Teachers 
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will understand their uses for identification, placement, and demonstration of language growth 

of ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at varying 

English proficiency levels. Teachers will articulate the appropriateness of ELL    assessments to 

stakeholders. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

5.2.a. Understand and implement district, state, and federal requirements for 

identification, reclassification, and exit of ELLs from language support programs, 

including requirements of the LULAC Consent Decree. 

5.2.b. Identify and use a variety of assessment procedures for ELLs of diverse backgrounds 

and varying English proficiency levels. 

5.2.c. Use multiple sources of information to assess ELLs’ language and literacy skills and 

communicative competence. 

STANDARD 3: Classroom-Based Assessment for ELLs 

Teachers will identify, develop, and use a variety of standards- and performance- based, 

formative/summative assessment tools and techniques to inform instruction and assess student 

learning. Teachers will understand their uses for identification, placement, and demonstration of 

language growth of ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

Teachers will articulate the appropriateness of ELL assessments to stakeholders. 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: 

Upon completion of one or more of the professional learning activities delivered in accordance 

with the delivery methods, participants will: 

5.3.a. Use performance-based assessment tools and tasks that measure ELLs’ progress in 

English language and literacy development. 

5.3.b. Understand and use criterion-referenced assessments appropriately with 

5.3.c. ELLs from diverse backgrounds and at varying English proficiency levels. 

5.3.d. Use various tools and techniques to assess content-area learning (e.g., math, science, 

social studies) for ELLs at varying levels of English language and literacy development. 

5.3.e. Prepare ELLs to use self- and peer-assessment techniques, when appropriate. 

5.3.f. Assist Ells in developing necessary test-taking skills. 

5.3.g. Assess ELLs’ language and literacy development in classroom settings using a variety 

of authentic assessments, e.g., portfolios, checklists, and rubrics. 

ACTIVITIES: (GENERAL) 

• Assessments

• Presentation/Written Reports
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• Materials/Resources

• Group Discussions/discussion forums

Sample activities or examples may include: (Specific) 

1. Modify existing teacher-made and criterion referenced tests/other assessments

instruments.

2. Develop appropriate assessment procedures, including accommodations for materials

currently used in the district.

3. Develop appropriate informal (checklists, teachers’ observations, sampling of student

work, etc.) assessments for ELLs.

4. Engage in presentations, discussions and other activities which help them master the

identified competencies.

5. Discuss ways to interpret to parents’ assessment of students’ progress.

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION 

To earn credit, participants must complete a minimum of one initial professional learning 

activity and one implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the 

topic/content of their learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leader. To the 

satisfaction of the professional developer, each individual will also complete one or more of the 

evaluation methods following implementation of professional learning strategies. 

LEARNING (DELIVERY) METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G,H,I,J,K 

IMPLEMENTATION METHODS: M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T 

EVALUATION METHODS: STAFF - A,B,C,D,E,F,G   STUDENT - A,B,C,D,F,G,Z 

FEAP: A1,A3,A4 
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C. Matrix

Florida ESOL Standards 2010 with 

Performance Indicators 

Course Strands 

Culture 

1.1.a., 1.1.b., 3.1.c. a. Introduction to Culture

1.1.c., 1.1.f. b. Positive School Environment

1.1.c., 1.1.d., 1.1.e c. Parents, Schools, and Classrooms

Language and Literacy 

2.2.a, 2.2.b., 2.2.c., 2.2.d., 2.3.a., 2.3.b., 2. a. Language Acquisition

2.1.a., 2.1.b.; 2.3.e b. Language Components-Phonology

2.1.b., 2.1.e., 2.3.e c. Language Components- Morphology

2.1.c,2.3.e d. Language Components-Semantics

2.1.b.,2.1.c., 2.1.d, 2.3.a, 2.3.b., 2.3.c e. Linguistics Instruction for the ESOL Student

Methods of Teaching ESOL 

3.1.a., 3.1.b. a. Approaches, Methods, and Techniques

3.1.a., 3.1.b. b. A Closer Look at Several

Approaches/Methods/Techniques

3.2.a.-3.2.k. c. Practical Applications

ESOL Curriculum and Materials Development 

4.1.a., 4.1.b., 4.1.c., 4.1.d., 4.1.e a. ESOL Delivery Program Models and

Standards

3.3.a., 3.3.b., 3.3.c., 4.2.a., 4.2.b., 4.2.c. b. Standards-Based Materials, Resources, and

Technologies

Assessment 

5.1.a., 5.1.b., 5.1.c., 5.1.d., 5.1.e a. Basic Terminology and Issues

5.2.b., 5.2.c., 5.3.d., 5.3.f. b. Introduction to Rating Scales, Rubrics, and

Profiles

5.2.a., 5.3.a., 5.3.b., 5.3.c., 5.3.e. c. Florida Specific Information for ESOL

Students
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ESOL Teacher 

Standard 

Component Title 

and Number 

Performance 

Indicator 
Evaluation Method 

Culture as a Factor 

in ELLs’ Learning 

Cross‐Cultural 

Communications 

1‐705‐007 

1.1. a.‐1.1.f. Successful development and 

completion of projects or products; 

pre/post assessments 

Language as a 

System 

Applied 

Linguistics 

1‐702‐006 

2.1. a.‐2.1.e. Successful development and 

completion of projects or products; 

pre/post assessments  

Language 

Acquisition and 

Development 

Applied 

Linguistics 

1‐702‐006 

2.2. a.‐2.2.d. Successful development and 

completion of projects or products; 

pre/post assessments 

Second Language 

Literacy 

Development 

Applied 

Linguistics 

1‐702‐006 

2.3. a.‐2.3.e. Successful development and 

completion of projects or products; 

pre/post assessments 

ESL/ESOL Research 

and History 

Methods of 

Teaching ESOL 

1‐700‐003 

3.1. a.‐3.1.c. Successful development and 

completion of projects, products, 

presentations or classroom 

demonstration 

Standards‐ Based 

ESL and Content 

Instruction 

Methods of 

Teaching ESOL 

1‐700‐003 

3.2.a.‐3.2.k Successful development and 

completion of projects, products, 

presentations or classroom 

demonstration 

Effective Use of 

Resources and 

Technology 

Methods of 

Teaching ESOL 

1‐700‐003 

3.3.a‐3.3.c Successful development and 

completion of projects, products, 

presentations or classroom 

demonstration; pre/post assessments 

Planning for 

Standards‐ Based 

Instruction of ELLs 

ESOL Curriculum 

and Materials 

Development 

1‐703‐005 

4.1.a‐4.1.e Successful development and 

completion of projects, products, 

presentations or classroom 

demonstration; pre/post assessments 

Instructional 

Resources and 

Technology 

ESOL Curriculum 

and Materials 

Development 

1‐703‐005 

4.2.a‐4.2.c Successful development and 

completion of projects, products, 

presentations or classroom 

demonstration; pre/post assessments 
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D. Instructors

Instructors for both program options will be selected based on Emergency Rule 6AER91-6(2): (d) 

that the district provides assurance that in staffing any ESOL inservice required under these rules 

or the ESOL Agreement it will consider trainers in the following order, and maintain records 

whenever it cannot provide inservice staffed by a person with the higher level(s) or 

training/experience:  

1. A master’s degree in TESOL, applied linguistics, bilingual education or allies language
field, and successful experience with LEP children in the K-12 school system; knowledge
of, and experience in content-based ESOL instruction; experience as a trainer/facilitator

2. The five endorsement courses and successful experience with LEP children in the K -12
school system; knowledge of and experience in content-based ESOL instruction;
experience as a trainer/facilitator

3. A master’s degree in ESOL or applied linguistics and knowledge of and experience in
content-based ESOL instruction; experience as a trainer/facilitator

4. A master’s degree in an educational field other than language related and successful
experience in language sensitive content instruction; experience as a trainer/facilitator

5. The 60-hour component or 3 credit university course in ESOL strategies for content
instruction and successful experience with LEP children in the K-12 school system;
experience as a trainer/facilitator

6. Successful experience with LEP children in the K-12 school system and knowledge of and
experience in content based ESOL instruction and/or language sensitive content
instruction; experience as a trainer/facilitator

7. Any of the above with no experience as a trainer/facilitator

8. Any of the above 1-6 with successful administrative experience with the K-12 ESOL
programs or successful teaching experience in higher education or teacher inservice
programs in lieu of K-12 experience; knowledge of and experience in language sensitive
content instruction; experience as a trainer/facilitator

Assessment Issues 

for ELLs 

ESOL Testing and 

Evaluation 

1‐701‐004 

5.1.a‐5.1.e Successful development and 

completion of projects, products, or 

presentations; pre/post assessments 

Language 

Proficiency 

Assessment 

ESOL Testing and 

Evaluation 

1‐701‐004 

5.2.a‐5.2.c Successful development and 

completion of projects, products, or 

presentations; pre/post assessments 

Classroom‐ Based 

Assessments for 

ELLS 

ESOL Testing  

andEvaluation 

1‐701‐004 

5.3.a‐5.3.f Successful development and 

completion of projects, products, or 

presentations; pre/post assessments 
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Program Completion Requirements 

A. Program Completion

The endorsement requirements for teachers of ESOL include requirements for general and 

professional preparation as specified in State Board Rule 6A-4.0242 through 6A-4.045. ESOL may 

be added to a standard coverage through the earning of college course credit or district add-on 

program using inservice points or a combination of inservice and college work. This program 

deals only with inservice. College course credits may be reported directly to the state teacher 

certification office if the endorsement is to be granted using college coursework alone. If a 

college course is to be substituted for one of the inservice courses listed, the NEFEC or district 

ESOL Coordinator must compare the course syllabus to the specific objectives (indicators) in the 

inservice course to ensure that all indicators are met within the college course. 

Satisfactory completion of individual components for add-on purposes may be demonstrated 

through: 

• Instructor’s verification of successful demonstration of all applicable competencies and

products within the component of the approved add-on program;

• Verification of successful demonstration of all applicable competencies within a

component of another district’s ESOL add-on program shall be conducted by personnel

from the district’s staff development office and will apply when reasonable equivalency

between the components can be established through a review of the approved program;

or

• Successful completion of a college or university course documented by official transcript,

where reasonable equivalence can be established between the component and the

course through review of the course catalog description and course materials.

This review shall be conducted by personnel from the district’s staff development office. 

B. Competency Demonstration

All those attempting to add the ESOL endorsement to their Florida Educator’s Certificates must 

earn a minimum of 300 inservice points by successfully completing the prescribed set of 

inservice components including the demonstration of all competencies required for the 

endorsement or through documented evaluation means. 

In general, competency demonstration will be done through products, tests, classroom 

demonstrations, and/or portfolios; however, procedures for evaluation of competency 

achievement within components will vary depending on the nature of the competency. 

Inservice training credits for those completing the add-on program will be awarded on the basis 

of a candidate’s successful completion of the components, direct instruction, practicum (when 

applicable), and implementation activities. 
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C. Competency Verification 

Credit earned in college courses from an accredited institution of higher education may be 

considered for transfer of credit to this add-on certification program. College courses are 

converted to inservice points with each semester credit hour equivalent to 20 inservice points. 

Participants must request an official college transcript from the institution of higher education 

for courses they wish to transfer; course syllabi will be analyzed to determine correlation to the 

appropriate ESOL inservice course within the chosen plan of study. Certificates will be issued to 

successful completers as a record of competency completion. 

Program Evaluation 

A. Evaluation Plan 

Program assessment techniques, training components, and competency acquisition by 

individual participants will be used to evaluate the ESOL endorsement program. Methods by 

which the component coordinator will determine successful completion of individual 

participants are described for each component. 

Individual participants will be evaluated on the basis of having acquired the necessary 

competencies as verified by the instructor in accordance with approved methods and criteria. 

Participants, using district staff development program procedures, will evaluate each training 

component. 

The program may be assessed by participants, instructors, staff development personnel, district 

ESOL director, principals, or school-level coaching specialists to determine program 

effectiveness and program efficiency in terms of management, operation, and delivery. 

The budget for ESOL endorsement will mostly be borne by the participating educators; course 

participants will be randomly surveyed to determine if the fees were reasonable. In some cases, 

participants will be reimbursed by a school district for successful completion of the 

endorsement program. Staff development personnel will monitor administrator time and effort 

to ascertain intangible program costs. 

Methods by which the component coordinator will determine the impact of the component on 

the individual’s job performance and/or classroom, school, work setting are described as part of 

each component evaluation. Impact of more qualified and trained teachers on student 

performance will be investigated. 

B. Annual Review 

Data described below will be reviewed and analyzed per Rule 6A-5.071(7), F.A.C.: 

1. Descriptive Data Number of teachers who are out-of-field in ESOL Number and 

percentages of out-of-field that have enrolled in the add- on program Number of 

enrollees dropped for non-performance Number and percentage of program 

completers. 
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2. Client Satisfaction Data Attitudes of candidates will be surveyed to determine the extent

to which: The program is meeting candidate needs, The quality of instruction is

consistent with professional learning standards, The curriculum is pertinent to their

coaching and professional learning needs, and The pace, quantity, and quality of

assessments are compatible with their primary coaching responsibilities.

3. Supervisory Evaluation Data The add-on certification program is meeting school and

program needs, Skills acquired in add-on training are practiced and shared with others,

Evidence exists of tangible benefits to students accruing from add-on training, and

Implementation of the program is cost and time effective.

The data collected during the annual review will be used to determine overall program 

performance and the carry-over effects of the inservice education and training into the ESOL 

classroom arena. 

Program Management 

The NEFEC Organization of Educational Leaders (NOEL) Key District Contacts, along with the 

NEFEC Master Inservice Plan/Endorsement Coordinator will be responsible for the overall 

management of the add-on program. Inservice training will be offered by districts, NEFEC, state 

institutions, FDOE, and regional service providers.  The North East Florida Educational 

Consortium will be responsible for: Updating and reviewing the courses Advertising the 

availability of the courses to the individual districts Providing qualified facilitators (see Part IV, 

Instructors) 

A. Candidate Application and Admission

The individuals designated above will share the process for application, admission, and 

verification of the ESOL Endorsement Program. Eligibility to participate in the program is 

predicated on a candidate’s holding a valid Florida Professional or Temporary Certificate based 

upon a bachelor’s degree or higher with certification in an academic, degreed vocational, 

administrative, or specialty class coverage, and being currently employed by the School District. 

A candidate who enters the program based on a temporary certificate must show proof of 

eligibility for a Professional Certificate prior to the district’s verification of completion of the 

program. Permanent substitutes with valid full-time Florida Temporary or Professional 

Education Certificates are eligible to enroll in the program. Enrollment preference will be given 

to educators that are currently classified as in need of ESOL endorsement to meet employment 

requirements. Other participants will be admitted to the ESOL Endorsement Program as part of 

their professional learning plans or to earn inservice credit for recertification purposes. 

B. Advisement

Each applicant will receive access to the ESOL Endorsement requirements and orientation will 

be provided. Each applicant will meet with the district’s designee and complete a Plan of Study 

that will be agreed upon by both the district and the applicant. Continuing advisement will be 
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provided by the appropriate district office personnel on matters related to endorsement add-on 

offerings, training requirements, and progress toward completion of the ESOL Endorsement 

Program. The district will ensure that staff members are available to assist candidates with the 

initial program orientation, the developments of a Plan of Study, inservice training information, 

and follow-up advisement for successful program completion. 

C. Attendance Requirement for Inservice Points

Attendance is mandatory unless, because of serious illness or extreme emergency, the 

instructor excuses the absence. Excused absence class hours must be satisfied through a 

schedule approved by the instructor. 

D. Transfer and Utilization of Credit

(College or Inservice) Credit earned in college courses from an accredited institution of 

higher education may be considered for transfer of credit to this add-on endorsement program. 

College courses are converted to inservice points with each semester credit hour equivalent to 

20 inservice points. Participants must request an official college transcript from the institution of 

higher education for courses they wish to transfer; course syllabi will be analyzed to determine 

correlation to the appropriate ESOL inservice course within the chosen plan of study. Inservice 

credit earned in other school districts may be applied to the ESOL Endorsement program 

provided that (1) the component is of equivalent or higher content level, and (2) the component 

was earned as part of an approved Add-On Endorsement Program for ESOL.  Participants must 

request an official Inservice Transfer Record be sent from the previous employer to the district 

staff development director 

E. Certification of Completion

It is the participant’s responsibility to complete each component within the timelines 

established by the Florida Consent Decree and School Board Rule 6A-1.0503, Definition of 

Qualified Instructional Personnel. When participants have completed all program completion 

requirements, thereby demonstrating mastery of competencies and objectives, program 

completion is verified. Since records are kept during each step of the ESOL Endorsement 

Program by district staff development personnel, the professional learning tracking system, or 

other inservice tracking systems, documentation is easily accessed by district staff to verify 

successful completion of all components.  After verification, district documentation on behalf of 

the participant will then be submitted to the Florida Department of Education. 

School Board Approval 

In order for the ESOL Add-On Program to receive state approval, a statement signed by the 

district superintendent and chairman of the School Board stating that it has been approved 

locally for submission is included with this document.  
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 8 

 FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

Subject:    NEFEC Athletic Coaching Add – On Endorsement Program 2019 - 2025 

PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 

Board approval is requested for the NEFEC Athletic Coaching Add-On Endorsement Program 
2019 - 2025 

Attachment:   Athletic Coaching Add-On Endorsement Program 2019 - 2025 

Department/Presenter:     Instructional Services – Tracie Snow 
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NORTH EAST FLORIDA EDUCATIONAL CONSORTIUM’S ATHLETIC 
COACHING 

Add-on Endorsement Program 

PROGRAM RATIONALE AND PURPOSE 

A. Need for Program

Florida Statute 1012.55(2) mandates that individuals rendering services as athletic coaches in 
any public school in any district hold a valid temporary or professional certificate or an athletic 
coaching certificate. 
The NEFEC Athletic Coaching Endorsement Program will meet the needs of the following groups: 

• Certificated teachers who wish to add the coaching endorsement to their certificates

• Non-faculty personnel currently holding a valid teaching certificate who wish to receive
coaching certification

• Athletic Directors/Activities Coordinators who wish to upgrade their skills and/or add
coaching endorsement to their certificates

• Non-faculty personnel (including community volunteers) without a teaching certificate
who wish to receive coaching certification

The competencies included in this endorsement program will provide the individuals in the 
targeted groups with the qualifications—knowledge, skills, and values—that are appropriate for 
coaching athletes at various levels of achievement. 
Currently NEFEC districts report that many of their teachers have received Athletic Coaching 
Add-on Endorsement through the district inservice plans. Districts further identify a continuing 
need to serve out-of-field and other educators, either as a FLDOE or district requirement: 

District 
Personnel Earning 

Endorsement During 
2014-2019 

Projected Number of 
Personnel Needing 

Endorsement 
2019-2025Baker 0 5 

Bradford 2 2 

Columbia 16 18 

Dixie 0 20 

Flagler 74 51 

FSDB 0 0 

FSU-Lab 3 3 

Gilchrist 12 5 

Hamilton 2 2 

Hernando 141 150 

Lafayette 2 1 

Levy 16 15 

Madison -
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Monroe 2 16 

P. K. Yonge 9 38 

Putnam 6 

Suwannee 19 19 

Union 1 2 

Benefits to Districts 

The NEFEC Athletic Coaching Endorsement Program will allow member districts to meet the 
need for teachers with expertise and certification for various athletic coaching positions. The 
approval of the plan will assist the NEFEC region to increase the capacity for high quality coaches 
to help Florida’s children be more active and learn the importance of athletic activities as part of 
a healthy lifestyle. 

PROGRAM CONTENT/CURRICULUM 

Florida State Board Rule, 6A-4.0282 “Specialization Requirements for the Endorsement in 
Athletic Coaching—Academic Class,” requires that the individual receiving an Endorsement in 
Athletic Coaching meet the following requirements: 

1. Certification in another subject
2. Nine (9) semester hours in athletic coaching to include the areas specified below:

a. Three (3) semester hours in care and prevention of athletic injuries and the effects
and dangers of drug use including performance enhancing drug,

b. Three (3) semester hours in coaching theory
c. Three (3) semester hours in theory and practice of coaching a specific sport

3. A valid cardiopulmonary resuscitation certificate issued by the American Heart
Association, the American Red Cross, or an equivalent cardiopulmonary resuscitation
course completion card or certificate issued by an entity approved by the Florida
Department of Health pursuant to Rule 64E-2.038, F.A.C.

Individuals who do not hold a Florida Educator’s Certificate and who render services as athletic 
coaches are eligible to participate in the NEFEC inservice program for the Athletic Coaching 
Endorsement. They must earn 60 inservice points in each of the three areas listed above for the 
Athletic Coaching Endorsement. Upon successful completion of the three components of the 
program, participants will be eligible to apply for the Florida Educator’s Endorsement in Athletic 
Coaching. 
Individuals who do not hold a Florida Educator’s Certificate and who render services as athletic 
coaches may transfer college course work into this endorsement program. Courses to be 
transferred must each be equivalent to a minimum of 60 inservice points (3 semester hours) and 
must match the content provided in the components listed in the inservice components of this 
document. 

A. Competencies

(Source: Endorsement for Athletic Coaching Competencies, approved by Inservice Development 
section, Florida Department of Education, August 1990) 
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These competencies include the knowledge and application of the following elements: 

KNOWLEDGE OF HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

1. Recognize the physical, cognitive, social, and emotional development of student
athletes, including normative differences in chronological age groups, maturation,
readiness to learn, train, and compete.

2. Identify learning and competitive experiences appropriate for student athletes at
various stages of growth development.

3. Define individualized, age appropriate, non-injurious training methods for student
athletes.

KNOWLEDGE OF INSTRUCTION AS IT RELATES TO ATHLETIC COACHING 

4. Select appropriate instructional strategies for athletic coaching.
5. Outline the development of athletic program philosophy, including goals and

objectives.
6. Recognize the importance of pre-assessment in establishing instructional level.
7. Distinguish characteristics of coaching in activity or sport.
8. List feedback methods used in athletic coaching.
9. Define methods used to evaluate student athletes and program effectiveness.
10. Analyze and utilize evaluative data when redesigning programs.
11. Identify available and suitable professional resources for coaching.

KNOWLEDGE OF BIOMECHANICAL FOUNDATIONS 

12. Define normal human anatomical features and abnormal deviations.
13. Identify biomechanical principles and concepts appropriate to athletic coaching.
14. Apply appropriate physics principles in the acquisition of basic movement skills.

KNOWLEDGE OF SPORTS INJURIES 

15. Detect athletic injuries.
16. Select the appropriate athletic injury treatment modalities.
17. Identify appropriate first aid emergency planning and care procedures, including the

following: cardio-pulmonary resuscitation, the unconscious athlete, suspected head,
neck and spine injuries, and other life threatening circumstances.

18. Select appropriate techniques for rehabilitation and reconditioning.
19. Identify the basic skills involved in athletic injury counseling.
20. Recognize safe playing conditions in order to facilitate injury prevention and enhance

athletic performance, to include: selection of appropriate athletic uniforms, use of
protective equipment, sanitary maintenance of uniforms and equipment, use of
facilities, and avoidance of extreme weather conditions (e.g., heat, humidity, cold,
lightning, etc.)

21. Identify appropriate athletic injury reporting systems.
22. Identify appropriate health related policies and procedures, and medical

examinations.
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23. Explain the importance and responsibility of the athletic trainer and on-call physician. 

KNOWLEDGE OF HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY 

24. Recognize the psychological aspects of athletic coaching. 
25. Identify instructional and humanistic coaching methods which assist student athletes 

in developing appropriate self-perceptions. 
26. Identify instructional and humanistic coaching methods which enhance appropriate 

and constructive peer interactions. 
27. Demonstrate by example the ability to recognize and take appropriate action relative 

to problems among student athletes, to include: deficit academic performance, 
inappropriate behavior occurring inside and outside the athletic context, substance 
abuse, depression, burnout, child abuse, and suicidal tendencies. 

28. Define coaching motivational techniques, to include: awareness of performance 
enhancement techniques, visualization, stress reduction/relaxation, and attention 
focus. 

29. Identify appropriate techniques for use in monitoring personal emotional self- control 
in athletic coaching situations. 

KNOWLEDGE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES 

30. Identify basic training principles (e.g., overload, progression, specificity). 
31. Identify the variables by which overload can be modified. 
32. Evaluate and interpret the results of pre-physical fitness and motor assessments. 
33. Using evaluative data, apply principles of training to formulate individual and group 

conditioning programs. 
34. Explain body composition factors related to athletic performance potential, to 

include: body weight as it affects performance and the percentage of body fat related 
to conditioning. 

35. Identify environmental conditions and their effects on personal health, safety, and 
learning (e.g., temperature, humidity, lightning, etc.). 

KNOWLEDGE OF SUBSTANCE USE AND ABUSE 

36. Identify the negative effects of drugs on personal health and athletic performance. 
37. Identify legal consequences of drug-taking behavior. 
38. Identify symptoms of substance abuse. 
39. Identify major characteristics of illegal substance use problems to include the effects 

and dangers of drug use, especially performance enhancing drugs. 
40. Identify referral techniques for student athletes with substance abuse problems. 

KNOWLEDGE OF NUTRITION PRINCIPLES 

41. Explain the relationship between nutritional needs and athletic training. 
42. Evaluate the adequacy of diets in meeting the nutritional needs of student athletes. 
43. Recognize fallacies and dangers underlying selected dietary plans and supplements. 
44. Explain the relationship between food intake, body weight, physical activity, and 

health. 
45. Determine the relationship of hydration and dehydration to physical performance. 
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KNOWLEDGE OF LEGAL ASPECTS RELATED TO COACHING 

46. Recognize tort liability in athletics, to include: knowledge of adequate instruction and
proper supervision.

47. Identify constitutional rights of student athletes, with reference to discrimination,
appropriate disciplinary techniques, and eliminating athletes from the team.

48. Identify the minimum necessary insurance coverage needed for an athletic program.
49. Identify state procedures and regulations governing athletic participation.
50. Identify legal precedents and actions in athletic coaching involving assault and

battery, sexual misconduct, and sexual harassment.

KNOWLEDGE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS PRINCIPLES 

51. Identify the elements of communication.
52. Recognize the importance of feedback to reduce distortion of the intended message.
53. Explain the importance of targeting a specific audience to promote the athletic

program.
54. Identify methods to assess expectations of the school community, community at

large, and media.

KNOWLEDGE OF SPORT MANAGEMENT 

55. Outline theoretical principles and strategies for successful athletic coaching.
56. Identify managerial principles in the use of equipment, facilities, and deployment of

personnel.
57. Outline athletic budget development and control procedures.
58. Define personnel and program evaluation techniques as used in athletic coaching.
59. Distinguish between ethical and unethical coaching behavior.

B. Specialization/Professional Studies

The NEFEC Athletic Coaching Endorsement Plan will fall under the Professional Education Studies 
competency plan. Participants will be assessed on their participation in pedagogical, theoretical, 
and practicum studies that ensure that all of the competencies listed above have been mastered 
at an 89% proficiency level. 

C. Nationally Recognized Guidelines

National standards from the National Association for Sports and Physical Education (NASPE) were 
examined and compared to the FLDOE competencies. This analysis revealed a close alignment 
between the two documents with no coverage gaps. 
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INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND DELIVERY 

A. Instructional Strands

Instructional Strands with Major Competencies 

Instructional Strand- 
Coaching Theory 

Instructional Strand- 
Theory and Practice of 
Coaching a Specific Sport 

Instructional Strand-Care 
and Prevention of Athletic 
Injuries 

Human Growth and 
Development 

Human Growth and 
Development 

Biomechanical 
Foundations 

Instruction as It Relates to 
Athletic Coaching 

Instruction as It Relates to 
Athletic Coaching 

Sport Injuries 

Biomechanical 
Foundations 

Biomechanical 
Foundations 

Substance Use and Abuse 

Human Psychology Sport Injuries Nutrition Principles 

Physiological Principles Human Psychology 

Legal Aspects Sport Management 

Public Relations Principles 

The Athletic Coaching Endorsement Program will be provided through an inservice program of 
three inservice training components worth sixty inservice points each. Participants will be 
offered various delivery models including online, face-to-face, and blended models. All 
professional learning will be delivered using the learningforward Standards for Professional 
Learning. 

B. Training Components (see pages 8-14)

(Numbers in parentheses in the specific objective listings refer to competency numbers.) 
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THEORY AND PRACTICE OF COACHING A SPECIFIC SPORT 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 1-011-001

Required Inservice Points: 60

GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S): 

To acquire additional knowledge, methods, trends, and skill application in the coaching of a 
selected interscholastic sport. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE(S): 

Participants will demonstrate proficiency in the following areas as they relate to athletic 
coaching/teaching: 

1. Identify the importance of a selected interscholastic sport as a lifelong activity
2. State the importance of a selected interscholastic sport as a part of our culture (4, 5)
3. Identify the rules and terminology used in a selected interscholastic sport (54, 55)
4. Identify the strategies of team and/or individual play in a selected interscholastic sport

(2, 3, 14)
5. Identify the strategies of individual position play in a selected interscholastic sport (14)
6. Exhibit knowledge of safety practices necessary to participate in a selected

interscholastic sport (20)
7. State the physical fitness value derived from participation in selected interscholastic

sport (32)
8. Identify the skills necessary to participate in selected interscholastic sports (2, 3)
9. State the social skills derived from participation in selected interscholastic sports (25)
10. Identify positive sportsmanship techniques in participating in selected interscholastic

sports (24)
11. Identify new methods and techniques for more effective coaching in selected

interscholastic sports (2)
12. Identify innovative methods of organizing and administering selected interscholastic

sports (54)
13. Identify national, state, and local policy revisions that will affect the administering of a

selected interscholastic sport (49)
14. Exhibit a basic understanding and knowledge of sports medicine as it pertains to

selected interscholastic sports (15-20)
15. Exhibit a basic understanding in the recognition, treatment, and evaluation of athletic

injuries in selected interscholastic sports

TARGET GROUP: 

• Certificated teachers who wish to add the coaching endorsement to their certificates

• Non-faculty personnel currently holding a valid teaching certificate who wish to
receive coaching endorsement

• Athletic Directors/Activities Coordinators who wish to upgrade their skills and/or
add coaching endorsement to their certificates

• Non-faculty personnel (including community volunteers) without a teaching
certificate who wish to receive coaching certification
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DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES: 

Activities will include: 

• Viewing videotapes and completing assigned activities

• Reading selected articles and completing assigned activities

• Researching and documenting current methods, strategies, rules, and terminology for
the specific sport that is coached

• Prepare a daily and seasonal planner for the specific sport that is coached according to
established guidelines

EVALUATION: 

To the satisfaction of the consultant, each individual will: 

• Complete assigned activities

• Complete course assessments

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION: 

To earn credit, participants must complete a minimum of one initial professional learning 
activity and one implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the 
topic/content of their learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leaders. 

DELIVERY METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G  

IMPLEMENTATION METHODS: M,N,O,P,Q,R,S  

EVALUATION METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G /A,B,C,D,Z 

FEAPS: A1, A3 
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COACHING THEORY 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 1-011-002

Required Inservice Points: 60

GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S): 

The purpose of this component is to acquire additional knowledge, methods, and skill 
application that will improve coaching effectiveness. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE(S): 

Participants will demonstrate proficiency in the following areas as they related to athletic 
coaching/teaching: 

1. Identify legal aspects of athletic coaching (1)
2. Describe tort liability in athletics related to: (45)

a) Adequate care
b) Proper supervision

3. Identify the constitutional rights of student athletes: (46)
a) Identify ethnic or other discrimination
b) Identify appropriate disciplinary techniques
c) Identify decision-making strategy in eliminating athlete(s) from the team

4. Identify minimum necessary athletic insurance coverage(s) (47)
5. Identify appropriate state/local policy and procedure regulations governing athletic

participation (48)
6. Describe contractual law as applied to athletic coaching
7. Identify appropriate coach/athlete interpersonal relations
8. Identify legal precedents and actions in athletic coaching related to: (49)

a) Sexual misconduct
b) Sexual harassment
c) Assault/battery

9. Identify aspects of human growth and development related to athletics (1)
10. Identify the characteristics of student athletes related to: (1)

a) Normative differences in chronological age
b) Maturational differences
c) Readiness to learn, train, and compete

11. Distinguish the experiences appropriate for student athletes at various stages of
growth development (2)

12. Select individualized, age appropriate, non-injurious training methods for student
athletes (54)

13. Identify stages of psycho-social development related to athletics (3)
14. Describe the psychological aspects of athletic coaching: (24-27)

a) Identify instructional and humanistic coaching skills which assist student
athletes to develop appropriate self-perceptions

b) Identify instructional and humanistic coaching skills which enhance
appropriate and constructive peer interactions

c) Demonstrate ability to recognize and take appropriate action relative to
problems among student athletes:
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• Deficit academic performance

• Inappropriate behaviors/appropriate corrective measures

• Inability to get along with others

• Inappropriate behavior occurring outside the athlete context

• Substance abuse (36-39)

• Depression

• Burnout

• Child abuse

• Suicidal tendencies
15. Demonstrate proficiency in the use of appropriate motivational techniques for the

athlete including: (28-29, 50)
a) Awareness of performance enhancement techniques
b) Visualization
c) Stress reduction/relaxation
d) Attention focus

• Identify appropriate techniques for use in monitoring personal emotional
self-control in all athletic coaching situations

• Determine personal physical/emotional status of well-being as an athletic
coach

• Describe skills for effective interpersonal communication with athletes,
parents, other coaches, administrators, other members of the school
community, the media, and the public at large (51)

• Identify available/suitable professional resources for athletic counseling
16. Identify key elements related to athletics from the bio-physical foundations
17. Demonstrate current knowledge of normal human anatomical features and abnormal

deviations
18. Identify key biomechanical principles appropriate to athletic coaching including:

a) Demonstrate understanding of physics principles which form the basis of skills
acquisition

b) Demonstrate knowledge of biomechanical concepts as applied in athletic
coaching

19. Demonstrate understanding of exercise physiology as it relates to athletic coaching:
(30, 31, 33, and 35)

a) The ability to implement appropriate sport training program(s)
b) Appropriate environmental conditions and their effects on training and

learning (temperature, humidity, lighting, etc.)
20. Demonstrate understanding of body composition factors related to athletic

performance potential: (34)
a) Body weight as it affects performance
b) Body fat percentage related to conditioning

21. Identify factors in sports management
22. Identify theoretical principles and strategies for successful athletic coaching (54)
23. Describe managerial skills in use of equipment, facilities, and the deployment of

personnel (55)
24. Demonstrate budget control skills (56)
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25. Demonstrate knowledge of evaluation techniques for: (57, 52)
a) Personnel
b) Program

26. Demonstrate ethical behaviors and decision-making in personal relations with others
(58)

27. Demonstrate selected instructional techniques
28. Describe sound instructional strategies in athletic coaching related to:

a) Physiology of program (goals and objectives) (5, 9)
b) Initial pre-assessment (6, 32)
c) Instructional approaches including:

• Planning content

• Developing procedures

• Using of instructional resources
d) Coaching the activity
e) Reevaluating students and program effectiveness (10, 15)
f) Obtaining and using feedback (8, 51)
g) Redesigning program as appropriate

TARGET GROUP: 

• Certificated teachers who wish to add the coaching endorsement to their certificate

• Non-faculty personnel currently holding a valid teaching certificate who wish to
receive coaching endorsement

• Athletic Directors/Activities Coordinators who wish to upgrade their skills and/or add
coaching endorsement to their certificate

• Non-faculty personnel (including community volunteers) without a teaching certificate
who wish to receive coaching endorsement

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES: 

Activities will include: 
1. Viewing video tapes
2. Reading selected articles
3. Completing assigned activities

EVALUATION: 

To the satisfaction of the consultant, each individual will: 

• Complete assigned activities

• Complete course assessments

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION: 

To earn credit, participants must complete a minimum of one initial professional learning 
activity and one implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the 
topic/content of their learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leaders. 
DELIVERY METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G  

IMPLEMENTATION METHODS: M,N,O,P,Q,R,S  

EVALUATION METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G /A,B,C,D,Z  

FEAP: A1, A3 
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CARE AND PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC INJURIES 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 1-011-003

Required Inservice Points: 60

GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S): 

To acquire additional knowledge and skills in care and prevention of athletic injury whereas the 
participant will be able to deal with injury detection, treatment, prevention, rehabilitation, 
reconditioning, and counseling 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE(S): 

Participants will demonstrate proficiency in the following areas as they relate to athletic 
coaching/teaching: 

1. Demonstrate thorough knowledge of athletic nutrition and ability to advise athletes
concerning nutrition (40-44)

2. Identify skills needed to recognize athletic injuries (12, 15, 45)
3. Display abilities in selection of appropriate athletic injury treatment modalities (16, 46)
4. Identify appropriate first aid emergency planning and care procedures (17, 47)

a) Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and related activities. (17, 48)
b) Unconscious athlete treatment and care (12, 17)
c) Care of suspected head, neck and spine injured athletes (17)
d) Consideration of other life threatening circumstances (17, 49)

5. Distinguish the acceptable selection and usage of rehabilitation and reconditioning
techniques (17)

6. Demonstrate an understanding of athletic injury counseling methodology (18)
7. Show evidence of knowledge of and application for playing conditions and for athletic

facilities in order to facilitate injury prevention and enhance athletic performance (17)
a) Selection of appropriate athletic uniforms (15-23)
b) Protective equipment (15-23)
c) Sanitary maintenance of the foregoing (15-23)

8. Identify accepted methods for conduct of inservice training (15-23)
9. Identify major characteristics of illegal substance use problems to include the effects and

dangers of drug use including performance enhancing drugs; recommend/refer
identified athletes appropriately (36-39)

10. Demonstrate knowledge of appropriate health-related policies and procedures (13)
a) Procedures for obtaining parental medical consent (13)
b) Establish policy/guidelines regarding health of athletes (21-23)
c) Referral procedures (21-23)
d) Arranging for medical examination (21-23)
e) Knowledge of role importance of athletic trainer (21-23)
f) Arranging for on-call physician (21-23)

11. Maintain currency in the field (21-23)
12. Exhibit a basic understanding of anatomy and physiology as related to sports medicine

(21-23)
13. State the importance of knowledge of sports medicine as a lifelong activity (21-23)
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TARGET GROUPS: 

• Certificated teachers who wish to add the coaching endorsement to their certificates 

• Non-faculty personnel currently holding a valid teaching certificate who wish to receive 
coaching endorsement 

• Athletic Directors/Activities Coordinators who wish to upgrade their skills and/or add 
coaching endorsement to their certificates 

• Non-faculty personnel (including community volunteers) without a teaching certificate 
who wish to receive coaching endorsement 

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES: 

Activities will include: 
1. Selected readings and activities/quizzes 
2. Completion of a First Aid/CPR course with a valid certificate issued by the American 

Heart Association or the American Red Cross (or similar certifying agency) 
3. Developing a plan that covers dangers, symptoms, long term effects, etc., of 

performance enhancing drugs complete with grade/age appropriate resources and 
reading materials 

4. Selected videos for coaches on handling sports-related injuries 

EVALUATION: 

To the satisfaction of the consultant, each individual will: 

• Complete assigned activities 

• Complete course assessments 

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION: 

To earn credit, participants must complete a minimum of one initial professional learning activity 
and one implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the topic/content of 
their learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leaders. 

 

DELIVERY METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G  

IMPLEMENTATION METHODS: M,N,O,P,Q,R,S  

EVALUATION METHODS: A,B,C,D,F,G /A,B,C,D,Z  

FEAP: A1, A3 
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C. Matrix

Component # 
Specific 

Objective 
(SO) # 

Competency # Method of Competency Demonstration 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

1 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#1 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

2 4,5, 53 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#2 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

3 54,55 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#3 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

4 2,3,14 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#4 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

5 14 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#5 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

6 20 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#6 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

7 32 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#7 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

8 2,3 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#68 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

9 25 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#9 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

10 24 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#10 

1-011-001 
(Specific Sport) 

11 2 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#11 

1-011-001
(Specific Sport) 

12 54 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#12 

1-011-001
(Specific Sport) 

13 11,48,49 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#13 

1-011-001
(Specific Sport) 

14 15-20 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#14 
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1-011-001
(Specific Sport) 

15 15,17 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#15 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

1 45-49 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#1 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

2 45 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#2 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

3 46 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#3 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

4 47 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#4 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

5 48 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#5 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

6 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#6 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

7 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#7 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

8 49 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#8 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

9 1 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#9 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

10 1 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#10 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

11 2 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#11 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

12 2 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO# 12 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

13 3 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#13 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

14 
24-27,36-39 

Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#14 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

15 
28-29, 50-51 

Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#15 

1-011-002 16 13 Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
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(Coaching Theory) assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: 
Pre/Post Test of SO#16 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

17 12 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#17 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

18 12-14 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#18 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

19 30,31,33,35 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#19 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

20 34 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#120 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

21 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#21 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

22 7,54 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#22 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

23 55 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#23 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

24 56 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#24 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

25 57,52 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#25 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

26 58 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#26 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

27 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#27 

1-011-002
(Coaching Theory) 

28 
5,6, 8, 9, 10, 

15, 32, 51 

Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#28 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

1 41-44 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#1 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

2 12, 15, 45 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#2 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

3 16,46 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#3 
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1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

4 
12,17,47,48,4

9 

Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#14 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

5 17 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#5 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

6 18 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#6 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

7 15-23 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#7 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

8 15-23 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#8 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

9 36-40 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#9 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

10 13,21-23 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#10 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

11 21-23 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#11 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

12 21-23 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#12 

1-011-003
(Athletic Injuries) 

13 21-23 
Competency demonstration will be ascertained via 
assessment of specific objectives according to inservice 
requirements and will include: Pre/Post Test of SO#13 
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D. Instructors

Instructors are experienced athletic coaches employed or contracted by the North East Florida 
Educational Consortium or by NEFEC member districts. The qualifications of the instructor will be 
a minimum of a master’s degree or a bachelor’s degree with three years of successful experience 
as an athletic coach or in a comparable coaching/leadership position. This individual will also have 
successful experience as a professional learning trainer. 

COMPETENCY COMPLETION REQUIREMENTS 

A. Program Completion

Satisfactory completion of individual components for add-on endorsement purposes may be 
demonstrated through: 

1. Instructor’s verification of successful demonstration of all applicable competencies and
products within the component;

2. Verification of successful demonstration of all applicable competencies and products
within the component by means of approved Professional Learning Catalog component
from another district where the component is part of an approved Athletic Coaching
Endorsement Program in that district and where reasonable equivalency between the
components can be established through a review of the component objectives; or

3. Official transcript from a college or university documenting successful completion of a
course, the catalog description of which establishes a reasonable equivalence to the
District component.

B. Competency Demonstration

All those attempting to add the coaching endorsement to their Florida Educator’s Certificates 
must earn a minimum of 180 inservice points by successfully completing the prescribed set of 
inservice components including the demonstration of all competencies required for the 
endorsement or through documented evaluation means. In general, competency  demonstration 
will be done through products, tests, classroom demonstrations, and/or portfolios; however, 
procedures for evaluation of competency achievement within components will vary depending on 
the nature of the competency. Inservice training credits for those completing the add-on program 
will be awarded on the basis of a candidate’s successful completion of the components, direct 
instruction, practicum (when applicable), and follow-up activities. 

C. Competency Verification

Verification of competencies other than through the procedures stated above is not an option for 
the coaching endorsement program. Certificates will be issued to successful completers as a 
record of competency completion. 
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PROGRAM EVALUATION 

A. Evaluation Plan

Program assessment techniques, training components, and competency acquisition by 
individual participants will be used to evaluate the coaching endorsement program. Methods by 
which the component coordinator will determine successful completion of individual 
participants are described for each component: 

1. Individual participants will be evaluated on the basis of having acquired the necessary
competencies as verified by the instructor in accordance with approved methods and
criteria.

2. Participants, using district staff development program procedures, will evaluate each
training component.

3. The program may be assessed by participants, instructors, staff learning personnel,
district athletic director, principals, or school- level coaching specialists to determine
program effectiveness and program efficiency in terms of management, operation,
delivery, and cost effectiveness.

4. Methods by which the component coordinator will determine the impact of the
component on the individual’s job performance and/or classroom, school, work setting
are described as part of each component evaluation.

5. Impact of more qualified and trained teachers on student performance will be
investigated.

B. Annual Review

Data described below will be reviewed and analyzed per Rule 6A-5.071(7), F.A.C.: 
Descriptive Data 

• Number of teachers who are out-of-field in athletic coaching

• Number and percentages of out-of-field who have enrolled in the add-on program

• Number of enrollees dropped for non-performance

• Number and percentage of program completers
Client Satisfaction Data 

• Attitudes of candidates will be surveyed to determine the extent to which:

• The program is meeting candidate needs

• The quality of instruction is consistent with professional learning standards

• The curriculum is pertinent to their coaching and professional learning needs

• The pace, quantity, and quality of assessments are compatible with their primary
coaching responsibilities

Supervisory Evaluation Data 

• The add-on endorsement program is meeting school and program needs

• Skills acquired in add-on training are practiced and shared with others

• Evidence exists of tangible benefits to students accruing from add-on training

• Implementation of the program is cost and time effective
The data collected during the annual review will be used to determine overall program 
performance and the carry-over effects of the inservice education and training into the athletic 
coaching arena. 
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MANAGEMENT 

The NEFEC Organization of Educational Leaders (NOELS) Key District Contacts, along with the 
NEFEC Professional Learning Catalog/Endorsement Coordinator will be responsible for the 
overall management of the add-on program. Inservice training will be offered by districts, 
NEFEC, state institutions, FDOE, and regional service providers. 

A. Candidate Application and Admission 

The individuals designated above will share the process for application, admission, and 
verification of the Athletic Coaching Endorsement Program. Eligibility to participate in the 
program is predicated on a candidate’s holding a valid Florida Professional or Temporary 
Certificate based upon a bachelor’s degree or higher with certification in an academic, degreed 
vocational, administrative, or specialty class coverage, and being currently employed by the 
School District. 

A candidate who enters the program based on a temporary certificate must show proof of 
eligibility for a Professional Certificate prior to the district’s verification of completion of the 
program. Permanent substitutes with valid full-time Florida Temporary or Professional 
Education Certificates are eligible to enroll in the program. 
Enrollment preference will be given to educators who are currently classified as in need of 
athletic coaching endorsement to meet employment requirements. Other participants will be 
admitted to the Athletic Coaching Endorsement Program as part of their Professional Learning 
Plan or to earn inservice credit for recertification purposes. 

B. Advisement 

Each applicant will have access to the Athletic Coaching Endorsement Plan requirements, and 
orientation will be provided. Each applicant will meet with the district’s designee and complete 
a Plan of Study that will be agreed upon by both the district and the applicant. 
Continuing advisement will be provided by the appropriate district office personnel on matters 
related to endorsement add-on offerings, training requirements, and progress toward 
completion of the Athletic Coaching Endorsement Program. 
The district will ensure that staff members are available to assist candidates with the initial 
program orientation, the developments of a Plan of Study, inservice training information, and 
follow-up advisement for successful program completion. 

C. Attendance Requirement for Inservice Points 

Attendance is mandatory unless, because of serious illness or extreme emergency, the instructor 
excuses the absence. Excused absence class hours must be satisfied through a schedule 
approved by the instructor. 

D. Transfer and Utilization of Credit (College or Inservice) 

Credit earned in college courses from an accredited institution of higher education may be 
considered for transfer of credit to this add-on endorsement program. College courses are 
converted to inservice points with each semester credit hour equivalent to 20 inservice points. 
Participants must request an official college transcript from the institution of higher education 
for courses they wish to transfer; course syllabi will be analyzed to determine correlation to the 
appropriate athletic coaching inservice course within the chosen plan of study. 
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Inservice credit earned in other school districts may be applied to the Athletic Coaching 
Endorsement program provided that (1) the component is of equivalent or higher content level, 
and (2) the component was earned as part of an approved Add-on Endorsement Program for 
Athletic Coaching. Participants must request an official Inservice Transfer Record be sent from 
the previous employer to the district staff development director. 

E. Certification of Completion

When participants have completed all program completion requirements thereby   
demonstrating mastery of competencies and objectives, program completion is verified. Since 
records are kept during each step of the Athletic Coaching Program by district staff development 
personnel, the professional learning tracking system, or other inservice tracking systems, 
documentation is easily accessed by district staff to verify successful completion of all 
components. After verification, the district personnel will submit documentation to the Florida 
Department of Education. 

SCHOOL BOARD APPROVAL 

In order for the Athletic Coaching Endorsement Add-On Program to receive state approval, a 
statement signed by the district superintendent and chairman of the School Board stating that it 
has been approved locally for submission is included with this document. 
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 9 

 FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

Subject:    NEFEC Pre Kindergarten Disabilities Add-On Endorsement Program 2019 - 2025 

PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 

Board approval is requested for the NEFEC Pre Kindergarten Disabilities Add-On Endorsement 
Program 2019 - 2025 

Attachment:   Pre Kindergarten Disabilities Add-On Endorsement Program 2019 - 2025 

Department/Presenter:     Instructional Services – Tracie Snow 
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A Cooperative Effort to Provide Professional Learning Options to 
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Baker, Bradford, Columbia, Dixie, Flagler, Florida School for the Deaf and 

the Blind, Gilchrist, Hamilton, Hernando, Lafayette, Levy, Madison 

Monroe, Putnam, Suwannee, and Union 
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Prekindergarten Disabilities  

Add-On Endorsement Program  

Program Rationale and Purpose  

The Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement Program is designed to increase the level of 

knowledge, expertise, and understanding of educators working with prekindergarten students 

with disabilities.  The endorsement is intended to raise the awareness of the unique 

characteristics, emotional/social needs, and other challenges and issues related to students 

with disabilities.  It is designed to foster an understanding of policies and guidelines to ensure 

implementation of appropriate curriculum, differentiation, strategies, educational intervention, 

and support for this diverse population. 

The North East Florida Educational Consortium (NEFEC) is comprised of small and rural school 

districts in the northeastern part of the state.  The purpose of the Prekindergarten Disabilities 

Endorsement Program is to provide the NEFEC school districts with an alternative training 

program to reduce the number of out-of-field teachers in the area of prekindergarten students 

with disabilities education and to develop a pool of qualified and fully endorsed teachers with 

this specialized focus. The option of completing the NEFEC district’s Prekindergarten Disabilities 

Endorsement Plan is available for teachers in lieu of taking college courses to earn the 

Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement.  

Specialization requirements for the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement are required for 

certified teachers who instruct either course number 7650030 (Prekindergarten Disabilities:  

Age 0-2) or 7650130 (Prekindergarten Disabilities:  Age 3-5) as listed in the Florida Course Code 

Directory.  Exceptions to this requirement are for teachers who: 

• Have certification in preschool education (birth through age 4 years) or 

• Have certification in prekindergarten/primary education (age 3 years through grade 

three) or 

• Can document at least two full years of teaching experience (including satisfactory 

teacher evaluations) with prekindergarten children with disabilities between July 1, 

2006, and June 30, 2011 

Additional information about exceptions can be found at the FLDOE Bureau of Exceptional 

Education and Student Services Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement Q & A found at 

http://www.florida-ese.org/asdendorsement/_files/PREK%20Endorsement%20Q&A_6_13.pdf 

The district add-on endorsement is designed for teachers who currently hold certification in 

primary education, elementary education (K-6), early childhood education, or any exceptional 

student education Florida educator certificate. 

Although there are few prekindergarten teachers in the NEFEC districts who are currently 

designated out-of-field and are projected to be out-of-field, there is still a need to continue 
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offering the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement. NEFEC’s Prekindergarten Disabilities 

Endorsement is one of the few offered in the state of Florida. 

DISTRICT # of PreK 

teachers out 

of field 

Projected # of PreK 

teachers who will 

need endorsement 

through 2025 

# of PreK SWD 
enrolled in SY 

2018-2019 

Projected # of 
PreK SWD to be 

enrolled in SY 
2024-25 

Baker 0 0 43 60 

Bradford 0 1 0 4 

Columbia 7 7 1 1 

Dixie 1 1 79 95 

Flagler 0 0 29 37 

FSDB 1 1 18 17 

FSU-Lab* N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Gilchrist 3 3 55 65 

Hamilton 0 1 18 22 

Hernando 0 2 123 150 

Lafayette 0 0 12 12 

Levy 0 1 67 85 

Madison** 

Monroe 3 0 133 175 

P. K. Yonge* N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Putnam 2 2 144 150 

Suwannee 1 2 73 81 

Union 0 0 10 12 

*Prekindergarten Program is not offered  **Information not available

Program Content/Curriculum 

The curriculum for the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement Program includes modules 

developed by the Exceptional Student Education Personnel Development Support Project, 

Florida Department of Education (FDOE), Bureau of Exceptional Education and Student Services, 

in conjunction with the Lee County School District.  It addresses the FDOE Prekindergarten 

Disabilities Endorsement Competencies under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 

Part B.  Participants must demonstrate that they have acquired all the competencies (listed 

below) as identified by the FDOE. 

A. FDOE Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement Competencies

HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 Define, discuss, and apply major theories of human growth and development. 

1.2 Distinguish between differences related to cultural practices and educational delays as 

these relate to teaching children with disabilities.  
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1.3 Describe characteristics of each area listed below how these are exhibited in 

prekindergarten children and how they affect learning: developmentally delayed, 

established conditions, intellectual disabilities, emotional/behavioral disorders, specific 

learning disabilities, hearing impaired, vision impaired, speech/language impaired, 

physically impaired, health impaired, ASD. 

1.4 Demonstrate knowledge of the nature and sequences of child development (birth 

through age eight) in each of the major domains (motor development (fine and gross, 

cognitive development, social development, communication development, language 

development, self-help skills).  

1.5 Demonstrate knowledge of atypical development in relationship to typical development 

in the major domains (motor development (fine and gross, cognitive development, social 

development, communication development, language development, self-help skills).  

1.6 Demonstrate knowledge of relevant medical information and how it may affect learning. 

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY 

2.1 Use school, community, state, and federal resources to provide experiences leading to 

achievement of goals and objectives stated on each child’s IEP. 

2.2 Describe a continuum of educational settings from least to most restrictive environments 

and a variety of ancillary education, health, and social services.  

2.3 Identify resources and referral agencies available to aid young children with disabilities 

and their families.  

2.4 Recognize, understand, and accept differences in values across cultures and their 

educational significance. 

2.5 Understand and apply basic systems theory to child, family, and community. 

2.6 Develop appropriate strategies for education and involving parents in the education of 

their children.  

2.7 Assist parents in becoming effective advocates for their children. 

2.8 Describe stages of the grieving process experienced by parents of children with 

disabilities and communicate effectively with parents at each stage. 

2.9 Identify physical and behavioral signs of child abuse and appropriately refer children 

consistent with legal and ethical requirements. 

2.10 Use knowledge of local and state legal systems to assist young children with disabilities 

and their families. 

2.11 Use appropriate procedures for preparing child, family, and other agencies for transition 

of young children with disabilities (Part C to Part B, PreK to K, Private to public, more to 

less restrictive environments).  

ASSESSMENT 

3.1 Select and administer appropriate formal and informal assessments and use assessment 

information for developing and evaluating individual education plans. 
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3.2 Select and administer appropriate formal and informal assessments and use assessment 

information for developing and evaluating individual education plans. 

3.3 Demonstrate an understanding of testing terminology (e.g., basal, ceiling, mean, 

reliability, validity, etc.). 

3.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the diagnostic process, including specific steps 

prescribed in the district’s Special Programs and Procedures (in-service). 

3.5 Appropriately discuss educational assessment data with parents, school personnel, and 

community agencies. 

3.6 Use data from home, school, and community to develop goals and objectives to assist 

the child in functioning successfully in these environments. 

3.7 Write reports which summarize the results of formal, informal, and observational 

assessment and include recommendations for individual instructional goals and 

objectives in the major domains (motor, cognitive, social, communication, language, self-

help, physical, adaptation). 

3.8 Discuss uses and abuses of assessment instruments in the evaluation of infants and 

young children.  

3.9 Demonstrate understanding of first and second language acquisition and the impact on 

the assessment process. 

3.10 Evaluate the extent to which objectives are met following instruction.  

CURRICULA, MATERIALS, INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES 

4.1 Identify and implement appropriate models, methods, approaches, and techniques for 

teaching prekindergarten children with disabilities in the major domains (motor, 

cognitive, social, communication, language, self-help, physical, adaptation).  

4.2 Make use of specialized procedures and areas such as music, arts, crafts, creative 

dynamics, movement, adaptive devices, and assistive technology, to enhance the 

development of prekindergarten children with disabilities.  

4.3 Participate in the development and implementation of an Individualized Educational Plan 

(IEP) appropriate to the cognitive, affective, and physical needs of the child. 

4.3 Participate in the development and implementation of an Individualized Educational Plan 

(IEP) appropriate to the cognitive, affective, and physical needs of the child.  

4.4 Apply task analysis to both instructional activities and curriculum materials. 

4.5 Develop, adapt, and evaluate criteria and materials to meet individual child needs.  

4.6 Provide instruction which enhances the affective growth and development of the child, 

including communication skills, interpersonal skills, and methods of dealing with conflict 

and frustration. 

4.7 Identify and locate resources (personnel and materials) needed for instruction.  

4.8 Recognize social forces which may impact the curricula and make necessary adjustments.  

4.9 Apply theories of play in educational practice.  

4.10 Apply the basic principles of learning approaches. 
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4.11 Prescribe and implement systematic individual instructional program based on the 

unique learning needs of the child. 

4.12 Implement effective procedures for integrating preschool children with disabilities with 

their typically developing peers.  

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 

5.1 Establish effective learning environments based on individual child needs in 

consideration of the factors such as developmental levels and disabling conditions. 

5.2 Design and manipulate aspects of a learning environment and learning routine in order 

to promote positive child adjustment and adherence to behavior standards. 

5.3 Arrange the physical environment to facilitate different types of learning and disabling 

conditions. 

5.4 Arrange schedules to use time and facilitate the child’s active participation in learning. 

5.5 Demonstrate effective behavior management techniques. 

5.6 Establish effective classroom routines and procedures. 

5.7 Demonstrate effective communication skills appropriate to the ages, ability levels, and 

disabling conditions of the students.  

5.8 Develop and use effective teacher intervention techniques to minimize disruptive 

behavior and promote social skills.  

MULTIDISCIPLINARY PROCESS 

6.1 Demonstrate an understanding of, and participation in the multidisciplinary approach to 

early intervention. 

6.2 Understand the areas of expertise and communicate effectively with each member of 

the multidisciplinary team (e.g., ST, OT, PT, nutritionist, psychologist, social worker, other 

educators and medical personnel).  

6.3 Understand the assessment report and recommendations provided by members of 

multidisciplinary teams and incorporate such data into intervention programs.  

CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

7.1 Provide effective consultation to others involved in educational programming for 

exceptional children (e.g., parents, other professionals, agencies). 

7.2 Interact and communicate with other teachers and specialist providing services to an 

individual student. 

7.3 Communicate assessment results, instructional program, goals, and objectives for 

prekindergarten children with disabilities to parents, school personnel, community 

agencies, and other appropriate persons within the legal and ethical guidelines for 

confidentiality. 

7.4 Identifies behaviors associated with teacher, parent, and child stress and demonstrates 

appropriate stress reduction or coping strategies.  

7.5 Implement procedures such as physical adaptations, positioning, feeding, and oral 

stimulations prescribed by qualified specialists.  
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B. Specialization/Professional Studies

Specialization requirements for the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement follow and are 

listed at Rule 6A-4.01792: 

1. A bachelor’s or higher degree with certification in any exceptional student education area,

preschool education, primary education, prekindergarten/primary education, elementary

education (K-6), or early childhood education, and

2. Twelve (12) semester hours in prekindergarten disabilities education to include the areas

specified below:

a. Six (6) semester hours in the development and implementation of individualized

educational programs for the prekindergarten child with disabilities to include formal

and informal evaluation techniques; developmentally appropriate curriculum, methods,

and intervention strategies; teaming approaches to facilitate inclusion in appropriate

learning environments; and multidisciplinary approaches and techniques for serving the

child and the family;

b. Three (3) semester hours in child development to include theories of the atypical child,

the stages and sequences of development, and the impact of disabilities and biomedical

risk factors on learning; and

c. Three (3) semester hours in family collaboration and support to include family systems

theory and interaction; community resources; service coordination; and transition.

Competencies specific to the specialized field of Prekindergarten Disabilities as referenced on 

the website http://www.florida-ese.org/prekdisabilities/ were used as a framework for the 

curriculum courses and materials designed for inclusion in the Prekindergarten Disabilities 

Endorsement Program. 

Florida requires that all curricula taught in the public schools in this state are aligned to the 

Florida Standards http://www.flstandards.org/.  The standards include access points for 

students with cognitive disabilities; these access points are useful for prekindergarten students 

with disabilities. 

The two systems cited below were used to guide the development of all professional studies 

designed for and implemented with educators.  All standards in these two systems must be 

checked for alignment before courses are approved for inclusion in the Prekindergarten 

Disabilities Endorsement Program and subsequently in the NEFEC Master Inservice Plan. 

• learningforward, the professional learning association, Standards for Professional

Learning http://learningforward.org/standards-for-professional-learning

• Florida’s Professional Development System Evaluation Protocol Standards

http://www.teachinflorida.com/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=mvY2iafRNlc%3D&tabid=66
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Instructional Design and Delivery 

There are three modules in the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement which cover 

development, assessment, and curriculum for young children. These modules may be used in 

lieu of taking college credit. In order to satisfy specialization requirements in Rule 6A-4.01792, 

Florida Administrative Code, participants must complete all three modules, as college credit nor 

teaching experience can be substituted for any of the three modules.  This is not intended to be 

a self-paced online course. The modules were designed to be offered through a facilitated 

model and may be accessed completely by district staff only.  

There are three modules:  1. Typical and Atypical Development; 2. Assessment and Evaluation; 

and 3. Curriculum. Each module includes sessions that contain agendas, PowerPoint 

presentations, trainer notes, materials, and resources. These modules were designed to be 

offered through a face-to-face facilitated model.  

A. Instructional Strands 

Typical and Atypical 

Development 
Assessment and Evaluation Curriculum 

• Studying Childhood 

Development:  An Overview 

and Theories 

• Studying Childhood 

Development:  

Understanding Typical vs. 

Atypical Development 

• Nature and Sequence of 

Development Birth-2 years:  

Newborns, Infant Physical 

and Motor Development 

• Nature and Sequence of 

Development Birth-2 years:  

Infant Cognitive, 

Communication, and Social 

Development 

• Nature and Sequence of 

Development:  Preschool 

(3-5 years) Physical and 

Motor Development and 

Cognitive Development 

• Nature and Sequence of 

Development:  Preschool 

• Background Assessment 

Information 

• Challenges, Indicators of 

Effectiveness, Terminology 

• Informal Assessment, 

Terminology, Identification 

for Referral:  Screening 

• Diagnosis and 

Determination of Disability, 

Cognitive Assessment 

• Diagnosis and 

Determination of Disability, 

Communication 

Assessment, Motor 

Assessment 

• Diagnosis and 

Determination of Disability, 

Adaptive Behavior, Social 

and Emotional 

Development 

• Determination of Eligibility, 

BDI-2 

• Introduction and 

Background Information 

• Individualized Family 

Services Plan (IFSP) and 

Individual Educational Plan 

(IEP) 

• Educational Environment 

• Universal Curriculum 

Design and Building Blocks 

for Children with Special 

Needs 

• Understanding Inclusion 

• Implementing Inclusion 

• Promoting Cognitive Skills - 

Part I 

• Promoting Cognitive 

Development - Part II 

• Promoting Communication 

Skills 

• Promoting Early Literacy 

Skills in Children with 

Disabilities 
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(3-5 years) Speech-

Language and Social-

Emotional Development 

• Nature and Sequence of

Development:  In the

Primary Years (ages 6-8)

• Exceptional Education

Programs:  Characteristics

of Students with Disabilities

• Understanding Families and

Systems Theory

• Working with Culturally

Diverse Families

• Sharing Assessment Results

with Families, Program

Planning

• Special Considerations,

Sharing of Assessment

Results, and Putting It All

Together

• Case Study, Program

Monitoring, Program

Accountability

• Second Language Learners

and Promoting Play in

Children with Disabilities

• Promoting Social-Emotional

Competence

B. Training Components (see pages 10-27)
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MODULE 1:  TYPICAL AND ATYPICAL DEVELOPMENT 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 2-100-009

Maximum Inservice Points: 60

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 

The primary focus of this module is to provide educators with information about child 

development to guide instruction.  Understanding the key areas of development and the 

diverse behaviors and characteristics associated with the developmental levels can guide 

teachers in problem-solving to use data in determining which interventions result in increased 

achievement. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES: 

Upon completion of professional learning objectives delivered in accordance with the learning 

(delivery) methods, participants will be able to: 

1. Define development and identify the importance of studying childhood development.

2. Demonstrate understanding of the relationship between developmentally appropriate

practices and developmental theories.

3. Identify rationale for studying child development from a multicultural perspective.

4. Identify the predominant theories and related theorists of child development and

understand how theories help educators.

5. Define, discuss, and apply the six major theories of development.

6. Define key terminology related to typical and atypical development.

7. Identify key factors relating to influences on childhood development, including cultural

influences, risk, resilience, vulnerability, and protective factors.

8. Describe origins of disability and developmental delay during early childhood.

9. Identify and understand adverse factors of the pre-, peri-, and post-natal periods of

development

10. Describe the physical characteristics of the newborns.

11. Understand the characteristics and functions of psychological states of the newborn.

12. Describe newborn reflexes and their implications for development, interaction, and

health care.

13. Identify indicators and primary causes of atypical infant development.

14. Identify the major physical characteristics of infants.

15. Identify and sequence the acquisition of motor skills in infants.

16. Name and summarize Piaget’s six stages of infant cognitive development.

17. Identify and define Piaget’s domains of sensorimotor development.

18. Identify sources of variations in infant cognitive development.

19. Recognize indicators of atypical cognitive development.

20. Identify and sequence speech-language milestones.
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21. Recognize indicators of atypical speech-language development.

22. Define attachment and understand how it forms as well as its impact on development.

23. Identify the major temperaments identified in infancy.

24. Describe physical characteristics of preschool children.

25. Identify and sequence motor (gross and fine) abilities.

26. Describe the stages of development in drawing skills.

27. Identify the indicators of atypical fine and gross motor development.

28. Understand the challenging conditions that affect motor development.

29. Identify the key characteristics of various theoretical perspectives of preschool cognitive

skills.

30. Recognize characteristics and indicators of atypical cognitive development in

preschoolers.

31. Identify and define the components of communication.

32. Identify and sequence the major speech-language milestones for preschool children.

33. Identify the impact of bilingualism on the development of components of language.

34. Recognize characteristics of atypical communication development.

35. Describe the connection between symbolic thought and play development in preschool

children.

36. Define sociodramatic play and identify its main elements.

37. Identify and sequence the social-emotional milestones of preschoolers.

38. Define and identify the functions of initiative.

39. Understand social competence and identify the positive and negative influences.

40. Recognize the physical growth and motor development patterns of primary aged

children.

41. Identify effects of poverty and challenging conditions on physical and motor

development.

42. Identify the critical components of the cognitive theories and there impacts on

development.

43. Recognize and describe the characteristics of atypical cognitive development.

44. Identify the major characteristics of speech and language development during the

primary years.

45. Identify characteristics of atypical speech and language in primary aged children.

46. Identify the primary social-emotional changes during this period.

47. Recognize characteristics of atypical social-emotional development during the primary

years.

48. Define special education.

49. Recognize the definitions and key characteristics of the following disabilities:

developmental delay, intellectual disability, specific learning disabilities, speech and
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language impairment, emotionally/behaviourally disordered, physically impaired, 

hearing impaired, visually impaired, autism spectrum disorder. 

50. Recognize the role of family on a child’s development. 

51. Identify the impacts of having a child with special needs on a family. 

52. Recognize and understand differences in values across cultures and how they impact 

educational experiences.  

53. Demonstrate the ability to identify community resources and encourage advocacy to 

help families meet the needs of their child with a disability and their family.  

54. Identify critical areas that affect the formation of effective relationships between 

families and early childhood professionals. 

55. Identify ways in which various cultures view and accept disabilities. 

56. Define cultural reciprocity and identify the steps in the cultural reciprocity process.  

57. Identify challenges, as well as cultural characteristics, that may impede parental 

involvement. 

58. Identify strategies to increase parental involvement in the school and/or classroom. 

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION: 

To earn credit, participants must complete professional learning activities listed above and one 

implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the topic/content of their 

learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leader. 

Learning (Delivery) Methods: A (Knowledge Acquisition), D (Learning Community/Lesson Study 

Group), I (Job Embedded), J (Deliberate Practice), K (Problem Solving Process) 

Implementation Methods:  M (Structured Coaching/Mentoring), N (Independent 

Learning/Action Research), O (Collaborative Planning), P (Participant Product), Q (Lesson 

Study), T (Evaluation of Practice Indicators) 

EVALUATION METHODS 

Staff:  A (Changes in Practice), B (Changes in Instructional Leadership), C (Changes in Student 

Services Practices), D (Other Changes in Practices), E (Fidelity of Implementation), F (Changes in 

Observed Educator Proficiency) 

Student:  A (Results of State or District-Developed Student Growth Measure), B (Results of 

School/Teacher-Constructed Student Growth Measure), C (Portfolios of Student Work), D 

(Observation of Student Performance) 

FEAP:  A1 (Instructional Design and Lesson Planning), A2 (Learning Environment), A3 

(Instructional Delivery), B1 (Continuous Professional Improvement) 

TYPICAL AND ATYPICAL DEVELOPMENT REFERENCES  

Addison, J.T. (1992). Urie Bronfenbrenner. Human Ecology, 20(2), 16-20. 

Adelson, P.D. & Kochanek, P.M. (1998). Head injury in children. Journal of Neurology, 13, 2-25. 
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Attwood, T. & Wing, L. (1997). Asperger’s syndrome:  A guide for parents and professionals. 

London, England:  Jessica Kingsley Publishers. 

Batshaw, ML (2002). Children with disabilities. (5th ed.). Maryland: Paul H. Brookes. 

Berk, L.E. & Winsler, A. (1995). Scaffolding Children’s learning: Vygotsky and early childhood 

education. Washington, DC: National Association for the Education of Young Children. 

Blackman, J. A. (1990). Medical aspects of developmental disabilities in children birth to three. 

Rockville, MD: Aspen Publishers. 

Bredencamp, S. et. al. (Eds.). (1997). Developmentally appropriate practices for children Birth to 

eight in group settings. National Association for the Education of Young Children. 

Washington, D.C.  

Brooks-Gunn, j., Klebanov, P.K., Liaw, F., & Spiker, D. (1993). Enhancing the development of low 

birthweight, premature infants. Child development, 64, 736-753. 

Chandra, R. K. (1991). Interactions between early nutrition and the immune system. In Ciba 

Foundation Symposium, 156, 77-92.  

Charman, T. (1999). Autism and the pervasive developmental disorders. Current opinion in 

Neurology, 12, 30, 87-94. 

Cole, D.A., Martin, J.M., Peeke, L.A., Seroczynski, A.D., Frier, J. (1999). Children’s over- and 

under-estimation of academic competence:  A longitudinal study of gender differences, 

depression, and anxiety. Child Development, 70, 459-473. 

Cook, Tessier, & Klein, (2007).  Adapting Early Childhood Curricula for Children with Special 

Needs.  Prentice Hall. 

Creative Center for Childhood Research and Training (2002).  Beyond Centers and Circle Time, 

Author.   

Curry, N.E. & Johnson, C.N. (1990). Beyond self-esteem:  Developing a genuine sense of human 

value. Washington, DC:  National Association for the Education of Young Children. 

Diamond, M. & Hopson, J. (1999). Magic trees of the mind:  How to nurture your child’s 

intelligence, creativity, and healthy emotions from birth through adolescence. New York: 

Plume. 

Dinnebeil, L. A., & Rule, S. (1994). Variables that influence collaboration between parents and 

service providers. JOURNAL OF EARLY INTERVENTION, 18(4), 349-361. EJ 511 832. 

Ferrier, L.J., Bashir, A.S., Meryash, D.L., et al. (1991). Conversational skills of individuals with 

Fragile X syndrome:  A comparison with autism and Down syndrome. Developmental 

Medicine and Child Neurology, 33, 776-788. 

Flynn, J.M., & Rabar, M.H. (1994). Prevalence of reading failure in boys compared with girls. 

Psychology in Schools, 31, 66. 

Frost, J. L., Wortham, S.C. & Reifel, S. (2000). Play and Child Development. Columbus, Oh: 

Merrill Prentice Hall. 

Garcia Coll, C.T., Surrey, J.L., & Weingarten, K. (1998). Mothering against the Odds: Diverse 

Voices of Contemporary Mothers. NY: Guilford Press. 
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Gardner, Howard. (1999). Intelligences reframed:  Multiple intelligences for the 21st century. 

New York:  Basic Books. 

Hagerman, R.J. & Chronister, A. (Eds.). (1996). Fragile X syndrome:  Diagnosis, treatment, and 

research (2nd ed.). Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press. 

Hendriks, A.H.C., DeMoor, J.M.H., Oud, J.H.L., & Savelberg, M.M.H.W. (2000). Perceived 

changes in well-being of parents with a child in a therapeutic toddler class. Research in 

Developmental Disabilities, 21(6), 455-469.  

Harry, B., Kalyanpur, M., & Day, M. (1999). Building Cultural Reciprocity with families. 

Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. 

Herrmann, D., Raybeck, D., & Gutman, D. (1993). Improving student memory. Seattle, WA: 

Hogrefe and Huber Publishers. 

Howard, V.F., Williams, B.F., Port, P.D., & Lepper, C. (2001) Very young children with special 

needs:  A formative approach for the 21st century. Columbus, OH:  Merrill. 

Hughes, F.P. (1995). Children, Play and Development (2nd. Ed.). Needham Heights, MA.: Allyn 

and Bacon. 

Kalyanpur, M. & Harry, B. (1999) Culture in Special Education: Building Reciprocal Family-

Professional Relationships. Maryland: Paul H. Brookes. 

Lessenberry B.M, & Rehfeldt, R.A. (2004). Evaluating stress levels of parents of children with 

disabilities. Exceptional children, 70(2), 231-244. 

Lockman, J.J., & Thelen, E. (1993). Developmental biodynamics:  Brain, body, behavior 

connections. Child Development, 64, 953-959. 

McDevitt, T.M., & Ormrod, J.E. (2004).Child development: Educating and working with children 

and adolescents (2nd Ed.). Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Merrill Prentice Hall.  

Michelsson, K., Rinne, A., Paajanen, S. (1990). Crying, feeding, and sleeping patterns in 1 to 12 

month old infants. Child Care, Health, and Development, 116, 99-111. 

Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (1992). Recommendations for the use of folic acid to 

reduce the number of cases of spina bifida and other neural tube defects. Morbidity and 

Mortality Weekly Report, 41, 1-7. 

Odom, S., & Bricker, D. (1993).Integrating young children with disabilities into community 

programs. Baltimore: Paul Brooks. 

Patz, J.A., & Dennis, C.W. (1998) Sensorimotor development In W. Umansky & R. Hooper (Eds.), 

Young children with special needs (pp.94-154). Columbus, OH:  Merrill. 

Plomin, R. (1995). Genetics and children’s experiences in the family. Journal of Child Psychology 

and Psychiatry, 36, 33-68. 

Puckett, M. & Black, J. (2001). Infant Development. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall. 

Reiss AL, Abrams MT, Greenlaw R, Freund L, Denckla MB. (1995). Neurodevelopmental effects 

of the FMR-1 full mutation in humans. Nature Medicine, 1, 159–67. 

Rothbart, M.K. (1989). Temperament and development. In G. A. Kohnstamn and J. E. Bates 

(Eds.), Temperament in childhood, (pp. 187-247). New York: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
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Sanford, M. K., Kissling, G. E., & Joubert, P. E. (1992). Neural tube defect etiology: New evidence 

concerning maternal hyperthermia, health and diet. Developmental Medicine and Child 

Neurology, 34, 661-675. 

Seifert, Kelvin. (1993). Cognitive development in early childhood. In B. Spodek (Ed.), Handbook 

of research on the education of young children (pp. 9-23). New York: Macmillan. 

Siegler, R. S. (1983). Five generalizations about cognitive development. American Psychologist, 

38, 263-277. 

Siegler, R. (2000). The rebirth of children's learning. Child Development, 71(1), 26-35. 

Slentz, K & Krogh, S. (2001). Early childhood development and its variations. Mahwah, NJ:  

Lawrence Erlbaum Associate, Inc. 

Smilansky, S., & Shefatya, L. (1990). Facilitating play:  A medium for promoting cognitive, 

socioemotional, and academic development in young children. Gaithersburg, MD:  

Psychosocial & Educational Publications. 

Susser, M., & Stein, Z. (1994). Timing in prenatal nutrition: A reprise of the Dutch Famine Study. 

Nutritional Reviews, 52, 84-94. 

Tradwick-Smith, J. (2003). Early childhood development:  A multicultural perspective. (3rd Ed.). 

Upper Saddle River, NJ:  Merrill. 

Winders, P.C. (Ed.). (1997) Gross motor skills in children with Down syndrome:  A guide for 

parents and professionals. Bethesda, MD:  Woodbine House. 

Zigler, E.F. & Stevenson, M.F. (1993).  Children in a Changing World: Development and Social 

Issues.  California: Brookes Cole.  
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MODULE 2:  ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 4-102-005

Maximum Inservice Points: 60

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 

The primary focus of this module is to provide educators with information about assessments 

and evaluation to guide decision-making for the instruction of prekindergarten students.  The 

module includes assessments for cognitive skills, communication, and motor skills, diagnosis, 

determination of disability, identification for referral, and sharing assessment results. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES: 

Upon completion of professional learning objectives delivered in accordance with the learning 

(delivery) methods, participants will be able to 

1. Define assessment.

2. Discuss the significance of the assessment and diagnostic process.

3. Discuss assessment as a continuum of activities.

4. List legal reasons for assessment.

5. Discuss the types and purposes of assessment.

6. Articulate NAEYC key recommendations for assessment.

7. Articulate DEC best practice guidelines and central dimensions.

8. Discuss the balance that must exist between valid and efficient assessment.

9. List and discuss challenges, uses, and abuses of assessment instruments inherent in the

evaluation of infants and young children.

10. List and discuss indicators of effective assessment.

11. Understand and identify key terminology related to formal assessment procedures.

12. Understand and utilize the bell curve to interpret assessment results.

13. Understand and identify key terminology related to criterion-referenced measures.

14. Understand and identify key terminology related to informal assessment measures.

15. Discuss legal reasons for screening activities.

16. Define screening activities, including the purpose.

17. Understand and be able to discuss informal screening activities.

18. List the activities involved in a complete screening.

19. Describe an effective screening instrument.

20. Become familiar with a variety of different screening instruments.

21. Discuss assessment for diagnosis/determination of eligibility.

22. List Part B and Part C information related to the assessment of young children.

23. List Part B educational programs for disabled students.

24. Discuss the challenges of diagnosing young children for the purposes of eligibility.

25. Discuss a number of assumptions that are inherent to the diagnostic process.
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26. Define cognition.

27. Discuss the need for cognitive assessment.

28. Discuss formal, criterion referenced, and informal cognitive assessment procedures.

29. Become familiar with formal, criterion referenced, and informal cognitive assessment

instruments.

30. Discuss the implications of cognitive assessment.

31. Define Developmental Delay according to the Florida District’s SP&P.

32. Define communication and communication disorders.

33. State why we assess communication skills.

34. Become familiar with formal and informal procedures for assessing communication

skills.

35. Describe the implications of deficits in communication skills.

36. Discuss diagnosis and determination of disabilities in the area of communication.

37. Define fine and gross motor.

38. State why we assess motor skills.

39. Describe the implications of deficits in motor development.

40. Discuss diagnosis and determination of disabilities.

41. Define adaptive behavior and adaptive behavior disorders.

42. Share why we assess adaptive behavior.

43. Become familiar with formal and informal procedures for assessing adaptive behavior.

44. Describe the implications of deficits in adaptive behavior.

45. Discuss diagnosis and determination of disabilities in the area of adaptive behavior.

46. Define social competence.

47. Share why we assess social competence.

48. Describe the implications of deficits in social/emotional skills.

49. Discuss diagnosis and determination of disabilities in the area of social/emotional skills.

50. Be familiar with strategies that facilitate collaboration with families and caregivers.

51. Be familiar with special considerations for assessment of certain populations of children.

52. Use data from the BDI-2 and appropriate formal and informal assessments for assessing

achievement, report writing, sharing results, and developing an IEP.

53. Become familiar with the purposes of the BDI-2.

54. Administer the BDI-2.

55. Score and interpret the BDI -2.

56. Use a template to write an assessment report.

57. Become familiar with strategies for sharing assessment results with families;

58. Be knowledgeable about using data from home, school, and community to develop

goals and objectives.

59. Be knowledgeable about program planning and IEP development;
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60. Identify required components of an IEP;

61. Write an IEP including all required components.

62. Be familiar with special considerations for assessment of certain populations of children;

63. Use information from the BDI-2 and other formal and informal assessment measures

for:  interpretation, report writing; sharing results; and developing an IEP.

64. Demonstrate an understanding of the diagnostic process, including specific steps

prescribed in the district’s SP & P.

65. Know the steps in implementing the IEP.

66. Define the purposes of program monitoring activities;

67. Discuss appropriate modifications based on program monitoring activities;

68. Define the purposes of program accountability activities;

69. Be knowledgeable about the Florida Part B State Performance Plan for program

accountability.

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION: 

To earn credit, participants must complete professional learning activities listed above and one 

implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the topic/content of their 

learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leader. 

Learning (Delivery) Methods: A (Knowledge Acquisition), D (Learning Community/Lesson Study 

Group), I (Job Embedded), J (Deliberate Practice), K (Problem Solving Process) 

Implementation Methods:  M (Structured Coaching/Mentoring), N (Independent 

Learning/Action Research), O (Collaborative Planning), P (Participant Product), T (Evaluation of 

Practice Indicators) 

EVALUATION METHODS 

Staff:  A (Changes in Instructional Practices), B (Changes in Instructional Leadership), C (Changes 

in Student Services), D (Other Changes in Practice), E (Fidelity of Implementation), F (Changes in 

Observed Educator Proficiency) 

Student:  A (Results of State or District Student Growth Measure), B (Results of School or 

Teacher Student Growth Measure), C (Portfolios of Student Work), D (Observation of Student 

Performance), G (Did not evaluate student outcomes as staff evaluation is more relevant) 

FEAP:  A1 (Instructional Design and Lesson Planning), A2 (Learning Environment), A3 

(Instructional Delivery), B1 (Continuous Professional Improvement) 

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION REFERENCES 

Bagnato, SJ, Neisworth JT, Pretti-Frontczak, K (2009). Linking authentic assessment and early 

childhood intervention: Best measures for best practices. (4th Edition). Baltimore, MD, 

Paul Brookes. 
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Bredekamp, S. & Copple, C. (Eds.)  (1997).  Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early 

Childhood Programs. Revised ed. Washington, D.C.: National Association for the 

Education of Young Children. 

Cohen, L, & Spenciner, L. (2007). Assessment of Children and Youth with Special Needs - 3rd  ed. 

Boston: Pearson Education Inc.  

Linda Cranor, “Foundations for a Family Approach to Early Childhood Assessment,” in Preschool 

Special Education Program Handbook. Sacramento: California Department of Education, 

1988. 

Danaher, J. (2006).  "Eligibility Policies and Practices for Young Children Under Part B of IDEA." 

NECTAC Notes 15 (2005):  1-18. Retrieved  from NECTAC Early Childhood Curriculum, 

Assessment, and Program Evaluation Building and Effective, Accountable System in 

Programs for Children Birth Through Age 8. National Association for the Education of 

Young Children. 2003. 30 June 2006 <www,naeyc.com>.   

Epstein, A.S., Schweinhart, L.J., Debruin-Parecki, A., & Robin, K.B, (2004).  "Preschool 

Assessment:  a Guide to Developing a Balanced Approach." National Institute for Early 

Education Research (2004):  67-80.   May 2006 <http;://nieer.org/>. 

Florida. Department of Education. Bureau of Exceptional Education and Student Services. 

Developing Quality Individual Educational Plans. State of Florida, 2000.   

Florida. Department of Education. Bureau of Exceptional Education and Student Services. 

Exceptional Student Education Rules. 2004.   

Florida. Department of Education. Bureau of Exceptional Education and Student Services. 

Policies and Procedures for the Provision of Specially Designed Instruction and Related 

Services for Exceptional Students Effective Dates:  2004-2005 Through 2006-2007. 2004.   

Losardo, A. & Notari-Syverson, A. (2001).  Alternative Approaches to Assessing Young Children.  

Baltimore:  Paul H. Brookes.   

McLean, M., Wolery, M., & Bailey, D.B. Jr. (2003).  Assessing Infants and Preschoolers with 

Special Needs, 3rd ed. Upper Saddle River New Jersey: Pearson Merrill Prentice Hall. 

Meisels, S.J., and Wasik, B.A. (1990). Who should be served? Identifying children in need of 

early intervention.  In Handbook of early childhood intervention , edited by S.J. Meisels 

and J.P. Shonkoff. New York: Cambridge University Press. 

Newborg, J. (2004).   Battelle Developmental Inventory - 2nd Edition.  Itasca, IL: Riverside. 

Ostrosky, M., & Horn, E. (Eds.) (2002).   Young Exceptional Children Assessment:  Gathering 

Meaningful Information. Vol. 4. Longmont, CO: Sopris West. 

Sandall, S. Hemmeter, M.L., Smith, B.J., & McLean, M.E., (Eds.)  (2005).  DEC Recommended 

Practices a Comprehensive Guide for Practical Application in Early Intervention/Early 

Childhood Special Education. Longmont, CO: Sopris West. 

 Turnbull, A.  “Identifying Children’s Strengths and Needs,” in Guidelines and Recommended 

Practices for the Individualized Family Service Plan (Second edition). Edited by Mary 

McGonigel and others. Bethesda, Md.: NECTAS and ACCH, 1991, p. 45. 
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MODULE 3:  CURRICULUM 

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER: 2-105-001

Maximum Inservice Points: 120

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 

The primary focus of this module is to provide educators with information about the foundation 

of early childhood education and to understand the importance of program quality to ensure 

instruction appropriate to the needs of prekindergarten students with disabilities. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES: 

Upon completion of professional learning objectives delivered in accordance with the learning 

(delivery) methods, participants will be able to: 

1. Describe the history of early childhood education.

2. Understand the impact that IDEA, Part C and Part B, have on the education of young

children with disabilities.

3. Describe changes in service delivery models, Including the transition from Part C to Part

B

4. Define “Family centered Services.”

5. Describe service delivery options, LRE, and the continuum of services in Florida.

6. Demonstrate an understanding of, and strategies for participating and communicating

effectively, as part of a teaming approach to assessment and intervention.

7. Understand, describe, and utilize an IFSP.

8. Understand, describe, and utilize an IEP.

9. Demonstrate ability to read and use IEPs appropriately for students in preschool with

disabilities.

10. Demonstrate ability to write appropriate IEPs for students in preschool with disabilities.

11. Understand and explain the importance of creating an appropriate educational

environment.

12. Understand the importance of program quality in early childhood.

13. Demonstrate an understanding of setting the physical environment in preschool.

14. Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of safety and cleanliness in the pre-k

classroom.

15. Demonstrate the ability to create an appropriate schedule in the pre-k classroom.

16. Demonstrate an understanding of appropriate child/child and adult/child interactions in

pre-k.

17. Understand the importance of involving families in the pre-k classroom.

18. Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of developmentally appropriate

curriculum in pre-k.

19. Demonstrate an understanding of the components of a universally designed curriculum
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20. Demonstrate understanding of making accommodations, embedding learning objectives

and using direct instruction.

21. Demonstrate an understanding of why we include children with special needs.

22. Understand how to include children with special needs.

23. Describe accommodations.

24. Describe modifications/adaptations.

25. Demonstrate understanding of the components necessary to successfully include young

children with special needs.

26. Demonstrate the ability to choose appropriate curriculum accommodations,

modifications, and adaptations when including young children with special needs

27. Demonstrate knowledge of developmental norms in the cognitive domain.

28. Demonstrate knowledge of the identification of intellectual disabilities.

29. Demonstrate knowledge of goals and benchmarks for young children in the cognitive

domain.

30. Demonstrate knowledge of working with young children with intellectual disabilities

31. Demonstrate knowledge of successful strategies used when teaching young children

with intellectual disabilities.

32. Demonstrate knowledge of specific accommodations and modifications used when

teaching young children with intellectual disabilities.

33. Demonstrate knowledge of teaching young children with intellectual disabilities in an

inclusive classroom.

34. Demonstrate knowledge of developmental norms in and identify communication delays

and disabilities in young children.

35. Develop goals and benchmarks for young children with communication delays and

disabilities.

36. Demonstrate knowledge of strategies to use when working with young children with

communication delays and/or disabilities.

37. Demonstrate knowledge of including young children with communication delays and/or

disabilities in a classroom with typically developing peers.

38. Demonstrate knowledge of benefits of integrating speech-language therapy into the

classroom.

39. Demonstrate knowledge of early literacy.

40. Identify challenges faced by our society regarding early literacy.

41. Demonstrate knowledge of the skills and abilities that support literacy.

42. Demonstrate knowledge of challenges to early literacy outcomes for children with

disabilities.

43. Demonstrate knowledge of resources to support early literacy for children with

disabilities.
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44. Demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of sessions 1-10.

45. Explain how language acquisition impacts learning.

46. Demonstrate knowledge regarding the identification of young second language learners

with special needs.

47. Demonstrate knowledge of strategies utilized to enable second language learners with

special needs to succeed.

48. Explain accommodations and modifications to use with second language learners with

special needs.

49. Demonstrate knowledge of including second language learners with special needs.

50. Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of play for all children.

51. Identify strategies for supporting the development of friendship skills.

52. Define emotional literacy and identify activities that build “feeling vocabularies.”

53. Understand the importance of providing opportunities for children to begin to

understand their own, as well as others’ emotions.

54. Understand why children need to learn to control anger and handle disappointment and

will be able to identify strategies to teach anger management skills.

55. Understand the importance of teaching problem solving and will be able to identify

problem solving steps.

56. Describe methods that may be used to determine the function of challenging behavior.

57. Use interview and observational data to determine the communicative function of

challenging behavior and develop behavior hypotheses.

58. Identify the steps of the process of Positive Behavior Support (PBS).

59. Describe strategies that may be used to prevent challenging behavior.

60. Identify replacement skills that may be taught to replace challenging behavior.

61. Identify how to respond in a way that does not maintain or reinforce challenging

behavior.

62. Develop a behavior support plan for a case study child

63. Demonstrate knowledge of developmental norms regarding motor development.

64. Demonstrate knowledge of the identification of young children with motor impairment.

65. Explain the development of goals and benchmarks for young children with motor

impairment.

66. Demonstrate knowledge of working with young children with motor impairments.

67. Demonstrate knowledge of the utilization of successful strategies with young children

with motor impairments.

68. Demonstrate knowledge of accommodations and modifications used with young

children with motor impairments.

69. Demonstrate knowledge of including young children with motor impairments

70. Demonstrate knowledge of proper nutrition when working with young children.
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71. Demonstrate knowledge of the use of cooking and socializing during meals and snacks in

preschool.

72. Demonstrate knowledge of potential malnutrition of children with disabilities

73. Demonstrate knowledge of feeding plans and positioning techniques when feeding

preschool children with disabilities.

74. Demonstrate knowledge of how to encourage young children to self-feed.

75. Demonstrate knowledge of vision and hearing development.

76. Demonstrate knowledge of the incidence rate of vision/hearing impairment.

77. Demonstrate knowledge of the identification of vision and hearing impairments in

young children.

78. Demonstrate knowledge of goals and benchmarks appropriate for young children with

vision/hearing impairment.

79. Demonstrate knowledge of working with young children with vision/hearing

impairments.

80. Demonstrate knowledge of including students with hearing/vision impairments.

81. Demonstrate knowledge of successful strategies used when working with young

children with vision/hearing impairments.

82. Demonstrate knowledge of accommodations and modifications used when working with

young children with vision/hearing impairments.

83. Demonstrate knowledge of the identification of young children with Autism Spectrum

Disorders (ASD)

84. Demonstrate knowledge of establishing goals and benchmarks for young children with

ASD

85. Demonstrate knowledge regarding working with young children with ASD

86. Demonstrate knowledge of successful strategies to use with young children with ASD

87. Demonstrate knowledge of accommodations and modifications used with young

children with ASD

88. Demonstrate knowledge of including young children with ASD

89. Demonstrate knowledge of the meaning and background of sensory integration.

90. Demonstrate knowledge of how sensory integration relates to autism.

91. Demonstrate knowledge of the signs of a sensory integration dysfunction.

92. Demonstrate knowledge of sensory integration therapy.

93. Demonstrate knowledge of the history of technology for individuals with special needs

in education.

94. Demonstrate knowledge of assistive technology.

95. Demonstrate knowledge of instructional technology.

96. Demonstrate knowledge of legislation affecting use of technology in education.
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97. Demonstrate knowledge of selecting and using appropriate assistive technology for 

young children. 

98. Demonstrate knowledge of planning for the young child’s articulation to kindergarten 

(future placement). 

99. Demonstrate knowledge of monitoring a student’s progress and using data to adjust or 

plan new interventions. 

100. Demonstrate knowledge of program evaluation and revising a program’s 

components if they are not successful. 

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DELIVERY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION: 

To earn credit, participants must complete professional learning activities listed above and one 

implementation activity from the listings below, as appropriate to the topic/content of their 

learning objective(s) and approved by their inservice leader. 

Learning (Delivery) Methods: A (Knowledge Acquisition), D (Learning Community/Lesson Study 

Group), I (Job Embedded), J (Deliberate Practice), K (Problem Solving Process) 

Implementation Methods:  M (Structured Coaching/Mentoring), N (Independent 

Learning/Action Research), O (Collaborative Planning), P (Participant Product), Q (Lesson 

Study), T (Evaluation of Practice Indicators) 

EVALUATION METHODS 

Staff:  A (Changes in Instructional Practices), B (Changes in Instructional Leadership), C (Changes 

in Student Services), D (Other Changes in Practice), E (Fidelity of Implementation), F (Changes in 

Observed Educator Proficiency), G (Changes in Observed Educator Proficiency) 

Student:  A (Results of State or District Student Growth Measure), B (Results of School or 

Teacher Student Growth Measure), C (Portfolios of Student Work), D (Observation of Student 

Performance), F (Other Performance Assessment) 

FEAP:  A1 (Instructional Design and Lesson Planning), A2 (Learning Environment), A3 

(Instructional Delivery), B1 (Continuous Professional Improvement) 
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C. Matrix

Competency 

Number 

Component 

Number 
Method of Competency Demonstration 

Human Growth and Development 

1.1 2-100-009
Session 1 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, Portfolio 

Activity 

1.2 2-100-009 Session 10 -  Small Group Activity, Portfolio Activity 

1.3 2-100-009 Session 8 - Small Group Activity, Portfolio Activity 

1.4 2-100-009
Sessions 3, 4, 5 ,6, 7 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, 

Portfolio Activity 

1.5 2-100-009
Session 2 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Activity, Portfolio 

Activity 

1.6 2-100-009
Sessions 4, 5 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, 

Portfolio Activity 

Family and Community 

2.1 2-100-009
Session 9 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, Portfolio 

Activity 

2.2 2-100-009
Session 9 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, Portfolio 

Activity 

2.3 2-100-009
Session 9 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, Portfolio 

Activity 

2.4 2-100-009
Session 9 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, Portfolio 

Activity 

2.5 2-100-009 Session 10 - Portfolio Activity 

2.6 
2-100-009

2-105-001

Session 10 - Portfolio Activity 

Session 3 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

2.7 2-100-009
Session 9 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, Portfolio 

Activity 

2.8 2-100-009 Session 10 - Portfolio Activity 

2.9 2-100-009 Session 10 - Portfolio Activity 

2.10 2-100-009
Session 9 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, Portfolio 

Activity 

2.11 

2-100-009

2-105-001

Session 9 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, Portfolio 

Activity 

Session 20 - Class Activity, Portfolio Activity 

Assessment 

3.1 4-102-005 Session 1 - Assessment, Small Group Activity 

3.2 4-102-005 Sessions 3, 7 - Assessment Activity, Portfolio Activity 
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3.3 4-102-005
Sessions 2, 3 - Vignette Activity, Terminology Matching Activity, 

Assessment Activity 

3.4 4-102-005 Sessions 4, 5, 6 - Portfolio Activities 

3.5 4-102-005 Session 8 - Class Activity, Portfolio Activity 

3.6 4-102-005 Sessions 8, 9 - Class Activity, Portfolio Activity, Whole Group Activity 

3.7 4-102-005 Sessions 7, 9 - Portfolio Activity, Whole Group Activity 

3.8 4-102-005 Session 9 - Class Activity, Portfolio Activity 

3.9 4-102-005 Session 9 - Class Activity, Portfolio Activity 

3.10 4-102-005 Session 10 - Class Activity, Portfolio Activity 

Curricula, Materials, Instructional Techniques 

4.1 2-105-001 Sessions 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.2 2-105-001 Sessions 14, 19 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.3 2-105-001 Session 2 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.4 2-105-001 Session 4 – Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.5 2-105-001 Session 2, 4 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.6 2-105-001 Session 12 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.7 2-105-001 Session 4, References - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.8 2-105-001 Session 12 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.9 2-105-001 Session 11 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.10 2-105-001 Session 4 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.11 2-105-001 Sessions 16, 17, 18 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

4.12 2-105-001 Sessions 5, 6 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

Learning Environment 

5.1 2-105-001 Sessions 1, 3 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

5.2 2-105-001 Session 3 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

5.3 2-105-001 Session 3 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

5.4 2-105-001 Session 3 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

5.5 2-105-001 Sessions 6, 13 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

5.6 2-105-001 Session 3 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

5.7 2-105-001 Session 9 - Class Activity, Portfolio Activity 

5.8 2-105-001 Session 13 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

Multidisciplinary Process 

6.1 2-100-009
Session 9 - Small Group Activity, Large Group Discussion, Portfolio 

Activity 

6.2 4-102-005 Session 9 - Class Activity, Portfolio Activity 

6.3 4-102-005 Session 3 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

Consultation and Communications 

7.1 2-100-009 Session 10 - Portfolio Activity 

7.2 4-102-005 Sessions 8, 9 - Class Activity, Portfolio Activity 
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7.3 4-102-005 Sessions 8, 9 - Class Activity, Portfolio Activity 

7.4 2-105-001 Sessions 12, 13 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

7.5 2-105-001 Session 15 - Class Activities, Portfolio Activity 

D. Instructors

Selection of instructors for the District Alternative Program for Add-On Certification:  

Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement will be based on the following minimum selection 

criteria: 

• Current Florida teaching certificate in Prekindergarten/Primary Education and

Exceptional Student Education

• Background of successful staff development and/or adult training expertise

• Minimum of three years successful teaching or clinical experience with prekindergarten

exceptional students

• Commitment to carry out the number of hours of instruction, individual participant

consultation, and follow-up specified in each training module

• Commitment to use and maintain the integrity of the published training materials

known as the Prekindergarten Endorsement modules

• Commitment to the Prekindergarten Endorsement Program and to the delivery of

training at times and places convenient to the participants

Competency Completion Requirements 

The option of completing the three modules is available for teachers in lieu of taking college 

courses to earn the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement. In order to satisfy specialization 

requirements in Rule 6A-4.01792, Florida Administrative Code, participants must complete all 

three modules.  Neither college credit nor teaching experience can be substituted for any of the 

three modules. 

A. Program Completion

Satisfactory completion of all required training activities in each module/component and 

demonstration of mastery of all competencies within are required for program completion. 

Satisfactory completion of individual components may be demonstrated through: 

• Instructor’s verification of successful demonstration of all applicable competencies and

products within the component of the approved add-on program

• Verification of successful demonstration of all applicable competencies within a

component of another district’s Prekindergarten Disabilities Program conducted by

personnel from the district’s staff development office and applied when reasonable

equivalency between the components is established through a review of the approved

program
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In order to satisfy specialization requirements in Rule 6A-4.01792, Florida Administrative Code, 

participants must complete all three modules.  Neither college credit nor teaching experience 

can be substituted for any of the three modules. 

B. Competency Demonstration

All those pursuing the addition of the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement to their Florida 

Educators’ Certificates must earn a minimum of 240 inservice points by successfully completing 

the prescribed set of inservice components including the demonstration of all competencies 

required for the endorsement or through documented evaluation means.  In general, 

competency demonstration will be done through products, tests, classroom demonstrations, 

and/or portfolios; however, procedures for evaluation of competency achievement within 

components will vary depending on the nature of the competency.  Inservice training credits for 

those completing the add-on program will be awarded on the basis of a candidate’s successful 

completion of the components, direct instruction, and follow-up activities. 

C. Competency Verification

Verification of competencies other than through the procedures stated above is not an option 

for the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement Program.  Certificates will be issued to 

successful completers as a record of competency completion. 

Program Evaluation 

A. Evaluation Plan

Program assessment techniques, training components, and competency acquisition by 

individual participants will be used to evaluate the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement 

Program.  Methods by which the component coordinator will determine successful completion 

of individual participants are described for each component. 

Individual participants will be evaluated on the basis of having acquired the necessary 

competencies as verified by the instructor in accordance with approved methods and criteria. 

Participants, using district staff development program procedures, will evaluate each training 

component. 

The program may be assessed by participants, instructors, staff development personnel, district 

Exceptional Student Education director, principals, or school-level coaching specialists to 

determine program effectiveness and program efficiency in terms of management, operation, 

and delivery. 

The budget for Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement will mostly be borne by the 

participating districts.  Districts may be able to participate in FDLRS-sponsored courses that are 

offered free of charge.  In some cases, districts may offer stipends to participants for successful 

completion time.  Staff development personnel will monitor administrator time and effort to 

ascertain intangible program costs. 
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Methods by which the component coordinator will determine the impact of the component on 

the individual’s job performance and/or classroom, school, work setting are described as part of 

each component evaluation. 

Management 

The NEFEC Organization of Educational Leaders (NOEL) Key District Contacts and District 

Professional Development Coordinators along with the NEFEC Master Inservice 

Plan/Endorsement Coordinator will be responsible for the overall management of the add-on 

program.  Inservice training will be offered by districts and regional service providers.  NEFEC 

will be responsible for updating the program as necessary and, when appropriate, advertising 

the availability of the courses to districts. 

A. Candidate Application and Admission

The individuals designated above will share the process for application, admission, and 

verification of the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement Program.  Eligibility to participate 

in the program is predicated on a candidate’s holding a bachelor’s or higher degree with 

certification in any exceptional student education area, preschool education, primary 

education, prekindergarten/primary education, elementary education (K-6), or early childhood 

education.  

A candidate who enters the program based on a temporary certificate must show proof of 

eligibility for a Professional Certificate prior to the district’s verification of completion of the 

program.  Permanent substitutes with valid full-time Florida Temporary or Professional 

Education Certificates are eligible to enroll in the program. 

Enrollment preference will be given to educators that are currently classified as in need of 

Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement to meet employment requirements.  Other 

participants will be admitted to the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement Program as part 

of their Individual Professional Learning Plan or to earn inservice credit for recertification 

purposes. 

B. Advisement

Individualized advisement will be provided by the appropriate district personnel in 

collaboration with the course instructor on matters related to the endorsement offerings, 

training requirements, and progress toward completion of the Prekindergarten Disabilities 

Endorsement Program.  The district will ensure that staff members are available to assist 

candidates with the initial program orientation, inservice training requirements, and progress 

toward successful program completion. 

C. Attendance Requirement for Inservice Points

Attendance is mandatory unless because of serious illness or extreme emergency the instructor 

excuses the absence.  Excused absence class hours must be satisfied through a schedule 
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approved by the instructor.  When participants have completed all program completion 

requirements thereby demonstrating mastery of competencies and objectives, program 

completion is verified.  District staff will acknowledge completion of all components and notify 

the Florida Department of Education. 

D. Transfer and Utilization of Credit (College or Inservice)

Credit earned in college courses may not be considered for transfer of credit to this add-on 

endorsement program.  Participants have the option of earning the Prekindergarten Disabilities 

Endorsement completely with college courses or through the Prekindergarten Disabilities Add-

On Endorsement Program, but not a combination of the two.  In order to satisfy specialization 

requirements in Rule 6A-4.01792, Florida Administrative Code, participants must complete all 

three modules.  Neither college credit nor teaching experience can be substituted for any of the 

three modules. 

E. Certification of Completion

When participants have completed all program requirements thereby demonstrating mastery 

of competencies and objectives, program completion is verified.  Since records are kept during 

each step of the Prekindergarten Disabilities Endorsement Program by district staff 

development personnel, a professional development tracking system, or other inservice 

tracking systems, documentation is easily accessed by district staff to verify successful 

completion of all components.  After the local verification process is complete, the district 

designee will notify the Florida Department of Education. 

School Board Approval 

In order for the Prekindergarten Add-On Endorsement Program to receive state approval, a 

statement signed by each District Superintendent and Chairman of the School Board stating 

that it has been approved locally for submission is included with this document. 
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 10 

 FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

Subject:    NEFEC Reading Endorsement Program 

PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 

Board approval is requested to amendment to 2018-2019 NEFEC Master Inservice Plan 
Additions – “Reading Foundation Skills and Reading” and “Difficulties, Dyslexia, and Other 
Disabilities. These two reading components will assist with professional learning to meet the 
requirements of S.1012.585. https://www.flsenate.gov/Laws/Statutes/2018/1012.585 

NOTE: 
Provide training to reading coaches, classroom teachers, and school administrators in effective 
methods of identifying characteristics of conditions such as dyslexia and other causes of 
diminished phonological processing skills; incorporating instructional techniques into the 
general education setting which are proven to improve reading performance for all students; 
and using predictive and other data to make instructional decisions based on individual student 
needs. The training must help teachers integrate phonemic awareness; phonics, word study, and 
spelling; reading fluency; vocabulary, including academic vocabulary; and text comprehension 
strategies into an explicit, systematic, and sequential approach to reading instruction, including 
multisensory intervention strategies. Each district must provide all elementary grades 
instructional personnel access to training sufficient to meet the requirements of s. 1012.585  

Attachment:   Pre Kindergarten Disabilities Add-On Endorsement Program 2019 - 2025 

Department/Presenter:     Instructional Services – Tracie Snow 
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Amendment to 2018-2019 NEFEC Master Inservice Plan

Addition 

New Component Number Points 

Reading Foundation Skills 1-013-002 120 

Reading Difficulties, Dyslexia, and Other Disabilities 
2-100-019*

2-013-002**
120 

* SWD inservice points

**Reading

Attachment #6
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Reading Foundation Skills 

TITLE: Reading Foundation Skills 
COMPONENT NUMBER:  1-013-002 

Function:  1 

Focus Area:  013 

Local Sequence Number: 002 

POINTS TO BE EARNED: Minimum 5 (face-to-face and implementation)/Maximum 120 

DESCRIPTION: Participants will increase their content knowledge of the foundation reading skills 
students must acquire to become proficient readers. 

LINKS TO PRIORITY INITIATIVES 

☒ Academic content standards for student achievement

☒ Continuous Improvement practices

☒Mastery of a specific instructional practice: Reading components

FLORIDA PD PROTOCOL STANDARDS SUPPORTED BY THIS COMPONENT 

Educator School District 

Planning 
Learning 

Implementing 
Evaluating 

☒ 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3

☒ 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.2.4,
1.2.5 ,1.2.6

☒ 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 1.3.3

☒ 1.4.2, 1.4.3, 1.4.4, 1.4.5

☒ 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.4

☒ 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3,
2.2.4, 2.2.5 ,2.2.6

☒ 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3

☒ 2.4.2, 2.4.3, 2.4.4

☒ 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.1.5,

☒ 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4,
3.2.5, 3.2.6, 3.2.8, 3.2.9

☒ 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3

☒ 3.4.2, 3.4.3, 3.4.5

IMPACT AREA(S): 

Study leading to deep understanding of the practice(s), standard(s), and/or process(es) targeted 
Repetitive practice leading to changes in proficiency of educator or leader on the job  
Tracking improvements in student learning growth supported by the professional learning 

SPECIFIC LEARNER OUTCOMES: 

Educators will: 
1. Understand that building oral and written language facilitates comprehension.

2. Understand the importance of learning syntax, semantics, pragmatics, vocabulary and

text structures required for comprehension of formal written language of school, often

called “academic language.”

3. Understand the impact of text upon reading comprehension (e.g., genre, readability,

coherence, text structure and text complexity).

4. Understand how the interaction of reader characteristics, motivation, purpose of

reading, and text elements impacts comprehension and student engagement.

5. Identify cognitive targets (e.g., locate/recall, integrate/interpret, critique/evaluate) and

the role of cognitive development in the construction of meaning of literary and

informational texts.
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6. Understand reading as a process of constructing meaning from a wide variety of print

and digital texts and for a variety of purposes.

7. Understand the reading demands posed by domain specific texts.

8. Understand that effective comprehension processes rely on well-developed language,

strong inference making, background knowledge, comprehension monitoring and self-

correcting.

9. Understand how English language learners’ linguistic and cultural background will

influence their comprehension.

10. Understand how the students’ development of phonology, syntax, semantics and

pragmatics relates to comprehending written language.

11. Understand the differences between social and academic language.

12. Understand that writing enhances the development of oral language.

13. Recognize the importance of English language learners’ home languages, and their

significance for learning to read English.

14. Understand phonology as it relates to language development and reading achievement

(e.g., phonological processing, phonemic awareness skills, phonemic analysis and

synthesis).

15. Recognize the phonological continuum beginning with sensitivity to large and concrete

units of sound (i.e., words and syllables) and progressing to small and abstract units of

sound (onset-rimes and phonemes).

16. Distinguish both phonological and phonemic differences in language and their

applications in written and oral discourse patterns (e.g., language and dialect

differences).

17. Understand how similarities and differences in sound production between English and

other languages affect English language learners’ reading development in English.

18. Understand that phonological units (words, syllables, onset-rimes and phonemes) map

onto orthographic units (words, rimes, letters) in alphabetic languages.

19. Understand sound-spelling patterns and phonics (grapheme-phoneme correspondence

rules).

20. Understand structural analysis of words.

21. Understand that the components of reading fluency are accuracy, expression and rate

which impact reading endurance and comprehension.

22. Understand the relationships among fluency, word recognition and comprehension.

23. Understand that both oral language and writing enhance fluency instruction.

24. Understand how writing influences the acquisition of foundation reading skills,

phonological awareness, phonics, and fluency.
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LEARNING PROCEDURES (METHODS): 

Participants will be engaged in one or more of the following types of professional learning 
activities. 
LEARNING METHODS CODE:  A-Knowledge Acquisition, B-Electronic Interactive, C-Electronic 
Non-Interactive, D-Learning Community, H-Implementation of High Effect Practices, I-Job 
Embedded Training, J-Deliberate Practice 

WHAT WILL OCCUR DURING THIS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT DELIVERY? 

Educators will: 

• Participate in discussions based on instructor’s presentation

• Discuss and apply research-based practices

• Engage in research for web-based resources

• Research case studies

• Create collaborative learning activities

• Utilize collaborative practices within various contexts

• Engage in activities that use interactive technology

HOW WILL THE EXPERIENCES BE PROVIDED TO PARTICIPANTS DURING THE DELIVERY? 

• Face-to-face delivery

• Collaborative practice in learning communities

• Online coursework, when available

• Blended content delivery, as appropriate

• Online support for instructional practice and critical reflection, as appropriate

KEY ISSUES TO BE INCLUDED IN PARTICIPANT IMPLEMENTATION AGREEMENTS: 

Educators will complete follow-up implementation activity designed as an application of course 
objectives, i.e.: 

• Apply newly acquired knowledge and skills as job-embedded activities

• Design and deliver lesson applying newly acquired professional knowledge, skills, and

behaviors to improve practice

• Participate in face-to-face and/or online collaborative conversations, feedback sessions,

and reflective discussions, as appropriate

• Share best practices with colleagues, as appropriate

IMPLEMENTATION/MONITORING PROCEDURES 

Implementation/Monitoring Code:  M-Structured Coaching/Mentoring, O-Collaborative 
Planning, P-Participant Product, R-Electronic (interactive), S-Electronic (non-interactive) 

Implementation Support:  Participants will review practices related to professional learning 
content for use in job-related responsibilities.  Collaborative planning and structured on-site 
support will enable participants to receive continuous feedback regarding implementation 
efforts.  In addition, school administrators will provide support and opportunities for practice 
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and feedback to monitor implementation of learning.  Participants will complete elements of 
their individual implementation agreements. 

Monitoring Procedures:  Structured coaching support provides ongoing feedback to 
participants; feedback reports on implementation are shared with administrators; participation 
and implementation progress is shared with district personnel. 

IMPACT EVALUATION PROCEDURES:   A: Changes in instructional or learning environment 
practices implemented in the classroom or directly with students (observed or measured 
impact on educator proficiency thru the district’s instructional or school leader evaluation 
system indicators, components, and/or domains, and/or deliberate practice or IPDP/ILDP 
growth targets, and/or district or school level processes for tracking student progress. 

Evaluation Methods for Staff Code:  A-Changes in Instructional Practice, B-Changes in 
instructional leadership or faculty development practices, C-Changes in student 
services/support practices, D-Other changes in practice supporting effective implementation of 
job responsibilities 

Evaluation Methods for Students Code: D-Observation of Student Performance, F-Other 
Performance Assessment   

WHO WILL USE THE EVALUATION IMPACT DATA GATHERED? 

At the classroom level, individual educators will use the impact data to assess the level of 
student mastery of objectives and to determine the effectiveness of their instruction.  Impact 
data will also inform decisions with regard to needed additional professional learning based 
upon reflective opportunities. 

Through school and district instituted support of data reflection, all stakeholders will review the 
results of state and district-developed assessments to evaluate the impact data.  These 
stakeholders include school and district leaders, teacher support colleagues, academic coaches, 
and educators. 

PROCEDURES FOR USE OF THE COMPONENT’S EVALUATION FINDINGS: describe what will be 
done with the data obtained through the evaluation processes 

WHAT OTHER FORMS OF EVALUATION DATA WILL BE GATHERED: 

a. What evaluation data addresses value of the PD design?

To evaluate the value of the PD design presented, an immediate evaluation form is
either distributed or accessed electronically.

When appropriate to use, the NEFEC Professional Learning Evaluation includes a self-
assessment of knowledge, a rating of facilitator quality, and commentary.  The results of
the evaluation are reviewed by the presenter, NEFEC instructional staff, and district
stakeholders.  This information is used as a metric in the NEFEC internal evaluation
system.

Other evaluation data may be gathered and used as deemed appropriate by the school
or district.
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b. What evaluation data addresses quality of implementation of the PD?

To evaluate the quality of implementation of the professional development and student
use of strategies, academic coaches, teacher support colleagues, and/or school
administrators will conduct informal observations.  Quality of professional development
is also addressed by the following:

• Discussion board entries, when relevant

• Quality of participation in the NEFEC Professional Learning Support, when
appropriate

• Alignment and quality of student artifacts that participants submit in tiered level of
support

• Quality of instruction that teachers demonstrate

• Development of implementation plan, reflection, journal entries, logs, surveys,
and/or lesson plans

c. Who will use these aspects of PD evaluation data?

NEFEC, school-based, and/or district level stakeholders will examine evaluation data to
determine the success of the PD.  In addition, all stakeholders will review the results of
state and district-developed assessments to evaluate the impact data.  These
stakeholders include school and district leaders, academic coaches, and educators.
Stakeholders will adjust programs according to implementation feedback.

Developed by NEFEC 
Spring 2019 
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Reading Difficulties, Dyslexia, and Other Disabilities 

TITLE: Reading Difficulties, Dyslexia, and Other Disabilities  

COMPONENT NUMBER:  2-100-019* / 2-013-002** 

Function:  2 

Focus Area:  100* / 013** 

Local Sequence Number: 019* / 002** 

POINTS TO BE EARNED: Minimum 5 (face-to-face and implementation)/Maximum 120 

*Use component number for SWD inservice points.

**Use component number for Reading inservice points.

DESCRIPTION: Participants will develop an understanding of the characteristics of student 
reading challenges and the related instructional needs, to better meet the needs of students 
who face challenges with reading mastery. Participants will increase their knowledge and skills 
in recognizing and diagnosing reading problems; and identifying and implementing appropriate 
strategies, methods and materials to increase reading performance. 

LINKS TO PRIORITY INITIATIVES 

☒ Assessment and tracking student progress

☒ Continuous Improvement practices

☒ Instructional design and lesson planning

☒ Instructional leadership (as per FPLS standards)

☒ Learning environment (as per FEAPS standards)

☒Mastery of a specific instructional practice: Multisensory strategies

☒Multi-tiered System of Supports (MTSS)

☒ Needs Assessments/Problem Solving supporting improvement planning (SIP, IPDP, DP)

FLORIDA PD PROTOCOL STANDARDS SUPPORTED BY THIS COMPONENT 

Educator School District 

Planning 
Learning 

Implementing 
Evaluating 

☒ 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3

☒ 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.2.4,
1.2.5 ,1.2.6

☒ 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 1.3.3

☒ 1.4.2, 1.4.3, 1.4.4, 1.4.5

☒ 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.4

☒ 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3,
2.2.4, 2.2.5 ,2.2.6

☒ 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3

☒ 2.4.2, 2.4.3, 2.4.4

☒ 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.1.5,

☒ 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4,
3.2.5, 3.2.6, 3.2.8, 3.2.9

☒ 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3

☒ 3.4.2, 3.4.3, 3.4.5

IMPACT AREA(S): 

☒ Study leading to deep understanding of the practice(s), standard(s), and/or process(es)
targeted

☒ Repetitive practice leading to changes in proficiency of educator or leader on the job

☒ Tracking improvements in student learning growth supported by the professional learning
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SPECIFIC LEARNER OUTCOMES: 

Educators will: 
1. Understand the importance of scientifically based reading research.
2. Review current scientifically based reading research and research on reading

disabilities.
3. Understand the stages of language and reading development and the associations with

reading difficulties.
4. Clarify the relationship between phonological awareness, phonemic awareness, and

skilled reading.
5. Review the supporting research on the teaching of phonics.
6. Understand the goal of phonics instruction and the important role it plays in reading

instruction for students experiencing persistent difficulty in reading.
7. Determine the reasons why students are dysfluent.
8. Examine the connection between proficient reading and reading fluency.
9. Learn how to differentiate assessment and instruction of reading fluency for students

experiencing reading difficulties.
10. Review the research supporting vocabulary instruction.
11. Understand the importance of vocabulary instruction and the role it plays in the

reading process for students experiencing persistent difficulty in reading.
12. Identify the levels of word knowledge.
13. Examine the continuum of vocabulary strategies and the relationship to levels of word

knowledge.
14. Understand how to choose words for instruction.
15. Identify the components of an effective vocabulary lesson.
16. Understand how to differentiate vocabulary instruction and increase explicitness by

applying various instructional design principles and teacher delivery methods to
vocabulary instruction.

17. List the skills, knowledge, and attitudes that are required for good reading
comprehension.

18. Determine when comprehension instruction should begin.
19. Recognize student behavior that may interfere with accurate text comprehension.
20. Discuss the relationship between other areas of reading and comprehension.
21. Model examples of differentiation through explicit comprehension instruction.
22. Clarify how to differentiate comprehension strategy instruction for students with

reading difficulties.
23. Contrast reading comprehension instruction with accommodating students in content-

area classes.
24. Establish the importance of assessment for differentiating comprehension instruction.
25. Extend and apply knowledge of systematic instructional design principles and intensive

teacher delivery methods to provide differentiated and explicit instruction that
includes multisensory intervention strategies in phonological awareness, phonics,
fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.

26. Define the terminology commonly associated with reading disabilities.
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27. Identify the characteristics of the various subtypes of reading disabilities, including

dyslexia.

28. Recognize the language and neurobiological basis of reading disabilities.

29. Explain how a multi-tiered system of supports identifies and supports students with

reading difficulties/disorder.

30. Understand that meaningful differentiated instruction is based on student assessment
data.

31. Review purposes, types, and models of reading assessment.

32. Use the progress monitoring process to engage data-based problem solving within a

multi-tiered system of supports approach to serving students with a variety of reading

difficulties and disorder.

33. Examine core, intervention, or remedial curriculum materials according to the
principles of systematic instructional design.

34. Define what is meant by evidence-based instruction.

35. Explain how to match evidence-based instruction to the instructional needs of

individual students struggling with reading.

36. Determine if and when a change in content or pedagogy is needed within a reading

intervention.

37. Consider alternative options for instruction as necessary.

38. Define the principles that can be used to differentiate instruction and make lessons

more explicit for students with reading difficulties.

39. Describe the pedagogy that can be used to differentiate instruction and make lessons

more intense for students experiencing reading difficulties.

40. Explain some practices and strategies of instruction (multisensory) that support

students with reading disabilities.

LEARNING PROCEDURES (METHODS): 

Participants will be engaged in one or more of the following types of professional learning 
activities. 
LEARNING METHODS CODE:  A-Knowledge Acquisition, B-Electronic Interactive, C-Electronic 
Non-Interactive, D-Learning Community, H-Implementation of High Effect Practices, I-Job 
Embedded Training, J-Deliberate Practice 

WHAT WILL OCCUR DURING THIS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT DELIVERY? 

Educators will: 

• Participate in discussions based on instructor’s presentation

• Discuss and apply research-based practices

• Engage in research for web-based resources

• Research case studies

• Create collaborative learning activities
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• Utilize collaborative practices within various contexts

• Engage in activities that use interactive technology

HOW WILL THE EXPERIENCES BE PROVIDED TO PARTICIPANTS DURING THE DELIVERY? 

• Face-to-face delivery

• Collaborative practice in learning communities

• Online coursework, when available

• Blended content delivery, as appropriate

• Online support for instructional practice and critical reflection, as appropriate

KEY ISSUES TO BE INCLUDED IN PARTICIPANT IMPLEMENTATION AGREEMENTS: 

Educators will complete follow-up implementation activity designed as an application of course 
objectives, i.e.: 

• Apply newly acquired knowledge and skills as job-embedded activities

• Design and deliver lesson applying newly acquired professional knowledge, skills, and

behaviors to improve practice

• Participate in face-to-face and/or online collaborative conversations, feedback sessions,

and reflective discussions, as appropriate

• Share best practices with colleagues, as appropriate

IMPLEMENTATION/MONITORING PROCEDURES 

Implementation/Monitoring Code:  M-Structured Coaching/Mentoring, O-Collaborative 
Planning, P-Participant Product, R-Electronic (interactive), S-Electronic (non-interactive) 

Implementation Support:  Participants will review practices related to professional learning 
content for use in job-related responsibilities.  Collaborative planning and structured on-site 
support will enable participants to receive continuous feedback regarding implementation 
efforts.  In addition, school administrators will provide support and opportunities for practice 
and feedback to monitor implementation of learning.  Participants will complete elements of 
their individual implementation agreements. 

Monitoring Procedures:  Structured coaching support provides ongoing feedback to 
participants; feedback reports on implementation are shared with administrators; participation 
and implementation progress is shared with district personnel. 

IMPACT EVALUATION PROCEDURES:   A: Changes in instructional or learning environment 
practices implemented in the classroom or directly with students (observed or measured 
impact on educator proficiency thru the district’s instructional or school leader evaluation 
system indicators, components, and/or domains, and/or deliberate practice or IPDP/ILDP 
growth targets, and/or district or school level processes for tracking student progress. 

Evaluation Methods for Staff Code:  A-Changes in Instructional Practice, B-Changes in 
instructional leadership or faculty development practices, C-Changes in student 
services/support practices, D-Other changes in practice supporting effective implementation of 
job responsibilities 
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Evaluation Methods for Students Code: D-Observation of Student Performance, F-Other 
Performance Assessment   

WHO WILL USE THE EVALUATION IMPACT DATA GATHERED? 

At the classroom level, individual educators will use the impact data to assess the level of 
student mastery of objectives and to determine the effectiveness of their instruction.  Impact 
data will also inform decisions with regard to needed additional professional learning based 
upon reflective opportunities. 

Through school and district instituted support of data reflection, all stakeholders will review the 
results of state and district-developed assessments to evaluate the impact data.  These 
stakeholders include school and district leaders, teacher support colleagues, academic coaches, 
and educators. 

PROCEDURES FOR USE OF THE COMPONENT’S EVALUATION FINDINGS: describe what will be 
done with the data obtained through the evaluation processes 

WHAT OTHER FORMS OF EVALUATION DATA WILL BE GATHERED: 

a. What evaluation data addresses value of the PD design?

To evaluate the value of the PD design presented, an immediate evaluation form is
either distributed or accessed electronically.

When appropriate to use, the NEFEC Professional Learning Evaluation includes a self-
assessment of knowledge, a rating of facilitator quality, and commentary.  The results of
the evaluation are reviewed by the presenter, NEFEC instructional staff, and district
stakeholders.  This information is used as a metric in the NEFEC internal evaluation
system.

Other evaluation data may be gathered and used as deemed appropriate by the school
or district.

b. What evaluation data addresses quality of implementation of the PD?

To evaluate the quality of implementation of the professional development and student
use of strategies, academic coaches, teacher support colleagues, and/or school
administrators will conduct informal observations.  Quality of professional development
is also addressed by the following:

• Discussion board entries, when relevant

• Quality of participation in the NEFEC Professional Learning Support, when
appropriate

• Alignment and quality of student artifacts that participants submit in tiered level of
support

• Quality of instruction that teachers demonstrate

• Development of implementation plan, reflection, journal entries, logs, surveys,
and/or lesson plans
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c. Who will use these aspects of PD evaluation data?

NEFEC, school-based, and/or district level stakeholders will examine evaluation data to
determine the success of the PD.  In addition, all stakeholders will review the results of
state and district-developed assessments to evaluate the impact data.  These
stakeholders include school and district leaders, academic coaches, and educators.
Stakeholders will adjust programs according to implementation feedback.

Developed by NEFEC 
Spring 2019 
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May 24, 2019 
Action Item Number 11 

FLORIDA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

Subject: Approval of the NEFEC Membership Contract for 2019-2020 

PROPOSED BOARD ACTION 

Board approval is requested for 2019-2020 Northeast Florida Educational Consortium (NEFEC) 
contract.  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

FSDB is a member of the NEFEC for a variety of contracted services available to small/rural 
school districts in this region. FSDB has been a member for many years and receives great 
benefit in collaborating with the regional small/rural districts in addition to receiving direct 
services from NEFEC. Following the NEFEC Board of Directors meeting, the completed contract 
will be submitted to the FSDB President to be signed by the FSDB Board of Trustees Chair 
person. FSDB contracted services are a benefit to many departments, and the overall contract is 
facilitated by Shelley Ardis. 

Attachment: None 

Department/Presenter:  Shelley Ardis, Technology Services 
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Allied Health Services Report 
May 24, 2019 

Health Care Center Report 
Total Aug 18 Sept 18 Oct 18 Nov 18 Dec 18 Jan 19 Feb 19 Mar 19 Apr 19 May 19 

ACU Visits 
(*Total includes all students that 
were assessed in the ACU clinic 
as a "Walk-ins", "Scheduled Appts." 
"Physicals", "Vision Screenings", 
and "Miscellaneous.") 

4,769 433 594 626 567 394 490 545 445 675 

TCU Visits 
(*Total includes all students that 
were admitted to the TCU.) 

518 28 40 53 67 51 70 74 50 85 

Eye Clinic- Specialty 67 3 8 16 4 8 7 3 9 9 

PDC Clinic- Specialty 139 7 17 24 13 10 16 17 16 19 

Off Campus 
(*ER visits, Opthalmology, Home) 

28 3 2 6 3 4 1 3 1 5 

5,521 474 661 725 654 467 584 642 521 793 

Physicians/ Specialists Total Aug 18 Sept 18 Oct 18 Nov 18 Dec 18 Jan 19 Feb 19 Mar 19 Apr 19 May 19 

Physician Assistant 661 102 113 103 82 62 88 104 82 117 

Medical Director/ Pediatrician 139 7 17 24 13 10 16 17 16 19 

Opthalmologist 57 3 2 16 4 4 7 3 9 9 

857 112 132 143 99 76 23 20 107 145 
Dental Report 

Dental Clinic Procedures Total Aug 18 Sept 18 Oct 18 Nov 18 Dec 18 Jan 19 Feb 19 Mar 19 Apr 19 May 19 

Hygiene 86 0 0 11 7 8 15 21 11 13 

X-ray 9 0 0 1 3 3 3 0 2 0 

Emergency 15 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 5 1 

Other 4 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 

Operative 36 0 0 7 2 7 2 2 5 11 

Surgical 8 0 0 0 2 3 3 0 0 0 

Preventative 12 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 2 4 

Screening 54 0 0 4 3 13 22 5 4 3 

Exam 43 0 0 4 4 11 1 7 12 4 

267 0 0 30 23 49 46 42 41 36 

Dental Staff Total Aug 17 Sept 17 Oct 17 Nov 17 Dec 17 Jan 18 Feb 18 Mar 18 Apr 18 May 18 

UF Dentistry 160 0 0 16 12 36 30 20 24 22 

Hygienist 69 0 0 14 11 13 19 22 17 14 

Seaside Dentistry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

229 0 0 30 23 49 30 20 41 36 0 

0 

0 

0 
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Allied Health Services 
Page 2  

Psychology 
Lucy Mitchell, Licensed Clinical Social Worker in the Blind Department: 
o   Has completed YMHFA and the training course to become a trainer for YMHFA. 
o   Continues to provide stress management groups to dorm students in the blind department. 
o   Have assisted with TDVA with Karen Kolkedy. 
o Continued to participate in the yearly training and meeting for PBIS and I am on both the BEMS PBS 

team and the Apartment PBS team. 
  
Several staff members from FSDB, including Dr. Silke Parle Douglas Wendy Williams and Lucy Mitchell 
went to a Love and Logic workshop in Orlando on Thursday, April 25th, 2019. The workshop gave staff 
members "techniques for defiant, strong-willed, unmotivated, and even easygoing kids."  Dr. Douglas is 
the psychologist for the Deaf Middle School and Wendy Williams is the Licensed Mental Health 
Counselor for the same department, Lucy Mitchell, Licensed Clinical Social Worker in the Blind 
Department. 
 

Speech & Audiology 
Mary Hanson (SLP) went with students on the May 3rd orientation and mobility field trip. She has gone 
on several BEMS field trips this spring and collaborated across disciplines to work on the development 
of the students' language skills in the areas of vocabulary, academic, written, social (pragmatic) and 
functional language skills. Because of the hands-on nature of the field trips, students were able to 
practice independent skills of daily living as well. Ms. Hanson hope to expand on this collaboration 
across disciplines next year to continue to develop our students' skills in functional academics (math, 
science, language arts), communication, social language and independent living. 
 
On April 18, eighteen students from the Deaf High School attended the annual senior speech-language 
trip to the St. Augustine lighthouse.  It was a perfect, sunny day and everyone appreciated the 
beautiful view from the top. In fact, one of the docents remarked to the staff that she had never seen a 
more interested group of students. After the lighthouse, the group went to a local restaurant for 
abundant quantities of both food and conversation.  Participating students have spent years 
developing their speech, spoken language, auditory and speech-reading skills.  This event allows the 
students to use their acquired communication skills in multiple settings and enables the speech-
language pathologists to applaud their hard work and their success! 
 
Sharon Griffiths (Speech Teacher) in DES completed a vocabulary building activity by having students 
describe different kinds of flowers. As the student described the flower she typed the description into 
google images.  The student was then able to pick the kind of flower they were describing.  Mrs. 
Griffiths and the students made a book of the different kinds of flowers and named each one.  They 
repeated the process and were able to name 6 kinds of dogs.  After the books were complete students 
shared their books with various staff members and asked them to name their favorite kind of flower 
and breed of dog.  The students loved this vocabulary building activity! 
 
Stan Gustetic 
Administrator Allied Health Services 
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Boarding Program  
 Board Report 
May 24, 2019 

 

 
Apartment Program 

• We burst into Spring and approached the close of another school year as the Apartment Program 
became filled with activities that not only stressed the Apartment goals of “Developing Lives and 
Shaping Futures” but incorporated the PBIS ideals of Cooperation, Responsibility, and Respect. 
This furthers our goal of making PBIS the right thing to do on a daily basis. 

• Mrs. Enache from Mobility continues to work with the Blind/VI young women of Wartmann Hall 
as they improve their independent living skills and grow in independence.  The Blind/VI young 
men of Ray Charles have taken the PBIS ideals to heart and because of this have received pizza 
from Pam at the guard shack for always having their ID badges and ice cream floats and cookies 
from the Ray Charles staff for always being respectful, responsible, and cooperative.  Some of the 
students also went off campus to DOTZ to check it out with their newly acquired mobility passes. 

• There have been several trips this month to movie theaters in St. Augustine and Jacksonville, 
which allows our students to show the community the caliber of young adults that the Apartment 
Program at FSDB produces and they did not disappoint.  A group from Ray Charles also went to 
downtown St. Augustine for a pizza dinner and explore the town with their staff. 

• We have started our final community service project for this year to benefit “Pie in the Sky,’’ a 
local organization that provides food for the elderly and the poor.  We are making motivational 
cards to be placed in the items they deliver to their clients to help brighten their day. 

• Finally, we have had two separate PBIS trips to the Golden Corral to thank our students for the 
excellent commitment they displayed to PBIS and the Apartment goals.  The second trip was a 
“Couples and Friends” dinner where students could go with a someone they are dating or with a 
good friend to enjoy an evening out together and to allow them to socialize as adults. 

• With only a few short weeks of school left we can proudly look back on what has been another 
successful year in the Apartment Program at FSDB! 

 
Athletics and Recreation 

• Russ Koenig, Flag Football Head Coach, was named the inaugural Coach of the Week by the 
Jacksonville Jaguars for his win against district foe, Baldwin High School.  The school received a 
check for $800.  The boys’ and girls’ goalball teams won 1st place at the EAAB Conference 
tournament held at the Perkins School for the Blind.  Congratulations to FSDB Athletics. 

• A variety of programs are being offered to the students.  Youth league basketball is in full 
swing and will wrap up in May.  Students are participating in Fit Club and are really engaged in 
becoming stronger and more fit.  Thanks to the recreation staff for their hard work. 

 
Blind Department 

Kramer Hall  

• Kramer Hall had an exciting month!  The students are enjoying the warmer weather and have 
been spending more time outdoors.  They enjoyed a small scavenger hunt and a nature walk 
around the bay.  They also had a game night, which consisted of board games, music, and healthy 
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snacks. We had our monthly movie night with popcorn, drinks, and socializing. It was a great 
month. 

 
Cary White 

• The students and staff of each pod went to a restaurant with their group.  Some went to 
Yamato’s, Chick-fil-A, and some had pizza in the dorm. The students learned about nutrition, 
proper eating habits, and manners. 

• The boys had stress management classes with Lucy Mitchell, our social worker who works in 
evenings.  She met with the 6th and 7th graders together then met with the 8th graders. The boys 
enjoyed the classes. 

 
Koger Hall  

•  Two of our students planned a Taking the Lead outing at Target to choose Mother’s Day gifts.  
They went to the service counter and introduced themselves from the Florida School for the Deaf 
and the Blind who wanted assistance. A young woman, named Skye, was extremely helpful in 
navigating them around the aisles and pointing out different items.  She expressed gratitude for 
the opportunity to help them because she learned so much in the process.  The two students 
were so excited about how much confidence they had earned and on our return to Koger Hall 
envisioned similar future endeavors! 

• Because communication is a skill everyone needs to improve upon, during a curriculum class we 
focused on identifying ways of speaking appropriately in social conversations.  When the students 
were asked what pet peeves they had regarding social conversation, in person and on social 
media, there was no shortage of participation!  As they pointed out numerous irritations and faux 
pas’ people habitually make they were able to see some of the ways they might become more 
savvy, sensitive, and understanding in their own ways of communicating. 

• The sophomores had a curriculum on the appropriate way to clean a kitchen to prepare them for 
their junior year when they are cooking.  This included how to wash and dry dishes and stack 
them neatly in the cupboards.  Wiping the table and completely cleaning the microwave by 
pulling out the rotating plate.  The students participated in using cleaning cloths to wipe down 
counters to the edges and corners.  The double sinks were also addressed as a primary source of 
growing germs and they were showed how so to scrub them with soap and wipe it dry. 

 
MacWilliams Hall  

• I can’t say enough about the great staff team at MacWilliams Hall and all the great work they do 
for the students and FSDB. 

• During the month of April, the students had the opportunity to get out of the dorm for dinner. 
First was the Freshmen and Sophomores, who combined their off-campus dinner trip with a 
community service outing.  Their afternoon started with a trip out to a local community park 
(Treaty Park) where the students were divided into teams and set forth with their team captains 
(Dorm Staff) to pick up trash throughout the park.  Many of the community members in the park 
that day made comments of appreciation to the students for their efforts.  After about an hour, 
the students boarded the bus and headed to Palm Coast for dinner at Golden Corral.  The boys 
behaved as respectful young gentlemen and ate to their hearts’ content.  

• The Juniors planned their night out aside from their community service work and went to dinner 
at Ichiban Buffet.  There’s something about high school aged young men and “All you can eat” 
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restaurants, but I am delighted that both groups behave responsibly and respectfully and are 
good stewards and representatives of F.S.D.B. 

• As of today, the IRP curriculum portion of dorm instruction has come to a close, although 
Independent Life Skills are taught and practiced daily, curriculum classes on Monday nights are 
over and the staff have begun creating the students’ final IRP report cards for the 4th quarter. 
In the coming weeks, the students will be busy with final academic testing, end of quarter 
projects and class field trips.  Here in the dorm, we’re working on not just their final report cards, 
but we’re also planning a few more dorm activities as well.  We’ll be taking a dorm trip for 
“Dinner and a Movie” to have dinner at Golden Corral and to see the greatest “Avengers” movie 
yet.  And, In the final week of the school-year, we will be having a grand cookout and our PBIS 
awards dorm presentation as well as a field day of sorts with a waterslide and outdoor games 
provided by the Recreation/Activities department. 
 

Deaf Department Elementary and Middle School 

Vaill Hall 

• April and May are our busy months in Vaill Hall.  Our garden has flourished and the strawberry 
plants are looking good.  The students have been eating the vegetables raw and cooked.  

• Our 4th and 5th graders enjoyed a trip to Rebounders.   The staff that worked there had a blast 
with our students.  They were impressed by how well behaved our students are.  The next trip 
we have coming up will be a visit to Ripley’s Splash Park.   

• Our kids dyed Easter eggs and we had an Easter egg hunt in the dorm.  Soon the students will 
start making Mother Day gifts.   

• In May, our 5th graders will visit the middle school dorms.  This helps them get an idea where 
they will be going in the fall when they return to school after summer break. 

 
Gregg Hall 

• On Monday, April 15, 2019, the students participated in an egg scavenger hunt in which they 
had to read a list of clues related to areas they visit every day; one letter was in each egg. 
Once every group found an egg from each location on the list, they had to put the letters in 
the correct order to figure out the mystery word. The students worked well together in each 
group. They realized cooperation with one another was the key! 

• The week before Mother’s Day, students will be making Mother’s Day gifts for their mothers 
or someone special to them. 

• On Tuesday, May 21, 2019, students and staff will be going on a field trip to Epic Theatres in 
Saint Augustine to see a movie with open captions on the movie screen. The students and 
staff are looking forward to this trip! 
 

McLane Hall 

• The McLane Hall staff took the students on a field trip to Treaty Park and Cold Cow Ice Cream. 
Staff cooked on the grill for the students and the boys were able to play in the park.  Students 
helped set up for the cook-out and helped clean up afterwards.  For dessert, the students 
visited Cold Cow Ice Cream and practiced their skills with handling money and ordering. 
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• The 8th grade group has been adding more play and exercise into their routine.  Staff has been 
encouraging the students to walk the track and play football during their down time to burn 
some energy and to practice good sportsmanship and healthy living. 

• Some of the students have been getting involved with the McLane Hall PBS Dorm Store.  They 
helped carry in the bags from shopping, organize and stock the shelves, and helped other 
students find items in the store. 

• The McLane Hall boys will be going on a field trip to see a movie.  The students will practice 
handling money, placing orders, and appropriate behavior in a movie theater.  The rules and 
guidelines will be explained by staff prior to the trip to prepare the students to use their CR2 
behavior in public. 

 
Deaf Department High School 

James Hall 

•  This month, for curriculum, we discussed how nutrition relates to health.  Students were 
taught the importance of reading nutrition labels, understanding serving sizes, reviewing your 
carbohydrate, sugar, and salt intake.  Students were asked to select their favorite snack and a 
healthy snack to review.  Several students discovered that their healthy snack option included 
high amounts of sugar.  Some amounts were the same as the less healthy options.  At the end 
of the lesson, we emphasized to students the importance of moderation, reading food labels, 
and to not drink all of your calories.  

• To help our girls get ready for the prom, we conducted a workshop on basic skin care and 
makeup.  A variety of skin care products and makeup where displayed for students.  We 
started with discussing the basic grooming practice of washing your face and we concluded 
with hygienic practices of makeup.  Students were taught what types of makeup can be 
shared and which shouldn’t.  Students listed several items that should not be shared with 
peers.  As a result of our workshop for prom we had an increase in students bringing personal 
makeup.  When asked why a student did not have eyeliner or mascara on we were informed 
“She didn’t bring her own and we don’t share.”  

• We had a personal safety workshop given by our Campus Police.  Students were attentive and 
had good questions for the officers.  Students were educated on the importance of staying in 
groups and helping each other.  During the workshop, we had a lot of “what if” questions. 
Students where taught stay in a group, watch your surroundings, get to a safe place, report 
and call 911.  Students and staff were happy to learn that there is the ability to text message 
911 on campus and in many counties throughout the state of Florida.  
 

Rhyne Hall 

•  For community service, the students have been involved in several different activities.  Most 
of the dorm went to an ASL event.  The students socialized with students from another school 
to help teach the ASL learners about Deaf culture and help improve their sign skills.  The 
students also did a campus cleanup.  They walked around campus picking up trash.  

• Staff have been teaching the boys various things.  Gary Hurd has been teaching them about 
tools and what they are used for.  Gary brought in his tool box and has been explaining what 
each tool is and it’s use.  The juniors participated in a curriculum activity to teach them how to 
get ready for a fancy event.  They have learned how to iron a dress shirt, use starch, and tie a 
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tie. This curriculum was done before prom so the students could use what they learned to get 
ready for prom. The behavior specialist, Marilyn Miller, has been working with the freshmen 
and sophomores teaching them how to manage their emotions and how to seek out support.  

• The students participated in a lockdown drill.  During this drill, they were taught what to do if 
they do not make it into the safe room.  We discussed where their safe corners are and things 
they are to do during an actual lockdown.   

• One of our students, Luis M., started a mentorship program with a middle school student.  
Luis meets with the middle school student once a week to help demonstrate mature and 
appropriate behavior.  When they first met, Luis asked him about his behaviors and gave him 
examples of how he should behave.  When Luis ask him if he listens to staff, the middle school 
boy replied, “Sometimes.”  Luis then explained CR2 to him and related CR2 with listening to 
staff to show mature behavior.  Luis received a gift card for how mature he behaved during his 
first meeting with the middle school boy.  It was very impressive to see a young high school 
student take the initiative to question the student and give the proper guidance without any 
prompting from the staff.  The high school dorm is working with the middle school dorm to 
setup a mentorship program with more students in the future. 

 
Boarding Program Staff Training & Development and Student Independent Living Skills  
The Boarding Program staff and students participated in the following professional development 
activities, in-service trainings, and independent living skills activities. 
 
Professional Development Activities 

• Eyvolle M. Pamphile completed and participated in the following: 

• Training Magazine Network (TMN): Webinar on 03/19/19- Spiff-Up Your Next Presentation; 
Becky Pike Pluth. 

• Govloop: Webinar on 03/28/19– Increasing Diversity & Inclusion in Government. 

• TMN: Webinar on 04/09/19- 4 Ways Leadership Drives Agile Impact. 

• TMN: Webinar on 04/17/19- Rock the Digital Workplace. 

• TMN: Webinar on 04/18/19- Lessons on How to Be a Super Presenter. 

• TMN: Webinar on 05/02/19- 4 Imperatives: How to Content That Works.  
 

• S.U.P.E.R-visor Updates & Training: 

• Supervisory Updates forwarded on 03/24/19 via the BP Leadership Google Classroom- 
GovLoop Blog Post – The Employees You Should Worry About losing: Your Average Ones. 

• Supervisory Updates forwarded on 04/01/19 via the BP Leadership Google Classroom- 
GovLoop Blog Post – 4 Common Myths About Leadership. 

• Supervisory Updates forwarded on 04/08/19 via the BP Leadership Google Classroom- 
GovLoop Blog Post – How to Boost Personal Productivity. 

• Supervisory Updates forwarded on 04/15/19 via the BP Leadership Google Classroom- 
GovLoop Blog Post – Setting the Tone for Workplace Culture. 

• Supervisory Updates forwarded on 04/23/19 via the BP Leadership Google Classroom- 
GovLoop Blog Post – In Defense of the Lunch Break. 
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• Supervisory Updates forwarded on 04/29/19 via the BP Leadership Google Classroom- 
GovLoop Blog Post – Starting Strong: 6 Tips for First-Time Managers or Seasoned Managers 
Who Want to Reset.  

 

• Staff Workshops: Spring 2019 Blind Department Professional Development Program: 

• 03/26/19 to 04/16/19: 12 Week Basic Orientation & Mobility Tuesday course with Cristina 
Sapp- FSDB Orientation & Mobility Specialist, ends for Boarding Program staff. 

• 03/26/19 to 04/30/19: 12 Week Braille II Tuesday course with Mary Bilancio-FSDB Blind 
Department Parent Advisor and State Trainer, continues for Boarding Program staff. 

• 03/27/19 to 05/01/19: 12 Week Braille I Wednesday course with Mary Bilancio-FSDB Blind 
Department Parent Advisor and State Trainer, continues for Boarding Program staff. 

 
Monthly Staff In-Service Trainings & Updates: 

• Dorm Instructor Updates- 04/01/19 to 04/15/19 

• Staff Updates forwarded on 04/01/19 via the Training Resources Google Classroom- GovLoop 
Blog Post – Making Your Coworkers Feel Valued. 

• Staff Updates forwarded on 04/08/19 via the Training Resources Google Classroom- GovLoop 
Blog Post – Boost Employee Morale: 3 Simple Steps You Can Take. 

• Staff Updates forwarded on 04/15/19 via the Training Resources Google Classroom- GovLoop 
Blog Post – My “First Seven-Minute Speech” Moment. 
 

• Individual Dorm Instructor In-Service Sessions- 04/03/19 

• Staff Health Care workshop (wheelchair transfer assistance) for the following Blind 
Department Overnight Staff with Sheyna Buck- FSDB Physical Therapist. 

- Chris Brillhart 
- James Post 

 

• April Training for eighty-four Evening Shift Boarding Program Dorm Instructors via three 
Google Classrooms- 04/19/19 

1.  2019 IRP Program Goals:  

• This classroom contained the following information regarding the 2019 IRP Program Goal:  
- Individualized IRP for each student 
- Parent/caretaker involvement in the selection of at least two Life Centered Career 

Education (LCCE) objectives 
- IRPs that identify the date, methods of facilitation, as well as, follow-up plans 
- Concise tracking of each student’s development to share with the student’s 

parent/caretaker 
- Solid documentation of how we are developing our students’ life skills 

• Participants were instructed to provide ideas and suggestions regarding the IRP Program 
Goals, via a feedback form. 
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2.  Spring 2019 Expanded Core Curriculum:  

• This classroom contained instructional videos from the FSDB LearningNetwork. Participants 
were required to review the videos specific to their student population and then provide 
feedback. The following is a list of videos;  

• Blind Elementary Learning Skills 
- “Tactile Graphics” Strategy 
- “Calendar Manipulatives” Strategies 
- “Math Concepts Through Music and Rhythm” Strategy 
- “Making Words” Strategy 

• Blind MS, HS & Post-Secondary Learning Skills 
- “Folding Money” Strategy 
- “Shared Inquiry” Strategy 
- Quizlet App 

• Deaf Elementary Learning Skills 
- Montessori: “Calendar Time” 
- Montessori: “Even and Odd Numbers” 
- “Chaining/Sandwiching” Strategy 
- “ASL Beats and Rhythms” Strategy 

• Deaf MS, HS & Post-Secondary Learning Skills  
- “Empowering Students” Strategy 
- “Kahoot” Online Tool 
- “Shared Inquiry” Strategy 
- “Differentiated Instruction” 

 
3.  FSDB’s MTSS Discipline Procedures 

• This classroom contained a link to FSDB’s MTSS Website. Participants accessed the Website 
and reviewed the following topics regarding Discipline Procedures: 

- Starting the Classroom Intervention Process 
- Moving to the MTSS Team Referral 
- Discipline Referral Processes 
- Analysis at the School Level 
- Analysis at the District Level (BORT) 
- Other discipline and Behavior Related Topics  

• Participants completed the MTSS Discipline Procedures quiz after reviewing the topics. 
 
Student Independent Living Skills (ILS) Workshops: 

• 03/25/19: Stress Management workshop for the MacWilliams Hall 10th grade boys with 
Evening Shift Social Worker, Lucy Mitchell- Week#3- Problem Solving. 

• 03/26/19: Law Enforcement workshop for the Ray Charles, 2nd Floor young men with FSDB 
Police Officer, Matthew Beaudua- Underage Drinking: Know the Facts, Know the Risks. 

• 04/01/19: Stress Management workshop for the MacWilliams Hall 11th grade boys with 
Evening Shift Social Worker, Lucy Mitchell- Week#1- Identifying Stress. 

• 04/01/19: law Enforcement workshop for the Ray Charles Center- 1st Floor young men with 
FSDB Police Officer, Matthew Beaudua- The Legal Consequences of Bad Decision Making. 
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• 04/02/19: law Enforcement workshop for the Rhyne Hall boys with FSDB Police Officer, 
Matthew Beaudua- Identify Basic Civil Rights When Being Questioned by Law Enforcement. 

• 04/03/19: Stress Management workshop for the Cary White 8th grade boys with Evening Shift 
Social Worker, Lucy Mitchell- Week#1- Identifying Stress. 

• 04/08/19: Law Enforcement workshop for the Koger Hall 1st Floor girls with FSDB Police 
Services Officer, Lt. Dexter Wimberly- Me and My 500 “Friends”- Staying Safe on Social 
Networks. 

• 04/08/19: Stress Management workshop for the MacWilliams Hall 11th grade boys with 
Evening Shift Social Worker, Lucy Mitchell- Week#2- Managing Stress. 

• 04/09/19: Behavioral workshop for the Rhyne Hall boys with FSDB Behavior Specialist, 
Marilyn Miller- Identify Common Emotions (fear, love, hate & sadness). 

• 04/15/19: Personal Safety Student workshop for the Koger Hall 1st Floor girls with FSDB Police 
Services Officer, Lt. Dexter Wimberly- Everything You Need to Know About Prescription & OTC 
Drugs in 22 Minutes. 

• 04/15/19: Stress Management workshop for the MacWilliams Hall 11th grade boys with 
Evening Shift Social Worker, Lucy Mitchell- Week#3- Problem Solving. 

• 04/16/19: Personal Safety Student workshop for the Apartment Program and James Hall 
young ladies with FSDB Police Services Officer, Lt. Dexter Wimberly- Identify Precautions to 
Follow When Dealing with Stranger 

• 04/16/19: Behavioral workshop for the Rhyne Hall boys with FSDB Behavior Specialist, 
Marilyn Miller- List Positive and Negative Effects of Criticism. 

• 04/17/19: Stress Management workshop for the Cary White 8th grade boys with Evening Shift 
Social Worker, Lucy Mitchell- Week#2- Managing Stress 

• 04/23/19: Personal Safety Student workshop for the Vaill Hall boys and girls with FSDB Police 
Services Officer, Lt. Dexter Wimberly- Identify Precautions to Follow When Dealing with 
Stranger 

• 04/24/19: Stress Management workshop for the Cary White 8th grade boys with Evening Shift 
Social Worker, Lucy Mitchell- Week#3- Problem Solving. 

 
ILS Hour schedule- 4th Quarter of ILS Hour dates are 03/03/19 to 04/17/19 for elementary to high 
school dorms, and 03/26/19 to 05/14/19 for Apartment Program dorms. 
Weekly Sessions: 

• Mondays- Vaill Hall, Koger Hall, and MacWilliams Hall. 

• Tuesdays- McLane Hall, and Rhyne Hall. 

• Wednesdays- Kramer Hall and Cary White Complex. 

• Sundays- Gregg Hall and James Hall.  
Bi-Weekly Sessions: 

• Tuesdays- Apartment Dorms- Collins House, Bloxham Hall, Wartmann Hall, Ted Johnson 
Center, and 2nd Floor Ray Charles Center. 

• Sundays- 1st Floor Ray Charles Center. 
 
 

Kathleen Grunder 
Administrator of Residential Services 
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ACCOUNTING 
Submitted by John Wester, Comptroller  

 
Accounting 
Prompt Payment Compliance – Section 215.422, Florida Statutes, Prompt Payment of Vendor 
Invoices:  For the period through April 30, 2019, 100.00% of 249 invoices were paid in accordance 
with the statute (compliance minimum is 95%). 
 
Purchasing 
Tangible Personal Property Inventory – Rule 69I-72.006, Florida Administrative Code:  The annual 
inventory of tangible personal property items, each with original cost exceeding $1,000.00, is 
proceeding as scheduled.  The inventory must be completed by fiscal year-end.  A copy of the 
FSDB Property Manual, containing the requirements for an annual inventory, may be obtained 
from the FSDB Comptroller’s Office. 

 

ADVANCEMENT  
Submitted by Tanya Rhodes, Executive Director of Advancement 

 
Donations for March 2019 

Number of Donations = 129     Number of Donors = 125      Dollars Received = $25,916 
 

Donations for April 2019 
Number of Donations = 107    Number of Donors = 106      Dollars Received = $19,687 

 
FY 18/19 Year-to-Date as of April 30, 2019 

     Number of Donations = 2,171      Number of Donors = 1,299      Dollars received = $1,521,933.11 

Year-to-date, our dollars are 23% or $285,922 above of what we received in April 2018. 
 
 
Campus Visits/Donor Visits/Presentations/Activities  

• Provided a tour of FSDB to four major donors. 

• Provided a tour of FSDB to six individuals interested in learning more about the school. 

• Hosted a running race with a portion of the race on the FSDB campus. Proceeds from the race 
benefited FSDB. 

• Met with four FSDB donors (one of the four was a major contributor).  

• Presented to 30 people about FSDB. 

• Presented to 60 Quota International members (at their annual conference) about FSDB. 

• Presented to over 100 people about FSDB, supplemented by a Dance Troupe performance. 

  
ADMINISTRATOR OF BUSINESS SERVICES 

BOARD REPORT    
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• Coordinated with Northrop Grumman for FSDB’s Garden Shop to be at the company’s annual 
Earth Day event. 

• Coordinated a third-party event with a business in Jacksonville. Proceeds from the event 
benefited FSDB.  

Donors to FSDB help provide wonderful opportunities for our students!  Math Counts is funded 

with private dollars. 

The FSDB Deaf Middle School (DMS) Math team traveled to Rochester, NY to take part in the 
National Math Competition. The event took place April 3-5, 2019 at the National Technical 
Institute for the Deaf (NTID) on the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) campus. 
 
The FSDB team made up of eighth-graders took 4th place in the team competition category. 
Brieillys Colon-Mendez, Katarzyna Horvath, Geoffrey Porter, and Daniel Pletenets worked all year 
to prepare for the competition, coached by DMS Math teachers Carolyn Cervantes and Donna 
O’Neill. The team met twice a week during lunchtime from September until April.  The coaches 
gave up their own time to plan each meeting, teach, make travel arrangements, and take the 
students to two annual competitions (one at the University of North Florida in Jacksonville and the 
other at RIT).   
 
Out of 168 participants, FSDB students ranked 9th, 11th, 63rd, and 80th based on individual scores 
(in random order to preserve student identities).  
 
"We are so proud of their accomplishments, and the experience is a great opportunity for them. I 
loved cheering for them on the sidelines and seeing how much their hard work has paid off," said 
Ms. Cervantes.  
 
Ms. O'Neill stated that her favorite part of the team is enjoying how students' math 
comprehension grew over time and to see their faces when they arrived at RIT and made new 
friends from across the nation including Canada. 
 
“The students worked hard and never gave up on their goal of ranking high at the NTID/RIT Math 
Competition,” said Patty Liller, Deaf Middle School Assistant Principal. 
 
In the Words of FSDB Students 
“I love my math team because we work hard together.” –Katarzyna Horvath  
 
“The math team is good for me because it helps me understand math and solve problems.” –
Brieillys Colon-Mendez 
 
“I joined the math team because I love math and I gain experience from the competitions. The fun 
part of the NTID trip is meeting and making new friends.” –Daniel Pletenets 
 
“I enjoy being able to learn about different math concepts that we have not studied yet in our 
curriculum.” –Geoffrey Porter 
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About the Competition 
The NTID/RIT Math Competition consists of five separate events, as follows: 
 
Team Problem Solving Challenge—This challenge lasts 45 minutes and consists of 10 problems that 
team members must work together to solve.  
 
Sprint Round—This round has competitors working on an individual basis. It lasts 40 minutes and 
consists of 30 problems, each of which tests accuracy with time being such that only the most 
capable students will complete all the problems.  
 
Target Round—This round has the competitor working individually. It lasts approximately 24 
minutes and consists of eight problems, each of which features multi-step problems that engage 
students in mathematical reasoning and problem-solving processes. 
 
Team Countdown Round—This is a fast-paced, written competition for top-scoring teams (based 
on scores in all rounds and the Team Problem Solving Challenge). In this round, pairs of teams 
compete against each other and the clock to solve problems. 
 
Individual Countdown Round—This is a fast-paced, written competition for top-scoring individuals 
(based on scores in the Sprint and Target Rounds).  In this round, pairs of students compete 
against each other and the clock to solve problems.  
 

AUDIT 
Submitted by Julia Mintzer, Administrator of Business Services 

 
2018 Financial Statement Audit:  The Auditor General completed its financial statement audit of 
FSDB and conducted the exit conference on March 25, 2019.  There were no findings and only 
some reclasses of expenses with no material effect. 
 

INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE 
Submitted by David Hanvey, CFP, Vice President-Wealth Management-UBS 

 
During the month of April, the endowment increased +$325,778.81 (+2.16%), +10.44% Year-to- 
Date, and +7.96% for the trailing 12 months with a closing portfolio value of 
$15,589,090.90.  Dividends and interest income totaled +$19,954.48 and accrued interest 
increased +$7,558,28.  During the same period, the Benchmark increased +1.83%, +9.74%, and 
+6.34% respectively.  Furthermore, the S&P 500 increased +4.05%, 18.25%, and 13.49% while the 
Barclays US AG Gov./CD Int. Bond Index increased +0.10%, +2.02% and +6.34% 
respectively.   Additionally, $122,169.23 was withdrawn during the month. 
 
Investors have been quickly rewarded for their patience during the market sell off in the fourth 
quarter of 2018 with the S&P 500 hitting an all-time high last week.  This was helped by positive 
Federal Reserve policy, potential resolutions to the U.S. – China trade talks, and better-than-
expected corporate earnings. So far, 78% of all companies reporting in the S&P 500 have beat 
profit estimates.  However, S&P 500 valuations are now considered fairly valued and our rolling 
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six-month price target remains at 2,950.  Future upside in markets will be driven by earnings 
growth.  We believe market swings, or volatility, will continue and we see better opportunities in 
international and emerging market equities.  

 

SAFE SCHOOLS 
Submitted by Tracy Sampson, School Safety Specialist 

  
• A Safety and Security Update for Stakeholders script has been prepared for Dr. Prickett to 

present to parents and staff. 
 
• Recommendations for a Designated Point of Entry for each campus building have been 

submitted and will be shared with administrators for their input. 
 
• The Care Assessment Team continues to meet monthly, with ad-hoc meetings conducted when 

the need arises.   
 
• A Pre-Admissions File Review has been implemented as part of the Care Assessment process. 
 
• Youth Mental Health First Aid Training continues to be offered to staff members. 
 
• Campus-wide lockdown drills continue to be conducted; a bomb threat evacuation was 

executed in March 2019.    
 
• Building signage site visit from vendors has been completed. 
 
• The Threat Assessment Policy is under development. 
 
• The Integrated Security and Communications Team continues to meet to identify technology 

infrastructure and processes to enhance school safety. 
 
 

SAFETY AND FACILITIES OPERATIONS 
Submitted by Joe Bruce, Executive Director of Safety and Facilities Operations 

 
SAFETY/RISK MANAGEMENT 
 

April 2019 Data 
● Domestic Hot Water (Weekly)—No temperature greater than 110F.  

o Completed 185 of 185 tests with zero variations from the standard. 

• Anti-Scald Valves (Monthly)—Completion of all scheduled testing.  
o All tests (23) completed with zero variations from the standard. 

● Haz-Com Inspections (Monthly)—Zero missing MSDS; zero unlabeled products.  
o Two labs inspected with zero variations from the standard. 

● Shop Safety Inspection (Monthly)—Safety equipment in good condition.  
o Three shops inspected with zero variations from the standard.  

● Fire Drills (Monthly)—Exercise all scheduled buildings in accordance with NFPA requirements; 
evacuate in less than three minutes.  

o All scheduled drills completed with zero variations from the standard.  
● Swimming Pool (Daily)—100% compliant with published chemical limits.  
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o Completed 20 of 22 tests with zero variations from the standard. Incomplete: two scheduled 
leave days.  

● Domestic/Potable Water Quality (Bimonthly)—100% compliant with published chemical limits.  
o Results of water on file for last testing. 

 

TRAINING AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Submitted by Christy Slater, Director of Training and Quality Assurance 

 

Training 2018-2019 

 
Between April 12, 2019 and May 24, 2019, the Training and Quality Assurance Department 
facilitated 3 CPR classes, 1 Full CPI Class, 1 CPI Refresher class, 4 QPR classes, and 5 Youth Mental 
Health First Aid classes.  
 
The Winter Session of The Developing Child course concluded on April 24, 2019. This 60-hour 
course focuses on the physical, social, emotional, and cognitive needs of students and helps 
Residential Boarding Instructors meet the requirements to move to the next level of supervision. 
 

Strategic Plan 

Strategic Plan Flash Report 

❖ Priority Goal 1: Academic Achievement/Workforce Prep Champion - Tracie Snow 

Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) - - % of students making growth 

 

MAP -- Reading 
3-12 Blind; K-12 Deaf 

2018-2019 2018-2019 
Goal 

FSDB Overall 71% 70% 

Deaf Department 70 % 70% 

DES 89% 78% 

DMS 65% 70% 

DHS 51% 70% 

Blind Department 72% 70% 

BEMS 69% 70% 

BHS 79% 76% 
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MAP -- Language 
3-12 Blind; K-12 Deaf 

2018-2019 2018-2019 
Goal 

FSDB Overall 71% 70% 

Deaf Department 67% 70% 

DES 84% 80% 

DMS 70% 75% 

DHS 48% 70% 

Blind Department 80% 70% 

BEMS 71% 75% 

BHS 72% 70% 

 

 

 

 

 

MAP -- Math 
3-12 Blind; K-12 Deaf 

2018-2019 2018-2019 
Goal 

FSDB Overall 77% 80% 

Deaf Department 84% 85% 

DES 93% 90% 

DMS 74% 80% 

DHS 82% 85% 

Blind Department 65% 77% 

BEMS 64% 80% 

BHS 69% 75% 

MAP -- Science 
3-9 Blind; 3-9 Deaf 

2018-2019 2018-2019 
Goal 

FSDB Overall 61%  

 

70% 

Deaf Department 70% 

DES 82% 

DMS 60% 

DHS N/A 

Blind Department 43% 

BEMS 43% 

BHS N/A 
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Support Services 

Services as indicated by IEP 2018-2019 
YTD 

2018-2019 
Goal 

% of Students attending Speech/Audiology as 
indicated by the IEP 

99% 100% 

% of Students attending Allied Health Counseling, 
provided by a Psychologist, as indicated on the IEP 

97% 100% 

% of Students attending OT/PT as indicated by the IEP 98% 100% 

 

❖ Priority Goal 2: Staff Development Champion - Randi Mitchell 

Priority Goal 2 is focusing on the programs and systems available to help assist with registration, 
tracking points, and providing professional development. Technology, Instructional Services, and 
TQA are exploring the possibility of streamlining registration and re-certification point tracking 
through NEFEC TRACK.  FSDB staff members will be able to register for upcoming trainings and PD 
through this site.  
 
The Priority Goal 2 team met with Hoonuit, a professional development video source, to learn how 
to use the program to provide playlists, individual professional development, and information on 
important job skills.  
 
In the Boarding Program, supervisors are working with their staff on team building and the 
Individual Residential Plans (IRP) for students. Boarding supervisors are using the newly created 
“Boarding Program New Employee Training Skills Checklist” to support new boarding program staff 
members. 
 
 
 
 

Achieve 3000 -- 3-12 Blind; 3-12 Deaf 2018-2019 2018-2019 
Goal 

FSDB Overall 80% 85% 

Deaf Department 76% 80% 

DES 83% 85% 

DMS 90% 79% 

DHS 67% 80% 

Blind Department 89% 95% 

BEMS 87% 95% 

BHS 92% 95% 
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❖ Priority Goal 3: Enrollment Champion - Dr. Prickett 

Enrollment Data:  Reflects data collected as of March 31, 2019 

Performance Measure 2018-2019 
2018-2019 

Goal 
Peak Enrollment 535 550 

Admissions Evaluations  104  

N/A 
Number Eligible  91 

Number of Withdrawals  57 

Number of Outreach Evaluations    7 

 

❖ Priority Goal 4: Digital Citizenship Champion - Shelley Ardis, Angela Saunders, Carol Bogue 

All 2018-2019 lessons have been delivered to students for completion. Data is being reviewed, 
discussed and evaluated to begin planning for next year.   
 
❖ Priority Goal 5: Stakeholder Relationships and Communication Champion- Nancy Bloch 

Collaborative efforts continue to see increased FSDB outreach to and relationship building with 
personnel in state government and legislative offices, school districts, and specialized service 
providers. We now have a Spanish version of the About FSDB Booklet, along with other Spanish 
collateral. Outreach packets are sent out across the state both on request and upon identification 
of key personnel. Representation at conferences, meetings, and events are ongoing - exhibits, 
presentations, poster sessions, and workshops. A FSDB Programs at a Glance slide deck continues 
to bring forth positive feedback. Radio PSAs and related publicity efforts have also increased. 
Refinement of scripts for campus tour are being developed, targeted to specific audiences. 
Legislative meetings with members and staff are under way. District personnel and parents across 
the state came to campus for the second Outreach Department-hosted FSDB Expo on February 28, 
which showcased school resources offered to current students and outreach services for school 
districts serving DHH, BVI, and deafblind students.  Periodic internal news “Did You Know?” 
postings also help campus personnel to become more familiar with individual departments and 
their roles/responsibilities. 
 
❖ Secondary Goal A:  Climate Surveys Champion - Christy Slater 

The Employee Engagement Survey has been completed and results will be reviewed in late spring.  
Parent, Staff, and Student Climate Surveys have been distributed.  Parent surveys were sent home 
via our wonderful Transportation as well as the US mail.  A second mailing was sent in early May.  
Students completed their surveys several different ways.  Middle and high schoolers took the 
survey on the computer, while fourth and fifth graders took the survey on paper.  Large print and 
braille versions of the survey were provided as requested by the Assistant Principals.  Results will 
be available in the summer.  
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Survey results are sent to each school/department for discussion and action planning.  Each school 
will submit a written Action Plan to address strengths, as well as areas of opportunity that were 
identified through the survey process.            
 
❖ Secondary Goal B:  Staff Resources Champion – Carrie Arnold 

YTD Turnover Rate = 6.7% 
YTD Retirees = 11 
Percent of filled FTE positions = 94% 
 
❖ Secondary Goal C:  Campus Infrastructure Champion - Julia Mintzer 

As of the date of this report, Our Facility Planner, GLE Associates, has conducted assessments of 36 
buildings and is currently assessing the last few buildings.  All building assessments are scheduled 
to be completed by the end of May. 
 
❖ Secondary Goal D:  Endowment Funding Champion - Tanya Rhodes 

Performance Measure 2018-2019 
2018-2019 

Target 

Private Dollars:  Percent of Progress Toward Annual Goal 94% $1,600,000 

Number of Donors 1993 1375 

Number of Donations 2042 2400 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Julia Mintzer 
Administrator of Business Services 
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Consolidated report prepared for Board Of Trustees For 
Group FSDB 

NX XX189  Fixed Income NX XX186  Div Ruler NX XX185  QGARP 

Performance review 
as of April 30, 2019 
Sources of portfolio value 
$ Millions 

Portfolio and selected benchmark returns 
Net Time-weighted returns annualized 

NX XX181  ESG NX XX188  QGARP 
NX XX191  Div Ruler NX XX182  SMID Equity 
NX XX190  QGARP NX XX183  ESG 
NX XX187  Fixed Income NX XX184  Div Ruler 

Portfolio value and investment results 

Performance returns (annualized > 1 year) 

MTD YTD 1 Year 2018 
03/31/2019 to 

04/30/2019 
12/31/2018 to 

04/30/2019 
04/30/2018 to 

04/30/2019 
12/31/2017 to 

12/31/2018 
Opening value 15,357,968.56 13,904,916.17 14,127,972.27 14,076,855.86 
Net deposits/withdrawals -122,169.23 158,435.37 214,486.25 337,970.94 
Div./interest income 19,954.48 100,173.89 397,503.39 401,581.52 
Change in accr. interest 7,558.28 17,110.03 3,000.63 -1,951.54 
Change in value 325,778.81 1,408,455.45 846,128.35 -909,540.61 

Closing value 15,589,090.90 15,589,090.90 15,589,090.90 13,904,916.17 
Net Time-weighted ROR 2.16 10.44 7.96 -4.15 

Net deposits and withdrawals include program and account fees. 

Time weighted rates of return (net of fees) 
Performance returns (annualized > 1 year) 

MTD YTD 1 Year 2018 
03/31/2019 to 12/31/2018 to 04/30/2018 to 12/31/2017 to 

04/30/2019 04/30/2019 04/30/2019 12/31/2018 
Your portfolio(%) 2.16 10.44 7.96 -4.15 
Consolidated Blended Index 
US Treasury Bill - 3 Mos 
Barclays US Ag Gov/Cd Int 
MSCI EAFE Curr (USD) 
Russell 2000 
S&P 500 
Return objective: 5.50% 

1.83 9.74 6.34 
0.19 0.79 2.15 
0.10 2.02 4.69 

-0.54 -1.09 -5.01 
3.40 18.48 4.61 
4.05 18.25 13.49 
0.44 1.78 5.50 

-3.74 
1.82 
1.19 

-3.37 
-11.01 

-4.38 
5.50 

Consolidated Blended Index:Start - Current: 3% MSCI Emerging Markets-NR; 9% Russell Mid Cap-Eq Wt; 3% Russell SmCap Complete; 12% MSCI EAFE-NR; 12% Russell 1000 Growth; 13% Russell 1000 
Value; 48% Barclays US Ag Gov/Cd Int 
Past performance does not guarantee future results and current performance may be lower/higher than past data presented. 
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Consolidated report prepared for Board Of Trustees For 
NX XX189  Fixed Income NX XX186  Div Ruler NX XX185  QGARP 
NX XX181  ESG NX XX188  QGARP 
NX XX191  Div Ruler NX XX182  SMID Equity 
NX XX190  QGARP NX XX183  ESG 
NX XX187  Fixed Income NX XX184  Div Ruler 

Additional information about your portfolio 
as of April 30, 2019 
Inception to date net time-weighted returns(annualized > 1 year) 

ITD 
Performance Start date to 
Start date 04/30/2019 

Consolidated 12/08/2014 5.46% 

Benchmark composition 

Consolidated 

Blended Index 
Start - Current: 3% MSCI Emerging Markets-NR; 9% Russell Mid Cap-Eq Wt; 3% Russell SmCap Complete; 12% MSCI EAFE-NR; 12% Russell 1000 Growth; 13% Russell 1000 Value; 48% Barclays US Ag Gov/Cd Int 
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Important information about this report
Disclosures applicable to accounts at UBS Financial Services Inc. 

This section contains important disclosures regarding the 
information and valuations presented here. All 
information presented is subject to change at any time 
and is provided only as of the date indicated. The 
information in this report is for informational purposes 
only and should not be relied upon as the basis of an 
investment or liquidation decision. UBS FS accounts 
statements and official tax documents are the only 
official record of your accounts and are not replaced, 
amended or superseded by any of the information 
presented in these reports. You should not rely on this 
information in making purchase or sell decisions, for tax 
purposes or otherwise. 

UBS FS offers a number of investment advisory programs 
to clients, acting in our capacity as an investment 
adviser, including fee-based financial planning, 
discretionary account management, non-discretionary 
investment advisory programs, and advice on the 
selection of investment managers and mutual funds 
offered through our investment advisory programs. 
When we act as your investment adviser, we will have a 
written agreement with you expressly acknowledging 
our investment advisory relationship with you and 
describing our obligations to you. At the beginning of 
our advisory relationship, we will give you our Form ADV 
brochure(s) for the program(s) you selected that provides 
detailed information about, among other things, the 
advisory services we provide, our fees, our personnel, 
our other business activities and financial industry 
affiliations and conflicts between our interests and your 
interests. 

In our attempt to provide you with the highest quality 
information available, we have compiled this report 
using data obtained from recognized statistical sources 
and authorities in the financial industry. While we 
believe this information to be reliable, we cannot make 
any representations regarding its accuracy or 
completeness. Please keep this guide as your Wealth 
Review. 

Please keep in mind that most investment objectives are 
long term. Although it is important to evaluate your 
portfolio's performance over multiple time periods, we 
believe the greatest emphasis should be placed on the 
longer period returns. 

Please review the report content carefully and contact 
your Financial Advisor with any questions. 

Client Accounts: This report may include all assets in 
the accounts listed and may include eligible and 
ineligible assets in a fee-based program. Since ineligible 
assets are not considered fee-based program assets, the 
inclusion of such securities will distort the actual 
performance of your accounts and does not reflect the 
performance of your accounts in the fee-based program. 
As a result, the performance reflected in this report can 
vary substantially from the individual account 

performance reflected in the performance reports 
provided to you as part of those programs. For fee-
based programs, fees are charged on the market value 
of eligible assets in the accounts and assessed quarterly 
in advance, prorated according to the number of 
calendar days in the billing period. When shown on a 
report, the risk profile and return objectives describe 
your overall goals for these accounts. For each account 
you maintain, you choose one return objective and a 
primary risk profile. If you have questions regarding 
these objectives or wish to change them, please contact 
your Financial Advisor to update your accounts records. 

Performance: This report presents account activity and 
performance depending on which inception type you've 
chosen. The two options are: (1) All Assets (Since 
Performance Start): This presents performance for all 
assets since the earliest possible date; (2) Advisory Assets 
(Advisory Strategy Start) for individual advisory accounts: 
This presents Advisory level performance since the Latest 
Strategy Start date; If an account that has never been 
managed is included in the consolidated report, the total 
performance of that unmanaged account will be 
included since inception. 

Time-weighted Returns for accounts / SWP sleeves 
(Monthly periods): The report displays a time weighted 
rate of return (TWR) that is calculated using the 
Modified Dietz Method. This calculation uses the 
beginning and ending portfolio values for the month 
and weighs each contribution/withdrawal based upon 
the day the cash flow occurred. Periods greater than one 
month are calculated by linking the monthly returns. The 
TWR gives equal weighting to every return regardless of 
amount of money invested, so it is an effective measure 
for returns on a fee based account. All periods shown 
which are greater than 12 months are annualized. This 
applies to all performance for all assets before 
09/30/2010, Advisory assets before 12/31/2010 and 
SWP sleeves before 04/30/2018. 

Time-weighted Returns for accounts / SWP sleeves 
(Daily periods): The report displays a time weighted 
rate of return (TWR) that is calculated by dividing the 
portfolio's daily gain/loss by the previous day's closing 
market value plus the net value of cash flows that 
occurred during the day, if it was positive. The TWR 
gives equal weighting to every return regardless of 
amount of money invested, so it is an effective measure 
for returns on a fee based account. Periods greater than 
one day are calculated by linking the daily returns. All 
periods shown which are greater than 12 months are 
annualized. For reports generated prior to 01/26/2018, 
the performance calculations used the account's end of 
day value on the performance inception (listed in the 
report under the column "ITD") and all cash flows were 
posted at end of day. As a result of the change, the 
overall rate of return (TWR) and beginning market value 
displayed can vary from prior generated reports. This 
applies to all performance for all assets on or after 

09/30/2010, Advisory assets on or after 12/31/2010, 
SWP sleeves on or after 04/30/2018 as well as all Asset 
Class and Security level returns. 

Money-weighted returns: Money-weighted return 
(MWR) is a measure of the rate of return for an asset or 
portfolio of assets. It is calculated by finding the daily 
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) for the period and then 
compounding this return by the number of days in the 
period being measured. The MWR incorporates the size 
and timing of cash flows, so it is an effective measure 
returns on a portfolio. 

Annualized Performance: All performance periods 
greater than one year are calculated (unless otherwise 
stated) on an annualized basis, which represents the 
return on an investment multiplied or divided to give a 
comparable one year return. 

Cumulative Performance: A cumulative return is the 
aggregate amount that an investment has gained or lost 
over time, independent of the period of time involved. 

Net of Fees and Gross of Fees Performance: 
Performance is presented on a "net of fees" and "gross 
of fees" basis, where indicated. Net returns do not 
reflect Program and wrap fees prior to 10/31/10 for 
accounts that are billed separately via invoice through a 
separate account billing arrangement. Gross returns do 
not reflect the deduction of fees, commissions or other 
charges. The payment of actual fees and expenses will 
reduce a client's return. The compound effect of such 
fees and expenses should be considered when reviewing 
returns. For example, the net effect of the deduction of 
fees on annualized performance, including the 
compounded effect over time, is determined by the 
relative size of the fee and the account's investment 
performance. It should also be noted that where gross 
returns are compared to an index, the index 
performance also does not reflect any transaction costs, 
which would lower the performance results. Market 
index data maybe subject to review and revision. 

Benchmark/Major Indices: The past performance of an 
index is not a guarantee of future results. Any 
benchmark is shown for informational purposes only 
and relates to historical performance of market indices 
and not the performance of actual investments. 
Although most portfolios use indices as benchmarks, 
portfolios are actively managed and generally are not 
restricted to investing only in securities in the index. As a 
result, your portfolio holdings and performance may vary 
substantially from the index. Each index reflects an 
unmanaged universe of securities without any deduction 
for advisory fees or other expenses that would reduce 
actual returns, as well as the reinvestment of all income 
and dividends. An actual investment in the securities 
included in the index would require an investor to incur 
transaction costs, which would lower the performance 
results. Indices are not actively managed and investors 

cannot invest directly in the indices. Market index data 
maybe subject to review and revision. Further, there is 
no guarantee that an investor's account will meet or 
exceed the stated benchmark. Index performance 
information has been obtained from third parties 
deemed to be reliable. We have not independently 
verified this information, nor do we make any 
representations or warranties to the accuracy or 
completeness of this information. 

Blended Index - For Advisory accounts, Blended Index is 
designed to reflect the asset categories in which your 
account is invested. For Brokerage accounts, you have 
the option to select any benchmark from the list. 

For certain products, the blended index represents the 
investment style corresponding to your client target 
allocation. If you change your client target allocation, 
your blended index will change in step with your change 
to your client target allocation. 

Blended Index 2 - 8 - are optional indices selected by you 
which may consist of a blend of indexes. For advisory 
accounts, these indices are for informational purposes 
only. Depending on the selection, the benchmark 
selected may not be an appropriate basis for comparison 
of your portfolio based on it's holdings. 

Custom Time Periods: If represented on this report, the 
performance start date and the performance end date 
have been selected by your Financial Advisor in order to 
provide performance and account activity information 
for your account for the specified period of time only. As 
a result only a portion of your account's activity and 
performance information is presented in the 
performance report, and, therefore, presents a distorted 
representation of your account's activity and 
performance. 

Net Deposits/Withdrawals: When shown on a report, 
this information represents the net value of all cash and 
securities contributions and withdrawals, program fees 
(including wrap fees) and other fees added to or 
subtracted from your accounts from the first day to the 
last day of the period. When fees are shown separately, 
net deposits / withdrawals does not include program 
fees (including wrap fees). When investment return is 
displayed net deposits / withdrawals does not include 
program fees (including wrap fees). For security 
contributions and withdrawals, securities are calculated 
using the end of day UBS FS price on the day securities 
are delivered in or out of the accounts. Wrap fees will be 
included in this calculation except when paid via an 
invoice or through a separate accounts billing 
arrangement. When shown on Client summary and/or 
Portfolio review report, program fees (including wrap 
fees) may not be included in net deposits/withdrawals. 

PACE Program fees paid from sources other than your 
PACE account are treated as a contribution. A PACE 
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Disclosures applicable to accounts at UBS Financial Services Inc. (continued) 

Program Fee rebate that is not reinvested is treated as a 
withdrawal. 

Dividends/Interest: Dividend and interest earned, 
when shown on a report, does not reflect your account's 
tax status or reporting requirements. Use only official tax 
reporting documents (i.e. 1099) for tax reporting 
purposes. The classification of private investment 
distributions can only be determined by referring to the 
official year-end tax-reporting document provided by the 
issuer. 

Change in Accrued Interest: When shown on a report, 
this information represents the difference between the 
accrued interest at the beginning of the period from the 
accrued interest at the end of the period. 

Change in Value: Represents the change in value of the 
portfolio during the reporting period, excluding 
additions/withdrawals, dividend and interest income 
earned and accrued interest. Change in Value may 
include programs fees (including wrap fees) and other 
fees. 

Fees: Fees represented in this report include program 
and wrap fees. Program and wrap fees prior to October 
1, 2010 for accounts that are billed separately via invoice 
through a separate account billing arrangement are not 
included in this report. 

Performance Start Date Changes: The Performance 
Start Date for accounts marked with a '^' have changed. 
Performance figures of an account with a changed 
Performance Start Date may not include the entire 
history of the account. The new Performance Start Date 
will generate performance returns and activity 
information for a shorter period than is available at UBS 
FS. As a result, the overall performance of these 
accounts may generate better performance than the 
period of time that would be included if the report used 
the inception date of the account. UBS FS recommends 
reviewing performance reports that use the inception 
date of the account because reports with longer time 
frames are usually more helpful when evaluating 
investment programs and strategies. Performance 
reports may include accounts with inception dates that 
precede the new Performance Start Date and will show 
performance and activity information from the earliest 
available inception date. 
The change in Performance Start Date may be the result 
of a performance gap due to a zero-balance that 
prevents the calculation of continuous returns from the 
inception of the account. The Performance Start Date 
may also change if an account has failed one of our 
performance data integrity tests. In such instances, the 
account will be labeled as 'Review Required' and 
performance prior to that failure will be restricted. 
Finally, the Performance Start Date will change if you 
have explicitly requested a performance restart. Please 
contact your Financial Advisor for additional details 

regarding your new Performance Start Date. 

Closed Account Performance: Accounts that have 
been closed may be included in the consolidated 
performance report. When closed accounts are included 
in the consolidated report, the performance report will 
only include information for the time period the account 
was active during the consolidated performance 
reporting time period. 

Portfolio: For purposes of this report "portfolio" is 
defined as all of the accounts presented on the cover 
page or the header of this report and does not 
necessarily include all of the client's accounts held at 
UBS FS or elsewhere. 

Pricing: All securities are priced using the closing price 
reported on the last business day preceding the date of 
this report. Every reasonable attempt has been made to 
accurately price securities; however, we make no 
warranty with respect to any security's price. Please refer 
to the back of the first page of your UBS FS. accounts 
statement for important information regarding the 
pricing used for certain types of securities, the sources of 
pricing data and other qualifications concerning the 
pricing of securities. To determine the value of securities 
in your account, we generally rely on third party 
quotation services. If a price is unavailable or believed to 
be unreliable, we may determine the price in good faith 
and may use other sources such as the last recorded 
transaction. When securities are held at another 
custodian or if you hold illiquid or restricted securities for 
which there is no published price, we will generally rely 
on the value provided by the custodian or issuer of that 
security. 

Ineligible Assets: We require that you hold and 
purchase only eligible managed assets in your advisory 
accounts. Please contact your Financial Advisor for a list 
of the eligible assets in your program. These reports may 
provide performance information for eligible and 
ineligible assets in a fee-based program. Since ineligible 
assets are not considered fee-based program assets, the 
inclusion of such securities will distort the actual 
performance of your advisory assets. As a result, the 
performance reflected in this report can vary 
substantially from the individual account performance 
reflected in the performance reports provided to you as 
part of those programs. For fee-based programs, fees 
are charged on the market value of eligible assets in the 
accounts and assessed quarterly in advance, prorated 
according to the number of calendar days in the billing 
period. Neither UBS not your Financial Advisor will act as 
you investment adviser with respect to Ineligible Assets. 

Variable Annuity Asset Allocation: If the option to 
unbundle a variable annuity is selected and if a variable 
annuity's holdings data is available, variable annuities 
will be classified by the asset class, subclass, and style 
breakdown for their underlying holdings. Where a 

variable annuity contains equity holdings from multiple 
equity sectors, this report will proportionately allocate 
the underlying holdings of the variable annuity to those 
sectors measured as a percentage of the total variable 
annuity's asset value as of the date shown. 

This information is supplied by Morningstar, Inc. on a 
weekly basis to UBS FS based on data supplied by the 
variable annuity which may not be current. Portfolio 
holdings of variable annuities change on a regular (often 
daily) basis. Accordingly, any analysis that includes 
variable annuities may not accurately reflect the current 
composition of these variable annuities. If a variable 
annuity's underlying holding data is not available, it will 
remain classified as an annuity. All data is as of the date 
indicated in the report. 

The account listing may or may not include all of your 
accounts with UBS FS. The accounts included in this 
report are listed under the "Accounts included in this 
review" shown on the first page or listed at the top of 
each page. If an account number begins with "@" this 
denotes assets or liabilities held at other financial 
institutions. Information about these assets, including 
valuation, account type and cost basis, is based on the 
information you provided to us, or provided to us by 
third party data aggregators or custodians at your 
direction. We have not verified, and are not responsible 
for, the accuracy or completeness of this information. 

Account name(s) displayed in this report and labels used 
for groupings of accounts can be customizable 
"nicknames" chosen by you to assist you with your 
recordkeeping or may have been included by your 
financial advisor for reference purposes only. The names 
used have no legal effect, are not intended to reflect any 
strategy, product, recommendation, investment 
objective or risk profile associated with your accounts or 
any group of accounts, and are not a promise or 
guarantee that wealth, or any financial results, can or 
will be achieved. All investments involve the risk of loss, 
including the risk of loss of the entire investment. 

For more information about account or group names, or 
to make changes, contact your Financial Advisor. 

Account changes: At UBS, we are committed to 
helping you work toward your financial goals. So that 
we may continue providing you with financial advice 
that is consistent with your investment objectives, please 
consider the following two questions: 
1) Have there been any changes to your financial 
situation or investment objectives? 
2) Would you like to implement or modify any 
restrictions regarding the management of your account? 
If the answer to either question is "yes," it is important 
that you contact your Financial Advisor as soon as 
possible to discuss these changes. For MAC advisory 
accounts, please contact your investment manager 

directly if you would like to impose or change any 
investment restrictions on your account. 

ADV disclosure: A complimentary copy of our current 
Form ADV Disclosure Brochure that describes the 
advisory program and related fees is available through 
your Financial Advisor. Please contact your Financial 
Advisor if you have any questions. 

Important information for former Piper Jaffray and 
McDonald Investments clients: As an accommodation 
to former Piper Jaffray and McDonald Investments 
clients, these reports include performance history for 
their Piper Jaffray accounts prior to August 12, 2006 and 
McDonald Investments accounts prior to February 9, 
2007, the date the respective accounts were converted 
to UBS FS. UBS FS has not independently verified this 
information nor do we make any representations or 
warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of that 
information and will not be liable to you if any such 
information is unavailable, delayed or inaccurate. 

For insurance, annuities, and 529 Plans, UBS FS relies on 
information obtained from third party services it believes 
to be reliable. UBS FS does not independently verify or 
guarantee the accuracy or validity of any information 
provided by third parties. Information for insurance, 
annuities, and 529 Plans that has been provided by a 
third party service may not reflect the quantity and 
market value as of the previous business day. When 
available, an "as of" date is included in the description. 

Investors outside the U.S. are subject to securities and 
tax regulations within their applicable jurisdiction that 
are not addressed in this report. Nothing in this report 
shall be construed to be a solicitation to buy or offer to 
sell any security, product or service to any non-U.S. 
investor, nor shall any such security, product or service 
be solicited, offered or sold in any jurisdiction where 
such activity would be contrary to the securities laws or 
other local laws and regulations or would subject UBS to 
any registration requirement within such jurisdiction. 

Performance History prior to the account's inception at 
UBS Financial Services, Inc. may have been included in 
this report and is based on data provided by third party 
sources. UBS Financial Services Inc. has not 
independently verified this information nor does UBS 
Financial Services Inc. guarantee the accuracy or validity 
of the information. 
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Consolidated report prepared for Board Of Trustees For 
NX XX189  Fixed Income NX XX186  Div Ruler NX XX185  QGARP 
NX XX181  ESG NX XX188  QGARP 
NX XX191  Div Ruler NX XX182  SMID Equity 
NX XX190  QGARP NX XX183  ESG 
NX XX187  Fixed Income NX XX184  Div Ruler Performance details by month 

for December 31, 2018 to April 30, 2019 

Net time-weighted 
Consolidated returns 

Annualized 
Opening Net Dividend Change Change Closing (>1 yr) 
portfolio deposits and and interest in accrued in portfolio Period since 
value ($) withdrawals ($) income ($) interest ($) value ($) value ($) Returns start date 

2019 13,904,916.17 158,435.37 99,015.08 17,110.03 1,408,455.44 15,587,932.09 10.43% 10.43% 

Apr 2019 15,357,968.56 -122,169.23 18,795.67 7,558.28 325,778.81 15,587,932.09 2.16% 10.43% 

Mar 2019 15,362,944.19 -199,833.68 38,412.91 3,495.95 152,949.19 15,357,968.56 1.28% 8.10% 

Feb 2019 15,084,454.27 0.00 12,175.46 8,466.52 257,847.93 15,362,944.19 1.85% 6.73% 

Jan 2019 13,904,916.17 480,438.28 29,631.04 -2,410.73 671,879.51 15,084,454.27 4.80% 4.80% 

Total $13,904,916.17 $158,435.37 $99,015.08 $17,110.03 $1,408,455.44 $15,587,932.09 10.43% 

Returns prior to 12 months are not annualized. 
Past performance does not guarantee future results and current performance may be lower/higher than past data presented. 
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Important information about this report
Disclosures applicable to accounts at UBS Financial Services Inc. 

This section contains important disclosures regarding the 
information and valuations presented here. All 
information presented is subject to change at any time 
and is provided only as of the date indicated. The 
information in this report is for informational purposes 
only and should not be relied upon as the basis of an 
investment or liquidation decision. UBS FS accounts 
statements and official tax documents are the only 
official record of your accounts and are not replaced, 
amended or superseded by any of the information 
presented in these reports. You should not rely on this 
information in making purchase or sell decisions, for tax 
purposes or otherwise. 

UBS FS offers a number of investment advisory programs 
to clients, acting in our capacity as an investment 
adviser, including fee-based financial planning, 
discretionary account management, non-discretionary 
investment advisory programs, and advice on the 
selection of investment managers and mutual funds 
offered through our investment advisory programs. 
When we act as your investment adviser, we will have a 
written agreement with you expressly acknowledging 
our investment advisory relationship with you and 
describing our obligations to you. At the beginning of 
our advisory relationship, we will give you our Form ADV 
brochure(s) for the program(s) you selected that provides 
detailed information about, among other things, the 
advisory services we provide, our fees, our personnel, 
our other business activities and financial industry 
affiliations and conflicts between our interests and your 
interests. 

In our attempt to provide you with the highest quality 
information available, we have compiled this report 
using data obtained from recognized statistical sources 
and authorities in the financial industry. While we 
believe this information to be reliable, we cannot make 
any representations regarding its accuracy or 
completeness. Please keep this guide as your Wealth 
Review. 

Please keep in mind that most investment objectives are 
long term. Although it is important to evaluate your 
portfolio's performance over multiple time periods, we 
believe the greatest emphasis should be placed on the 
longer period returns. 

Please review the report content carefully and contact 
your Financial Advisor with any questions. 

Client Accounts: This report may include all assets in 
the accounts listed and may include eligible and 
ineligible assets in a fee-based program. Since ineligible 
assets are not considered fee-based program assets, the 
inclusion of such securities will distort the actual 
performance of your accounts and does not reflect the 
performance of your accounts in the fee-based program. 
As a result, the performance reflected in this report can 
vary substantially from the individual account 

performance reflected in the performance reports 
provided to you as part of those programs. For fee-
based programs, fees are charged on the market value 
of eligible assets in the accounts and assessed quarterly 
in advance, prorated according to the number of 
calendar days in the billing period. When shown on a 
report, the risk profile and return objectives describe 
your overall goals for these accounts. For each account 
you maintain, you choose one return objective and a 
primary risk profile. If you have questions regarding 
these objectives or wish to change them, please contact 
your Financial Advisor to update your accounts records. 

Performance: This report presents account activity and 
performance depending on which inception type you've 
chosen. The two options are: (1) All Assets (Since 
Performance Start): This presents performance for all 
assets since the earliest possible date; (2) Advisory Assets 
(Advisory Strategy Start) for individual advisory accounts: 
This presents Advisory level performance since the Latest 
Strategy Start date; If an account that has never been 
managed is included in the consolidated report, the total 
performance of that unmanaged account will be 
included since inception. 

Time-weighted Returns for accounts / SWP sleeves 
(Monthly periods): The report displays a time weighted 
rate of return (TWR) that is calculated using the 
Modified Dietz Method. This calculation uses the 
beginning and ending portfolio values for the month 
and weighs each contribution/withdrawal based upon 
the day the cash flow occurred. Periods greater than one 
month are calculated by linking the monthly returns. The 
TWR gives equal weighting to every return regardless of 
amount of money invested, so it is an effective measure 
for returns on a fee based account. All periods shown 
which are greater than 12 months are annualized. This 
applies to all performance for all assets before 
09/30/2010, Advisory assets before 12/31/2010 and 
SWP sleeves before 04/30/2018. 

Time-weighted Returns for accounts / SWP sleeves 
(Daily periods): The report displays a time weighted 
rate of return (TWR) that is calculated by dividing the 
portfolio's daily gain/loss by the previous day's closing 
market value plus the net value of cash flows that 
occurred during the day, if it was positive. The TWR 
gives equal weighting to every return regardless of 
amount of money invested, so it is an effective measure 
for returns on a fee based account. Periods greater than 
one day are calculated by linking the daily returns. All 
periods shown which are greater than 12 months are 
annualized. For reports generated prior to 01/26/2018, 
the performance calculations used the account's end of 
day value on the performance inception (listed in the 
report under the column "ITD") and all cash flows were 
posted at end of day. As a result of the change, the 
overall rate of return (TWR) and beginning market value 
displayed can vary from prior generated reports. This 
applies to all performance for all assets on or after 

09/30/2010, Advisory assets on or after 12/31/2010, 
SWP sleeves on or after 04/30/2018 as well as all Asset 
Class and Security level returns. 

Money-weighted returns: Money-weighted return 
(MWR) is a measure of the rate of return for an asset or 
portfolio of assets. It is calculated by finding the daily 
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) for the period and then 
compounding this return by the number of days in the 
period being measured. The MWR incorporates the size 
and timing of cash flows, so it is an effective measure 
returns on a portfolio. 

Annualized Performance: All performance periods 
greater than one year are calculated (unless otherwise 
stated) on an annualized basis, which represents the 
return on an investment multiplied or divided to give a 
comparable one year return. 

Cumulative Performance: A cumulative return is the 
aggregate amount that an investment has gained or lost 
over time, independent of the period of time involved. 

Net of Fees and Gross of Fees Performance: 
Performance is presented on a "net of fees" and "gross 
of fees" basis, where indicated. Net returns do not 
reflect Program and wrap fees prior to 10/31/10 for 
accounts that are billed separately via invoice through a 
separate account billing arrangement. Gross returns do 
not reflect the deduction of fees, commissions or other 
charges. The payment of actual fees and expenses will 
reduce a client's return. The compound effect of such 
fees and expenses should be considered when reviewing 
returns. For example, the net effect of the deduction of 
fees on annualized performance, including the 
compounded effect over time, is determined by the 
relative size of the fee and the account's investment 
performance. It should also be noted that where gross 
returns are compared to an index, the index 
performance also does not reflect any transaction costs, 
which would lower the performance results. Market 
index data maybe subject to review and revision. 

Benchmark/Major Indices: The past performance of an 
index is not a guarantee of future results. Any 
benchmark is shown for informational purposes only 
and relates to historical performance of market indices 
and not the performance of actual investments. 
Although most portfolios use indices as benchmarks, 
portfolios are actively managed and generally are not 
restricted to investing only in securities in the index. As a 
result, your portfolio holdings and performance may vary 
substantially from the index. Each index reflects an 
unmanaged universe of securities without any deduction 
for advisory fees or other expenses that would reduce 
actual returns, as well as the reinvestment of all income 
and dividends. An actual investment in the securities 
included in the index would require an investor to incur 
transaction costs, which would lower the performance 
results. Indices are not actively managed and investors 

cannot invest directly in the indices. Market index data 
maybe subject to review and revision. Further, there is 
no guarantee that an investor's account will meet or 
exceed the stated benchmark. Index performance 
information has been obtained from third parties 
deemed to be reliable. We have not independently 
verified this information, nor do we make any 
representations or warranties to the accuracy or 
completeness of this information. 

Blended Index - For Advisory accounts, Blended Index is 
designed to reflect the asset categories in which your 
account is invested. For Brokerage accounts, you have 
the option to select any benchmark from the list. 

For certain products, the blended index represents the 
investment style corresponding to your client target 
allocation. If you change your client target allocation, 
your blended index will change in step with your change 
to your client target allocation. 

Blended Index 2 - 8 - are optional indices selected by you 
which may consist of a blend of indexes. For advisory 
accounts, these indices are for informational purposes 
only. Depending on the selection, the benchmark 
selected may not be an appropriate basis for comparison 
of your portfolio based on it's holdings. 

Custom Time Periods: If represented on this report, the 
performance start date and the performance end date 
have been selected by your Financial Advisor in order to 
provide performance and account activity information 
for your account for the specified period of time only. As 
a result only a portion of your account's activity and 
performance information is presented in the 
performance report, and, therefore, presents a distorted 
representation of your account's activity and 
performance. 

Net Deposits/Withdrawals: When shown on a report, 
this information represents the net value of all cash and 
securities contributions and withdrawals, program fees 
(including wrap fees) and other fees added to or 
subtracted from your accounts from the first day to the 
last day of the period. When fees are shown separately, 
net deposits / withdrawals does not include program 
fees (including wrap fees). When investment return is 
displayed net deposits / withdrawals does not include 
program fees (including wrap fees). For security 
contributions and withdrawals, securities are calculated 
using the end of day UBS FS price on the day securities 
are delivered in or out of the accounts. Wrap fees will be 
included in this calculation except when paid via an 
invoice or through a separate accounts billing 
arrangement. When shown on Client summary and/or 
Portfolio review report, program fees (including wrap 
fees) may not be included in net deposits/withdrawals. 

PACE Program fees paid from sources other than your 
PACE account are treated as a contribution. A PACE 
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Disclosures applicable to accounts at UBS Financial Services Inc. (continued) 

Program Fee rebate that is not reinvested is treated as a 
withdrawal. 

Deposits: When shown on a report, this information 
represents the net value of all cash and securities 
contributions added to your accounts from the first day 
to the last day of the period. On Client Summary Report 
and/or Portfolio Review Report, this may exclude the 
Opening balance. For security contributions, securities 
are calculated using the end of day UBS FS price on the 
day securities are delivered in or out of the accounts. 

Withdrawals: When shown on a report, this 
information represents the net value of all cash and 
securities withdrawals subtracted from your accounts 
from the first day to the last day of the period. On Client 
summary and/or portfolio review report Withdrawals 
may not include program fees (including wrap fees). For 
security withdrawals, securities are calculated using the 
end of day UBS FS price on the day securities are 
delivered in or out of the accounts. 

Dividends/Interest: Dividend and interest earned, 
when shown on a report, does not reflect your account's 
tax status or reporting requirements. Use only official tax 
reporting documents (i.e. 1099) for tax reporting 
purposes. The classification of private investment 
distributions can only be determined by referring to the 
official year-end tax-reporting document provided by the 
issuer. 

Change in Accrued Interest: When shown on a report, 
this information represents the difference between the 
accrued interest at the beginning of the period from the 
accrued interest at the end of the period. 

Change in Value: Represents the change in value of the 
portfolio during the reporting period, excluding 
additions/withdrawals, dividend and interest income 
earned and accrued interest. Change in Value may 
include programs fees (including wrap fees) and other 
fees. 

Fees: Fees represented in this report include program 
and wrap fees. Program and wrap fees prior to October 
1, 2010 for accounts that are billed separately via invoice 
through a separate account billing arrangement are not 
included in this report. 

Performance Start Date Changes: The Performance 
Start Date for accounts marked with a '^' have changed. 
Performance figures of an account with a changed 
Performance Start Date may not include the entire 
history of the account. The new Performance Start Date 
will generate performance returns and activity 
information for a shorter period than is available at UBS 
FS. As a result, the overall performance of these 
accounts may generate better performance than the 
period of time that would be included if the report used 
the inception date of the account. UBS FS recommends 

reviewing performance reports that use the inception 
date of the account because reports with longer time 
frames are usually more helpful when evaluating 
investment programs and strategies. Performance 
reports may include accounts with inception dates that 
precede the new Performance Start Date and will show 
performance and activity information from the earliest 
available inception date. 
The change in Performance Start Date may be the result 
of a performance gap due to a zero-balance that 
prevents the calculation of continuous returns from the 
inception of the account. The Performance Start Date 
may also change if an account has failed one of our 
performance data integrity tests. In such instances, the 
account will be labeled as 'Review Required' and 
performance prior to that failure will be restricted. 
Finally, the Performance Start Date will change if you 
have explicitly requested a performance restart. Please 
contact your Financial Advisor for additional details 
regarding your new Performance Start Date. 

Closed Account Performance: Accounts that have 
been closed may be included in the consolidated 
performance report. When closed accounts are included 
in the consolidated report, the performance report will 
only include information for the time period the account 
was active during the consolidated performance 
reporting time period. 

Portfolio: For purposes of this report "portfolio" is 
defined as all of the accounts presented on the cover 
page or the header of this report and does not 
necessarily include all of the client's accounts held at 
UBS FS or elsewhere. 

Pricing: All securities are priced using the closing price 
reported on the last business day preceding the date of 
this report. Every reasonable attempt has been made to 
accurately price securities; however, we make no 
warranty with respect to any security's price. Please refer 
to the back of the first page of your UBS FS. accounts 
statement for important information regarding the 
pricing used for certain types of securities, the sources of 
pricing data and other qualifications concerning the 
pricing of securities. To determine the value of securities 
in your account, we generally rely on third party 
quotation services. If a price is unavailable or believed to 
be unreliable, we may determine the price in good faith 
and may use other sources such as the last recorded 
transaction. When securities are held at another 
custodian or if you hold illiquid or restricted securities for 
which there is no published price, we will generally rely 
on the value provided by the custodian or issuer of that 
security. 

Ineligible Assets: We require that you hold and 
purchase only eligible managed assets in your advisory 
accounts. Please contact your Financial Advisor for a list 
of the eligible assets in your program. These reports may 
provide performance information for eligible and 

ineligible assets in a fee-based program. Since ineligible 
assets are not considered fee-based program assets, the 
inclusion of such securities will distort the actual 
performance of your advisory assets. As a result, the 
performance reflected in this report can vary 
substantially from the individual account performance 
reflected in the performance reports provided to you as 
part of those programs. For fee-based programs, fees 
are charged on the market value of eligible assets in the 
accounts and assessed quarterly in advance, prorated 
according to the number of calendar days in the billing 
period. Neither UBS not your Financial Advisor will act as 
you investment adviser with respect to Ineligible Assets. 

The account listing may or may not include all of your 
accounts with UBS FS. The accounts included in this 
report are listed under the "Accounts included in this 
review" shown on the first page or listed at the top of 
each page. If an account number begins with "@" this 
denotes assets or liabilities held at other financial 
institutions. Information about these assets, including 
valuation, account type and cost basis, is based on the 
information you provided to us, or provided to us by 
third party data aggregators or custodians at your 
direction. We have not verified, and are not responsible 
for, the accuracy or completeness of this information. 

Account name(s) displayed in this report and labels used 
for groupings of accounts can be customizable 
"nicknames" chosen by you to assist you with your 
recordkeeping or may have been included by your 
financial advisor for reference purposes only. The names 
used have no legal effect, are not intended to reflect any 
strategy, product, recommendation, investment 
objective or risk profile associated with your accounts or 
any group of accounts, and are not a promise or 
guarantee that wealth, or any financial results, can or 
will be achieved. All investments involve the risk of loss, 
including the risk of loss of the entire investment. 

For more information about account or group names, or 
to make changes, contact your Financial Advisor. 

Account changes: At UBS, we are committed to 
helping you work toward your financial goals. So that 
we may continue providing you with financial advice 
that is consistent with your investment objectives, please 
consider the following two questions: 
1) Have there been any changes to your financial 
situation or investment objectives? 
2) Would you like to implement or modify any 
restrictions regarding the management of your account? 
If the answer to either question is "yes," it is important 
that you contact your Financial Advisor as soon as 
possible to discuss these changes. For MAC advisory 
accounts, please contact your investment manager 
directly if you would like to impose or change any 
investment restrictions on your account. 

ADV disclosure: A complimentary copy of our current 
Form ADV Disclosure Brochure that describes the 
advisory program and related fees is available through 
your Financial Advisor. Please contact your Financial 
Advisor if you have any questions. 

Important information for former Piper Jaffray and 
McDonald Investments clients: As an accommodation 
to former Piper Jaffray and McDonald Investments 
clients, these reports include performance history for 
their Piper Jaffray accounts prior to August 12, 2006 and 
McDonald Investments accounts prior to February 9, 
2007, the date the respective accounts were converted 
to UBS FS. UBS FS has not independently verified this 
information nor do we make any representations or 
warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of that 
information and will not be liable to you if any such 
information is unavailable, delayed or inaccurate. 

For insurance, annuities, and 529 Plans, UBS FS relies on 
information obtained from third party services it believes 
to be reliable. UBS FS does not independently verify or 
guarantee the accuracy or validity of any information 
provided by third parties. Information for insurance, 
annuities, and 529 Plans that has been provided by a 
third party service may not reflect the quantity and 
market value as of the previous business day. When 
available, an "as of" date is included in the description. 

Investors outside the U.S. are subject to securities and 
tax regulations within their applicable jurisdiction that 
are not addressed in this report. Nothing in this report 
shall be construed to be a solicitation to buy or offer to 
sell any security, product or service to any non-U.S. 
investor, nor shall any such security, product or service 
be solicited, offered or sold in any jurisdiction where 
such activity would be contrary to the securities laws or 
other local laws and regulations or would subject UBS to 
any registration requirement within such jurisdiction. 

Performance History prior to the account's inception at 
UBS Financial Services, Inc. may have been included in 
this report and is based on data provided by third party 
sources. UBS Financial Services Inc. has not 
independently verified this information nor does UBS 
Financial Services Inc. guarantee the accuracy or validity 
of the information. 
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Principal’s Report 
Department for the Blind  
To the Board of Trustees  

May 24, 2019 

 
Staff Collaboration on Expanded Core Curriculum 
 
This year has included some amazing experiences for our students and team building for our staff 
members.  Staff members have expanded lessons to impart the learning of the ECC curriculum.  
Money skills, mobility skills, independent living skills, advocacy skills, braille skills, social skills, 
communication skills and so much more have been incorporated into lessons in the community and 
staff members including orientation and mobility instructors and speech, language pathologists 
have teamed up to take multiple students on these educational experiences.   These experiences 
have been critical to the development and growth of our students across these important areas.  
 
Mary Hanson – Speech Pathologist 
 
Senior Chosen as Beaver Toyota Student of the Week 
 
Beaver Toyota of Saint Augustine selected Zoe Wilson, FSDB senior, to be recognized as their  
“Student of the Week”.   Zoe is actively involved in all aspects of FSDB life.  She is a hard-working 
student who values her education, and she is class Valedictorian.  In addition, Zoe was a member of 
the girl’s goalball team, captain of the soccer team, captain of the swim team, cheerleading squad 
captain, and member of the track team.  Zoe also was a Dance Troupe member and she participated 
in school plays.  Zoe was a member of the chess club and a volunteer and junior camp leader for the 
Young Life organization on campus.  Zoe also volunteered as a mentor and assistant coach for the 
Ponte Vedra Cheer Club.  Zoe was respected and well-liked by her peers and voted class president, 
homecoming queen, and prom queen.  Through it all she remained humble, and she cares deeply 
about others.   We are proud and grateful that Beaver Toyota recognized and honored Zoe by 
making her their student of the week. 
 
Carol Bogue - Principal 
 

Elementary Math Wrap-up 
 
Much of the elementary program ended the year with fractions and constant multiplication.  
Magnetic sets with circles, squares, and bars, as well as guiding molds and trays, etc.  help students 
gain an understanding of fractional representations. 
 
During intensive math, Students began learning concepts using Rubik’s cubes.  The Rubik’s cubes 
were donated to FSDB by the Rubik's company.  The cubes were specially made and have colors and 
tactile markings such as tactile squares, dots, and diamonds corresponding with each face of the 
cube.   
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On Fridays students have been learning to use the abacus. Students learned how to set numbers on 
the abacus and recognize place value.  They also began learning how to add numbers, and 4th and 
5th grade students began to multiply using the abacus as well.  The abacus can be an excellent tool 
for math computation and number representation. 
 
On another note (on a CHESS NOTE):  We had another student become rated by the USCF - United 
States Chess Federation.  She is our 5th student to become rated.  She attended an all girls' 
tournament called the QUEENS tournament. There are 3 girls on our team, and we hope to have 
more.  We will have our end-of-year chess tournament on the last Wednesday of the school year. 
 
Mr. Lucio Garay  - Elementary Math Teacher 
 
 
Spring Chickens 
 
During the month of April, the BEMS Kindergarten class incubated and hatched their very own 
chicken eggs. It was such a fun and hands on experience to learn about what conditions are needed 
to properly incubate eggs and how to care for chicks. Once the eggs hatched, the Kindergarteners 
invited other BEMS classrooms and staff members to come visit the chicks. They were a hit! All six 
chicks went home to live on a farm with one of our students.  
 
Leah Belger – Kindergarten Teacher 
 
 
O&M Staff Member Travels to MIRA Guide Dog School 
 
This April I, Jennifer Enache, had the opportunity to travel to MIRA Guide Dog School to learn about 

their program and participate in an evaluation of a middle school student from FSDB.  In the United 

States, Guide Dogs are not recommended for students until they are at least 15 years old or 

graduating from high school.  I had never considered a guide dog for a student in middle school due 

to maturity level, orientation and mobility skills, and understanding the responsibility of having a 

guide dog.  During my visit to MIRA I observed their evaluation process and learned about their 

mission for guide dogs for middle school students.  I was impressed that MIRA had an orientation 

and mobility specialist on staff to complete the evaluations.  Guide dog trainers often do not 

understand the process for teaching orientation and mobility.  I also was impressed that they 

invited the current orientation and mobility instructor to participate in the evaluation process.  I 

was one of two O&M instructors from the United States that came to participate in the evaluation.  

This gave me an opportunity to learn what skills students need in order to obtain a guide dog and be 

successful with it.  MIRA provided insight as to how they determine if a student is ready for a guide 

dog, and the skills students may need to master to achieve this goal.  MIRA provides guide dogs to a 

very select group of students who have excellent orientation and mobility skills and listening skills, a 

high maturity level, and independence in daily living skills.   
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I am so glad the school allowed me to travel and learn about this program.  This experience has 

taught me to be open minded with respect to a middle school student to have a guide dog.  There is 

a small group of students that could handle this responsibility.  I was able to witness the confidence 

of my student rise when he walked with the guide dog.  I also reflected on my teaching practice and 

found areas that I want to focus more on with my students.  I will be implementing the New Mexico 

Inventory for Orientation and Mobility with each of my students as a result of this experience.  

 

Jennifer Enache – Orientation Specialist 

 

 

Update on A Campus-Wide Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports Program 

At FSDB one of PBIS goals is to create a safe and nurturing environment where students feel safe 
and respected. We do this campus-wide in collaboration with our school community in a process, 
philosophy, program known as Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports. In 2010, FSDB 
adopted this Positive Behavior Support (PBS) program as a model for campus-wide behavior, 
partnering with the University of South Florida and other schools within the state.  

PBS begins with the philosophy that positive behavior must be supported consistently and 
continuously in order for problem behavior to lessen or decrease. The PBS approach establishes 
school wide behavioral expectations that are infused into all areas of the campus. At FSDB these 
expectations are Cooperation, Respect and Responsibility. The approach emphasizes modeling, 
teaching and reinforcing the appropriate behaviors and social skills related to these expectations. 
PBS establishes a common language and provides support as needed at varying levels of social 
emotional or behavioral functioning. Although PBS focuses on modeling, teaching and recognizing 
positive behavior, it is also used to address problem behavior in a more meaningful way, making use 
of “teachable moments.” PBS expectations and strategies are utilized in all areas of FSDB- in 
classrooms, in the dormitories, on buses, at P.E., during recreation, in cafeterias and many other 
common areas on campus.  

Each school with coordinating dormitory(s) within FSDB has been having monthly PBS Team 
meetings where activities supporting modeling, teaching and reinforcing positive behavior are 
planned and then carried out. Some of these activities include coordinating individual Team PBS 
Kick- Offs, reinforcement activities such as awarding of tickets or Dragon Dollars followed by 
Auctions and PBS Students of the Month. Behavior Incentive Stores and Random Acts of Positive 
Behavior Support are also being coordinated. A number of staff members are involved in carrying 
out efforts to provide education, social skills groups and counseling groups for our students to 
promote the PBS philosophy. A number of resources are used for this endeavor including Strong 
Start, Strong Kids, Strong Teens curriculum, Second Step Violence Prevention Curriculum, Talking 
about Touching Curriculum, Flirting Not Hurting Curriculum, and other resources supporting positive 
social skills and good character development. 

The PBS Program and Philosophy encourages students to feel safe, respected and nurtured before, 
during and after school which positively impacts the learning environment. Additionally, student 
safety is supported through prevention education on the topics of Stress Management & 
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Suicide/Self Harm Prevention (grades 1 through Continuing Education), Diversity and Promoting 
Respect (grades 1 through Continuing Education), Bullying/ Harassment Prevention & Kindness and 
Compassion Awareness (grades k through Continuing Education) and on Teen Dating 
Violence/Abuse Prevention & Building Healthy Relationships (grade 6 through Continuing 
Education). Students learn age appropriately about the definition of these topics, how to identify 
them as well as the school policy and reporting procedures should such an event occur. The 
students are also taught strategies to prevent and/or respond to these topics.  

The PBIS framework encourages a positive climate in which students can live and learn. 

Karen Kolkedy – School Counselor and Schoolwide PBIS Program facilitator 

 

BHS Mental Health Counsellor is a Keynote Speaker at a Conference in England 
 
Kathy Haines, Mental Health Counselor, was one of the Keynote speakers at the North East Regional 
Careers Conference held at Northumbria University, Newcastle Upon Tyne, England.  The purpose of 
the conference was to provide continuing professional development and networking opportunities 
for Career Guidance specialists and to share best practices.  Ms. Haines presented on 
Transformational Counselling. 
 
Transformational School Counselors position themselves to be systems change agents and leaders 
who support principals and remove barriers in school practices that limit student opportunity.  They 
are counselors who:   

• Serve as advocates, educational leaders, team members, counselors, and consultants to 
maximize opportunities for every student to succeed academically; 

• Develop students’ commitment to achievement and to provide conditions that enable them 

to accomplish their goals;  

• Help students recognize their potential and enhance their capacity to make academic and 

career decisions; 

• Serve as leaders and stewards of equity and achievement and be able to remedy 

institutional and environmental barriers impeding students’ progress;  

• Provide all students with career and college advising in order for them to form values, 

attitudes, and behaviors conducive to their educational and economic success; and,  

• Become managers of resources and partnership builders, enlisting the support of parents, 

agencies, and community members 

 

Kathy Haines – Mental Health Counselor 

 

 

Mental Health Counselor Presented on Social Emotional Development to FSDB Staff Members 
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Fourteen staff members for the blind department attended a Saturday Pineapple PD regarding how 
to foster social emotional development in the classroom.  
Mental Health counselor, Laura Pamer, taught this class. The emotional developmental time lines of 
students with visual impairments were discussed and different strategies to foster social emotional 
development in the classroom was shared. Developmental stages influencing social emotional 
learning was discussed.  Some of the specific strategies discussed included using mindfulness in the 
classroom (i.e. in the elementary classroom classifying emotions by color and having color corners 
for emotional check ins throughout the day), teaching social incidentals, understanding the 
difference between teaching moments and consequential moments, concrete modeling and student 
lead classroom management  
 
Laura Pamer – Mental Health Counselor 
 
 
Partnership to Foster Quality Internship Program 
 
Braille Specialists Kathy Michaelson and April Wallace traveled to Tallahassee, FL to visit the Florida 
State University's College of Education.  Michaelson and Wallace discussed the attributes and 
working environment at FSDB with approximately 20 future graduates of the Program of Visual 
Disabilities. Michaelson and Wallace met with the two main professors of the program in order to 
discuss future internship placements in both academic areas and Orientation and Mobility. The 
main goal was to attract quality intern students and future employees as well as to continue to build 
a relationship with the state's only visual disabilities program. 
 
April Wallace – Braille Specialist 
 
 
Physical Education Update 
 
Deaf Elementary Students 
We have been continuing our cardiovascular and swimming Programs.  The students have been 
running for at least a mile once a week and going in the pool to swim once a week.  Along with that, 
we're continuing to work on locomotor skills and coordination by playing a wide variety of games 
and sports. 
 
Our girls enjoyed learning through throwing and catching challenges. They have been working on 
their throwing and catching skills. Recently, they learned how to throw and catch a Frisbee. Summer 
is coming soon. They would love to play Frisbee with their family. With Frisbee, students are 
expected to track it while moving in its path. They learn how to catch while moving in different 
pathways and at different levels and speeds. They enjoy that activity, and they will be ready for the 
summer!   
 
 
Deaf Middle School 
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The deaf middle school boys have been working on polishing up their eye-foot and hand-eye 
coordination skills by participating in Speedball, a game that is similar to both soccer and American 
football. This 4-week unit is not only designed to help students refine coordination skills, but also, to 
improve on many of the skill-related fitness components: endurance, speed, reaction time, agility, 
balance, and accuracy.  
 
The middle school girls practiced different throwing skills to improve their Ultimate Frisbee game. 
Ultimate Frisbee is a non-contact team sport, and it is a fast-paced game. It is for all ages and skill 
levels that offers fun, exercise, and enjoyment. Our next unit would be the Tchoukball. It is a new 
game for our students and staff. It is rebound games with a combination of team handball and 
basketball. That game requires all the students to be involved on offense and defense. It requires a 
lot of teamwork and trust. It teaches students to anticipate what will happen. Also, it promotes eye-
hand coordination and improves physical and mental skills. 
 
Deaf High School  
HOPE students learned how to play Middleball. Middleball is a fun sport for everyone with different 
levels of skill proficiency. The rules are similar to volleyball, but the ball must be bounced first 
before they can bump, set, or spike the ball. Everyone truly loved that game. This week, DHS 
students will learn how to play a striking and fielding game called Longball. That game provides 
many opportunities for modifications and builds different skills with strategies. 
 
We just concluded our unit on the reproductive system.  We covered topics ranging from anatomy, 
conception, pregnancy, childbirth to STDs, abstinence, contraceptives, and to parenting and 
marriage.  We are now starting our First Aid and CPR certification program led by the American 
Heart Association. 
 
Blind Elementary School 
K-2nd: Students are utilizing the elements they have learned throughout the year and are displaying 
those skills (tracking, spatial awareness and hand/foot coordination) in a variety of large group 
games.  Obstacle courses and scooter games seem to be the students favorites due to the familiarity 
of the set-up of the activities.  Frogger, a scooter game has the students move towards a sound 
source while trying to avoid a lesser sound source (bell ball) while moving from mat to mat.  They 
really enjoy this activity! 
 
3rd to 5th: Students are participating and honing their skills during our large group games unit.  I 
have witnessed the students’ ability to track a sound source traveling at different speeds.  The 
student’s favorite group activity appears to be Cobra Ball, which is the lead up game to 
Goalball.  Both games involve tracking and spatial awareness, which are necessary in the outside 
world.  They really enjoy this activity! 
 
Blind Middle School  
Blind Middle school students have been participating in several types of large group games this 
quarter. Students have been participating in Frogger, Pacman and Cobra Ball. Frogger is a class 
favorite that allows students to be on scooters and move from one side of the gym to the other 
while not getting tagged by a rolling bell ball. Students use audio discretion from a beeper box to 
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navigate to the opposite side. All of these large group games work on spatial awareness, tracking 
skills and audio discretion.  
 
Blind High School  
Students in HOPE have been focusing on body systems. Students have been learning about the 
functions of the skeletal, muscular, and nervous system and about common problems within the 
body systems. Students are being assessed on the long-term health and fitness goal they set for 
themselves at the beginning of the year. Students that achieve their long-term goals are being 
rewarded with a $5.00 gift card to either Walmart or Target.  
 
Weight Training 
Reflecting on the first-year teaching Weight Training, the students overcame many obstacles and 
made great strides while navigating the weight room safely.  Their individual improvements are 
remarkable and it’s amazing what can happen with just a few words of encouragement, specific 
verbal description, and praise.  This last quarter, the students took ownership of their routines and 
are better prepared to use exercise equipment outside of the school. 
 
Donna Johnson – Assistant Principal of Physical Education 
 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted by:  
Carol Bogue 
Blind Department Principal  
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DEAF DEPARTMENT 
April is the month we are really starting to wind down the curriculum in preparation for May 
testing and events. It has been quite busy in the schools with school wide events such as: Everyone 
Matter’s Day, Teen Dating and Violence training, FSA writing exams, and an English for Speakers of 
Other Languages (ESOL) cultural event. We all attended the fabulous presentation of Annie Jr, 
performed by the high school dance troupe. Our Deaf department team has been working to 
enrich the curriculum to help our students finish out the year strong.  
 
We are preparing for the summer camp programs to include the Expanded Core Curriculum for 9 
to 16-year-old students who are not currently attending FSDB.  The STEAM camp for students both 
from FSDB and currently not enrolled; the K-2 summer camp program; and the 3rd grade reading 
camp. We are looking forward to a productive and enriched summer program that will showcase 
all that FSDB has to offer.  
 
ELEMENTARY 
It is hard to believe it is already May and we are winding down the school year. So much has 
happened this year. Looking back, it seems amazing that we were able to move in to our newly 
renovated building for the start of school. It still amazes me how hard everyone worked to get things 
up and running for our Grand Opening. The ribbon cutting ceremony in August was incredibly 
special, and the students and staff are loving our new, clean and updated building. Students have 
been serious about their learning this year, and teachers are using innovative, personalized 
approaches to instruction to ensure students are “owning” the content. End of year MAP (Measures 
of Academic Progress) data shows that 89% of students in Deaf Elementary School showed growth 
in English Language Arts this school year, and 93% of students in Deaf Elementary School showed 
growth in Math this school year. This compares with 76% and 91% last school year. We aim for 
continual growth and improvement, and we love it when we can see our hard work paying off in 
testing data. 
 
Finally, this month we welcomed a new student to our school. During her admissions meeting, she 
was amazed to learn that not only do all the teachers and support staff at her “new school” sign, 
but that all the students do, too! She could not (and in fact, did not) believe this until she walked in 
to the classroom. Her eyes grew wide and she immediately began engaging with her peers. Watching 
her in school, anyone can see that she is clearly “home.” What a wonderful reminder of the 
important work we do, and the real differences we make in children’s lives every day. What an honor 
to be part of such important work! 
 
KinderKids are celebrating the final days of Kindergarten with an alphabet celebration, from A is for 
Art to Z is for Zig Zag! Each day brings a new letter and new activity! Thirty-five DES students 
submitted 224 Problem of the Week solutions this year!! Our first graders submitted the 
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most!  Students earned a total of 44 math games to take home for their very own! In second grade, 
the students are working on Opinion Writing. They wrote about whether dinosaurs would make a 
good pet. Overwhelmingly, the students believed that no, dinosaurs would not make good pets.  
One of our 3rd grade classes noticed that the students from the ELC sometimes have difficulty getting 
to the buses at the end of the day, so they volunteered to help!  It’s been going SO well, and one of 
the preschoolers even said to a staff member recently, “I’d prefer to hold a big kid’s hand, thank 
you.” In 4th grade, students were able to video chat with students from another school for the Deaf! 
Making connections and sharing stories is such a wonderful community building experience. We had 
one student in 5th grade that became the first to reach the 1,000 Book milestone in the 100 Book 
Challenge! 
 
Kindness and empathy have been seen everywhere this month! The students LOVED helping 
choose a gift for children at Nemours Hospital as part of our Everyone Matters Day Celebration! 
And first graders commented on how thankful and kind the Kindergartners where when leaving an 
event. Speaking of first grade, one first grader does not like dinosaurs! Second graders expressed 
similar opinions! Third graders worked on measuring and recording data. Fourth graders finished 
up researching important people for Deaf History Month. Fifth graders went on a field trip to 
explore the Santa Maria, a replica of Christopher Columbus’ largest ship! Finally, exciting news: 
Our ASL Specialists are almost finished with FSDB’s first ever online ASL assessment for students! 
Stay tuned! 
 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Everyone Matters Day is always a good day to celebrate our individuality in a family spirit. 
Students were asked to create their “I AM” poster this year differently. They were asked to reflect 
on their individual strengths. The posters are in the hallways of middle school for others to read.  

State testing has begun, we had our FSA English Language Arts Writing assessment on April 2nd and 
3rd. This score is averaged into the Language Arts component of the ELA to be taken in May.  

On April 5-7th, the Deaf Middle School Math team flew to Rochester. Our team worked with their 
coaches twice a week during lunch from September to April. Their hard work paid off and they 
took fourth place in the team competition. There were 168 participants. Individually, our students 
ranked 9th, 11th, 63rd, and 80th in their individual scores. We are so proud of their hard work.  

Middle school teacher Karen Newton and her 8th grade language arts classes collaborated with 
University of North Florida and Dr. Kilpatrick’s Deaf Education class over the year. Each student 
was paired up with a pen pal. They sent videos back and forth and then wrote essays. The goal for 
the FSDB students was to learn to communicate clearly and to practice speaking and listening 
standards. The goal of the UNF students were to analyze students’ language and their language 
development. As a culminating activity, Ms. Newton’s class visited Dr. Kilpatrick’s class on UNF 
campus. They played games, created ABC stories, and enjoyed meeting each other face to face. 
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On April 19, the middle school joined the high school for a Teen Dating and Violence PBS 
presentation given by Ms. DeAnna Swope. Ms. Swope, who is Deaf, was awarded the 2018 Gender 
Justice Award by the Georgia Commission on Family Violence (GCFV) who recognizes leaders in 
social justice. She is a domestic violence outreach specialist who provided some good insight to 
our students on what is and is not acceptable in friendships. Her presentation touched on the 
imbalance of power and reporting, which is also a key component in our bullying education.  
 
The month of May will be busy with testing. middle school will participate in the FSA English 
Language Arts Reading assessment May 1-2nd.  The FSA math assessment will occur on May 6-8th, 
The 8th grade NGSSS Science will be given May 9th and 10th, and the 7th grade Civics EOC will occur 
on May 10th. This is a very busy time!  We have Career and Technology Awards in the chapel on 
May 16th, a Spring Fling on May 17th from 8:00-1:00 during which the 6th grade students will 
present different horticultural topics to younger students on campus. They develop fun activities 
to teach the concepts at different stations.  We have invited 8th grade families to attend our 8th 
grade graduation ceremony on May 30th from 1-3:30 in Kirk Auditorium to wrap up the school 
year.  
 
We have had a recent change in our middle school program. As of May 3rd, Ms. Karen Newton, a 
current 8th grade teacher, is filling the role of interim Assistant Principal for middle school. She has 
agreed to support the school as Ms. Liller was unable to finish out the year. This position will be 
advertised at the end of May.  
 
HIGH SCHOOL  
In honor of Everyone Matters Day, April 10, 2019, the Deaf High School English/Language Arts 
(ELA), department allowed students to create personal ‘Thank you’ and ‘Thinking of You’ cards for 
persons on campus whom are often overlooked.  Students wrote their letters then submitted 
them for revision. This process continued as needed. The students then selected a card or created 
a card to scribe their message. These letters were either sent via campus mail or in person. Some 
departments that received cards were grounds, laundry, food services, administration, janitorial, 
teachers, and many more.  The reaction of the recipients showed students that voicing 
appreciation reminds people that they matter to someone.  
 
Students in the Driver’s Education class are hard at work. On April 15 and April 17, the students took 
the DATE (Drug, Alcohol, Traffic Education) class which is required for all first-time drivers. FSDB 
collaborates with the Northeast Florida Safety Council and each year the students can take the class 
and the test on campus. The good news is that all the students who attended the class, passed.  The 
official DMV test was completed on May 1 with 9 out of 14 students passing their driver’s test. 
 
Digital media students have been hard at work manning the live streaming aspect for the various 
events happening in the auditorium, such as the Dance Troupe’s play, Annie Jr. Students have taken 
pictures of staff for the yearbook. Students have and are still working on place cards and table 
numbers for the senior breakfast. 
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ASL students have been attending the elementary school to do storytelling with several elementary 
classes.  
 
In math classes, teachers are using a variety of strategies, including the IXL program and EOC 
Bootcamp as part of the Algebra Nation curriculum. In addition, teachers met to develop a 
common student portfolio that will follow students from their freshman year until graduation. The 
portfolio will include state testing scores, MAP data, MFAS tasks, and ACT scores.  It will be used at 
IEP meetings to discuss student progress. 
 
Science classes took their EOC exams. Zoology class collected marine species at Guana River 
research center as part of an interdependence unit. One of the long-term projects in marine science 
class is focused on caring for seahorses and learning about their ecosystem in the class’ aquarium.  
 
In the Access Algebra class, testing has been completed for the school year. In the Access Geometry 
class, students are continuing to work on their basic geometry skills including symmetry. In Access 
English/Reading (Unique Skills: Communication), April's focus was on MAP and FSAA testing. 
Students continued their focus on their vocabulary, leveled stories, and weekly News-2-You article 
with worksheets. In Access US History, students have been learning about post-WWII America, the 
development of the Space program’s impact on Florida, and how air conditioning in hotels and 
restaurants impacted Florida’s tourism and economy. They also completed their FSAA EOC exam. In 
Access World History, students have been learning about the Renaissance including the revival of 
education, the invention of the printing press and the Art and artists of that period. They have done 
an activity where they painted like Michelangelo by lying on the floor and painting on paper taped 
to the underside of the table. In Personal Financial Literacy (Unique Skills: Curriculum & Learning 
Environment), students learned and practiced how to create a checking account register using 
Google spreadsheets or Excel spreadsheets. They also learned how to write their banking account 
activities in the created check register. Students discussed fees that any bank can charge to a bank 
account.  
 
Senior Economic students are excited about a new online simulation that teaches how to use online 
banking with checking and savings accounts, bank statements, transferring funds, bill paying and 
direct deposits.  Also. another simulation covers credit and debit cards and credit scores. 
 
OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAM 
FSDB off campus students attending St. Johns County Schools and college are completing their 
high school grade level and college coursework while others are preparing for lifetime careers by 
the completion of vocational classes at FCTC. 
 
The St. Augustine High School and SJRSC students are currently studying and preparing for their 
final exams. Congratulations to the students for their hard work and dedication to the yearlong 
course work! 
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Landscape students are mowing and maintaining all sports fields at St. Augustine High School and 
First Coast Technical College. The golf fairway, baseball and softball fields are mowed in unique 
and creative patterns in preparation for both boys’ and girls’ games.   
 
Automotive students continue to learn the parts that make up a car steering and suspension 
system. The suspension system components are located between the frame of the vehicle and the 
road.  Steering and suspension are responsible for keeping your car from veering to one side of the 
road. 
 
Cosmetology students are learning the art of facial waxing. In addition, they are learning how to 
paint, decorate, enhance and embellish nails.  
 
Child Care students are preparing for Rules and Regulations, Child abuse and Observation exams. 
 
Culinary students have completed and passed the Safe Serve Exam.  They are preparing a variety 
of entrees for FCTC Walter’s Reef Restaurant. 
 
INTERPRETER SERVICES 
The Interpreter Services Department is in the hiring process to fill two vacancies.  We have hired 
one new Staff Interpreter.  The Department has provided interpreter.  We have provided interpreted 
services for classes, IEP meetings, Admissions meetings, as well as other events on and off campus. 
  
The Sign Language Proficiency Interview (SLPI) program is up and running. Interviews, ratings and f
ollow-upmeetings were held in the month of April. 
 
 
 
 

ANGELA SAUNDERS 
Principal, Deaf Department 
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Parent Services Department 
Submitted by Cindy Day, Executive Director of Parent Services 
 
Parent Information 

● Parent Services provided tours for 552 prospective parents, professionals, and community 
members during March and April, 2019. 

● The final PEW (Parent Engagement Workshop) for the 2018-2019 school year was held on 
April 5, 2019.  The focus of the event was literacy.  Media specialists, David Snow and Joy 
Carriger, presented to the parent participants on resources available through the media 
center and provided helpful literacy tips to families.  The annual BINGO for Books event 
was held and parents were able to select and take-home books to support literacy and 
reading in the home.  Both principals, Carol Bogue and Angela Saunders, attended the 
meeting and discussed with parents the highlights from this school year and shared plans 
for next year.  Additionally, the IDEA grant review was completed to obtain parent 
feedback. 

● Parent University classes were well attended in March and April.  Parents met for Sign 
Language Classes, Braille Classes, Expanded Core Curriculum, and a Blind Department STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) Family Event. 

 
Parent Infant Program 

● As of May 1, 2019, FSDB’s Parent Infant Program (PIP) served a total of 496 infants and 
toddlers ages 0-5 and their families.  There were 234 Deaf/Hard of Hearing, 238 
Blind/Visually Impaired, and 24 Dual Sensory Impaired students. 

● Silvia Velarde-Hoyos, South Florida District Support Coordinator, represented FSDB at the 
Community Fair organized by the Southernmost Coast Early Steps in March. 

● The Northeast Florida PIP Regional Family Gathering took place in April at Feel the Wheels 
Event.  Forty PIP family members enjoyed this event.  One of the most popular interactive 
exhibits was the “Hamster Wheel Snow Cone Machine,” which offers fun simple machines 
for children to make their own frozen treat. Participants walk, jog, or run in a giant 
‘hamster wheel’ to grind the ice into their cup, then use hand cranks to move their snow 
cone along a conveyor belt that packs it down and brings it to the different flavor 
dispensers. After they stop it at their chosen flavor and press a button to pour the syrup on 
top, they can enjoy their unique treat they made themselves! 

● Parent Infant Program staff presented information on deafness and the Parent Infant 
Program to Florida State University (FSU) Multidisciplinary Center to graduate students, 
who will be serving in school settings. 

● At the April Leon County (and five surrounding counties) Hearing and Vision Screening 
event, PIP staff hosted a FSDB information table, networked with other professionals, and 
answered parents’ questions. 

● Two other events were hosted by PIP staff in the Panhandle region.  The first included an 
Easter Egg Hunt provided jointly with Delta Zeta sorority and the Speech Pathology 
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Department at FSU.  The second was a Family Fun Day at Tallahassee Park with 17 family 
members enjoying the day and time together. 

● North Central Region PIP staff participated in Interagency Meetings in Hernando County 
and Marion County to network and provide information about FSDB and the Parent Infant 
Program. 

● The Blind/VI Parent Infant Program in Jacksonville hosted a family event at Sensory Towne 
with a "glow party" focus.  The setting had adaptive play equipment for children of all 
ability levels.  Glow elements were added to the environment, which included an 
interactive floor, glow balls, glow sensory bins and glow paint.  Thirteen families enjoyed 
this event. 

● Teresa Donaldson Thomas, FSDB Regional Coordinator spoke with Pre-K Interagency 
participants about FSDB/DBS services available to families raising children with vision 
and/or hearing loss.  This included a discussion about the types of services provided to 
families in the natural environment (including information. resources, support, sensory, 
advocacy, and mobility training, assessments, and referral to other agencies for support, 
and assistance with transition to school, community integration, and opportunities to meet 
other families raising children with sensory loss).  Teresa shared information about a recent 
successful Bouncin’ Big Family Event in Newberry and an upcoming Family Event, the 
Spring Carnival/Beeping Egg Hunt.  FSDB and DBS pamphlets and business cards were 
provided to all participants. Questions were asked and answered.  Approximately 20 
professionals from local agencies and schools that provide services to children with special 
needs were in attendance.  

● The PIP staff partnered with the Delta Gamma Sorority at the University of Florida for their 
annual Spring Carnival Event.  The sorority provided arts and crafts, games, a bounce 
house, drinks, snacks, snow cones, a puppy and bunnies to pet, and baskets/bags for the 
eggs. Families enjoyed the opportunity to meet with other families and share in some adult 
time with other parents, while their children were supervised one on one by the Delta 
Gamma sorority members. The young women of Delta Gamma were friendly and helpful 
and gently encouraged each child to participate in a variety of games and activities. Parents 
were delighted to see their children having so much fun.  After hours of fun and games and 
finding beeping eggs, the children and their families left the Spring Carnival with baskets 
and/or bags full of candy and treats to take home with them along with the memories of a 
wonderful day spent with very special friends.   

● Paula Rounsavall and the West Palm PIP team attended an event at the Dreher Park Zoo. 
There was a total of 12 families with a total of 49 people participating in the event. The 
event was a huge success. The weather was beautiful, and several families made a whole 
day out of it. The PIP Parent Advisors (PA’s) joined the event to assist where needed. 
Families gathered by the picnic area to receive water, juice and a snack. Several PA’s 
walked around with the families. One family shared how they used the iPad to “zoom in” to 
the animals for their son to be able to see the animals up close.  Another family was able to 
have their son feel a life size bronze statue of a tiger. He could feel the face, tail and even 
claws. The bird sanctuary at the zoo was another favorite place. The birds have the 
prettiest colors, and children can walk through the area and feed the birds. The picnic table 
was right by the birds, so while families were enjoying a break they could hear the birds 
right next to them. Families enjoyed exploring the zoo and some children even got wet 
going into the water fountains. 
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L. Daniel Hutto Early Learning Center 

● The Toddler Class is a 4-day/week program that meets Monday – Thursday from 9:00 a.m.-
11:30 a.m. Parents are welcome to bring their children any day(s).  The focus of the Toddler 
Program this year has been building community.  The parents have formed a strong 
support group for each other and have come together in many ways to learn and grow 
together.  Sonia Garcia DeNight, the Deaf Mentor / Toddler Program Facilitator, has been 
instrumental in this community building process by helping parents to understand that 
they are the ones responsible for creating the strong supportive community they seek here 
in Saint Augustine and at FSDB.  Her focus on helping parents to help themselves and work 
together has been the reason that the Toddler Program experienced so much growth this 
year. 

● The Toddler Class had a peak enrollment of nine children enrolled this year. Of those, four 
are still attending and four have transitioned into the ELC Pre K D/HH classroom. The 
Toddler Class provides an excellent foundation for learning and building pre-academic, 
social and language skills.   

● The ELC (Early Learning Center) has focused on Parent Learning this year.  Three main 
initiatives have been offered and very well attended.  These included: 

○ Baby Dragons Club – a weekly informational meeting covering a variety of topics 
presented by FSDB staff. Topics this year have included: 

 Theory of Mind – presented by Randi Mitchell and Gail Strassel 
 Reading to Deaf Children – presented by Cally Traetto 
 ASL to English Print – Bilingual Strategies – presented by Jennifer Cato 
 Building Foundational Math Skills – presented by Billie Jo Mayo 
 Screen Time? How Much is Too Much – presented by Dan Binder 
 Using Experience Books to Build Language- presented by Jennifer Cato 
 Introduction to Montessori Philosophy – presented by Gail Strassel 
 What is an IEP? – presented by Gail Strassel 

○ ELC Monday Morning Literacy Workshop Series- a parent focused book study using 
classic children's literature to bridge the gap between ASL and English.  Parents met 
monthly with the ASL specialist and then weekly with each other to talk about how 
to share books with their children. 

○ Sign-A-Story Program – a partnership with FSCJ Interpreter preparation Program, 
the Saint Johns County Main Library and FSDB.  Through this partnership, stories, 
songs and activities for toddlers and their families are interpreted during a weekly 
library toddler story time.  

● The Early Learning Center Pre-K Enrollment during April 2019, included eight Blind/VI   
students (and one student is expected to begin in August).  Another Blind child is scheduled 
for an admission meeting in May.  There were also ten Deaf/HH students (and another 
Deaf student is expected begin in August).  Three additional Deaf children are scheduled 
for admissions meetings in May and June.  Two additional Deaf children, who are turning 3 
in August, have submitted applications. 

● Both Pre-K classes have focused on Spring this month. They have learned about life cycles 
of plants, animals and insects. They have planted seeds and maintained a small sensory 
garden.  In May, they will be focused on the beach and the season of Summer.  They will 
learn about shells, ocean animals, and activities you can do in the summer. 
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● The annual ELC Spring Fling brought families to the ELC to celebrate Spring.  The children 
and their families enjoyed an egg hunt and a delicious a potluck lunch.  Bringing parents 
together to meet and visit with each other builds community in a way that nothing else 
can. 

● Gail Strassel, Director, Sonia Garcia-DeNight, Toddler Program Facilitator, and Jennifer 
Cato, Parent Infant Program Director of Early Intervention D/HH, attended the 2019 Early 
Hearing Detection and Intervention (EHDI) conference in Chicago, Illinois.  There were 
1000+ attendees. While there, they attended dynamic sessions, networked with 
representatives from other states, and gathered new ideas and research to share with 
FSDB Parent Infant and ELC staff. 

● Countdown to Kindergarten will occur on May 10, 2019.  Families of children transitioning 
from Pre-Kindergarten to Kindergarten were invited to meet with the Assistant Principals 
from Deaf Elementary and Blind Elementary and visit the kindergarten classrooms.  Parents 
will receive information about kindergarten, curriculum, and expectations, and meet the 
support staff. 

● A Muffins with Mom event will occur on May 10 as well.  Children will serve their mothers 
and/or other significant women in their lives.  This is a PBS sponsored activity. The children 
will demonstrate their skills learned during the year; manners, serving, and pouring skills, 
while they celebrate Mom. 

● The ELC Graduation is scheduled for May 22 from 10:30-11:30 in the Chapel. 
● ELC End of Year Celebration with families is scheduled on May 28 at Splash Park at the Saint 

Augustine Pier. 
 
Career and Workforce Development Department 
Submitted by Andrea Armstrong, Director of Career and Workforce Development 
 
Priority Goal 1: Academic Achievement and Workforce Preparation 
 
SkillsUSA 
19 students and 8 staff attended the annual state conference and competition in Pensacola. This 
was the largest group ever in attendance by FSDB.  Students competed against secondary and 
postsecondary public-school students in six different categories: Photography, Prepared Speech, 
Extemporaneous Speaking, Teamworks (construction build), Mobile Robotics, and Quiz Bowl.  The 
group returned to FSDB with three silver medals.  All 19 contestants gained everlasting experience 
and forever memories.  
 
D&B Garden Center 
Students visited two St. Augustine nurseries: Southern Horticulture Nursery and Leonardi’s 
Nursery.  The owners explained how they organized the nurseries to better assist customers with 
plant selections.   The students learned that many nurseries do landscaping services in addition to 
selling plants to walk in customers.  Afterward the students enjoyed a relaxing lunch by the 
lighthouse. 
 
Students Continue to Partner with the Culinary Program 
The horticulture students harvested their lettuce crop and delivered two large bags of lettuce to 
the FSDB culinary students to use in the Dragon’s Lair. 
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Another Student Receives His OSHA Certification 
Chris Lis, a student in the Blind Department, completed his OSHA certification in the area of 
Agriculture. Chris did most of this work independently with assistive devices on his laptop. 
 
D & B Garden Center Participates in a Vilano Beach Community Event  
Sean Candelaria (DHS) assisted with selling of plants from the garden center at the annual Vilano 
Beach 5K/10K run.  Sean volunteered to set up for the event and was an excellent representative 
for our program. 
 
Grumman Earth Day Event 
For the third year in a row, the D&B Garden Center provided plants for Northrup Grumman’s 
annual Earth Day. Students assisted with organizing the plants, labeling the plants, setting up care 
sheets, and packing the plants for delivery.  Several of the artistic items that we created in the 
Garden Center were used for door prizes for employees. 
 
Third Campus Beautification Project with Las Adelfas Garden Circle 
Students teamed up with the women from the Las Adelfas Garden Club for another campus 
beautification project.  Students prepared the beds around Walker Hall for planting. The Garden 
Circle donated the money for the plants and worked with the students to plant all the gardens. A 
local mosaic artist, Manila Clough, donated a tactile sunflower that both the deaf and the blind 
students can enjoy. 
 
Garden Club Teaches Lessons to the Public 
The after-school Garden Club taught several customers how to make hypertufa pots.  The students 
explained and demonstrated how to make the pots.  Customers took their completed pots home 
to enjoy along with directions on making their own. 
 
Dragons Lair Cafe/Culinary Arts 
The Culinary Arts programs toured Hyatt Hands on Education training program in Orlando with 22 
high school students, and 7 staff. Hands on Education is a great opportunity for student to get 
intensive job training within 2 weeks, which could lead to immediate employment with Hyatt. 
Students were able to see in various work areas such as culinary, front desk, housekeeping, and 
business services.  
 
The Dragon's Lair Cafe is starting to wrap up a second year of teaching and running a small cafe 
business. All students are a great workers and learners.  The team is preparing to cook and host 
the annual Board luncheon on graduation day.   
 
3D Animation/Exploring 2D Art/Fine Arts 
Students in first block high school animation and 4th block fine arts class did 12 different 
animations based on 12 different principles of animation. Students are nearly done with their 
Adobe Animate CC lessons and tutorials and they will be ready to start their animation projects. 
This week, we will work on pre-production stuff. 
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In middle school’s Exploring 2D Art classes, we completed our papier mache mask project and 
perspective art. Now, we are moving towards to working on comic books. 
 
Campus Work Program 
Deaf High School work experience class had students placed in many career experience positions 
on the FSDB campus. Some students work in the Print Shop; they learn how to take orders, fill the 
orders, how to collate and bind papers and books, and organize as instructed by the Printer. 
Students also complete the delivery form and deliver the client’s orders in person. Additionally, 
students placed in the Print Shop are learning with the help of Lorelee Bundrick how to create 3D 
designs and now Glowforge laser printing designs with different types of materials. The soft skills 
students are learning will be transferable to other jobs in the future. 
 
Culinary Arts 
In culinary arts level one, the students began to understand and appreciate the almighty 
Potato.  They worked tirelessly for three weeks learning the many different ways they could cut 
and slice potatoes, and even more ways they could cook them.  They prepared some basic fare; 
fries, chips, mashed potatoes, but eventually moved onto more complex endeavors like potato 
pancakes.  
 
When May arrives, the students will begin shifting their focus towards the catering side of the 
course.  They have been asked to prepare hundreds of cookies for various graduations and 
celebrations and have also been asked to prepare a delicious lunch for DHS Staff which will include 
homemade hummus, onion rings and a host of other goodies. 
 
STEM Club 
Stem Club has been working diligently this semester, but have had a difficult time maintaining a 
firm grasp on their latest topic: gelatin. Over the course of three weeks, the STEM Club has been 
learning about the production of, and the physics behind gelatin. They made edible gelatin dessert 
from fruit juice and finished the lesson by making glycerin-based jelly soaps that they can take 
home. 
Priority Goal 2: Professional Development 
 
VISIONS ESE state conference - three work experience program teachers attended this annual 
state conference at World Golf Village. All three were in attendance for the first time.  The three-
day conference afforded them many opportunities to network with other teachers, support staff, 
administrators and industry representatives; workshops and presentations by leaders in the field 
of employment for students with disabilities aided these teachers in learning new strategies and 
curriculum resources to prepare FSDB students for careers and additional skills training post FSDB. 
 
English Language Arts Specialists 
Submitted by the Reading Specialists 

● Elisha Zuaro, Blind Department 
● Brent Bechtold, Deaf High School 
● Kathy Pyle, Deaf Middle School 
● Cally Traetto, Deaf Elementary School 
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Priority Goal 1: Academic Achievement and Workforce Preparation 
The BEMS Reading Specialist facilitated the literacy celebrations in April and May to recognize and 
honor students who had met their reading step goals. Eight students from the BMS attended a 
special field trip to the Rype & Readi Aquaponics Farm to learn more about agriculture and 
sustainability as a reward for reading and writing about 13 of the 15 Sunshine State Young Reader 
Award (SSYRA) winning books. 
 
On May 17th, the DHS Reading Specialist hosted the culminating Every Dragon<<Reads and 
Writes>>Every Day celebration. They had a panel of FSDB alumni who have forged a path of 
success after graduating FSDB. The panel members each answered questions about how reading 
and writing had impacted their lives not only as high school and college students, but also in their 
careers and in their own personal lives. They shared their own literacy struggles and how they 
overcame them. The panel challenged the students to seize the opportunities they have here at 
FSDB to improve their reading and writing skills. They shared their passion for literacy and what 
books they are currently reading, too. 
 
The month of May was also a time for end of the year reading celebrations.  A group of 7 DMS 
students took a trip to Barnes & Noble with the specialist and 2 teachers to purchase books with 
their gift cards.   
 
Gift cards will be awarded to DMS students at each grade level who achieve the highest number of 
Reading Counts points (quizzes taken after reading a book) and lines signed in their reading logs 
for the 18-19 school year.  
 
Deaf Elementary students have earned books and pizza, and the one student reached 1000 
reading log lines, which represents 250 hours of reading.  
 
Priority Goal 2: Professional Development 
On April 6th, the DMS Reading and Math Specialists provided a Saturday workshop open to all 
teachers at FSDB on “Data to Inform Instruction”. Individual student and class data from the NWEA 
MAP assessment were utilized.  Teachers created a table to group and instruct students. 
 
On April 16th, the DMS Reading Specialist provided the Civics End-of-Course (EOC) assessment 
training for 7th grade. On April 29th, the DMS Reading Specialist provided Florida Statewide 
Science Assessment training for 8th grade; the BEMS Reading Specialist provided the same training 
for 5th grade. 
 
On April 25th and 26th, all four Reading Specialists participated in the Council of Language Arts 
Supervisors (CLAS) Spring Conference in Orlando. They were eager to share out the new ideas and 
research from the excellent keynote presentations, as well as the updates from the Florida 
Department of Education and Test Development Center. 
 
During the month of April all four Reading Specialists attended Outlook 365 training in preparation 
for our shift to this new email platform. 
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During the months of April and May, the BEMS/BHS Reading Specialist facilitated a hybrid book 
chat (online and face-to-face) about the book How to Teach So Students Remember by Marilee 
Sprenger. 
 
As of May, all four Reading Specialists have completed the Youth Mental Health First Aid (YMHFA) 
training. 
Priority Goal 3: Enrollment and Retention 
The DHS Reading Specialist facilitated the 212° Dragon Readers Book Club for student and staff 
members to read The Darkest Minds by Alexandra Bracken. The club met in early May to chat 
about the book and eat pizza. After the book chat, they had a captioned movie night in Kirk 
Auditorium to compare the book and movie. If interested in reading the book, there are copies 
available to borrow from the Lindheimer Media Center (LMC), as well as from the FSDB OverDrive 
and SJCPLS OverDrive collections via Sora: https://tinyurl.com/FSDB-Sora.  
 
The BHS Reading Specialist facilitated the final book club meeting, where members discussed 
Chains by Laurie Halse Anderson. 
 
Priority Goal 4: Digital Citizenship 
The Reading Specialists have completed the Digital Citizenship Lesson 6: Digital Search and 
Research. 
 
Priority Goal 5: Stakeholder Relationships and Communication 
The BEMS and DES Reading Specialists mailed home 3rd grade summer reading camp information. 
 
Math Specialists    
Submitted by the Math Specialists 

● Mark Largent, Blind Department 
● Sue Clark, Deaf Middle and High Schools 
● Billie Jo Mayo, Deaf Elementary School 

 
Priority Goal 1: Academic Achievement and Workforce Preparation 
 
Students in DES have made schoolwide average progress of 60% completion of ST Math curriculum 
as of the first of May. Progress monitoring through math formative assessments (MFAS tasks) 
cycle is helping teachers and students monitor their learning of the standards. FSA warm-ups and 
practice test have been being used in preparation for state assessments.  
 
Thirty-five percent of students campus-wide have participated in the Problem of the Week (POW) 
and Fluency Challenge this year with over 555 POW solutions submitted and over 2900 fluency 
challenge points earned to date! The 24Game Fluency Challenge Tournament will be held on May 
21st! 
 
Students in middle and high schools are finishing course work and preparing for the statewide 
spring assessments. The FSA math and EOC assessments will occur during the first weeks of May. 
Teachers in the Deaf Middle and High Schools have been using IXL Math program to address 
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current topics and for progress monitoring/IEP goals. The IXL Math program recently provided a 
tool that will assist with NWEA MAP data, as well as ACT preparation.  
 
Retakes for the FSA Algebra 1 EOC were completed in early March. The results arrived in April 
2019 and are as follows: 64% of the students who took the exam scored a level two or above, with 
four students scoring at a level 3 or above.  
 
Senior IEP meetings are taking place the month of May. The Deaf High School teachers and math 
specialist have been working on Algebra 1 and Geometry cover sheets which will include students’ 
final grade, EOC score(s), MFAS average scores, NWEA MAP data and ACT data. Also, they have 
been creating a more organized check-off list for the MFAS portfolio. These tools will assist with 
decisions if a student receives a waiver for a statewide assessment. 
 
Intervention materials were ordered and have arrived for the Blind departments. Eureka Math 
materials for next year have also been ordered and have arrived for Deaf and Blind Elementary 
and Middle Schools. 
 
Priority Goal 2: Professional Development 
Teachers and instructional assistants have been invited to monthly POWwows that focus on 
effective teaching practices and supporting student mathematical practice standards. During 
April the POWwows focused on: 

• Effective Teaching Practice: Eliciting Evidence of Student thinking & Review of all 8 
practices 

• Student Math Practice: Look for and make use of structure & Review of all 8 practices 

• Strategy: MFAS Tasks & All the strategies shared this year 
 
The feedback has been very positive all year! Twenty participants have attended more than 5 
POWwows this year and more than 30 have attended at least one POWwow! 
 
Module Study PD continues for k-5 teachers in the Deaf and Blind departments with a focus on 
learning mathematics content through job imbedded planning sessions. The focus for learners in 
March and April were on “Reflection” - changes in practice this year using the new Eureka Math 
materials and how the planning protocols are working. 
 
During the month of April, the Math Specialists attended Outlook 365 training in preparation for 
our shift to this new email platform. 
 
Priority Goal 5: Stakeholder Relationships and Communication 
Specialist were trained in the use of Skylert Messaging systems for improving ease of 
communication with families.  
 
Brieara Warren, junior, has been selected to represent FSDB as the 2019 Sunshine State Scholar. 
She will be attending the event and recognition ceremonies in June. The Florida DOE Mathematics 
Specialist reached out to us with hopes that we would have an eligible junior that meets the 
requirements for the Sunshine State Scholar program. 
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American Sign Language Specialists 
Submitted by the ASL Specialists 

● Lenore Boerner 
● June Ann LeFors 

 
Priority Goal 1: Academic Achievement and Workforce Preparation 
 
The ASL Specialists engaged in a Zoom phone conference with ASLAI (American Sign Language 
Assessment Instrument) team from Boston, Massachusetts on the possibility of using their 
assessment at FSDB. “The American Sign Language Assessment Instrument (ASLAI) is designed to 
track the yearly progression of ASL and English print literacy over time for students ages 4-18. The 
ASLAI consists of eleven receptive tasks: five related to vocabulary, three pertaining to syntax, and 
two reasoning and comprehension tasks.” The specialists will re-evaluate the possibility of using 
this type of assessment next year.  
 
The ASL specialists are members of ASLCIA (American Sign Language Curriculum Instruction and 
Assessment) website. As members, we were able to download an assessment called Academic ASL 
Assessment Test for free. The assessment was developed by three schools, California School for 
the Deaf - Riverside, California School for the Deaf – Fremont, and New Mexico School for the 
Deaf. “This test is designed to identify the student’s academic comprehension grade level in ASL. 
Currently there are 13 comprehension tests from K-12th grade. The ASL stories are based on grade 
levels. The questions are hierarchical based on Bloom’s taxonomy, there are two sets of five 
questions (ten in total) so that students have two attempts at each level.” The assessment is in a 
PowerPoint form offering us the opportunity to keep it as is or redesign into a different 
application. Both Specialists agreed to redesign it into Google Site. They are currently in the end 
phase of redesigning the assessment into Google Site. In few weeks, the specialists would like to 
pilot the test with some students before implementing it this fall. As for now, the elementary 
students will be assessed with this type of assessment this fall.  
 
The ASL Specialists attended FSA test training to prepare themselves for the upcoming FSA tests 
that will take place in May. The specialists are prepared to assist different departments in making 
FSA testing run smoothly.  
 
Both Specialists hosted ASL DAY for the 6th and 7th graders. The students participated in ASL 
Handshape Bingo. To play this game, the host will fingerspell a word, for example “RACE”, the 
student would have to find the right handshape for that word which is “CL:A”. Aside from playing 
bingo and having the students practice fingerspelling, they participated in gesturing games. A brief 
lesson was taught to the students about proximization and parameters. The students learned that 
there are 5 parameters in ASL: 1) Handshape 2) Movement 3) Location 4) Palm Orientation and 5) 
Non-Manual Markers. The students also learned the meaning to proximization. Proximization is 
the coordination between the brain and the muscles in your shoulders, arms, wrist, and fingers. 
For example: it is easier to sign WING, THANK YOU, and FINISH than it is to sign FORCE, TWENTY, 
and DEVIL. The proximation between the brain and the fingers take longer and fluency takes time.  
We will have another ASL Day with the 6th graders in May.   
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Both specialists hosted ASL Day in the morning with some of the FSAA elementary students while 
other students are taking FSA tests. During this time, the specialists played BINGO but instead of 
fingerspelling the word, the specialist signed it so that the students could identify the handshape 
of that word. The students enjoyed this activity tremendously and wanted to play rounds after 
rounds.  
 
Secondary Specialist is providing after school ASL tutoring for some K-12 students who need to 
improve their expressive and receptive ASL skills 
 
Secondary Specialist is providing American Sign Language support to Kilmaried Muniz Rivera for 
her Valedictorian speech and Jenny Cicio for her Salutatorian speech. 
 
Deaf Middle School students will be competing in a speech writing/speaking (signing) contest this 
month.  The secondary ASL Specialist will attend the event as a judge. 
 
Priority Goal 2: Professional Development 
 
Elementary Specialist hosted “Silent Lunch” with elementary.  This event provided the teachers 
with time to have conversations using American Sign Language. During the silent lunch, we 
discussed Heather Artinian from the documentary film, “Sound and Fury”. We discussed cochlear 
implants and how some Deaf people are successful with it. Heather was very motivated about 
getting cochlear implants and she worked very hard to achieve her goals.  It was a safe space 
where teachers could talk about CI with Deaf people and share perspectives.  
 
The ASL specialists attended Florida American Sign Language Teacher Association conference in 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida. ASL teachers from all over the state of Florida gathered to share ideas, 
resources, and latest trends. This conference is a professional development for ASL teachers. FSDB 
ASL Specialists teach ASL classes to FSDB’s faculty and staff.  
 
Both specialists participate on the Pineapple University Bilingual Curriculum Team. The team is 
currently developing scripts for the Bilingual Grammar Curriculum. Our goal is to offer resources 
for this curriculum and begin implementing it this Fall 2019.  
 
Secondary Specialist is continuing to assist High School ASL teacher Renee Geary each Friday to 
work on the new ASL curriculum (True Ways ASL). 
 
Secondary Specialist continues to provide push-in support to DMS science classes every Monday 
and Tuesday to work with 6th and 7th graders helping the students translate English text into ASL 
as well as sign videos for their science projects. 
 
Secondary Specialist continues to provide push-in support to ESOL class every other Wednesday - 
presentations on Deaf Culture/Deaf History, ASL foundation, and lessons on gesturing.  
 
Elementary ASL Specialist presented her fourth and fifth (series of six) Professional Development 
workshop for teachers in the Elementary Department. She discussed different orientations of how 
people learn a second language, for example, some people learn a second language because of 
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relocation to a different country, some learn because of school, and some learn because of social 
peers. Our Deaf children learn second language at school and many of us still need to build a 
foundation in their first language. Aside from discussing orientation, the Elementary Specialist 
discussed the 7 principles to success, written by Freeman & Freeman. The first principle is to teach 
from WHOLE to PART, rather than PART to WHOLE. The teachers discussed how they could 
present their lessons using the WHOLE to PART approach.  
 
For the 5th Professional Development workshop, the Elementary Specialist worked with the 
Elementary Reading Specialist. Both specialists discussed how to make our classroom SOCIAL, 
SAFE, and SHARP. This is a comparison between language acquisition and language learners. Those 
who acquire language have three main environment that helps them acquire language. The three 
are: 1) being able to learn language unconsciously from the social environment, 2) having no 
emotional barrier to language learning. This must be lowered in order for acquisition to take place, 
and 3) The comprehensible input needs to be very clear. The teachers discussed how they can 
apply the three key points in their classrooms. The 6th and last PD will be in May.  
 
Elementary Specialist is continuing her push-in visits to different elementary classrooms. She 
continues to work with students in the ELC, 1st grade classes, 3rd grade classes and 5th grade 
class.  
 
Elementary Specialist continues to observe elementary grade classes and provides teachers with 
strategies to help students with their comprehension skills. 
 
Elementary Specialist began her Advanced ASL workshop to 15 teachers and specialists at FSDB.  
The overarching theme of these workshops is classifiers. Classifiers are designated handshapes 
and/or rule-grounded body pantomime used to represent nouns and verbs. ASL has many 
classifier handshapes to represent specific categories or objects.  The first class began in March 
and will end in May.  
 
Both Specialist have been teaching ASL to faculty and staff since October and will continue to do 
so until the end of April. These classes are designed to help faculty and staff improve their ASL 
skills.  
 
Both Specialists attended Kansas School for the Deaf to attend Kendall Conversational Proficiency 
Level Training. They found the training to be extremely beneficial. They had the opportunity to 
observe ASL Immersion and Deaf Studies classes for all grades. Aside from observing classes, they 
had the opportunity to observe ASL tutoring and work closely with the Bilingual Specialist at KSD. 
Because of this training, both Specialist have decided to redevelop Academic ASL Assessment Test 
which was developed by California School for the Deaf- Riverside and Fremont along with New 
Mexico School for the Deaf. By redeveloping, the specialists are redesigning it into FSDB’s Google 
site so that it may be used anywhere on campus. The training has given the specialists a full 
picture of what a bilingual school should have.  
 
Priority Goal 5: Stakeholder Relationships and Communication 
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Elementary Specialist is working with RMTC translating adaptive texts into ASL. The specialist is 
also working with Randi Mitchell to make the videos accessible to the Deaf ESE students in 
different district schools in Florida. Florida teachers who work at district schools and have taken 
ACCESS training with RMTC will receive this material and be able to use it in their classrooms.  
 
Elementary Specialist is on the EHDI advisory board. She traveled to Tallahassee to attend the 
state meeting. At the meeting, she shared a newborn screening parent letter sample from 
Maryland. The advisory board agreed to make changes to Florida’s newborn screening parent 
letter.   
 
Both Specialists attended FSDB’s expo. Their booth had information and resources regarding ASL. 
Several people stopped at their booth to ask them some questions. There were some ASL 
resources and information that was available to take home with them. Secondary ASL Specialist 
set up a screen to replay several ASL storytelling videos.  A lot of ASL books such as ASL children 
books, curriculum, assessment, and many more were on display. 
 
Secondary Specialist, Academic Bowl sponsor, flew with FSDB DHS students to Mississippi School 
for the Deaf to compete in the Academic Bowl Regional Competition.  The players worked hard 
and did well, however, did not move on to the National Academic Bowl Competition at Gallaudet 
University.  They are already looking forward to next year’s practice and competition. 
 
Elementary ASL Specialist took part in the New Employee Onboarding giving a presentation on 
Deaf Awareness to faculty and staff who recently began working at FSDB. Her presentation 
covered historical information on Deaf Education, the establishment of Deaf schools in the USA, 
especially FSDB. She elaborated on different types of Deaf students and their preferences, such as 
using amplifiers and language usage. Along with that, she discussed the meaning of “Audism” and 
etiquettes in the Deaf community. The group had an opportunity to partake in ASL 101 quiz testing 
their knowledge. Based on their answers, the staff left the orientation learning new things about 
the Deaf community. 
 
Elementary Specialist has been meeting with parents of ELC toddler’s class once a month. In her 
meetings, she signs a book in ASL and works with the parents on signing it to their children at 
home. She also discusses the importance of signing to their children about everyday happenings 
and including them in conversations. This will help them with language acquisition.  
 
Elementary Specialist is on the Mason Dixon Volleyball Committee. She will be assisting the 
committee with sportsmanship awards, coaches’ gifts, and selecting a logo for t-shirts. She is 
working with Joy Moers. The designing of the logo is a competition for HS students. Students are 
given the opportunity to design and submit their logo. A panel of judges will select the best design 
and the design will be used for banners and t-shirts during the volleyball tournament.  
 
Elementary Specialist attended National ASL/English Bilingual Consortium on Early Childhood 
Education with Brooke Stanfield, ELC Preschool teacher, and Randi Mitchell, Coordinator of 
Professional Development. At the conference, Language deprivation was discussed among other 
topics such as being mindful and accepting all kinds of people, culture, and lifestyle. Next year’s 
NASLECE Summit will be in Florida. 
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Elementary Specialist is developing videos for Pineapple University. The first video that will be 
released will cover the History of Deaf Education with additional videos to follow.  The Elementary 
Specialist hopes to release at least 10 videos for Pineapple University elaborating on Bilingualism 
and teaching the Deaf.  
 
Admissions Department 
Submitted by Tracie C. Snow, Administrator of Instructional Services 
 

Enrollment as of 05/06/2019 

Deaf Department     

High School Grades 9 – 12  162 

Middle School Grades 6 – 8   73 

Elementary Grades KG – 5    82 

Totals: Deaf Department  317 

   

Blind Department     

High School Grades 9 – 12   96 

K-8 School Grades K – 8  103 

Totals: Blind Department  199 

   

ELC (PreK)     

Deaf  10 

Blind   9 

Totals: Deaf & Blind ELC (PreK)  19 

   

FSDB Overall     

High School Grades 9 – 12  258 

PK- 8 Grades PK – 8  277 

Totals: FSDB Overall  535 
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Day Students (PreK -12)   

Deaf  92 

Blind  82 

Totals: Day Students  174 

 
 

Admissions as of 05/01/2019 to 05/06/2019 
 

Deaf Department Eligible TA Not Eligible 

High School Grades 9 – 12  0 0 0 

Middle School Grades 6 – 8  0 0 0 

Elementary Grades KG – 5   1 0 0 

YTD Totals: Deaf 47 7 9 

 

Blind Department Eligible TA Not Eligible 

High School Grades 9 – 12  0 0 0 

K-8 School Grades K – 8  0 0 0 

YTD Totals: Blind 20 4 3 

 

ELC (PreK) Eligible TA Not Eligible 

Deaf 0 0 0 

Blind 0 0 0 

YTD Totals: Deaf & Blind 12 1 1 

 

 Applicants Scheduled:  16 

 Applicants Pending:   27 
 

 New information to report:  As of 05/06/19, 79 of 92 (86%) of eligible students since 
8/1/18 have enrolled.   

 
Withdrawals as of 05/06/2019 and YTD* 
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Deaf Department 
  

Month YTD 

High School Grades 9 – 12  0 28 

Middle School Grades 6 – 8  0  7 

Elementary Grades KG – 5   0 10 

Totals: Deaf Department 0 45 

 

Blind Department   Month YTD 

High School Grades 9 – 12  0 11 

K-8 School Grades K – 8  0  5 

Totals: Blind Department 0 16 

 

ELC (PreK)   Month YTD 

Deaf 0 0 

Blind 0 0 

Totals: Deaf & Blind ELC (PreK) 0 0 

 

FSDB Overall Month YTD 

High School Grades 9 – 12  0 39 

PK- 8 Grades PK – 8  0 22 

Totals: FSDB Overall 0 61 

 
 *Year to Date Totals begin August 1, 2018 
 
Professional Development for Academic Staff Members 
Submitted by Randi Mitchell, Coordinator of Professional Development 
 
Priority Goal 2: Professional Development 
On-Campus Professional Development: All of the grant funded professional development has been 
scheduled for the 2018-2019. The dates are on the Professional Development Master Calendar 
and registration has been sent out to the Academic Departments. In April, teachers were able to 
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attend Slice of PD Saturday topics of Data to Inform Instruction, Social Emotional Development, 
Digital Publishing, and Engage Student Learning. The trainings were 4 hours long and focused on 
the implementation piece of each topic. 
  
The Pineapple University (formerly known as Summer Institute) topics have been released to the 
Academic Departments. Pineapple University will be Monday, June 3- Friday, June 7 and the 
presenters will be a mix of FSDB Staff members, College Professors, State Discretionary Projects, 
and Tennessee School for the Blind. Teachers can attend the following topics: Quality IEPs, ACCESS 
Points, Makerspaces, Overcoming Barriers, and Microsoft Edu. 
 
Professional Development Opportunities 2018-2019 School Year for Academic Staff: 

• SMART board Training, FSDB 

• Youth Mental Health First Aid, FSDB 

• Innovative Technology, FSDB 

• Video Production and Editing, FSDB 

• iPad Implementation Blind, FSDB 

• Google Classroom, FSDB 

• Digital Publishing, FSDB 

• ASL and English Bilingual Strategies, FSDB 

• Assistive Technology, FSDB 

• Signed Reading Fluency, FSDB 

• Communicating with Families, FSDB 

• ASL After School Series, FSDB 

• Social Emotional Development, FSDB 

• Diseases of the Eye and Vision Assessment, FSDB 

• Social Emotional Development, FSDB 

• Writing in the Disciplines, FSDB 

• Data to Inform, FSDB 

• Engage Student Learning, FSDB 

• Council of Language Arts Supervisor Fall Conference, Orlando 

• Florida Council of the Social Studies Conference, Orlando 

• Florida Literacy Association, Orlando 

• National Council of Teachers of English Annual Convention, Texas 

• Rock the World with Writing, Jacksonville 

• Fairview Training, Orlando 

• SOMA 2018 O & M Conference, Tampa 

• Florida American Sign Language Teachers Association, Ft. Lauderdale 

• True Way ASL Curriculum Training, Colorado 

• Tactile Graphics in Education and Careers Symposium, Maryland 

• ASL RoundTable Conference, Arkansas 

• ASL Early Childhood Education Summit, Indiana 

• The Florida Association of State Federal Educational Program Administrators, Orlando 

• Florida Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Daytona Beach 

• BFEP Regional Application Development Workshop, Tallahassee 
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• Florida Association of Math Supervisors, Daytona Beach 

• Summer Literacy Institute Just Read, Florida! Orlando 

• International Learning Disabilities Association, Texas 

• State Advisory Committee Meeting, Tallahassee 

• 2018 Annual Statewide Assessment and Accountability Meeting, Orlando 

• Florida Association for the Gifted, Orlando 

• NEFEC K-12 Mathematics Instructional Materials Review Fair, Gainesville 

• Working with the Experts/Florida Vision Contacts Meeting, Orlando 

• TRES Assessment, Sebring 

• Florida Association of Bilingual & ELL Supervisors (FABES), Orlando 

• Florida School Counselor Association 2018 Convention, Orlando 

• Florida Education for the Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing, Daytona Beach 

• Advancing Accountability, Tallahassee 

• Florida Association of School Personnel, Tampa 

• Florida Association of Media Education, Orlando 

• Administrator Management Meeting, St. Petersburg 

• Florida Music Education Association, Tampa 

• Future of Education Technology Conference, Orlando 

• Microsoft EduCamp Days, Tampa 

• National Association of Bilingual Education, Lake Buena Vista 

• Working with the Experts – Cerebra/Cortical VI, Tampa 

• Visual Aid Volunteers of Florida, Orlando 

• LRP’s Institute, Orlando 

• National Association of Social Workers, Orlando 

• 41st Sanibel Leadership Conference, Clearwater Beach 

• NEFEC 2019 Summer Leadership Conference 

• Building the Early Childhood Pipeline, Gallaudet University, Washington, DC 

• American Printing House Principals of Schools for the Blin 

• LGBTQ Youth:  Clinical Strategies to Support Sexual Orientation & Gender Identity, 
Jacksonville 

• NWEA 2018 Accessibility Leadership Summit, Arizona 

• SOI National Conference, Texas 

• Florida Council of Instructional Technology Leadership Symposium, Orlando 

• TEACH, Jacksonville 

• IXL Live Training, Jacksonville 

• Conference of Educational Administrators of Schools and Programs for the Deaf, Colorado 

• National Deaf Education Conference, Texas 

• Silent Weekend, Orlando 

• American School Counselor Association, Massachusetts 

• Kendall Conversational Proficiency Level Training, Kansas 
 
Priority Goal 5: Stakeholder Relationships and Communication 
Stakeholder Relationships:  Tracie Snow and Randi Mitchell were asked to write an eBulletin for 
Raising and Educating Deaf Children: Foundations for Policy, Practice, and Outcomes on “Educating 
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Teachers Through Social Media.” The Raising and Educating Deaf Children: Foundations for Policy, 
Practice, and Outcomes is in association with the Journal of Deaf Studies and Deaf Education, 
published by Oxford University Press.  The eBulletin was released in April and can be found at 
http://www.raisingandeducatingdeafchildren.org/2019/04/18/educating-teachers-through-social-
media/  The article focuses on FSDB Pineapple PD increasing professional development 
opportunities for teachers and specialists at the Florida School for the Deaf and the Blind, as well 
as, educators in the field. 

Tracie Snow and Randi Mitchell were asked to present at Flagler College to the Methods of 
Language for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Students. The topic was on using FSDB Pineapple PD as a 
resource while they are college students and as a resource upon graduation. The college students 
had opportunities to ask Tracie and Randi about their experiences in the workforce and in the 
classroom. 

FSDB Pineapple PD: FSDB Pineapple PD continues to film and produce videos, distribute post on 
the social media pages, and share Pineapple PD QR codes at conferences.   
Currently in production: 

• History of Deaf Education with June Ann LeFors  

• Assistive Technology with Dajuana Prater and Patrick Turnage.  
 
These training videos will be part of the Slice of PD series and Pineapple University.  Also, 
Specialists are working on their scripts to develop Slice of PD on popular topics such as Elementary 
Writing, Social-Emotional Development, Tactile Graphics, Assistive Technology, Signed Reading 
Fluency, and 5 Parameters of ASL. 
  
FSDB Pineapple PD continues to grow on the social media platforms and can be noted with the 
information below.   
  
Since the last board report, FSDB Pineapple PD social media sites have continued to grow. 

● The Facebook page has 2,159 followers (17 follows since March 14th). 
● The Twitter account has 298 followers (2 follows since March 14th, 2019). 
● The Instagram account has 436 followers (16 follows since March 14th). 
● The YouTube account has 6,515 views among the 41 videos and 168 subscribers (996 views 

and 10 subscribers since March 14th, 2019).   
  
Pineapple PD Rebrand (April Fool’s Joke) 
Pineapple PD Team: Tracie Snow and Randi Mitchell 

• Views: 1.8K 

• Reactions: 47 

• Shares: 19 

• Comments: 14 
  
Kahoot Tidbit 
Matthew Smith- Deaf Middle School 

• Views: 237 

• Reactions: 14 
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• Shares 1 
  
English Language Learners Department 
Submitted by Betsy Gaura, Director of English Language Learning (ELL) Program 
 
Priority Goal 1: Academic Achievement and Workforce Preparation 

• Provide ELL Language Facilitators, ELL Language Arts Courses to high school students and 
after-school tutoring for deaf high school and a deaf elementary referral. For 

• Middle School and Elementary students, the ELL program provides either push-in or a pull-
out model for services. 

• The ACCESS for ELLs and the Alternate ACCESS for ELLs school wide testing was completed 
in March.  The results are expected in a few weeks.  Once they arrive, the original score 
report will be sent to each family along with a guide booklet.  These booklets are available 
in many languages.  Copies of the results will be kept in the ELL office as well as in the 
respective department. Data from these tests will be charted over the summer to use the 
following school year with planning and IEP meetings. 

• Two ELL BHS students were selected as PBS winners in April 2019. 

• April 4-7, one ELL DMS student competed at RIT in Mathematics.  

• April 16, a home visit for an ELL ELC students was completed by the ELC teacher and ELL 
Director.  

• April 24, the entire ELL Department celebrated Cuba in honor of the history, contribution 
and culture of Cuban people. The St Augustine Trolley gave a 1-hour tour of St Augustine 
and the Cuban influences.  After the ride, everyone enjoyed a delicious lunch at the 
Colombia Restaurant. A scavenger hunt had been planned but unfortunately time ran out. 

• May 21, The Ponte Vedra Women’s Club is planning to honor one of the ELL DHS students 
with a scholarship. 

• May 24, Two ELL students are graduating from the deaf department. One is the 
Valedictorian of the deaf high school who also won 3rd place in the FSDB Pageant. 

 
Priority Goal 2: Professional Development 

• All ELL staff continuing their FSDB Adobe school training. 

• Three ELL Language Facilitators, that work in the blind department, will continue taking 
braille instruction from a Braille Specialist in order to better serve our ELL blind/visually-
impaired students. 

• ELL Specialist for the deaf has enrolled at a local college to take American Sign Language III 
class in order to continue to improve her signing skills to better serve our deaf students. 

• ELL Specialist for the Deaf is mentoring a Flagler College student in the ELL Deaf High 
School this Spring. 

• April 1, ELL staff received training in ACCESS for ELLs and Alternative ACCESS for ELLs 
training. 

• April 26, ELL staff received their FSA, FSAA training. 

• April 29, a Blind staff member who works in orientation and mobility completed their 18-
hour independent ELL Course. 
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• April 26, The ELL Departmental meeting was held. Those included were the full-time staff 
and 5 Language Facilitators. Update information was shared regarding students, staff and 
ELL department. 

• April 11, the 18-hour ELL Course was initiated for a new Orientation and Mobility staff.  

• May 20, will have the final ELL departmental meeting for the 2018-19 school year. 
 
Priority Goal 3: Enrollment and Retention 

• During the month of March, the total number of foreign language contacts made for 
students and parents by the ELL staff through phone calls and/or translations was 280. In 
April there were 264. 

• Nine file reviews were completed in March and April for possible English Language 
Learners (ELLs).  Five new ELL students enrolled at FSDB (three will begin in the fall). 

• The editing of the ELL Special project (translation from English text to Spanish text) of the 
book, “Just Enough to Know Better” by Eileen Curran (UEB), has been completed.  The next 
step, to print and send a copy to the Spanish parents of our ELL blind braille students at the 
end of the school year along with the English copy.  

• Trilingual Packets are distributed at intake to Hispanic families of all possible ELL students. 

• ELL Teacher and ELL Specialist maintain a website with current information. 

• ELL student data is input into Skyward and reported to the state. 
 
Priority Goal 4: Digital Citizenship 

• ELL Staff continue to participate in the Digital Citizenship training. 
 
Priority Goal 5: Stakeholder Relationships and Communication 

• FSDB ELL Department has had a long excellent relationship with the Florida Department of 
Education, Bureau of Student Achievement through Language Acquisition (FLDOE/SALA). 
Often, they refer other districts with questions about Deaf/ELLs and/or Blind/ELLs, to FSDB 
ELL Department. 

• Every month, the FSDB ELL Director participates on a phone conference with the 

• FDOE/SALA department on ELL and World Languages. 

• March 13, the ELL Department was contacted by an attorney for assistance with a legal 
case. General information was shared about deaf education and newly arrivals. 

• In March, the FDOE referred a staff from Flagler county needing an athletic form in 
Spanish.  FSDB had the form done already so shared it. 

• March 23, a Brazilian Educator from Citrus County called to set up a tour of FSDB. She is 
very interested in learning more about FSDB and the ELL program. 

• March 26, the Curriculum Director from Alachua county called the ELL Department to ask 
for assistance on assessing a new deaf Hispanic student (they were referred by the FDOE, 
SALA office). 

• Deaf Educator in Puerto Rico has contacted the ELL Department several times in March 
asking for assistance and information in setting up a new program for deaf adults. 

• April 6, the Northeast Florida Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (NEF TESOL) 
educational organization had their Spring Conference at Flagler College in which the ELL 
Director has been a board member for over 20 years.    
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• The ELL Director attended the National Association for Bilingual Education (NABE) 
conference in Orlando in March 2019. She participated in the Teacher of the Year (TOY) 
2019 awards luncheon since she is part of the selection committee. 

• June 2019, the ELL Director plans to attend the Sanibel Leadership Conference for all ELL 
Directors in Florida, as well as higher education staff, will be held in Clearwater Beach. 

 
Respectfully submitted by:   
Tracie C. Snow 
Administrator of Instructional Services 
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Technology Services Department contributions and collaborations: 
● Strategic Planning Goal 1 - Academic Achievement/Workforce Prep  

● Libraries –  
o Both Libraries had successful Reading is Fun events with students taking home 

books of different types to have in their personal library. This annual event is a 
favorite for students since they get to make the selection of the books to keep. The 
librarians work closely with students and teachers to identify titles and materials 
which match students’ literacy levels and accessibility needs.  

o The Cary White Library continues to host Pineapple PD Saturday training activities. 
The space is a great fit for workshops taking place this spring.   

o Both Libraries placed an order of Science, Technology, Engineering and Math kits, 
manipulatives, robots, and other materials to build Maker Space areas within their 
Library/Media Centers. The Maker Space initiative is an exciting movement in public 
libraries and schools as it helps develop interests in innovation, creation and 
problem-solving.   
 

● Strategic Planning Goal 2 - Staff Development 
o The technology department has been offering multiple sessions per week to provide 

orientation to Outlook for academic department staff. We are working to enroll and train 
as many staff members as possible before they go home for the summer. 

o Ongoing roll-out training and support will take place for 12-month staff through the month 
of June and July 

 

• Strategic Planning Goal 4 – Internet Safety and Digital Citizenship 
o Staff Internet Safety training for the next school year is being planned. There will be a 

strong focus on data security.  
o The Acceptable Use Policy for Staff is being reviewed in preparation for any updates 

needed in the Operational Policy and Procedure which would also require an update to 
the related training materials. Training is required annually for all stakeholders who 
receive any FSDB account and/or equipment. 

 

• Strategic Planning Goal 5 – Stakeholder Relations 
o Planning is underway for the FSDB DeafTEC STEM Summer Camp to take place June 24-

28. This will be offered to students who are deaf/hard of hearing who do not attend 
FSDB as well as a limited number of students who attend FSDB currently.  

o We have had families inquire from Miami-Dade where we hosted a two-week camp 
summer 2018. We hope some of these past participants will register and experience life 
in the dorms here on the campus.  

o Shelley Ardis participates on a statewide Strategic Planning committee hosted by the 
Bureau of Exceptional Education and Student Services (BEESS) May 28-30.  
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Data/Information Systems 

● Annual end-of-year processes are underway including preparation for submitting Senior data, 
report cards, processing of transcripts and preparation of schedules for the next school year.  

● Forms and other documents within FirstClass are being analyzed in preparation for moving 
them into a new system. This will include setting up a new process to manage forms to ensure 
they are approved by the President’s Advisory Team, are appropriately labeled and branded 
and are maintained in a data classification inventory system so their purpose, use-rules, and 
retention requirements are known by the owners, users, and technology department’s 
Records Management and IT team members responsible for assigning permission and 
managing storage.  

● Questions are being answered when the Auditor General’s staff reaches out during their 
operational audit. 

● As part of the internal audit, a variety of meetings were held to provide information about our 
various types of and levels of risk.  

 
Network Administration and Instructional Technology 

• The number and value of projects which have been successfully managed and completed this 
year is outstanding! This has been done with on-going vacancies – some hard to fill positions. 
The team is working to close out some incredibly large projects including: 

o Fiber Upgrade Campus-wide 
o Move to new on-campus Data Center facility 
o Install new switches across the campus to align with updated cabling 
o Installation of new batteries and/or replacement of UPS devices in building network 

rooms 
o Procurement and installation of MessageBoards to complete the installation within 

student spaces, multi-use spaces, and newly requested locations 
o Procurement, set-up and installation of Positive Attendance devices which will allow for 

tracking student attendance 24 hours a day across the campus. Current attendance is 
tracked within the Student Information System electronically during the school day. 
This system will bring the ability to take attendance electronically day and night.  

o Procurement and installation of door bells which can communication to a room’s 
MessageBoards is currently underway.  

o Procurement and installation of digital displays is underway. These will also be aligned 
with MessageBoards and other non-emergency and emergency communications.  

o Procurement and installation of new SMART Boards throughout the Deaf Middle 
School. Those not yet at end-of-life are being exchanged with SMART Boards moving to 
surplus from Deaf High School 

o Replacement of our Single Sign-On Platform with one in alignment with Student Data 
Privacy Consortium standards and other data governance standards.  

o Upgrade of the Microsoft O365 licensing to include the appropriate levels of data 
governance, threat protection and support services 

o Exploration of VOIP services to align with our Microsoft O365 platform 
o Refresh and maintenance for both the Disaster Recovery and Police Data Centers in 

addition to the move and maintenance completed on the on-site data center.  
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o On-going work to create new Technology Services Department Manuals and Procedural 
documents to provide guidance in a standardized format to the team members and 
other stakeholders 

 
Resource Materials & Technology Center  
for the Deaf/Hard of Hearing (RMTC-DHH) 

RMTC-DHH staff participated and/or presented at the following conferences/meetings: 
• Florida Diagnostic Learning Resources System Train the Training Meeting, 4/-4-5/19 
• Working with the Experts Mental Health, 4/6/19 
• Bureau of Exceptional Education and Student Services English/Language Arts Strategic 

Planning Meeting 4/10/2019 
• State Transition Contacts Meeting, 4/10/19 
• Visions Conference, 4/10-12/19 
• Technology and Learning Connections Region 4 Meeting, 4/11-12/2019 
• National Outreach Conference for Deaf and Hard of Hearing 4/17-18/19 
• Orange County Fairview Webinar 4/17/2019 
• Presented Service Delivery Matrix Discussion Guides to Nassau County via Zoom 4/24/19 
• Region 3 TLC meeting 4/25/19 
• Nemours: A Collaborative Event for Teachers, Therapists, Audiologists, and Parents 

Working with Children with Hearing Loss in Schools, 5/3/19 
• TA Live!, 5/9/19 
• Florida Coordinating Council for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, 5/9-10/19 
• Citrus Onsite Visit, 5/14/19 
• Technology and Learning Center Region 2 Spring Meeting 5/15-16/19 
• Bay, Parent Workshop, Raising a Child who is Deaf/Language Development - May 21 
• Bureau of Exceptional Education and Student Services Strategic Planning Meeting, 5/28-

30/19 
 
Additional meetings included:  

• Florida Educators of Students who are Deaf/Hard of Hearing (FEDHH) Board Meetings 

• Preparing Personnel to Serve Children with Disabilities Online Webinar provided by Office of 
Special Education (OSEP) 

• FL D/HH Collaborative with Higher Education and Outreach 
  
RMTC-D/HH staff provided an onsite visit to offer support, strategies, and/or to perform 
observations and make recommendations to the following districts: Duval, FSDB, St. Lucie, Leon 
 
Technical Assistance in the form of coaching and mentoring, consultation, support, and/or the 
sharing of information and resources were provided to the following: 
  

Districts:  Alachua, Baker, Broward, Clay, Columbia, Dade, DeSoto, Duval, FSDB, 
Hillsborough, Lake, Lee, Leon, Manatee, Marion, Martin, Monroe, Nassau, Orange, 
Okeechobee, Palm Beach, Pasco, Polk, Seminole, St. Johns, Union, Volusia, Washington,  
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Other Agencies/States:  Community, Florida Diagnostic & Learning Resources System 
Multidisciplinary Center - Jacksonville, Florida Diagnostic & Learning Resources System 
Springs, The Florida Instructional Materials Center for the Visually Impaired, And National 
Center on Postsecondary Outcomes 
 

Media and Materials Loan Library Information: 
 New Accounts: 14 New Accounts 
8 Interpreters (Sumter, Santa Rosa, Manatee, Marion, St. Johns, Lee (2), DeSoto) 
1 ESE Teacher (Alachua) 
1 D/HH Itinerant Teacher (Hillsborough) 
1 Discretionary Project Personnel (Broward) 
1 University/College Staff (Leon) 
1 College Student (Hillsborough) 
1 Related Service Provider (Palm Beach) 
 
Upcoming Events in June: 

• RMTC-D/HH Work Week 6/3-7/19 
• SSTIC Post-Secondary Outcomes Online Meeting 6/4/19 
• Family Cafe 6/7-9/19 
• Summer Literacy Institute 6/11-13/19 
• Engage for Change 6/17-20/19 
• Youth Mental Health Training 6/25/19 

 
 
Respectfully submitted by:   

Shelley Ardis 

Executive Director of Technology Services 
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